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Abstract: The first part of the review article is devoted to investigation of impor-
tant phenomenological and particle-cosmology-related issues in the context of Type
IIB string compactifications. After undertaking a brief review of (split) supersym-
metry in the context of Beyond Standard Model Physics, we discuss the possibility
of realizing “µ-split-like SUSY” scenario from a phenomenological model, which we
show could be realizable locally as the large volume limit of a type IIB Swiss-Cheese
Calabi-Yau orientifold involving a mobile space-time filling D3-brane localized at a
nearly special Lagrangian three-cycle embedded in the ”big” divisor (hence the local
nature of the model’s realization) and multiple fluxed stacks of space-time filling D7-
branes wrapping the same “big” divisor. Naturally realizing split-SUSY scenario of
N. Arkani-Hamed and S. Dimopoulos in our model, we show that the mass of one of
the Higgs formed by a linear combination of two Higgs doublets (related to the D3-
brane position moduli), can be produced to be of the order of 125 GeV whereas other
Higgs as well as higgsino mass parameter to be very heavy- the “µ-split-like SUSY”
scenario. The squarks’/sleptons’ (the Wilson line moduli on D7-branes’ world vol-
ume) masses also turn out to be very heavy. Motivated by the fact that the gravitino
appears as the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) in our model, we explore the
possibility of the gravitino as a viable cold dark matter candidate by showing its life
time to be of the order of or greater than the age of the universe whereas lifetimes
of decays of the co-NLSPs (the first generation squark/slepton and the lightest neu-
tralino) to the LSP (the gravitino) turns out to be too short to disturb predictions of
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Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Assuming non-thermal gravitino production mech-
anism, we estimate the gravitino relic abundance to be around 0.1 by evaluating the
neutralino/slepton annihilation cross sections and hence show that the former satisfies
the requirement for a dark matter candidate. As another testing ground for split-
SUSY scenarios, we estimate Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) of electron/neutron up
to two-loops in our model. By explaining distinct O(1) CP violating phases asso-
ciated with Wilson line moduli and position moduli, we show that it is possible to
obtain dominant contribution of EDM of electron/neutron to be around 10−29 esu-cm
at two-loop level by including heavy sfermions and a light Higgs, around 10−27 esu-
cm for a two-loop Barr-Zee diagram involving W boson and SM interaction vertices,
eEDM to be around 10−33 esu-cm at one-loop by including heavy chargino and a light
Higgs, and nEDM to be around 10−32 esu-cm at one-loop by including SM fermions
and a light Higgs.
In second part of the review article, we obtain local M-theory uplift of Type
IIB background involving non-compact (resolved) warped deformed conifold and (N)
space time filling D3-branes placed on the singularity of the conifold, (M) D5-branes
wrapped around compact S2, and (Nf ) D7-branes wrapped around non-compact
four-cycle via Strominger-Yau-Zaslow’s mirror symmetry prescription [1]. This work
is mainly concerned with the investigation of hydro/thermodynamical aspects rele-
vant to explain the behavior of thermal QCD with fundamental quarks, as well as to
demonstrate the thermodynamical stability of the M-theory uplift. The uplift gives
a black M3-brane solution whose near-horizon geometry near θ1,2 = 0, π-branches,
preserves 1/8 SUSY. We propose a new MQGP limit corresponding to finite-string-
coupling (gs . 1)- large-t’Hooft-coupling regime of M-theory in addition to the one
discussed in [2]. Interestingly, we obtain η/s = 1/4π for the uplift and the diffusion
constant D ∼ 1/T for types IIB/IIA backgrounds in the both limits. The thermody-
namical stability of M-theory uplift is checked by evaluating the D = 11 Euclideanized
supergravity action upto O(R4, |G4|2) term in the two limits, and thereafter showing
the positive sign of specific heat from the finite part of the action.
ii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
“From time immemorial, man has desired to comprehend the com-
plexity of nature in terms of as few elementary concepts as possible.”
- Abdus Salam.
1.1 Overview
Physics in the mid-20th century took off with two important mathematical frame-
works: (i) Quantum Field Theory [3] upon which microscopic description of the
world is based, and (ii) General Relativity [4] which successfully explains description
of gravity at the large macroscopic scale. Both frameworks provide a good theoreti-
cal understanding to explain the empirical evidences, but at different energy scales.
However, both quantum field theory as well as general relativity, on their own, lack
any theoretical explanation which could describe what happened during the begin-
ning of our universe. This inability brought an interesting thought to the physicists’s
minds that all physics might be described by just one fundamental theory that unifies
quantum field theory and General relativity. The idea of unification started out with
the unification of electric and magnetic forces in an Electromagnetic theory proposed
by James Clerk Maxwell in 1873. This continued to the unification of the Glashow-
1
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Salam-Weinberg electroweak theory and quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in 1970’s,
known as the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. However, it turns out to be
physically inconsistent when one wants to quantize gravity as a quantum field theory.
At this point, the SM and gravity seem to be incompatible and unable to have the
potential to answer a number of crucial questions like the microscopic details of black
hole physics or the origin of the universe. Nowadays, prodigious underground acceler-
ators and space crafts probe these two theories everyday to unravel the fundamental
puzzles. Therefore it seems a necessity to reach at the level where physics might
be able to give a consistent theoretical explanation to address the aforementioned
issues. To do so, one should have a theory that combines the Standard Model and
General Relativity. String theory is one prominent candidate to be such a unifying
theory. It provides a consistent unification of all fundamental forces of nature and
a compelling UV completion of the supersymmetric field theories. Also, this “the-
ory of everything” is of utmost importance to provide a wider and a more general
view to one’s thoughts of introducing notion of supersymmetry as well as electroweak
symmetry breaking in the extensions of Standard Model. The motivations for SUSY
so far lie purely in the realm of particle physics, but there are more fundamental,
although perhaps indirect, reasons to believe in SUSY and to understand the origin
of dark matter and dark energy. On the other hand, after years of efforts, the biggest
and one of the most expensive experiments in the history of science (Large Hadron
Collider) bought a revolutionary period in the era of fundamental physics with the
discovery of the Higgs boson at LHC. The discovery has opened the doors to Beyond
Standard Model (BSM) Physics.
So, one of the greatest challenges is to relate string theory to the observables in
the low energy physics world, i.e., to reproduce all the characteristic features of the
SM such as non-Abelian gauge group, Yukawa couplings, chiral fermions, hierarchy
between the electroweak scale MW and the Planck scale MP , etc. This main task
comes under the area of String Phenomenology. This fascinating area, due to its
fundamental and mathematically structured character, is able to provide a framework
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for computing all couplings of the (MS)SM dynamically and give an explanation of
the supersymmetry breaking at both low and high energy scales. The framework is
generally based on two approaches: (i) the top-down approach (global models), which
starts from the fundamental theory and try to deduce from it all possible low energy
observables (ii) bottom-up approach (local models), which try to construct consistent
string models that incorporate as many SM features as possible. The work presented
in this review article belong to a local model-building approach of a string theory that is
able to provide sufficient tools to reproduce characteristic features of Standard Model
or the Minimal Supersymmetric Model without introducing any exotic particles.
1.2 Challenges of Standard Model
We begin our discussion by reasoning out in brief the shortcomings of Standard
Model. The SM of particle physics is believed to be a unified field theory combining
electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions [5–7]. The particle content of the
Standard Model is grouped into three categories: matter particles, force carriers, and
the Higgs particle. All the visible matter in the universe is described in terms of a
limited number of fermionic constituents of matter: six quarks, three charged leptons
and three light neutrinos. It is the biggest triumph of particle physics to date, and
has been tested very extensively (predictions of the existence of the W and Z bosons,
gluons, and the top and charm quarks before these particles were indirectly discovered
experimentally). Nevertheless, through experimental and theoretical research, it is
manifest that though the Standard Model precisely describes the phenomena within
its domain, it is still incomplete. Here, we list some of the problems of SM.
– Fine tuning in the Higgs sector : At one-loop, the quantum corrections to the
square of the Higgs mass scales as m2H = m
2
H(bare)+a
2Λ2. If ΛSM shoots up
to the Planck scale, one has to do a fine-tuning of the around 1 in 1026 to get
the Higgs mass of the order of 100 GeV as required by the electroweak theory.
This is of course a very huge fine tuning problem.
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– Neutrino masses and mixings : Neutrinos are massless in the SM. However,
observed neutrino oscillation patterns proved that neutrinos oscillate from one
flavor to another, implying small but non-zero masses. To account for these
observations, it is important to implement a mechanism to generate them.
– Gravity : SM does not incorporate gravity.
– Dark matter and dark energy : The existence of both have been confirmed by
many independent observations such as gravitational lensing effects, CMB fluc-
tuations, and more recently by Planck 2013. The Standard Model does not
include any particle which can make up the dark matter and also fails to give
right contribution of dark energy of the universe.
– Matter-anti-matter asymmetry : Various considerations indicate that there is
an imbalance of matter and anti-matter in our universe. Moreover, although
SM has the means of fulfilling the three Sakharov’s conditions, it falls short to
explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe.
In addition to aforementioned problems, there is a lack of natural explanation to
understand the origin of the form of the scalar potential which exhibits electroweak
symmetry breaking, a particular structure of Yukawa couplings, choices of gauge
groups of SM and matter fields transforming under a particular gauge group.
1.3 Notion of Supersymmetry
1.3.1 Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry [8–11] has been considered to be a proficient tool to anticipate new
physics beyond the Standard Model because of its ability to provide a solution to
most of shortcomings of Standard Model including gauge hierarchy problem, vacuum
stability of Higgs boson from the point of view of particle physics, and to address fun-
damental puzzles such as providing astrophysical dark matter candidates, dark energy
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and matter-antimatter asymmetry from the point of view of cosmology (see [12–14]).
The theory was discovered in the 70’s in the context of quantum field theory by es-
tablishing a relationship between elementary particles of different quantum nature.
It basically aims to provide a link between fermions and bosons by extending the
Poincare´ algebra to include spinorial generators that connect the fermionic degrees
of freedom to the bosonic degrees of freedom and vice-versa [15–17].
Supersymmetry is accomplished by introducing a supercharge Q which is an an-
ticommuting spinor with the properties Q|Boson〉 = fermion,Q|fermion〉 = Boson.
The generators satisfy super-poincare´ algebra as follows:
{Qα,Q†α˙} = 2σµαα˙Pµ, {Qα,Qβ} = {Q†α˙,Q†β˙} = 0
[Qα,Pµ] = [Q†α˙, P µ] = 0, (1.1)
where α, β are spinor indices, σµ are Pauli spin matrices and Pµ is generator of space-
time translations. In a supersymmetric theory, single particle states are classified
into irreducible representations of the supersymmetry algebra that are defined as
supermultiplets. Each supermultiplet carries fermionic and bosonic states that are
superpartners of each other and involve the same number of degrees of freedom.
Particles in a supermultiplet share the same quantum numbers and have the same
mass. In case of renormalizable N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory, one considers
a distinct copy of supersymmetry generators (Q,Q†). The irreducible representation
corresponding to two fermionic and bosonic degrees of freedom in a supermultiplet,
when translated in terms of field theory language, give rise to combinations that
include chiral/matter/scalar supermultiplet which contains a spin-1/2 Weyl fermion
and a complex scalar, and gauge/vector supermultiplet which contains a massless
spin-1 vector boson and its superpartner, a spin-1/2 Weyl fermion. In addition to this,
if we also include quantum gravity, then we have the gravity supermultiplet which
contains a spin-2 graviton and a spin-3/2 superpartner called the gravitino. Therefore,
in generic N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory, supermultiplets appear in three pairs:
6 Chapter 1. Introduction
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H H
(a)
H H
S
(b)
Figure 1.1: Quantum corrections to the mass-squared of the Higgs boson due to generic
fermion (f) and scalar (S) in the loop.
chiral multiplet (ψµ, φ
µ) corresponding to fermion and its super partner scalar; gauge
multiplet (Aµ, λµ) corresponding to neutral gauge boson and its superpartner gaugino;
and the gravity multiplet (gµν , ψ
µ) corresponding to graviton and its superpartner
gravitino.
Gauge Hierarchy Problem: Historically, one of the major motivations which
certainly demanded the need to introduce supersymmetry at TeV scale was to resolve
gauge hierarchy problem [18,19]. As discussed above, the quantum (loop) corrections
to the Higgs mass-squared, m2H give a term which is quadratically divergent. For
example, for a generic fermionic loop as given in Figure 1.1(a), the quantum correction
to the Higgs mass is given as:
∆m2H = −
Y 2f
8π2
[2Λ2 + 6m2f ln(Λ/mf) + ...], (1.2)
where Yf is the Yukawa coupling and Λ is an ultraviolet cutoff which can be identified
as the scale up to which SM remains valid, beyond which new physics appears. This
contribution to the mass of the Higgs diverges quadratically with Λ. Moreover, the
one-loop diagram corresponding to scalar in the loop as shown in Figure 1.1(b), makes
a similarly divergent contribution given as:
∆m2H =
λS
16π2
[Λ2 − 2m2S ln(Λ/mS) + ...], (1.3)
where λS is the quartic coupling of the scalar S to the Higgs boson. Comparing
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(1.2) and (1.3), we realize that the quadratically-divergent terms ∝ Λ2 would cancel
if, corresponding to every fermion f there exists a scalar S with quartic coupling
λS = 2y
2
f . This is exactly the relationship imposed by supersymmetry! Therefore,
it appears that quadratic divergences disappear in supersymmetric field theories in a
natural way. Moreover, the theory regulates quadratic divergence not just at the one-
loop level discussed above, but also at the multi-loop level. In addition to quadratic
divergent piece, logarithimic correction to the physical Higgs mass squared is propor-
tional to scalar mass squared. Consequently, to obtain the Higgs mass of the order of
TeV, scalar mass should also be with in O(TeV) limit. So the hierarchy problem im-
plies that new physics beyond the Standard Model (in other words, the SUSY breaking
scale) is likely to be around the TeV scale.
1.3.2 Supersymmetric Lagrangian
We first briefly review SUSY algebra [8, 18] to get a reasonable understanding of
chiral and vector superfields. SUSY algebra is realized as a translation in super-
space (xµ, θα, θ¯β˙); θα and θ¯β˙ represent Grassmannian variable. We can thus define a
superfield as Φ(xµ, θα, θ¯β˙). The supercharges are represented as:
Qα = ∂
∂θα
− i(σµ)αα˙θ¯α˙∂µ,Qβ˙ =
∂
∂θβ˙
+ iθβ(σµ)ββ˙∂µ, (1.4)
and spinor derivatives are represented as:
Dα = ∂/∂θ
α + i(σµ)αα˙θ¯
α˙∂µ, D¯β˙ = −∂/∂θ¯β˙ − iθβ(σµ)ββ˙∂µ. (1.5)
The chiral superfield is obtained by imposing condition D¯β˙Φ = 0. Since Φ depends on
both ordinary and Grassmannian variable θ, by expanding the same in power series
in θ, one gets (for simplicity, we omit indices here):
Φ(x, θ) = φ(x, θ) +
√
2θψ(x, θ) + θθF (x, θ), (1.6)
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where ψ corresponds to Weyl fermion, φ represents two complex scalar fields and F is
an auxiliary field required to close the algebra. The supersymmetry transformations
transforming different components of chiral superfields are given as:
δφi = ǫψi, δψiα = −i(σµǫ†)α ∇µφi + ǫαFi,
δFi = −iǫ†σµ∇µψi +
√
2g(T aφ)i ǫ
†λ†a. (1.7)
where ǫα is an infinitesimal, anticommuting, two-component Weyl fermion object
which parametrize the supersymmetry transformation. A vector superfield is real and
obtained by imposing condition V (x, θ, θ¯) = V †(x, θ, θ¯). The component expansion
of the vector superfield in Wess-Zumino gauge is simply given as:
V a(x, θ, θ¯) = −θσµθ¯Aaµ(x) + iθθθ¯λ¯a(x)− iθ¯θ¯θλa(x) +
1
2
θθ¯θ¯Da(x). (1.8)
The Supersymmetry transformations transforming different components of vector
superfields are given as:
δVµ = iǫσµλ¯+ iα¯σµλ, δλ = ǫσ
µν(∂µAν − ∂νAµ) + α¯D,
δD = ǫσµλ¯+ ǫ¯σµ∂µλ, (1.9)
The auxiliary field can be eliminated by using the equation of motion, implying:
Fi =
∂F
∂φi
= W i, Da = −ga(φ∗iT aφi), (1.10)
where W is holomorphic function of Φ, known as superpotential. The scalar potential
is expressed in terms of auxiliary terms as follows:
V =
∑
i
∂W
∂φi
+
1
2
(∑
i
φ†iT
aφi
)2
. (1.11)
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By using an analytic form of superfields and Grassmannian algebra, the general form
of Lagrangian is written in the following form:
L =
∫
d4x
{
d2θd2θ¯LD +
∫
d2θLF + h.c.
}
, (1.12)
where LD is sum of vector superfields given by LD = φ†egaTaV aφ, and LF is sum of
scalar superfields given by LF = 14W aαW aα+W (Φ). The superfield W a corresponding
to field strength is given by W a = −iλa + θDa − σµνθF aµν − θθσµDµλa†.
Local supersymmetry: The global supersymmetry can be promoted to local su-
persymmetry [20–22] by making transformation parameter ǫ depend on space-time
i.e δφi = ǫ(x)ψi. The requirement of gauge invariance introduces spin-3/2 fermion,
known as gravitino and its scalar partner, the spin-2 massless graviton. So, by in-
troducing space-time dependent parameter ǫ(x), the gravity appear naturally in the
picture. This local minimal supersymmetric gauge theory is known as Supergravity
(SUGRA). The resulting Lagrangian depends only two functions: the Ka¨hler function
G and gauge kinetic function fab given as:
G = κ2K + ln [κ6 ∣∣W 2∣∣] , fab(Φi) = δab( 1
g2a
− i Θa
8π2
). (1.13)
where K is real function K(φ, φ†) called as Ka¨hler potential, W is non-renormalizable
superpotential, and both real and imaginary part of the gauge kinetic function (fab)
appear as coefficients of kinetic term corresponding to gauge field strength. The scale
of supersymmetry breaking is governed by gravitino mass m 3
2
=MP e
−〈G〉/2M2P .
1.3.3 Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM)
We briefly review the minimal version of a supersymmetric Standard Model. This is
the simplest extension of Standard Model formed by promoting each SM field to a
superfield by considering an ordinary, non-extended supersymmetry [8, 18]. Each of
the known fundamental particles is placed in either a chiral or gauge supermultiplet,
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and must have a superpartner with spin differing by 1/2 unit. The left-handed
fermions in chiral supermultiplets transform differently under the gauge group than
their right-handed parts. The chiral and gauge supermultiplets of the MSSM are
classified in Table 1.1. In addition to squarks and sleptons existing as superpartners
of quarks and leptons, the MSSM contains two Higgs doublets and corresponding
Higgsino doublets, as well gauginos as superpartners of the gauge bosons of the
Standard Model [23]. The superpotential for minimal supersymmetric model is as
Superfield Bosons Fermions SUc(3)SUL(2) UY (1)
Gauge
Ga gluon ga gluino g˜a 8 1 0
Vk Weak W k (W±, Z) wino, zino w˜k (w˜±, z˜) 1 3 0
V′ Hypercharge B (γ) bino b˜(γ˜) 1 1 0
Matter
Li
Ei
sleptons
{
L˜i = (ν˜, e˜)L
E˜i = e˜R
leptons
{
Li = (ν, e)L
Ei = eR
1
1
2
1
−1
2
Qi
Ui
Di
squarks

Q˜i = (u˜, d˜)L
U˜i = u˜R
D˜i = d˜R
quarks

Qi = (u, d)L
Ui = u
c
R
Di = d
c
R
3
3∗
3∗
2
1
1
1/3
−4/3
2/3
Higgs
H1
H2
Higgses
{
H1
H2
higgsinos
{
H˜1
H˜2
1
1
2
2
−1
1
Table 1.1: Particle Content of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model.
follows [8]:
WMSSM = uyuQHu − dydQHd − eyeLHd + µHuHd . (1.14)
yu,d,e are related to the Yukawa couplings, u, d, e, Q, L,Hu,d are chiral superfields, and
µ corresponds to supersymmetric Higgs mass parameter. Since supersymmetry is a
broken symmetry, the mass of missing superpartners must be higher than Standard
Model particles otherwise it would have been observed at LHC long time ago. The
SUSY can be broken by adding a set of soft terms in the MSSM Lagrangian though
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it lacks any theoretical motivation. In addition to that, there are models, including
string-inspired models, in which supersymmetry can be broken in a hidden sector and
then transmitted to visible sector via different type of interactions [24,25]. However,
the question of how supersymmetry is broken does not have a definitive answer yet.
By avoiding the discussion about SUSY breaking mechanism(s), we write the general
MSSM Lagrangian formed by including mass as well as interaction terms as follows [8]:
LMSSMsoft = −
1
2
(
M3g˜g˜ +M2W˜ W˜ +M1B˜B˜ + c.c.
)
−
(
u˜yu Q˜Hu − d˜yd Q˜Hd − e˜ye L˜Hd + c.c.
)
− Q˜†m2Q Q˜− L˜†m2L L˜− u˜m2u u˜
† − d˜m2
d
d˜
†
− e˜m2e e˜
†
− m2HuH∗uHu −m2HdH∗dHd − (bHuHd + c.c.) . (1.15)
where M1,2,3 correspond to mass terms of bino, wino and gluino, m
2
Q,L,u,d,e are squark
and slepton mass terms and finally m2Hu,Hd correspond to mass terms for up and down
type Higgs. In total, there appear to be 105 independent parameters in MSSM.
R-symmetry: Unlike SM, where the requirement of gauge invariance and renor-
malizability led to baryon and lepton number conservation automatically, the most
general MSSM superpotential consistent with the symmetries and renormalizability
contains another set of terms which violate either baryon number or lepton number.
The additional lepton-as well as baryon-number violating terms are given as [8]:
W∆L=1 =
1
2
λijkLiLjek + λ
′ijkLiQjdk + µ
′iLiHu
W∆B=1 =
1
2
λ′′ijkuidjdk. (1.16)
These terms can lead to proton decay at unacceptable rates. To avoid this to happen,
one needs to forbid these terms with the help of an underlying symmetry. There is
a new global symmetry known as R-symmetry [26–28] which exists in superspace
and does not commute with supersymmetry. According to this, different components
in the same supermultiplet have different R-charges. This basically transforms θ to
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eiαθ, so θ has R-charge=1. Assuming that chiral super field Φ also transforms with R-
charge= +1, scalar components φ have R(φ) = +1 and fermions have R(ψ) = 0. On
the other hand, vector superfield is real having R-charge =0 . As a consequence of this,
vector bosons Vµ have R(Vµ) = 0 and gauginos have R(λ) = 1. Now, invariance of
Lagrangian requires L = ∫ d2θW requires R-charge to be zero whereas d2θ transforms
with R = −2. If we go back to the minimal superpotential as given in equation (1.14),
the R-charges assigned to Higgs superfields and chiral superfields corresponding to SM
particles are R(H, H¯) = 1, R(Q,L, U¯ , D¯, E¯) = 1
2
. Using this, one can check that terms
given in the superpotential in equation (1.16) are not invariant under R-symmetry
and therefore one can drop them out. This continuous R-symmetry is somewhat
problematic because gaugino Majorana masses get protected by R-symmetry. To
forbid these terms, even a smaller symmetry like R-parity RP = (−1)3B+L+2S , is
enough. According to this, all Standard Model particles achieve +1 R-parity while
all supersymmetric particles achieve -1 R-parity.
1.3.4 Split/µ-split Supersymmetry
The phenomenological models invoke a particular supersymmetry breaking mecha-
nism (along with supersymmetry breaking scale). Most of these models mainly rely
on O(TeV) supersymmetry breaking scale because of its ability to resolve serious
gauge-hierarchy problem as mentioned above. Though it is possible to achieve gauge
coupling unification and to obtain a good dark matter candidate using O(TeV) scale-
based models, yet the existence of a naturally large supersymmetric contribution to
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC), experimental value of electron dipole mo-
ment (EDM) for natural CP violating phase, and dimension-five proton decays are
serious issues that can not be solved elegantly. Moreover, the evidence [29, 30] ob-
tained by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN of a SM-like Higgs particle with
mass mH ∼ 126 GeV (for theoretical explanations on 126 GeV Higgs, see: [31, 32]),
also points towards some sort of (fine-tuned) SUSY in order to stabilize the vacuum
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at this value.
Motivated by obtaining an extremely small cosmological constant (see [33]) and
the string landscape scenario, the alternative to low-scale SUSY models was proposed
by Arkani-Hamed and Dimopoulos (dubbed as ‘Split SUSY’) in [34] according to
which SUSY is broken at an energy scale way beyond the collider search and could be
even near the scale of grand unification (GUT). In this approach, the probability to sit
in a vacuum corresponding to right amount of cosmological constant becomes higher
(number of string vacua depends on different SUSY breaking scale) in the ‘string
theory landscape’ though one has to assume fine-tuning in the Higgs sector. The
particle spectrum consists of heavy scalar particles except one Higgs doublet which
is finely tuned to be light, and light supersymmetric fermions (possibly gaugino and
higgsino) in addition to light SM fermions. The scenario is emerging out to be quite
interesting (though it abandons the primary reason for introducing supersymmetry)
from the point of view of phenomenology because of the fact that heavy scalars
mostly appearing as virtual particles in most of the particle decay studies, help to
resolve many diverse issues of both particle physics and cosmology. With this, the
model eliminates unrealistic features of MSSM while keeping essential features of the
same (gauge coupling unification and possibility of a viable Cold Dark Matter (CDM)
candidate) to be inherent.
µ-split SUSY Model: A variant of split SUSY scenario was proposed in [35] with
the motivation to resolve the famous µ-problem. Despite explaining many unresolved
issues of phenomenology in the context of split SUSY, the notorius µ-problem still
remains unsolved according to which the stable vaccum that spontaneously breaks
electroweak symmetry requires µ to be of the order of supersymmetry breaking scale.
In case of split SUSY scenario one is assuming µ to be light while supersymmetry
breaking scale to be very high. The other alternative to alleviate the µ-problem has
been discussed in [35] by further splitting the split SUSY by raising the µ-parameter
to a large value (which could be about the same as the sfermion mass or the SUSY
breaking scale); this scenario is dubbed as µ-split SUSY scenario. In other words, at
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electroweak minima, radiative electroweak symmetry breaking condition,
1
2
M2z =
m2H2 −m2H1tan2 β
1− tan2 β − µ
2, (1.17)
can be satisfied naturally by assuming partial cancellation between high values of
(m2H1 , m
2
H2
, µ2) with some amount of fine-tuning. In addition to solving the µ-
problem, all the nice features of split supersymmetric model like gauge coupling
unification, dark matter candidate, remain protected in this scenario.
To summarize, we briefly highlight the signatures as well as features of split SUSY
below:
– Gauge coupling unification still same as low-scale SUSY models [36, 37];
– A finely tuned Higgs of around O(100)GeV [34, 38];
– Heavy masses of squarks, sleptons and one of the Higgs doublets, heavy hig-
gsino, and light gauginos [35, 39–41];
– Long life time of gluino due to presence of heavy scalars existing as propagators
in tree-level as well as one-loop decay diagrams of the same [42–44];
– Dimension-five proton decay get naturally suppressed due to ultra heavy scalar
masses [45];
– Contribution to electron dipole moment (EDM) arising at two loop reach the
order of current experimental limits ignoring the effect of CP violating phase
as compared to the case of low energy supersymmetric models [46–48];
– Possibility of lightest neutralino/gravitino/axion as a potential Cold Dark Mat-
ter (CDM) candidate, depending on the model-building approach [45, 49–52].
Our basic goal in the string particle cosmology part of the review article is to get a nat-
ural realization of µ-split-like supersymmetry scenario in the context of a phenomeno-
logical model embedded in a particular class of string compactification schemes.
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1.4 String Phenomenology Background
The idea of supersymmetry breaking in MSSM/2HDM models lead to around a hun-
dred free parameters which introduce new CP violations phases, mass patterns, mix-
ing angles etc., and a big flavor problem due to appearance of FCNC’s. The parame-
ters are fixed by hand so as to fit to the experimental results. In fact supersymmetry,
though able to provide a candidate for CDM, does not generate the mass of the same
naturally. The WIMP paradigm fixes the mass scale of O(TeV) in order to obtain
the thermal cross-section to be able to produce relic abundance of the order 0.1.
Similarly, there is nothing clear about the nature of scalar field as well as a particular
mechanism to produce the inflation potential. As a consequence, both cosmology
and particle physics point out the need to embed (MS)SM into a more fundamen-
tal theory, a complete theory explaining all physical phenomena including constants,
which can give a dynamical mechanism to explain apparently imaginative choices of
these fundamental parameters. String theory [53–55] appears to be the most serious
candidate for a fundamental theory which incorporates in principle the constituents
of the SM and cosmology.
Historically, the concept of string theory came into picture in the late 1960’s in an
attempt to describe hadron forces and their spectrum with the understanding that
specific particles correspond to specific oscillation modes (or quantum states) of the
string. This proposal emerged as a satisfying unified picture in that it postulates
a single fundamental object (namely, the string) to describe the different observed
hadrons. Though this area remained quite active in the initial stages, it was aban-
doned only after few years of its discovery because it encountered serious theoretical
difficulties in describing the strong nuclear forces as a result of which QCD came
along as a convincing theory of the strong interaction. However, several interesting
breakthroughs were made in the mid-seventies. In 1971 Neveu, Schwarz and Ramond
discovered the idea about how to supplement fermionic degrees of freedom in string
theory and emphasized the requirement of world-sheet supersymmetry which led to
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the development of space-time supersymmetry. This space-time supersymmetry was
eventually considered to be a generic feature of consistent string theories - hence the
name superstring theory. In 1974, Scherk and Schwarz proposed that problems of
string theory could be turned into virtues if it were used for more ambitious purpose
of construction of a quantum theory that unifies the description of gravity and other
fundamental forces of nature, rather than a theory to describe hadrons and strong
nuclear forces. The massless spin-2 particle in the string spectrum, was identified as
the graviton and shown to interact at low energies with interaction strength given
by the Planck scale. In principle, this fascinating theory has rich potential to pro-
vide a complete understanding of particle physics and of cosmology because of its
fundamental and mathematically structured character.
These strings (open or closed) are mathematical one-dimensional extended ob-
jects, characterized by a single parameter given by the string tension α′, and the
typical energy scale of the same given by 1/α′. The interactions does not occur at
a single point, but is smeared out into an area already encoded in the world-sheet
topology. At energies much below the string scale (corresponding to α′ → 0), the
string diagrams diminish to the usual field theoretic ones. The theory is advanta-
geous in that it manages to eliminate the strong divergences of graviton scattering
amplitudes in field theory by replacing the notion of point particles by strings. How-
ever, consistent formulation of a stable and tachyon-free string theory demands a
spacetime supersymmetry and predict a ten-dimensional spacetime at weak coupling
(six of which need to be compactified) instead of usual four-dimensional space-time.
There are five perturbative superstring theories in ten-dimensional spacetime, termed
Type IIA, Type IIB, Heterotic E8×E8, Heterotic SO(32) and Type I. Beginning in
the mid-nineties, Witten realized that all these five different string theories shouldn’t
really be regarded as distinct theories. These might stem from a eleven-dimensional
theory called M-theory [53–55] which has eleven-dimensional supergravity as its low
energy description. From a phenomenological point of view, the essential aim is to
understand how the SM or the MSSM may be obtained as a low energy limit of
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string theory; for nice review articles on string phenomenology, see: [56–58]. The pri-
mary approach in this direction is to first reduce String/M-theory from ten(eleven)
to four spacetime dimensions, the so called compactification; for nice papers and
review articles on this topic, see: [59–63]. To preserve Poincare´ invariance in four di-
mension spacetime, the ten (eleven)-dimensional metric is assumed to be a (possibly
warped) product of the form M9,1 = R3,1 ×X , where X could be a very complicated
Calabi-Yau(CY) manifold(orientifold) [64, 65]. In reality, the number of choices for
the Calabi-Yau manifolds is not known. The extra dimensions, when compactified
on Calabi-Yau manifolds, are studied via the shape as well the size deformations of
the internal space which give rise to set of massless neutral scalar fields known as
moduli. For a typical compactification, the number of moduli are of the order of
several hundreds. In general, the geometric moduli of a CY are classified into h1,1
Ka¨hler moduli and h2,1 Complex Structure moduli. To obtain an effective 4D theory,
it is of primary importance to stabilize the potential by giving these moduli vacuum
expectation values (VEVs). This problem goes under the name of moduli stabiliza-
tion. The cosmological moduli problem puts a constraint over the moduli masses
according to which [66, 67], mmod > 10 TeV . By far, the N = 1 compactification is
more important because of its tendency to introduce the chiral spectrum of massless
fermions at low energies. Historically, the compactification process has made a rea-
sonable progress in heterotic E8×E8 string theory because of its ability to produce
N = 1 supersymmetry [68]. However, it could not get a considerable attention be-
cause of subtle issues related to moduli stabilization, and presence of unfavourable
exotic matter and anomalous extra U(1)’s while constructing Standard Model-like
spectrum. Amongst the four string theories, Type IIB string theory has received
so much interest worldwide after the discovery of Dirichlet(D)-branes [69]. In the
presence of D-branes, Type IIB/IIA theories have potential to evade no-go theorem
of [70], and provide a new insight of generating non-Abelian gauge symmetries and
chirality after compactifying on a Calabi-Yau orientifold.
Type IIB string compactifications appear to be, at present, the most promising
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way to link string theory with an effective low energy physics producing (MS)SM,
due to the presence, within its framework, of reasonable solutions both to stabilize
the moduli and to build local SM-like constructions. Type IIB superstring theories
compactified on a Calabi-Yau three-fold results in N = 2 supersymmetric theory in
four dimensions [64]. The number of supersymmetry can be reduced from N = 2
to N = 1 by adding an appropriate set of D-branes. Nevertheless, the consistency
requires the presence of appropriate orientifold planes (non-dynamical extended ob-
jects in string theory), in contrast to D-branes, to cancel tadpoles originating from
space-time filling D-branes. The essential aim in Type IIB string models is to obtain
4D effective N = 1 theory through orientifolding as well as dynamics of D-brane
solutions by compactifying on a Calabi-Yau orientifold1. The SM, or any of its pos-
sible generalisations, is believed to live on a stack of space-time filling D-branes, the
so-called ‘brane-world scenario’. In Type IIB string theory one generally considers
D1-, D3-, D5-, D7- and D9-branes as sources of RR C2p+1 IIB forms. In addition to
this, the non-trivial fluxes are turned on the internal geometry to break N = 1 super-
symmetry spontaneously, and to stabilize the moduli fields except the Ka¨hler moduli.
However, the fluxes are tuned in such a way that they render the compactification
manifold to be conformally Calabi-Yau [60].
From the point of view of cosmology/astrophysics, the realistic models obtained as
an effective low energy description of Type IIB N = 1 supergravity should be such as
to keep up with the primary requirement of getting de-Sitter (dS) vacua with a small
cosmological constant. The first de-Sitter like vacuum in string theory framework was
obtained in KKLT compactification [72] which include additional non-perturbative
effects (generated by an ED3-instanton or the gaugino condensation) in the super-
potential. The non-perturbative term is responsible to violate no-scale structure
and stabilize the Ka¨hler (volume) modulus in a controlled manner if flux-dependent
Gukov-Vafa-Witten superpotential is finely-tuned to be extremely small. The transi-
1One has to take care of the fact that it is not the complete spectrum of Calabi-Yau harmonic
forms that survives under orientifold symmetries. The orientifold action of Calabi-Yau as well as
the states invariant under the same is described in detail in [71].
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tion from the Anti de-Sitter (AdS) vacuum to supersymmetric de-Sitter (dS) vacuum
is realized via a particular uplifting mechanism such as by including an additional
anti-D3-brane. Following a similar approach, another interesting class of compact-
ification models have been proposed in [73] in the context of Type IIB orientifold
with inclusion of perturbative α′3-corrections (of [74]) in the Ka¨hler potential. These
perturbative corrections α′3-corrections as well as string-loop corrections provide a
competing contribution to non-perturbative ones, thereby generating a possibility
to give non-supersymmetric metastable AdS minima even without fine-tuning flux-
dependent superpotential, but at exponentially large volume. This construction is
referred to as LARGE Volume Scenarios (LVS). However, as in KKLT scenario, the
de-Sitter vacuum in LVS models is also realized by including an additional ingredients
(such as anti-D3-brane) used to uplift the vacuum from AdS to dS. A consistent local
compactification scheme, resulting in the de-Sitter metastable non-supersymmetric
minima without introducing any additional uplifting term, has been provided in [75]
by including “non-perturbative” α’-corrections (coming from the world-sheet instan-
tons) in the Ka¨hler potential [76].
For addressing the phenomenological issues, one considers a space-time filling D3-
brane and multiple fluxed stacks of space-time filling D7-branes wrapping a single
four-cycle. In the context of intersecting brane world scenarios [77–79], bifundamental
leptons and quarks are obtained respectively from open strings stretched between
U(2) and U(1) stacks, and U(3) and U(2) stacks of D7-branes; the adjoint gauge
fields correspond to open strings starting and ending on the same D7-brane. With the
local model-building approach of Large Volume Scenarios, the realistic constructions
reproducing SM spectrum via D-branes require wrapping of D7-branes around blown-
up cycle(s), similar to the technique used in models of branes at singularities ( [80–
83] and references therein). Here, one considers four stacks of different numbers of
multiple D7-branes wrapping a single divisor volume modulus (the ”big” divisor ΣB
in a Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau in [84]) but with different choices of magnetic U(1)
fluxes turned on, on the two-cycles which are non-trivial in the homology of divisor
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volume and not the ambient Swiss-cheese Calabi-Yau. By using the appropriate
N = 1 coordinates as obtained in [71] due to the presence of a single D3-brane and
a single D7-brane wrapping the four-cycle (big divisor ΣB in a swiss-Cheese Calabi-
Yau) along with D7-brane fluxes, the soft SUSY breaking parameters are calculated
in [85]. The value of scalar masses so-obtained turns out to be quite high, thus
indicating possibility of “split SUSY-like scenario” in a “large volume local D3/D7
model”. The split SUSY scenarios in the string landscape are getting considerable
attention because of the absence of sign of squark and gluinos below 1 TeV at LHC.
Recently, the possibility of a stable electroweak minima consistent with high scale
SUSY breaking is explained in [86] in the context of Type IIB orientifold/F-theory
unified models. The signatures of split SUSY-like scenarios are also observed in
the context of Type I, Type IIA string theoretic models (see [87], [88]) as well as in
orbifold GUT-based model [89].With this motivation, we construct a model, and show
a possible local realization of large volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY scenario which
includes (non-)perturbative α′ corrections in the Ka¨hler potential and non-perturbative
instanton-corrections in the superpotential.
1.5 Plan of the Review Article
This review article has two parts. The first is concerned with the investigation of
various phenomenological implications of a “local Type IIB large volume D3/D7 µ-
split-like supersymmetry model” to be able to produce order of magnitude estimates
which could be matched directly or indirectly with experiments. The second (smaller)
part deals with the investigation of thermodynamical and hydrodynamical aspects of
local eleven-dimensional uplifts of warped deformed conifold geometries relevant to
the studies of thermal QCD-like theories. The organization of the review article is as
follows:
In Chapter 2, we describe the details of a phenomenological model which could
possibly be obtained as a local Type IIB Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau orientifold com-
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pactification in the large volume limit with a mobile space-time filling D3-brane
restricted to a nearly special Lagrangian cycle in the Calabi-Yau and fluxed stacks of
wrapped D7-branes and provides a natural realization of µ-split-like SUSY [90, 91].
Further, we also argue that for the specific choice of values of VEV of position as
well as Wilson line moduli and bulk moduli, there is a possibility to obtain a local
meta-stable dS-like minimum corresponding to a positive definite potential. Using
the modified N = 1 chiral coordinates due to presence of D3- and D7-branes, we
construct the form of Ka¨hler potential and superpotential relevant to generate mass
scales of Standard Model as well as supersymmetric particles. By evaluating all pos-
sible effective Yukawa couplings in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity and
subsequent Dirac mass terms, we suggest the possibility of identification of fermionic
superpartners of four Wilson line moduli with first generation leptons eL and eR, and
first generation quarks: u/dL and u/dR. The identification is used throughout to
address other phenomenological implications (discussed in Chapters 2-4). Using an
appropriate SUSY breaking mechanism, the mass scales of supersymetric as well as
soft SUSY breaking parameters are obtained. The high value of Wilson line mod-
uli masses (typically of the order of 1011- 1012 GeV respectively) corresponding to
sleptons/squarks and D3-brane position moduli mass corresponding to both Higgs
doublets provide us with a concrete signature of split SUSY. To implement the split-
SUSY proposal of N. Arkani-Hamed and S. Dimopoulos [2004], we calculate the mass
of light Higgs formed by linear combination of two Higgs doublets at electroweak
scale. By assuming a small amount of fine-tuning, the eigenvalues of Higgs mass ma-
trix translate into getting a light Higgs of order 125 GeV at EW scale while masses
of another Higgs as well as higgsino mass parameter turn out to be very heavy even
at EW scale, thus showing the possibility of realizing µ- split SUSY scenario in the
context of local Type IIB LVS D3/D7 set-up. As an important benchmark of µ-split-
like supersymmetry, we estimate life time of gluino using N = 1 gauged supergravity
action and estimate the same to be very high- thus providing another evidence of
µ-split-like SUSY.
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Chapter 3 involves some of the important issues related to particle cosmology
in the context of string-inspired models. In particular, we demonstrate the pos-
sibility of gravitino as a viable C(old) D(ark) M(atter) candidate respecting BBN
constraints as well as reproducing a relic abundance of around 0.1 in the context of
N = 1 gauged supergravity limit of D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model [91]. The local
D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model provides gravitino as a L(ightest) S(upersymmetric)
P(article) and lightest neutralino as well as sleptons and squarks as N(ext)-to-the-
L(ightest) S(upersymmetric) P(article)’s. With the assumption that sizable amount
of gravitinos are produced non-thermally by decay of NLSP, life time of NLSP decay
into the LSP should be such that it does not disturb the beautiful predictions of Big
Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN). In this spirit, we carry out calculations corresponding
to decay width of all important two- and three-body decay channels of neutralino as
well as sleptons existing as co-NLSP’s and gravitino existing as LSP in our model to
explicitly show that (i) the life time obtained in case of all (co)-NLSP decay channels
is less than 102 sec (onset of BBN era) in conformity with BBN constraints (ii) the
life time for direct R-parity violating neutralino three-body decay into ordinary SM
particles is longer than neutralino decays into the LSP which accentuate the fact
that neutralino preferably decays into gravitino (LSP) only, thereby ensuring that
the gravitino relic abundance is not diluted (iii) decay life time of gravitino turn out
to be of the order of age of universe, thus showing possibility of being considered as
a viable CDM candidate, (iv) relic abundance of gravitino turns out to be around
0.1. For the last condition to get satisfied, we follow up the non-thermal production
mechanism of gravitino according to which relic abundance of gravitino is given in
terms of relic density of NLSP if co-NLSP’s freeze out with appropriate thermal relic
density before decaying and then eventually decay into the gravitino. Since the freeze
out condition depends on thermal cross-section of such particles, we evaluate all the
important annihilation channels possible in case of neutralino annihilation and in the
case of slepton annihilation in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity action. By
satisfying the above requirements, we demonstrate the possibility of gravitino as a
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viable CDM candidate in our local D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model.
Chapter 4 encompasses the study related to obtaining order of magnitude esti-
mates of electric dipole moment (EDM) of electron as well as neutron in the context
of local D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model [92]. By discussing the possible origin of
generation of non-zero complex phases in above-mentioned model, we emphasize the
possibility of obtaining a sizable contribution of (electron/neutron) EDM even at one-
loop level due to presence of heavy supersymmetric fermions nearly isospectral with
heavy sfermions in addition to getting a significant value of (e/n) EDM at two-loop
level. The independent CP violating phases are generated from non-trivial distinct
phase factors associated with four Wilson line moduli (identified with first genera-
tion leptons and quarks and their SU(2)L-singlet cousins) as well as the D3-brane
position moduli (identified with two Higgses) and the same are sufficient to produce
overall distinct phase factors corresponding to all possible effective Yukawa’s as well
as effective gauge couplings that we have discussed in the context of N = 1 gauged
supergravity action. However, the complex phases responsible to generate non-zero
EDM at one-loop level mainly appear from off-diagonal contribution of sfermion as
well as Higgs mass matrices at electroweak scale. In our analysis, we obtain dominant
contributions of electron/neutron EDM around de/e ∼ O(10−29) cm from two-loop
diagrams involving heavy sfermions and a light Higgs, and de/e ∼ O(10−32) cm from
one-loop diagram involving heavy chargino and a light Higgs as propagators in the
loop. The neutron EDM get a dominant contribution of the order dn/e ∼ O(10−33)
cm from one-loop diagram involving SM-like quarks and Higgs. Next, by conjectur-
ing that the CP violating phases can appear from the linear combination of Higgs
doublets obtained in the context of µ-split-like SUSY, we also get an EDM of elec-
tron/neutron around O(10−27) esu-cm in case of two-loop diagram involving W±
bosons.
Chapter 5 comprises study of few thermodynamical as well as hydrodynami-
cal aspects relevant to the thermal QCD by obtaining local M-theory uplift of Type
IIB background involving non-compact (resolved) warped deformed conifold and (N)
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space time filling D3-branes placed on the singularity of the conifold, (M) D5-branes
wrapped around compact S2, and (Nf) D7-branes wrapped around non-compact four-
cycle via the Ouyang embedding in the presence of a black-hole; Ouyang-Klebanov-
Strassler(OKS)-Black-Hole(BH) background [93]. By satisfying the requirements of
implementing SYZ mirror symmetry locally (as the resolved warped deformed coni-
fold does not possess a ‘third’ global killing isometry along the ‘original’ angular
variable ψ ∈ [0, 4π] for implementing SYZ mirror symmetry) to obtain Type IIA
background (near (θ1,2, ψ) = (〈θ1,2〉, {0, 2π, 4π})), we oxidize the so-obtained Type
IIA background to M-theory and then argue that there exists a new ‘MQGP limit’
( gsM
2
N
<< 1, gsN >> 1 for finite (M, gs) more relevant to strongly-coupled QGP) not
considered before. After obtaining so, we set up an approach to study the behaviour
of hydrodynamical as well as thermodynamical quantities in both weak coupling but
large t’Hooft coupling regime of M-theory (gs << 1) as well as MQGP limit accom-
plished by letting (gs . 1). For both limits we obtain a black M3-brane solution
whose near-horizon geometry near the θ1,2 = 0, branches, preserve
1
8
supersymmetry.
Then we investigate thermodynamical stability of solution in Type IIB background
as well as its M-theory uplift. The thermodynamical stability of the M-theory uplift
is discussed by first evaluating finite 11D supergravity action and thereafter showing
positivity of specific heat. On the other hand, we evaluate hydrodynamical quantities
such as shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio, and diffusion constant which naturally turns
out to 1
4π
and 1
2πT
respectively in Type IIB, Type IIA and its local M-theory uplift.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the main results and conclusions of the work
done in this review article along with interesting future directions. An appendix is
included.
CHAPTER 2
PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL:
REALIZATION OF µ-SPLIT-LIKE
SUSY SCENARIO
“Do there exist many worlds, or is there but a single world? This
is one of the most noble and exalted questions in the study of Nature.”
- Albertus Magnus, c. 13th Century.
2.1 Introduction
Over the past few years, producing realistic models satisfying both cosmological as
well as phenomenological requirements from string compactifications, has proven to
be a daunting challenge. To get the phenomenological implications of BSM models,
they must implicate a particular SUSY breaking mechanism and hence scale of SUSY
breaking. The recently proposed split SUSY model (based on high SUSY breaking
scale) inspired by the need of fine-tuning the cosmological constant, is emerging to
be quite interesting from the point of view of phenomenology because of the fact
that heavy scalars mostly appearing as virtual particles in most of the particle de-
25
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cay studies, help to resolve many diverse issue of both particle physics and cosmol-
ogy [34]. Therefore, it is quite interesting to realize split SUSY scenario within the
string-theoretic framework. One of the interesting string compactification schemes,
which eventually gives a metastable dS minima naturally, was presented in [75] by
considering Type IIB compactified on the orientifold of a Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau
in the LVS limit that includes non-(perturbative) corrections and non-perturbative
instanton-corrections in superpotential. Further, the possibility of generating light
fermion masses as well as heavy sfermion masses by including a space-time filling
mobile D3-brane and stack(s) of (fluxed) D7-branes wrapping the “Big” divisor in
the aforementioned framework [94], has interestingly pointed towards the likelihood
of split SUSY-like scenario in large volume Type IIB model. Motivated by this, we
extend the model to include two-Wilson line moduli [90], followed by a systematic
four-Wilson line moduli model [91], and explicitly show a possible local realization of
µ-split-like SUSY scenario in the large volume limit by including D3/D7-branes.
Before elaborating upon the discussion of µ-split-like SUSY realization, in sec-
tion 2, we first provide details of a phenomenological model which could possibly
be realized in a string-theoretic framework by considering, locally, the Swiss-Cheese
Calabi-Yau type IIB string compactification in the large volume limit with a mo-
bile space-time filling D3-brane restricted to a nearly special Lagrangian three-cycle
in the Calabi-Yau and fluxed stacks of wrapped D7-branes. Then we summarize
the construction of four harmonic distribution one-forms localized along the mobile
space-time filling D3-brane (restricted to the three-cycle). By calculating the inter-
section matrix valued in the Wilson line moduli sub-space a
I=1,...,h
(0,1)
− (ΣB)
, appearing
in Ka¨hler coordinate TB, we write (the Ka¨hler sector of the) Ka¨hler potential that
includes four-Wilson line moduli a1, a2, a3, a4 and two-position moduli of a mobile
space-time filling D3-brane restricted to the above-mentioned (nearly) SLag (corre-
sponding to a local minimum). The estimate of the Dirac mass terms appearing in
the N = 1 supergravity action of [17] calculated from superpotential and Ka¨hler po-
tential suggest that the fermionic superpartners of A1 and A3 correspond respectively
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to the first generation leptons: eL and eR, and the fermionic superpartners of A2 and
A4 correspond respectively to the first generation quarks: uL and uR. We use this
identification throughout to discuss all phenomenological issues such as evaluation of
soft SUSY breaking parameters as well as estimates of various three-point vertices
in the context of gauged N = 1 supergravity action. Next, due to multiple D7-
branes, we provide explicit bi-fundamental representations for the four-Wilson line
moduli and two D3-brane position moduli (after having turned on appropriate two-
form fluxes on the D7-brane world volume decomposing adjoint-valued matter fields
into bi-fundamental matter fields) and speculate about the possible modification in
the relevant N = 1 chiral coordinate in the presence of the same. It is also shown
that the (effective) physical Yukawas change only by O(1) under an RG-flow from
the string scale down to the EW scale. The discussion of phenomenological results
governing signatures of µ-split-like SUSY in this framework are appended in sections
3-5. Section 3 has details of calculations of various soft SUSY breaking parameters.
In section 4, we describe the fact that it is possible to obtain 125 GeV mass for one of
the Higgs doublets at EW scale. Section 5 discuss evaluation of neutralino/chargino
mass matrix. In section 6, we present a detailed study of gluino decay life time at
tree-level as well as at one-loop level in the context of N = 1 gauged SUGRA. Finally
we summarize the chapter in section 7.
2.2 The Model
Let us first briefly describe our model for which we present evidence that it could be
locally realized as a large volume D3/D7 Swiss-Cheese setup in [91]. For an N = 1
compactification, we will take the phenomenological Ka¨hler potential of our model
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to be:
KPheno = −ln [−i(τ − τ¯)]− ln
(
−i
∫
CY3
Ω ∧ Ω¯
)
− 2 ln
[
aB(σB + σ¯B − γKgeom) 32 − (
∑
i
aS,i(σS,i + σ¯S,i − γKgeom)) 32 +O(1)V
]
, (2.1)
where the divisor volumes σα are expressible in terms of “Ka¨hler” coordinates Tα,MI
σα ∼ Tα −
[
iKαbccbBc + iCMIM¯J¯α (V)Tr
(
MIM†J¯
)]
, (2.2)
α = (B, {S, i}) and MI being SU(3c) × SU(2)L bifundamental matter field aI=2,
SU(3c)×U(1)R bifundamental matter field aI=4, SU(2)L×U(1)L bifundamental mat-
ter field aI=1, U(1)L × U(1)R bifundamental matter field aI=3 along with SU(2)L ×
U(1)L bifundamental z˜1,2 with the intersection matrix: C
aI a¯J¯
α ∼ δBαCIJ¯α , C
aI ¯˜zj¯
α = 0,
ρS,B,Ga = ca − τba being complex axionic fields (α, a running over the real dimen-
sionality of a sub-space of the internal manifold’s cohomology complex), and the
phenomenological superpotential is given as under:
WPheno ∼
(
z181 + z
18
2
)ns
e−n
svol(ΣS )−(αSz21+βSz22+γSz1z2), (2.3)
where the bi-fundamental z˜i in K will be equivalent to the z1,2 ∈ C in W . It is
expected that MI , TS,B,Ga will constitute the N = 1 chiral coordinates. The inter-
section matrix elements κS/Bab and the volume-dependent C
MIM¯J¯
α (V), are chosen in
such a way that at a local (meta-stable) minimum:
〈σS〉 ∼ 〈(TS + T¯S)〉 − iC z˜i ¯˜zj¯(V)Tr
(〈z˜i〉〈¯˜zj¯〉) ∼ O(1)
〈σB〉 ∼ 〈(TB + T¯B)〉 − iC z˜i ¯˜zj¯(V)Tr
(〈z˜i〉〈¯˜zj¯〉)− iCaI a¯J¯ (V)Tr (〈aI〉〈a¯J¯〉) ∼ ef〈σS 〉,
(2.4)
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where f is a fraction not too small as compared to 1, and the stabilized values of Tα
around the meta-stable local minimum:
〈ReeTS〉, 〈ReeTB〉 ∼ O(1). (2.5)
In the context of N = 1 type IIB orientifolds, in (2.4), α, a index respectively invo-
lutively even, odd sectors of h1,1(CY3) under a holomorphic, isometric involution. If
the volume V of the internal manifold is large in string length units, one sees that
one obtains a hierarchy between the stabilized values 〈ReeτS,B〉 but not 〈ReeTS,B〉.
We now argue how to realize (2.1) - (2.5), locally, in string theory. Consider
type IIB compactified on the orientifold of a Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau in the LVS
limit that includes non-(perturbative) α′ corrections and non-perturbative instanton-
corrections in superpotential. For phenomenological purposes, we will consider a
space-time filling D3-brane and multiple fluxed stacks of space-time filling D7-branes
wrapping a single four-cycle, the big divisor, with different choice of small two-form
fluxes turned on the different two-cycles homologously non-trivial from the point of
view of this four-cycle’s Homology (for the purpose of decomposing initially adjoint-
valued matter fields to bi-fundamental matter fields, for generating the SM gauge
groups and to effect gauge-coupling unification at the string scale). Then z1,2 get
identified with the D3-brane’s position moduli, τ is the axion-dilaton modulus and
Ga are NS-NS and RR two-form axions complexified by the axion-dilaton modulus.
From Sen’s orientifold-limit-of-F-theory point of view corresponding to type IIB
compactified on a Calabi-Yau three fold Z-orientifold with O3/O7 planes, one re-
quires an elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau four-fold X4 (with projection π) over a 3-fold
B3(≡ CY3−orientifold) where B3 can be taken to be an n-twisted CP1-fibration over
CP2 such that pull-back of the divisors in CY3 automatically satisfy Witten’s unit-
arithmetic genus condition [95]. For n = 6 [95], the Calabi-Yau three-fold Z then
turns out to be a unique Swiss-Cheese Calabi Yau inWCP4[1,1,1,6,9][x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : x5]
given by a smooth degree-18 hypersurface in WCP4[1, 1, 1, 6, 9]; the exceptional di-
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visor corresponding to resolution of a Z3-singularity x1 = x2 = x3 = 0, via the
monomial-divisor map, is encoded as the φx61x
6
2x
6
3(φ being an involutively odd com-
plex structure modulus) polynomial deformation in the defining hypersurface. Hence-
forth, we will be working in the non-singular coordinate patch x2 = 1 in the large
volume limit of the Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau.
The closed string moduli-dependent Ka¨hler potential, includes perturbative (us-
ing [96]) and non-perturbative (using [76]) α′-corrections. Written out in (discrete
subgroup of) SL(2,Z)(expected to survive orientifolding)-covariant form, the pertur-
bative corrections are proportional to χ(CY3) and non-perturbative α
′ corrections
are weighted by {n0β}, the genus-zero Gopakumar-Vafa invariants that count the
number of genus-zero rational curves β ∈ H−2 (CY3,Z). In fact, the closed string
moduli-dependent contributions are dominated by the genus-zero Gopakumar-Vafa
invariants which using Castelnuovo’s theory of moduli spaces can be shown to be
extremely large for compact projective varieties [97] such as the one used.
Based on the study initiated in [90, 94], one of us (AM), inspired by the Donald-
son’s algorithm - see [98] - had obtained in [99], an estimate of a nearly Ricci-flat
Swiss Cheese metric for points finitely separated from ΣB based on the ansatz as
given in [91]. Using this ansatz, one sees that h11 ∼ hz24 z¯24V 23 . Using (2.22), one can
show that:
Rziz¯j ∼
∑8
n=0 an
(
hz
2
4 z¯
2
4
)n
V n3(
1 +O(1)hz24 z¯24V 13
)2
V 118 (∑3n=0 bn (hz24 z¯24)n V n3 )2 . (2.6)
Solving numerically:
∑8
n=0 an
(
hz
2
4 z¯
2
4
)n
V n3 = 0, as was assumed, one (of the eight
values of) hz
2
4 z¯
2
4 , up to a trivial Ka¨hler transformation, turns out to be V− 13 ,V ∼ 106.
Curiously, from GLSM-based analysis, we had seen in [84] that on ΣB(z4 = 0),
the argument of the logarithm received the most dominant contribution from the
FI-parameter r2 ∼ V 13 which using this value of hz24 z¯24 , is in fact, precisely what
one obtains even now. Using this value of hz
2
4 z¯
2
4 , one obtains: Rziz¯4 , Rz4z¯4 ∼ 10−1.
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Further, as has been assumed that the metric components gz1,2z¯4 are negligible as
compared to gziz¯j - this was used in [94] in showing the completeness of the basis
spanning H1,1− for a large volume holomorphic isometric involution restricted to (2.7),
z1 → −z1, z2,3 → z2,3, which is now born out explicitly, wherein the latter turn out
to about 10% of the former. One does not need the aforementioned restriction on
the geometric Swiss-Cheese metric for large volume involutions restricted to (2.7),
of the following type. In the x2 6= 0-coordinate patch, the defining degree-18 hyper-
surface in WCP41,1,1,6,9[x1 : x2 : x3 : x4 : x5] can be written as: 1 + z
18
1 + z
18
2 + z
3
3 −
ψz1z2z3z4 − φz61z62 = 0, z1 = x1x2 , z2 = x3x2 , z3 = x4x61 , z4 =
x5
x91
. The same can be rewritten
as: (iz4)
2 − ψz1z2z3z4 = z33 + φz61z62 − z181 − z182 . This is can therefore be thought
of as the following Weierstrass variety:
T 2(z3, z4(z3)) → WCP41,1,1,6,9(z1, z2, z3)
↓ π
CP 2(z1, z2)
.
Now, assuming that the complex structure modulus ψ has been stabilized to an
infinitesimal value so that one can disregard the polynomial deformation propor-
tional to ψ, and defining χ1,2 ≡ z61,2, this elliptic fibration structure can thought
also of as:
T 2(z3, z4(z3)) → WCP41,1,1,6,9(χ1, χ2, z3)
↓ π
(Complex curve) C(χ1) −→ CP2(χ1, χ2)
↓ π′
CP1(χ2)
, corresponding to
(iz4)
2 ≈ z33+φχ1χ2−χ31−χ32. Alternatively, one can also think of the Weierstrass va-
riety as:
T 2(−χ1, z4(−χ1)) → WCP41,1,1,6,9(χ1, χ2, z3)
↓ π
(Complex curve) C(−z3) −→ CP2(−z3, χ2)
↓ π′
CP1(χ2)
, corresponding to
(iz4)
2 ≈ (−χ1)3 + φχ1χ2 + z33 − χ32. Therefore, near (2.7), one can define a large
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volume holomorphic involution: χ1 ↔ −z3, φ→ −φ(the fact that complex structure
modulus φ is involutively odd, is also used in (2.15)). We will assume that in the coor-
dinate patch (but not globally): |z1| ≡ V 136 , |z2| ≡ V 136 , |z3| ≡ V 16 , the Calabi-Yau is
diffeomorphic to the Swiss-Cheese WCP41,1,1,6,9[18]. The defining hypersurface for the
same is: x181 +x
18
2 +x
18
3 +x
3
4+x
2
5−18ψ
∏5
i=1 xi−3φ(x1x2x3)6 = 0. This can be thought
of as the following hypersurface in an ambient complex four-fold: P (x1, ..., x5; ξ) = 0
after resolution of the Z3-singularity [100] [the x4 and x5 have been switched relative
to [95]; n = 6 CP1-fibration over CP2 with projective coordinates x1,2,3, x4, x5 of [95]
is equivalent to n = −6 with projective coordinates x1,2,3,, x5, x4 - see [101]] with the
toric data for the same given by:
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 ξ
Q1 1 1 1 6 0 9
Q2 0 0 0 1 1 2
.
In the coordinate patch: x2 6= 0(implying one is away from the Z3-singular (0, 0, 0, x4, x5)
in WCP41,1,1,6,9[18]), ξ 6= 0, one sees that the following are the gauge-invariant coor-
dinates: z1 =
x1
x2
, z2 =
x3
x2
, z3 =
x24
x32ξ
, z4 =
x25x
9
2
ξ
. We henceforth assume the Calabi-Yau
hypersurface to be written in this coordinate patch as: z181 +z
18
2 +P(z1,2,3,4;ψ, φ) = 0.
The divisor {x5 = 0} ∩ {P (x1,2,3,4,5; ξ) = 0} is rigid with h0,0 = 1 (See [100]) satis-
fying the Witten’s unit-arithmetic genus condition, and that the Calabi-Yau vol-
ume can be written as vol(CY3) =
τ
3
2
4
18
−
√
2τ
3
2
5
9
, implying that the ‘small divisor’
Σs is {x5 = 0} ∩ {z181 + z182 + P(z1,2,3, z4 = 0;ψ, φ) = 0} and the big divisor ΣB is
{x4 = 0}∩{z181 + z182 + P(z1,2,4, z3 = 0;ψ, φ) = 0} . Alternatively, using the toric data
of [102]:
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 ξ
Q1 1 1 1 0 0 −3
Q2 0 0 0 −2 −3 −1
,
one can verify that {ξ = 0} ∩ {P ′(x1,2,3,4,5; ξ) = 0} is the rigid blow-up mode with
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h0,0 = 1 (which can be easily verified using cohomCalg1) and one can define gauge-
invariant coordinates in the x2 6= 0, x4 6= 0 coordinate-patch: z1 = x1x2 , z2 = x3x2 , z3 =
(x5x1)2
x34
, z4 =
(x6x31)
2
x4
.
Interestingly, around the three-cycle
C3 : |z1| ∼ V 136 , |z2| ∼ V 136 , |z3| ∼ V 16 , (2.7)
the Calabi-Yau can be thought of, locally, as a complex three-fold M3 which is a
T 3(swept out by (argz1,argz2, argz3)-fibration over a large base (|z1|, |z2|, |z3|); pre-
cisely apt for application of mirror symmetry as three T-dualities a la S(trominger)
Y(au) Z(aslow)), C3 is almost a s(pecial) Lag(rangian) sub-manifold because it satis-
fies the requirement that f ∗J ≈ 0, Ree (f ∗eiθΩ)∣∣∣∣
θ=π
2
≈ vol(C3), ℑm
(
f ∗eiθΩ
)∣∣∣∣
θ=π
2
≈
0 where f : C3 → CY3). Let us see if these requirements hold up. Using the geometric
Ka¨hler potential as given in [91], the geometric metric near C3 is estimated to be:
gij¯ ∼ O(10
−1)
2

1
18√V
1
18√V
1
V 7/36
1
18√V
1
18√V
1
V 7/36
1
V 7/36
1
V 7/36
1
3√V
 , (2.8)
The same was necessary in explicitly demonstrating h1,1− 6= 0 in [94] for the large
volume involution: z1 → −z1, z2,3 → z2,3.
(i) Using (2.8), one sees that:
f ∗(ds26) ∼ 0.05
[
2∑
i,j=1
V− 118 (dzidz¯j¯)+ V− 13 |dz3|2
]∣∣∣∣∣
C3
∼ 0.05
[
2∑
i,j=1
d(argzi)d(argz¯j¯) + d(argz3)d(argz¯3)
]
. (2.9)
This implies f ∗J ∼ 0.05, which is small.
1We thank P.Shukla for verifying the same.
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(ii) In the x2 6= 0- coordinate patch with z1 = x1x2 , z2 = x3x2 , z3 = x4x62 , z4 =
x5
x62
, by the
Griffiths residue formula, one obtains: Ω = dz1∧dz2∧dz4∂P
∂z3
= dz1∧dz2∧dz4
3z23−ψz1z2z4
. The coordinate
z4 can be solved for using:
z4 =
ψz1z2z3 ±
√
ψ2(z1z2z3)2 − 4(1 + z181 + z182 + z33 − φ(z1z2)6)
2
∼ ψV 29 ± iV 14 ,
(2.10)
which implies that the T 3 will never degenerate as the roots will never coincide:
dz4 ∼ dz3
(
ψz1z2
2
± (2ψ
2z21z
2
2z3 − 12z23)
4
√
ψ2(z1z2z3)2 − 4(1 + z181 + z182 + z33 − φ(z1z2)6)
)
+ (...)dz1 + (...)dz2
∼
(
ψz1z2
2
± 1.5i z
2
3√
z181 + z
18
2 + z
3
3
)
dz3 + (...)dz1 + (...)dz2,
near (2.7), |ψ| << 1, |φ| << 1. (2.11)
Therefore, restricted to (2.7) and substituting (2.10) and (2.11) in the aforementioned
expression of Ω, one obtains:
Ω ∼
(
ψV 118 ± 1.5iV 112
)
3V 13 − ψV 118
[
ψV 29 ± iV 14
]dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3 ∼
(
ψV− 518
3
± 0.5iV− 14
)
dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3.
(2.12)
Hence, if one could estimate the pull-back of the nowhere vanishing holomorphic
three-form as:
f ∗Ω ∼
(
ψ
3
V− 518+ 118+ 16 + 0.5iV− 14+ 118+ 16
)
d(argz1) ∧ d(argz2) ∧ d(argz3)
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼106
∼ (0.2ψ ± 0.3i) d(argz1) ∧ d(argz2) ∧ d(argz3), (2.13)
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and:
vol(C3) ∼
√
f ∗gf ∗(dz1 ∧ dz2 ∧ dz3) ∼
√
(0.05)3V 29d(argz1) ∧ d(argz2) ∧ d(argz3)
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼106
∼ 0.2d(argz1) ∧ d(argz2) ∧ d(argz3), (2.14)
then relative to a phase e−iθ, θ = π
2
, ℑm (f ∗e−iθΩ) ∼ 0.2ψd(argz1) ∧ d(argz2) ∧
d(argz3), which for |ψ| << 1, is close to zero; (equivalently)Re
(
f ∗e−iθΩ
) ∼ vol(C3).
This implies that C3 is nearly/almost a special Lagrangian sub-manifold [103].
The N = 1 chiral co-ordinates with the inclusion of mobile D3-brane position
moduli z1,2 (which we identify with the ΣB coordinates) and mulitple matrix-valued
D7-branes Wilson line moduli aI were guessed at in [91]. the N = 1 chiral coordi-
nates: Tα=B,S,Ga=1,2, ζA, zi=1,2 (See [71, 84] for definitions of all) - in particular:
σα ∼ Tα −
(
iκαbcc
bBc + κα + i
(τ − τ¯ )καbcG
b(Gc − G¯c)
+iδBα κ
2
4µ7l
2CIJ¯α aI a¯J¯ +
3i
4
δBα τQf˜ + iµ3l
2(ωα)ij¯z
i
(
z¯j¯ − i
2
z¯a˜(P¯a˜)j¯l zl
))
, (2.15)
where (i) κ4 is related to four-dimensional Newton’s constant, µ3 and µ7 are D3 and
D7-brane tensions; (ii) καab’s are triple intersection integers of the CY orientifold;
(iii) ca and ba are coefficients of RR and NS-NS two forms expanded in odd basis
of H
(1,1)
∂¯,− (CY ); (iv) C
IJ¯
α =
∫
ΣB
i∗ωα ∧ AI ∧ AJ¯ , ωα ∈ H(1,1)∂¯,+ (CY3) and AI forming a
basis for H
(0,1)
∂¯,− (Σ
B) - immersion map is defined as: i : ΣB →֒ CY3, aI is defined via a
Kaluza-Klein reduction of the U(1) gauge field (one-form) A(x, y) = Aµ(x)dx
µP−(y)+
aI(x)A
I(y)+ a¯J¯(x)A¯
J¯(y), where P−(y) = 1 if y ∈ ΣB and -1 if y ∈ σ(ΣB); (v) za˜, a˜ =
1, ..., h2,1− (CY3), are D = 4 complex structure deformations of the CY orientifold,
(Pa˜)ij¯ ≡ 1||Ω||2 Ω¯ikl (χa˜)klj¯, i.e., P : TCY (1,0)3 −→ TCY (0,1)3 via the transformation:
zi
c.s. deform−→ zi+ i
2
za˜ (Pa˜)ij¯ z¯j¯ , zi are scalar fields corresponding to geometric fluctuations
of D3-brane inside the Calabi-Yau and defined via: z(x) = zi(x)∂i+ z¯
i¯(x¯)∂¯i¯, and (vi)
Qf˜ ≡ l2
∫
ΣB
f˜ ∧ f˜ , where f˜ ∈ H˜2−(ΣB) ≡ coker
(
H2−(CY3)
i∗→ H2−(ΣB)
)
.
We estimate the intersection matrices CB
IJ¯
in an appendix of [91] by constructing
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harmonic one forms. Following the previous constructions in [84, 94], the harmonic
distribution one-forms can be constructed by integrating: dAI = (PΣB(z1,2,3))
I dz1 ∧
dz2, with I = 1, 2(done), 3, 4 where
AI ∼ δ
(
|z3| − V 16
)
δ
(
|z1| − V 136
)
δ
(
|z2| − V 136
)
[ωI(z1, z2)dz1 + ω˜I(z1, z2)dz2] .
(2.16)
As the defining hypersurface of the Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau in x2 6= 0-coordinate
patch will be z181 +z
18
2 +... which near C3 (implying that the other two coordinates will
scale like V 16 ,V 16 −V 14 ) receives the most dominant contributions from the monomials
z181 and z
18
2 it is sufficient to consider PΣS
∣∣∣
D3|near C3 →֒ΣB
,PΣB |near C3 →֒ΣB ∼ z181 + z182
with the understanding |P(z1,2,3, z4 = 0;φ, ψ)|C3, |P(z1,2,4, z3;φ, ψ)|C3 < |z181 + z182 |.
One sees that AI is harmonic only on ΣB and not at any other generic locus in
the Calabi-Yau manifold; (2.16) shows that AI are distribution one-forms on ΣB
localized along the D3-brane which is localized on the three-cycle C3 of (2.7). Writing
AI(z1, z2) = ωI(z1, z2)dz1 + ω˜I(z1, z2)dz2,
2 where ω(−z1, z2) = ω(z1, z2), ω˜(−z1, z2) =
−ω˜(z1, z2) and ∂1ω˜ = −∂2ω, one obtains:
A1|C3 ∼ −z181 z192 dz1 + z191 z182 dz2, A2|C3 ∼ −z181 z2dz1 + z182 z1dz2,
A3|C3 ∼ −z181 z372 dz1 − z182 z371 dz1, A4|C3 ∼ −z361 z372 dz1 + z362 z371 dz2. (2.17)
Utilizing above, one can calculate the intersection numbers CIJ¯ corresponding to set
of four-Wilson line moduli. The resultant contribution of various CIJ¯ ’s are given in
an appendix of [91].
Let’s now look at the term quadratic in the D3-brane position moduli in Tα=B,S
which is given by: (ωα)ij¯ z
i
(
z¯j¯ − i
2
(Pa˜)j¯l z¯a˜zl
)
, where (Pa˜)j¯l = Ω
j¯k¯m¯(χa˜)k¯m¯l
||Ω||2
∼ gj1 j¯gk1k¯gm1m¯Ωj1k1m1 (χa˜)k¯m¯l
gi2 i¯2gj3 j¯3gk2k¯2Ωi2j2k2Ω¯i¯2 j¯2k¯2
. As ωα forms a basis of H
1,1
+ (CY3) and χa˜ forms a basis of
H2,1− (CY3), this does not therefore depend on the choice of the divisor α. By Griffith’s
2Intuitively, these distribution one-forms could be thought of as the holomorphic square-root of
a Poincare dual of a four-cycle.
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residue formula, Ω = Ω124dz1∧dz2∧dz4 where Ω124 = 1∂P (z1,z2,z3,z4)
∂z3
= 1
3z23−ψz1z2z4
. From
P (z1, z2, z3, z4) = 0, one obtains:
z3 ∼ ψz1z2z4(
− (z181 + z182 + z24 − φz61z62) +
√
(ψz1z2z4)
3 + (z181 + z
18
2 + z
2
4 − φz61z62)2
) 1
3
+
(
− (z181 + z182 + z24 − φz61z62)+√(ψz1z2z4)3 + (z181 + z182 + z24 − φz61z62)2) 13 ,(2.18)
which for z1,2 ∼ V 136 , z4 ∼ V 16 yields z3 ∼ V 16 . Hence, Ω124 ∼ V− 13 . The poly-
nomial deformation coefficient ψ is a complex structure deformation modulus and
given that it must be of the type za˜, i.e., odd under the holomorphic isometric in-
volution σ : z1 → −z1, z2,4 → z2,4, σ : ψ → −ψ. So, given that σ∗Ω = −Ω, hence
σ : Ω124 → Ω124. Now, 12 (Pa˜)j¯l ∼ (χa˜)4¯2¯1Ω¯1¯2¯4¯ ∼
V 13
2
∣∣∣∣∣
V<∼106
∼ O(10). Assuming the complex
structure moduli za˜ are stabilized at value O(10)za˜ ∼ O(1) for V .106, one sees
that contribution quadratic in zizj goes like (ωα)ij¯(z
iz¯j¯). ωB,S are Poincare-duals of
ΣB,S respectively. Hence, ωB,S = δ(PΣB,S)dPΣB,S ∧ δ(P¯ΣB,S)dP¯ΣB,S . Therefore one
can argue ( [84, 91]) that near |z1,2| ≡ V 136MP , |z3| ≡ V 16MP , |a1| ≡ V− 29MP , |a2| ≡
V− 13MP , |a3| ≡ V− 1318MP , |a4| ≡ V− 119 MP ; ζA=1,...,h0,2− (ΣB |C3 ) ≡ 0 (implying rigidity of
the non-rigid ΣB); Ga ∼ πO(1)ka(∼O(10))MP , one obtains a local meta-stable dS-like min-
imum corresponding to the positive definitive potential eKGTS T¯S |DTSW |2 3stabilizing
3The CCB minima [104] are usually avoided if, in terms of our local setup, the square of the
trilinear A couplings have an upper bound given in terms of a linear combination of squark mass
squared and the mass squared of the Higgs doublets (the mass squared of the D3-brane position
moduli + Higgs mass parameter squared). Writing the above as: |A|2 ≤ O(1)m2q˜+O(1)m2Zi+O(1)µ2,
we have verified that for the Calabi-Yau volume(which is a free parameter in our model) V ∼
1/O(1)× 105 [in string length units], the inequality is satisfied at the string scale and the inequality
is approximately saturated at the EW scale. Of course, this inequality is usually obtained by
assuming that all sparticles have acquired the same vev at the CCB minimun, which is not true
for us. Hence this was only to get an idea about the CCB issue. More relevant to our setup
is the fact that the local F -term potential (the D-term is 2-form-flux-suppressed in the dilute flux
approximation that we work with) with the mobile space-time filling D3-brane restricted to a nearly
special Lagrangian 3-cycle, corresponds to the norm-squared of the Ka¨hler vector obtained by the
Ka¨hler-covariant derivative of the ED3-instanton superpotential w.r.t. to the complexified big/small
divisor modulus at the string/EW scale and is hence positive semi-definite. Thus, there is no ‘UFB’
problem. Further, at the string and EW scale, the CCB minimum corresponding to non-zero vevs
for the D3-brane position moduli identified with two Higgses and Wilson line moduli, identified
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vol (ΣB) = Ree(σB) ∼ V 23 , vol (ΣS) = ReeσS ∼ V 118 such that ReeTS ∼ V 118 .
In the dilute flux approximation, the gauge couplings corresponding to the gauge
theories living on stacks of D7 branes wrapping the “big” divisor ΣB will given by:
1
g2j=SU(3) or SU(2)
= Re(TB) + ln
(
P (ΣS)|D3|ΣB
)
+ ln
(
P¯ (ΣS)
∣∣
D3|ΣB
)
+O
(
U(1)− Flux2j
)
. (2.19)
Near the aforementioned stabilized values of the open string moduli,
∣∣C11¯|a1|2∣∣ ∼ V 23 , |C12¯ (a1a¯2 + h.c.)| ∼ V 118 , |C13¯ (a1a¯3 + h.c.)| ∼ V 23 ,
|C14¯ (a1a¯4 + h.c.)| ∼ V 23 ,
∣∣C22¯|a2|2∣∣ ∼ V− 59 , |C23¯ (a2a¯3 + h.c.)| ∼ V 118 ,
|C24¯ (a2a¯4 + h.c.)| ∼ V
1
18 ,
∣∣C33¯|a3|2∣∣ ∼ V 23 , |C34¯ (a3a¯4 + h.c.)| ∼ V 23 ,∣∣C44¯|a4|2∣∣ ∼ V 23 , (2.20)
we see that there is the possibility that
V ol(ΣB) + CIJ¯aI a¯J¯ + h.c. ∼ V
1
18 , (2.21)
and hence 1
g2
j=SU(3) or SU(2)
∼ V 118 ∼ O(1), as according to equation (2.19).
The Ka¨hler potential relevant to all the calculations in chapters 2-4 (without
with the sleptons and squarks, is approximately degenerate with SM-like vacua with non-zero vevs
only for the Higgs. Further, the SU(3)c-violating vertices in our model relevant to, e.g., gluino
decays, (N)LSP decays, etc., despite the non-zero vevs for sleptons and squarks, are highly volume-
suppressed as compared to the SU(3)c-preserving vertices.
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being careful about O(1) constant factors) is given as under 4:
K ∼ −2ln
(
aB
[
TB + T¯B
MP
− µ3(2πα′)2{|z1|
2 + |z2|2 + z1z¯2 + z2z¯1}
M2P
+ V 109 |a1|
2
M2P
+ V 1118 (a1a¯2 + h.c.)
M2P
+ V 19 |a2|
2
M2P
+ V 2918 (a1a¯3 + h.c.)
M2P
+ V 109 (a2a¯3 + h.c.)
M2P
+ V 199 |a3|
2
M2P
+ V 199 (a1a¯4 + a4a¯1)
M2P
+ V 2918 (a2a¯4 + a4a¯2)
M2P
+ V 4718 (a3a¯4 + a4a¯3)
M2P
+ V 289 |a4|
2)
M2P
]3/2
−
aS
(
TS + T¯S
MP
− µ3(2πα′)2{|z1|
2 + |z2|2 + z1z¯2 + z2z¯1}
M2P
)3/2
+
∑
n0β(...)
)
, (2.22)
and ED3 generated non-perturbative superpotential is given by [76, 105]:
W ∼
(
PΣS
∣∣∣
D3|near C3 →֒ΣB
∼ z181 + z182
)ns∑
ma
eiτ
m2
2 ein
sGamaein
sTs , (2.23)
which is like (2.3) assuming Ga, τ has been stabilized. The genus-zero Gopakumar-
Vafa invariants (which for projective varieties are very large) prefix the h1,1− -valued
real axions ba, ca. In general there are no known globally defined involutions, valid
for all Calabi-Yau volumes, for which h1,1− (CY3) 6= 0, h0,1− (ΣB) 6= 0. However, as
mentioned earlier, in the spirit of the involutive mirror symmetry implemented a la
SYZ prescription in terms of a triple of T dualities along a local T 3 in the large volume
limit, we argued in [94], e.g., z1 → −z1 would, restricted to C3, generate non-zero
h1,1−

T 3(argz1,2,3)→M3(z1,2,3)
↓
M3(|z1|, |z2|, |z3|)
. An example of holomorphic involutions near C3
not requiring a large Calabi-Yau volume has been discussed in [91]. However, even
4One should include the perturbative (α′)3 correction
∑
(m,n)Z2/(0,0)
χ(CY3)
|m+nτ |3 and the perturbative
(α′)2 correction
√
σB + σ¯B [100] as shifts in the argument of the logarithm. Further, due to the
presence of the mobile D3-brane, one needs to include a −γKgeom, γ ∼ 1V so that one considers
aB(τB + τ¯B − γKgeom) 32 − aS(τS + τ¯S − γKgeom)+
∑
β n
0
β(...). However, as was verified in [91] using
the Donaldson’s algorithm, γKgeom ∼ lnVV << 〈σS〉(∼ V
1
18 ), 〈σB〉(∼ V 23 ); it is hence justified to
drop γKgeom from the Ka¨hler potential.
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if h1,1− = 0, one can self-consistently stabilize c
a, ba to zero and σs, σb to V 118 ,V 23 such
that the Ka¨hler potential continues to be stabilized at −2lnV.
The evaluation of “physical”/normalized Yukawa couplings, soft SUSY breaking
parameters and various 3-point vertices needs the matrix generated from the mixed
double derivative of the Ka¨hler potential to be a diagonalized matrix. After diago-
nalization the corresponding eigenvectors of the same are given by:
A4 ∼ a4 + V− 35a3 + V− 65a1 + V− 95a2 + V−2 (z1 + z2) ,
A3 ∼ −a3 + V− 35a4 − V− 35a1 − V− 75a2 + V− 85 (z1 + z2) ,
A1 ∼ a1 − V− 35a3 + V−1a2 − V− 65a4 + V− 65 (z1 + z2) ,
A2 ∼ −a2 − V−1a1 + V− 75a3 − V− 35 (z1 + z2) ,
Z2 ∼ −(z1 + z2)√
2
− V− 65a1 + V− 35a2 + V− 85a3 + V−2a4,
Z1 ∼ (z1 − z2)√
2
− V− 65a1 + V− 35a2 + V− 85a3 + V−2a4. (2.24)
and the numerical eigenvalues are estimated to be:
KZ1Z1 ∼ 10−5, KZ2Z2 ∼ 10−3, KA1A1 ∼ 104,
KA2A2 ∼ 10−2, KA3A3 ∼ 107, KA4A4 ∼ 1012. (2.25)
The system of equations (2.24) can be solved to yield:
z1 ∼ (Z2 −Z1)√
2
− V− 65A1 − V− 35A2 + V− 85A3 + V−2A4,
z2 ∼ −(Z2 + Z1)√
2
− V− 65A1 − V− 35A2 + V− 85A3 + V−2A4,
a1 ∼ V− 65Z1 + V− 75Z2 −A1 − A2V + V
− 3
5A3 + V− 65A4,
a2 ∼ V− 35Z1 + Z2V −
A1
V +A2 − V
− 7
5A3 + V− 95A4,
a3 ∼ V− 75Z1 + V− 95Z2 − V− 35A1 − V− 75A2 −A3 + V− 35A4,
a4 ∼ Z1V2 + V
− 11
5 Z2 + A1V − V
− 9
5A2 + V− 35A3 +A4. (2.26)
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We will now consider four stacks of D7-branes: a stack of 3, a stack of 2 and two
stacks of 1. The matter fields: L-quarks and their superpartners will be valued in the
bifundamentals (3, 2¯) under SU(3)c×SU(2)L; the L-leptons and their superpartners
will be valued in the bifundamentals (2, −¯1) of SU(2)L × U(1)Y . Before the fluxes
(2.27) are turned on, the Wilson line moduli are valued in the adjoint of U(7). With
the following choice of fluxes:
F =

f1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 f1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 f1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 f2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 f2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 f3 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 f4

, (2.27)
the U(7) is broken down to U(3)×U(2)×U(1)×U(1). So, the bifundamental Wilson
line super-moduli AI will be represented as:
AI =
∑
aabI eab +
∑
θa˜abI eab, [(a, b) = 1, ..., 7] , (2.28)
where (eab)ij = δaiδbj . Hence,
A1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ν˜e + θνe 0
0 0 0 0 0 e˜+ θe 0
0 0 0 ¯˜νe + θ¯ν¯e ¯˜e+ θ¯e¯ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, (2.29)
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A2 =

0 0 0 u˜+ θu 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
¯˜u+ θ¯u† 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, (2.30)
and
A3 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 e˜R + θeR
0 0 0 0 0 ¯˜eR + θ¯e
†
R 0

, (2.31)
A4 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 u˜R + θuR
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
¯˜uR + θ¯u
†
R 0 0 0 0 0 0

. (2.32)
Unlike the AI which correspond to matter fields corresponding to open strings
stretched between two stacks of D7 branes (with different two-form fluxes turned
on their world volumes), the Higgses would arise as a geometric moduli correspond-
ing to the fluctuations in the position of the mobile space-time filling D3-brane. Now,
we will see if one can construct appropriate aI (bi-fundamental) and zi(mimicking
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bi-fundamental fields) such that (2.24), (2.29) - (2.32), as well as:
Z1 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Hu + θH˜u 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 H¯u + θ¯H˜
†
u 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, (2.33)
and
Z2 =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Hd + θH˜d 0
0 0 0 0 H¯d + θ¯H˜
†
d 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

, (2.34)
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are satisfied. It was shown in [91] the following solution:
a1 =

0 0 0 ξ141 V−
7
5 u˜L 0 0 ξ
17
1 V−
11
5 u˜R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ξ141 V−
7
5 ¯˜uL 0 0 0 0 ξ
46
1
(
e˜L
2 + V−
8
5Hu
)
0
0 0 0 0 0 ξ561 V−
8
5Hd 0
0 0 0 ξ¯461
(
¯˜eL
2 + V−
8
5 H¯u
)
ξ¯561 V−
8
5 H¯d 0 −ξ671 V−
4
5 eR
ξ¯171 V−
11
5 ¯˜uR 0 0 0 0 −ξ¯671 V−
4
5 ¯˜eR

,
a2 =

0 0 0 0.3ξ142 u˜L 0 0 ξ
17
2 V−
13
5 u˜R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.3ξ142 ¯˜uL 0 0 0 0 ξ
46
2
(
−V− 75 e˜L + V− 45Hu
)
0
0 0 0 0 0 5ξ562 V−
6
5Hd 0
0 0 0 ξ¯462
(
−V− 75 ¯˜eL + V− 45 H¯u
)
5ξ¯562 V−
6
5 H¯d 0 −ξ672 V−
9
5 eR
ξ¯172 V−
13
5 ¯˜uR 0 0 0 0 −ξ¯672 V−
9
5 ¯˜eR

,
a3 =

0 0 0 ξ143
u˜L
V 0 0 −6ξ173 u˜RV
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ξ¯143
¯˜uL
V 0 0 0 0 ξ
46
3
(
−V− 45 e˜L + V− 85Hu
)
0
0 0 0 0 0 ξ563 V−
11
5 Hd 0
0 0 0 ξ¯463
(
−V− 45 e˜L + V− 85Hu
)
5ξ¯563 V−
11
5 H¯d 0 0.3ξ
67
3 eR
ξ¯173 V−
13
5 ¯˜uR 0 0 0 0 0.3ξ¯
67
3
¯˜eR

,
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a4 =

0 0 0 0.08ξ144 u˜L 0 0 0.2ξ
17
4 u˜R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.08ξ¯144 ¯˜uL 0 0 0 0 ξ
46
4 V−
7
5 e˜L 0
0 0 0 0 0 ξ564 V−
14
5 Hd 0
0 0 0 ξ¯464 V−
7
5 ¯˜eL ξ¯
56
4 V−
14
5 H¯d 0 −7ξ674 eR
0.2ξ¯174 ¯˜uR 0 0 0 0 −7ξ¯674 ¯˜eR

.
(2.35)
z1 =

0 0 0 α141
u˜L
V 0 0 5α
17
1 V−
14
5 u˜R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
α¯141
¯˜uL
V 0 0 0 0 α
46
1
(
V− 95 e˜L − Hu√2
)
0
0 0 0 0 0 α561
Hd√
2
0
0 0 0 α¯461
(
V− 95 ¯˜eL − H¯u√2
)
α¯561
H¯d√
2
0 α671 V−
11
5 eR
5α¯171 V−
14
5 ¯˜uR 0 0 0 0 α¯
67
1 V−
11
5 ¯˜eR

,
z2 =

0 0 0 α142 V−
4
5 u˜L 0 0 5α
17
2 V−
13
5 u˜R
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
α¯142 V−
4
5 u¯L 0 0 0 0 α
46
2
(
6V− 85 e˜L − Hu√2
)
0
0 0 0 0 0 −α562 Hd√2 0
0 0 0 α¯462
(
V− 85 ¯˜eL − H¯u√2
)
−α¯562 H¯d√2 0 α672 e˜RV−2
5α¯172 V−
13
5 ¯˜uR 0 0 0 0 α¯
67
2
¯˜
Re
V−2

.
(2.36)
In (2.35) and (2.36), ξabI,i and α
ab
I,i, 1 ≤ a ≤ 6, 1 ≤ b ≤ 7 are O(1) numbers. The
intersection matrix was worked out in [91]. Assuming that the complex structure
moduli za˜=1,...,h
2,1
− (CY3) are stabilized at very small values, which is in fact already
assumed in writing (2.15) which has been written upon inclusion of terms up to
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linear in the complex structure moduli, let us define a modified intersection matrix
in the aI − zi moduli space:
CIJ = CIJ¯ , I = I,J = J¯ ;
CIJ = µ3 (2πα′)2 (ωα)ij¯ , I = i,J = j¯;
CIJ = 0, I = I,J = j¯, etc.. (2.37)
Now, from (2.35) and (2.36), one can show that for |zi| ∼ 0.8V 136 , V ∼ 105:
CIJ¯Tr(MIM†J ) ∼ Ca1a¯1 |e˜L|2 + Ca2a¯2 |u˜L|2 + Ca3a¯3 |e˜R|2 + Ca4a¯4 |u˜R|2
+ µ3 (2πα
′)2 |Hu|2, (2.38)
where MI ≡ aI , zi.
Now, using (2.24), one can show that in the large volume limit: CAI A¯J¯ ∼ CaI a¯J¯ ,
CZiZ¯j¯ ∼ Cziz¯j . Clubbing together the Wilson line moduli and the D3-brane position
moduli into a single vector: MΛ ≡ AI ,Zi, then one sees from (2.29) - (2.34), and
(2.38):
CΛΣ¯Tr
(
MΛM†Σ
)
∼ CIJ¯Tr(MIM†J ). (2.39)
In the large volume and rigid limit of ΣB(ζ
A = 0 which corresponds to a local
minimum), perhaps CΛΣ¯Tr
(
MΛM†Σ
)
is invariant under moduli transformations in
the (AI ,Zi)/(aI , zi)-subspace of the open-string moduli space, which would imply
that CIJ¯aI a¯J¯+µ3 (α
′)2 (ωB)ij¯ z
iz¯j¯ for multiple D7-branes, in a basis that diagonalizes
gMIM¯J¯ at stabilized values of the open string moduli, is replaced by (2.38).
The effective Yukawa couplings can be calculated using
Yˆ effCiCjCk ≡
e
K
2 Y effCiCjCk√
KCiC¯iKCj C¯jKCkC¯k
. (2.40)
, Ci being an open string modulus which for us is δZ1,2, δA1,2,3,4, where, e.g., Y effZiA1/2A3/4
is the O(Zi)-coefficient in the following mass term in the N = 1 gauged supergravity
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action of [17]: e
K
2 DA¯1/2DA¯3/4W¯ χ¯A1/3χA2/4 . Using (2.26), and:
e
K
2 Dz1Dz1W = V−
43
72 , e
K
2 Dz1Da1W = V−
89
72 , e
K
2 Dz1Da2W = V−
125
72 ,
e
K
2 Dz1Da3W = V−
25
36 , e
K
2 Dz1Da4W = V−
17
72 , e
K
2 Da1Da1W = V−
71
72 ,
e
K
2 Da1Da2W = V−
107
72 , e
K
2 Da1Da3W = V−
35
72 , e
K
2 Da1Da4W = V
1
72 ,
e
K
2 Da2Da2W = V−
1
72 , e
K
2 Da2Da3W = V−
3
4 , e
K
2 Da2Da4W = V−
5
9 ,
e
K
2 Da3Da3W = V
1
72 , e
K
2 Da3Da4W = V
37
72 , e
K
2 Da4Da4W = V
73
72 , (2.41)
one can verify that e
K
2 DAIDAJ W¯ ∼ e
K
2 DaIDaJW¯ . Now,
(
e
K
2 Dλ¯DΣ¯W¯
)
χ¯λLχ
Σ
R =(
e
K
2 DI¯DJ¯ W¯
)
χ¯ILχ
J
R , where λ/Σ index AI ,ZJ and I/J index aI , zi. What is inter-
esting is that using (2.24) and (2.26) e.g.,
(
e
K
2 DA¯1,2DA¯3,4W¯
)
χ¯
A1,2
L χ
A3,4
R ∼
(
e
K
2 Da¯1,2Da¯3,4W¯
)
χ¯
A1,2
L χ
A3,4
R =(
∂A¯1,2
∂M¯I
)(
∂A¯3,4
∂M¯J¯
)(
e
K
2 Da¯1,2Da¯3,4W¯
)
χ¯MIL χ
MJ
R ∼
(
e
K
2 Da¯1,2Da¯3,4W¯
)
χ¯
a1,2
L χ
a3,4
R .(2.42)
This implies that the mass terms, in the large volume limit, are invariant under
diagonalization of the open string moduli, and
•
O(Zi) term in eK2 DA1DA3W√
KZiZ¯iKA1A¯1KA3A¯3
≡ Yˆ effZiA1A3 ∼ 10−3 × V−
4
9 , (2.43)
which implies that for V ∼ 105, 〈Zi〉 ∼ 246GeV , 〈Zi〉YˆZ1A1A3 ∼ MeV - about the
mass of the electron!
•
O(Zi) term in eK2 DA2DA4W√
KZiZ¯iKA2A¯2KA4A¯4
≡ Yˆ effZiA2A4 ∼ 10−
5
2 × V− 49 , (2.44)
which implies that for V ∼ 105, 〈Zi〉 ∼ 246GeV , 〈zi〉YˆZiA1A2 ∼ 10MeV - close to the
mass of the up quark!
There is an implicit assumption that the VEV of the D3-brane position moduli,
identified with the neutral components of two Higgs doublets, can RG-flow down to
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246GeV - that the same is possible was shown in [94]. The RG-flow of the effective
physical Yukawas are expected to change by O(1) under an RG flow from the string
scale down to the EW scale. This can be motivated by looking at RG-flows of the
physical Yukawas YˆΛΣ∆ in MSSM-like models:
dYˆΛΣ∆
dt
= γκΛYˆκΣ∆ + γ
κ
ΣYˆΛκ∆ + γ
κ
∆YˆΛΣκ, (2.45)
where the anomalous dimension matrix γκΛ, at one loop, is defined as:
γκΛ =
1
32π2
(
YˆΛΨΥYˆ
∗
κΨΥ − 2
∑
(a) g
2
(a)C(a)(ΦΛ)δ
κ
I
)
, (a) indexes the three gauge groups
and Λ, etc. index the diagonalized basis fields AI ,Zi. Using (2.23), one can show
that at Ms(string scale):
YˆZiZjZk ∼ V
1
8 , YˆZiZiA1 ∼ V−
79
40 , YˆZiZiA2 ∼ V−
31
40 , YˆZiZiA4 ∼ V−
143
40 ,
YˆZiZiA3 ∼ V−
107
40 , YˆZiA1A1 ∼ V−
163
40 , YˆZiA1A2 ∼ V−
23
8 , YˆZiA1A3 ∼ V−
191
40 ,
YˆZiA1A4 ∼ V−
227
40 , YˆZiA2A2 ∼ V−
67
40 , YˆZiA2A3 ∼ V−
143
40 , YˆZiA2A4 ∼ V−
179
40 ,
YˆZiA3A3 ∼ V−
219
40 , YˆZiA3A4 ∼ V−
51
8 , YˆZiA4A4 ∼ V−
55
8 , YˆA1A1A1 ∼ V−
247
40 ,
YˆA1A1A2 ∼ V−
199
40 , YˆA1A1A3 ∼ V−
55
8 , YˆA1A1A4 ∼ V−
311
40 , YˆA1A2A2 ∼∼ V−
151
40 ,
YˆA1A2A3 ∼ V−
227
40 , YˆA1A2A4 ∼ V−
263
40 , YˆA2A4A5 ∼ V−
339
40 , YˆA1A4A4 ∼ V−
75
8 ,
YˆA2A2A2 ∼ V−
103
40 , YˆA2A2A3 ∼ V−
179
40 , YˆA2A2A4 ∼ V−
43
8 , YˆA2A3A3 ∼ V−
299
60 ,
YˆA2A3A4 ∼ V−
263
40 , YˆA4A3A3 ∼ V−
367
40 , YˆA1A3A3 ∼ V−
283
40 , YˆA2A4A4 ∼ V−
327
40 ,
YˆA3A4A4 ∼ V−
403
40 , YˆA3A3A3 ∼ V−
331
40 , YˆA4A4A4 ∼ V−
439
40 . (2.46)
From (2.46), one sees that YˆZiZiZi(Ms) ∼ V
1
8 is the most dominant physical Yukawa
at the string scale. Hence,
γΓΛYˆΓΣ∆ ∼
1
32π2
YˆΛZiZiYˆ
∗
ZiZiZiYˆZiΣ∆ −
2
∑
(a) g
2
(a)C(a)(ΦΓ)δ
Γ
ΛYˆΓΣ∆
32π2
. (2.47)
Now, the first term in (2.47) is volume suppressed as compared to the second term at
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Ms; let us assume that the same will be true up to the EW scale. Using the one-loop
solution for
g2
(a)
(t)
16π2
=
β(a)
b(a)
1+β(a)t
in (2.47) and therefore (2.45), one obtains:
dlnYˆΛΣ∆
dt
∼ −2
∑
(a)
C(a)(Λ)
β(a)
b(a)
1 + β(a)t
+
∑
(a)
C(a)(Σ)
β(a)
b(a)
1 + β(a)t
+
∑
(a)
C(a)(∆)
β(a)
b(a)
1 + β(a)t
 , (2.48)
whose solution yields:
YˆΛΣ∆(t) ∼ YˆΛΣ∆(Ms)
3∏
(a)=1
(
1 + β(a)t
)−2(C(a)(Λ)+C(a)(Σ)+C(a)(∆))
b(a) . (2.49)
The solution (4.2) justifies the assumption that all YˆΛΣ∆s change only by O(1) as one
RG-flows down from the string to the EW scale. A similar argument for the RG-
evolution of Yˆ effZiAIAJ s would proceed as follows. We will for definiteness and due to
relevance to the preceding discussion on lepton and quark masses, consider
dYˆ effZ1A1A3
dt
and
dYˆ effZ1A2A4
dt
. Now,
dYˆ effZ1A1A3
dt
= γΛZ1Yˆ
eff
ΛA1A3 + γ
Λ
A1Yˆ
eff
Z1ΛA3 + γ
Λ
A3Yˆ
eff
Z1A1Λ, (2.50)
where γΛZ1 ∋ YˆZ1ΥΣYˆ ∗ΛΥΣ ∼ YˆZ1Z1Z1Yˆ ∗ΛZ1Z1 , etc., implying:
dYˆ effZ1A1A3
dt
∋ YˆZ1Z1Z1Yˆ ∗Z1Z1Z1Yˆ effZ1A1A3 + YˆZ1Z1Z1Yˆ ∗A1Z1Z1Yˆ effA1A1A3
+ YˆZ1Z1Z1Yˆ
∗
A2Z1Z1Yˆ
eff
A2A1A3 YˆZ1Z1Z1 Yˆ
∗
A3Z1Z1Yˆ
eff
A3A1A3 YˆZ1Z1Z1 Yˆ
∗
A4Z1Z1Yˆ
eff
A4A1A3 , (2.51)
and a similar equation for
dYˆ effZ1A2A4
dt
. Using (2.46) and:
e
K
2 Da1/2Da3/4W ∋ V−
4
9
(
zi − V 136
)
+ V 23
(
a1 − V− 29
)
+ V− 56
(
a2 − V− 13
)
+ V 16
(
a3 − V− 1318
)
+ V 76
(
a4 − V− 119
)
, (2.52)
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and (2.51), one sees that at Ms:
γΛZ1Yˆ
eff
ΛA1A3 + γ
Λ
A1 Yˆ
eff
Z1ΛA3 + γ
Λ
A3 Yˆ
eff
Z1A1Λ ∋
V 18+ 18− 49√
KZ1Z¯1KA1A¯1KA3A¯3
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼105
∼ V− 143180 ,
γΛZ1Yˆ
eff
ΛA2A4 + γ
Λ
A2 Yˆ
eff
Z1ΛA4 + γ
Λ
A4 Yˆ
eff
Z1A2Λ ∋
V 18+ 18− 49√
KZ1Z¯1KA2A¯2KA4A¯4
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼105
∼ V− 2536 .(2.53)
Hence, at the string scale, the anomalous dimension matrix contribution is sub-
dominant as compared to the gauge coupling-dependent contribution, and by a similar
assumption (justified by the solution below)/reasoning:
Yˆ effΛΣ∆(t) ∼ Yˆ effΛΣ∆(Ms)
3∏
(a)=1
(
1 + β(a)t
)−2(C(a)(Λ)+C(a)(Σ)+C(a)(∆))
b(a) . (2.54)
This suggests that possibly, the fermionic superpartners of A1 and A3 correspond
respectively to eL and eR and the fermionic superpartners of A2 and A4 correspond
respectively to the first generation uL and uR, and ZI(I = 1, 2) correspond to two
Higgs doublets.
For the purposes of evaluation of various interaction vertices needed to evalu-
ate decay width of gluino in section 6, N(LSP) decay channels as well as EDM of
electron/neutron in the forthcoming chapters, we will be using the following terms
(written out in four-component notation or their two-component analogs and uti-
lizing/generalizing results of [71]) in the N = 1 gauged supergravity action of Wess
and Bagger [17] with the understanding that mmoduli/modulini << mKK
(
∼ Ms
V 16
∣∣∣
V∼105/106
∼ 1014GeV
)
,Ms =
MP√V
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼105/6
∼ 1015GeV , and that for multipleD7-branes, the non-
abelian gauged isometry group5, corresponding to the killing vector 6iκ24µ7 (2πα
′)QB∂TB ,
5As explained in [71], one of the two Pecci-Quinn/shift symmetries along the RR two-form
axions ca and the four-form axion ρB gets gauged due to the dualization of the Green-Schwarz term∫
R1,3
dD
(2)
B ∧ A coming from the KK reduction of the Chern-Simons term on ΣB ∪ σ(ΣB) - D(2)B
being an RR two-form axion. In the presence of fluxes (2.27) for multiple D7-brane fluxes, the
aforementioned Green-Schwarz is expected to be modified to Tr
(
QB
∫
R1,3
dD
(2)
B ∧ A
)
, which after
dualization in turn modifies the covariant derivative of TB and hence the killing isometry.
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QB = (2πα
′)
∫
ΣB
i∗ωB ∧ P−f˜ arising due to the elimination of of the two-form ax-
ions D
(2)
B in favor of the zero-form axions ρB under the KK-reduction of the ten-
dimensional four-form axion [71] (which results in a modification of the covariant
derivative of TB by an additive shift given by 6iκ
2
4µ7 (2πα
′)Tr(QBAµ)) can be iden-
tified with the SM group (i.e. Aµ is the SM-like adjoint-valued gauge field [17]):
L = gYMgTBJ¯Tr
(
XTB χ¯J¯Lλg˜, R
)
+ igIJ¯Tr
(
χ¯I¯L
[
/∂χIL + Γ
i
Mj
/∂aMχJL
1
4
(
∂aMK/∂aM − c.c.
)
χIL
])
+
e
K
2
2
(DI¯DJ W¯ )Tr (χILχJR)+ gTB T¯BTr [(∂µTB −AµXTB) (∂µTB − AµXTB)†]
+ gTBJTr
(
XTBAµχ¯
J
L γ
νγµψν, R
)
+ ψ¯L, µσ
ρλγµλg˜, LFρλ + ψ¯L, µσ
ρλγµλg˜, LW
+
ρ W
−
λ
+ Tr
[
λ¯g˜, L /A
(
6κ24µ7(2πα
′)QBK +
12κ24µ7(2πα
′)QBvB
V
)
λg˜, L
]
+
eKGTB T¯B
κ24
6iκ24(2πα
′)Tr
[
QBA
µ∂µ
(
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2CIJ¯aI a¯J¯
)]
− fab
4
F aµνF
b muν
+
1
8
fabǫ
µνρλF aµνF
b
ρλ −
i
√
2
4
g∂i/IfabTr
(
12κ24µ7(2πα
′)QaBv
B
V λ¯
b
g˜,Lχ
i/I
R
)
+ h.c.
−
√
2
4
∂i/IfabTr
(
λ¯ag˜,Rσ
µνχ
i/I
L
)
F bµν + h.c.. (2.55)
To evaluate the contribution of various 3-point interaction vertices in context of
N = 1 gauged supergravity defined above, one needs to evaluate the full moduli space
metric in fluctuations linear in different kind of moduli corresponding to different
SM particles. The expansion of moduli space metric, its inverse and derivatives
w.r.t to each moduli in terms of fluctuations linear in zi → z1 + V 136MP , a1 → a1 +
V− 29MP , a2 → a2 + V− 13MP , a3 → a3 + V−
13
18MP , a3 → a3 + V− 119 MP are given in an
appendix of [91].
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2.3 Computation of Soft Terms
We briefly describe evaluation of various soft supersymmetric as well as supersymme-
try breaking parameters in the model involving four-Wilson line moduli. The various
soft terms are calculated by power series expansion of superpotential as well as Ka¨hler
potential,
W = Wˆ (Φ) + µ(Φ)ZIZJ + 1
6
YIJK(Φ)MIMJMK + ...,
K = Kˆ(Φ, Φ¯) +KIJ¯(Φ, Φ¯)MIMJ¯ + Z(Φ, Φ¯)MIMJ¯ + ...., (2.56)
whereMI = (ZI ,AI). The soft SUSY breaking parameters are calculated by expand-
ing N = 1 supergravity potential, V = eK (KIJ¯DIWDJ¯W¯ − 3 |W |2), in the powers
of matter fields MI , after expanding superpotential as well as Ka¨hler potential as
according to equation (2.56). In gravity-mediated supersymmetry breaking, SUSY
gets spontaneously broken in bulk sector by giving a vacuum expectation value to
auxiliary F-terms. Hence, to begin with, one needs to evaluate the bulk F -terms
which in turn entails evaluating the bulk metric. Writing the Ka¨hler sector of the
Ka¨hler potential as:
K ∼ −2ln
[
(σB + σ¯B − γKgeom)
3
2 − (σS + σ¯S − γKrmgeom)
3
2
+
∑
β∈H−2 (CY3)
n0β
∑
(n,m)
cos
(
ink · (G− G¯)gs +mk · (G+ G¯)
) , (2.57)
and working near sin
(
ink · (G− G¯)gs +mk · (G+ G¯)
)
= 0 - corresponding to a local
minimum - generates the following components of the bulk metric:
Gmn¯ ∼

V− 3736 V− 5936 0 0
V− 5936 V− 43 0 0
0 0 O(1) O(1)
0 0 O(1) O(1)

, (2.58)
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which therefore produces the following inverse:
Gmn¯ ∼

V 3736 V 1318 0 0
V 1318 V 43 0 0
0 0 O(1) O(1)
0 0 O(1) O(1)

. (2.59)
After spontaneous SUSY breaking, the gravitino mass is given by:
m3/2 = e
K |W |2 ∼ V−n
s
2
−1MP . (2.60)
Given that bulk F -terms are defined as [24]: Fm = e
K
2 Gmn¯Dn¯W¯ , one obtains:
F σS ∼ V−n
s
2
+ 1
36M2P , F
σB ∼ V−n
s
2
− 5
18M2P , F
Ga ∼ V−n
s
2
−1M2P , (2.61)
The gaugino mass is given as:
mg˜ =
Fm∂mTB
ReTB
. V 23m3/2. (2.62)
The analytic form of scalar masses obtained via spontaneous symmetry breaking is
given as [24]: m2I = (m
2
3
2
+ V0)−F m¯F n∂m¯∂n logKII¯ . These were calculated in [91] to
yield
mZi ∼ V
59
72m3/2, mA1 ∼
√
Vm3/2, (2.63)
implying a universality in the open moduli masses.
Further in [91], we showed that the universality in the trilinear A-couplings [24],
AIJK = Fm (∂mK + ∂mlnYIJK + ∂mln (KII¯KJ J¯KKK¯)) , (2.64)
that was seen in the case of the D3-brane position moduli and a single Wilson line
modulus in [84], is preserved even for the current four-Wilson-line moduli setup and
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AIJK ∼ V 3736m3/2 ∼ µˆZ1Z2 . (2.65)
The physical higgsino mass parameter µˆZ1Z2 turned out to be given by:
µˆZ1Z2 =
e
K
2 µZ1Z2√
KZ1Z¯1KZ2Z¯2
∼ V 1918m3/2. (2.66)
Further,
(µˆB)Z1Z2 =
e−iarg(W )+
K
2√
KZ1Z¯1KZ2Z¯2
Fm (∂mKµZ1Z2 + ∂mµZ1Z2 − µZ1Z2∂mln (KZ1Z¯1KZ2Z¯2))
∼ µˆZ1Z2 (Fm∂mK + F σS − Fm∂mln (KZ1Z¯1KZ2Z¯2)) ∼ V
19
18
+ 37
36m23/2 ∼ µˆ2Z1Z2, (2.67)
an observation which will be very useful in obtaining a light Higgs of mass 125 GeV .
2.4 Realizing Large Volume µ-split-like SUSY
In the previous section, we calculated masses of position moduli which we have identi-
fied with Higgs doublets as according to the argument given below equation (2.54) at
string scale. In order to obtain the possibility of getting a light Higgs at electroweak
scale using the fine-tuning argument of [34], in this section, we first analyse the con-
tribution of masses of Higgs doublets obtained after SUSY breaking at electroweak
scale. The Higgs doublets are defined as:
H1 = Dh11Hu +Dh12Hd, H2 = Dh21Hu +Dh22Hd. (2.68)
whereDh =
 cos θh2 − sin θh2 e−iφh
sin θh
2
eiφh cos θh
2
 , D†hM2hDh = diag(M2H1 ,M2H2), and tan θh =
2|M2h21 |
M2h11
−M2h22
for a particular range of −π
2
≤ θh ≤ π2 .
The Higgs masses after soft supersymmetry breaking is given by (m2Zi + µˆ
2
Zi
)1/2
(wheremZi ’s correspond to mobile D3- Brane position moduli masses (to be identified
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with soft Higgs scalar mass parameter)) and the Higgsino mass is given by µˆZi.
However, due to lack of universality in moduli masses but universality in trilinear Aijk
couplings, we use solution of RG flow equation for moduli masses as given in [106].
Using the same,
m2Z1(t) = m
2
o(1 + δ1) +m
2
1/2g(t) +
3
5
S0p, (2.69)
where
S0 = Tr(Y m
2) = m2Z2 −m2Z1 +
ng∑
i=1
(m2q˜L − 2m2u˜R +m2d˜R −m
2
l˜L
+m2e˜R), (2.70)
where all the masses are at the string scale and ng is the number of generations. p
is defined by p = 5
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[1 − ( α˜1(t)
α˜1(Ms)
)] where α˜1 ≡ g21/(4π)2 and g1 is the U(1)Y gauge
coupling constant. Further,
m2Z2(t) = m
2
0∆Z2 +m
2
1/2e(t) + Aom1/2f(t) +m
2
oh(t)− k(t)A2o −
3
5
S0p, (2.71)
where ∆Z2 is given by ∆Z2 =
(D0−1)
2
(δ2 + δ3 + δ4) + δ2;D0 = 1 − 6Yt F (t)E(t) . Here Yt ≡
Yˆ 2t (Ms)/(4π)
2 where Yˆt(Ms) is the physical top Yukawa coupling at the string scale
which following [107] will be set to 0.08, and E(t) = (1+β3t)
16
3b3 (1+β2t)
3
b2 (1+β1t)
13
9b1 .
βi ≡ αi(Ms)bi/4π (α1 = (5/3)αY ), bi are the one loop beta function coefficients
defined by (b1, b2, b3) = (33/5, 1,−3), and F (t) =
∫ t
0
E(t)dt.
In the dilute flux approximation, g21(MS) = g
2
2(MS) = g
2
3(MS). To ensure E(t) ∈
R, the SU(3)-valued 1+β3t > 0, which for t = 57 implies that g
2
3(Ms) <
(4π)2
3×57 ∼ O(1).
Hence, g23(Ms) = 0.4 is what we will be using (see [90]). From (2.69) and (2.71), the
results of scalar masses as given in section 3, and the values of t-dependent functions
given in an appendix of [90], one sees that:
m2Z1(MEW ) ∼ m2Z1(Ms) + (0.39)V
4
3m23/2 +
1
22
× 19π
100
× S0, (2.72)
m2Z2(MEW ) ∼ (0.32)V
4
3m23/2 + (−0.03)nsµˆZ1Z2V
2
3m3/2
+ (0.96)m20 − (0.01)(ns)2µˆZ1Z2 −
19π
2200
× S0, (2.73)
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where we used AZiZiZi ∼ nsµˆZ1Z2 (2.65). The solution for RG flow equation for µˆ2
to one loop order is given by [106]:
µˆ2ZiZi = −
[
m20C1 + A
2
0C2 +m
2
1
2
C3 +m 1
2
A0C4 − 1
2
M2Z +
19π
2200
(
tan2β + 1
tan2β − 1
)
S0
]
,(2.74)
wherein C1 =
1
tan2β−1(1− 3D0−12 tan2β)+ 1tan2β−1
(
δ1−δ2tan2β−D0−12 (δ2+δ3+δ4)tan2β
)
,
C2 = − tan2βtan2β−1k(t), C3 = − 1tan2β−1 (g(t)− tan2βe(t)) , C4 = − tan
2β
tan2β−1f(t), and the
functions e(t), f(t), g(t), k(t) are defined in an appendix of [90]. In the large tanβ
(but less than 50)-limit, one sees that:
µˆ2Z1Z2 ∼ −
[
−m20 − (0.01)(ns)2µˆ2Z1Z2 + (0.32)V
4
3m23/2 − 1/2M2EW
+ (0.03)V 23nsµˆZ1Z2m3/2 +
19π
2200
S0
]
. (2.75)
From (2.73) and (2.75), one therefore sees that the mass-squared of one of the two
Higgs doublets, m2Hd , at the EW scale is given by:
m2Hd = m
2
Z2 + µˆ
2
ZiZi = 2m
2
0 − (0.06)V
2
3nsµˆZ1Z2m3/2 +
1
2
M2EW −
19π
1100
S0. (2.76)
From [84], we notice, V 23 µˆZ1Z2m3/2 ∼ m20, using which in (2.76), one sees that for an
O(1) ns,
m2Hd(MEW ) ∼ 1.94m20 +
1
2
M2EW −
19π
1100
S0. (2.77)
We have assumed at m2Z2(Ms) ∼ m20 (implying δ2 = 0 but δ1,3,4 6= 0). Further,
m2Hu(MEW ) =
(
m2Z1 + µˆ
2
Z1Z2
)
(MEW ) ∼ m2Z1(Ms)(1 + δ1) +
1
2
M2EW +m
2
0
− (0.03)V 23nsµˆZ1Z2m3/2 + (0.01)(ns)2µˆ2Z1Z2
∼ (1.97 + δ1)m20 +
1
2
M2EW + (0.01)(n
s)2µˆ2Z1Z2. (2.78)
By assuming (µˆB)Z1Z2 ∼ µˆ2Z1Z2 - see (2.67) - to be valid at the string and EW scales,
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the Higgs mass matrix at the EW -scale can thus be expressed as:
 m2Hu µˆB
µˆB m2Hd
 ∼
 m2Hu ξµˆ2
ξµˆ2 m2Hd
 , (2.79)
ξ being an appropriately chosen O(1) constant - see (2.82). The eigenvalues are given
by 1
2
(
m2Hu+m
2
Hd
±
√(
m2Hu −m2Hd
)2
+ 4ξ2µˆ4
)
. Using equation (2.75), for δ1 = O(0.1)
and O(1) ns, we have
m2Hu +m
2
Hd
∼ m20 − 0.06S0 + ... m2Hu −m2Hd ∼ m20 + 0.06S0 + ... ,
µˆ2HuHd ∼ m20 − 0.03S0 + ... (2.80)
Utilizing above, one sees that the eigenvalues are:
m2H1,2 = m
2
0 − 0.06S0 + ....±
√
(m20 + 0.06S0 + ...)
2
+ 4ξ2 (m20 − 0.03S0)2. (2.81)
Considering
S0 ∼ (−4.23)m20, and ξ2 ∼
1
5
+
1
16
m2EW
m20
, (2.82)
translates into getting a light Higgs (corresponding to the negative sign of the square
root) of the order 125 GeV and both heavy Higgs (corresponding to the positive
sign of the square root) and higgsino mass parameter µˆ of the order V 5972m 3
2
. This
shows the possibility of realizing “µ-split-like SUSY” scenario in the context of LVS
phenomenology named as “Large Volume µ-split-like SUSY” scenario.
2.5 Neutralino/Chargino Mass Matrix
In this section we work out the eigenalues and eigenvectors of the neutralino (chargino)
mass matrix formed by mixing neutral (charged) gaugino and neutral (charged) hig-
gsino after electroweak symmetry breaking. In N = 1 gauged supergravity, the
interaction vertex corresponding to Higgs-gaugino-higgsino term is given by L =
gYMgTBZiXBH˜ iλi + ∂ZiTBD
BH˜ iλi where λi corresponds to gaugino (such as the
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Bino/Wino). Expanding the same in the fluctuations linear in Zi, we have
gYMgTBZiX
B = f˜V−2 Zi
MP
, (∂ZiTB)D
B ∼ f˜V− 43 Zi
MP
(2.83)
After giving a VEV to Zi, the interaction vertex corresponding to mixing between
gaugino and higgsino will be given as:
C λ˜
+−H˜−d /C λ˜
−−H˜+u /C λ˜
0−H˜0u/H˜0d =
f˜V− 43√
KZiZiKZiZi
∼ f˜V− 13 v
MP
,where v = 246 GeV.
(2.84)
Using value of Mλ˜0 = V
2
3m 3
2
, MH˜0u/H˜0d
= V 5972m 3
2
and m 3
2
= V−2MP at electroweak
scale, yields a neutralino mass matrix6:
V− 43
(
v
MP
)
f˜V− 13
(
v
MP
)
f˜V− 13
−
(
v
MP
)
f˜V− 13 0 V− 8572
−
(
v
MP
)
f˜V− 13 V− 8572 0
MP , (2.85)
with eigenvalues:
{
1
V 85/72
,
V4/3 − V85/72 +
√
V8/3 − 2V181/72 + V85/36 + 4f˜ 2v2V109/36
2V 157/72
,
V4/3 + V85/72 +
√
V8/3 − 2V181/72 + V85/36 + 4f˜ 2v2V109/36
2V157/72
}
MP (2.86)
and normalized eigenvectors:
χ˜01 ∼
−H˜0u + H˜0d√
2
, and mχ˜01 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
,
χ˜02 ∼
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
λ˜0 +
H˜0u + H˜
0
d√
2
and mχ˜02 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
,
χ˜03 ∼ −λ˜0 +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)(
H˜0u + H˜
0
d
)
and mχ˜03 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
. (2.87)
6We keep both neutral gaugino (Wino as well as Bino) at the same footing, hence consider 3× 3
neutralino mass matrix.
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For higgsino-doublets H˜u =
(
H˜0u, H˜
+
u
)
, H˜d =
(
H˜−d , H˜
0
d
)
, the chargino mass matrix
is given as:
Mχ˜− =
 M2H˜−d C λ˜−−H˜−d
C λ˜
−−H˜−d M2
λ˜−
 ,Mχ˜+ =
 M2H˜+u C λ˜+−H˜+u
C λ˜
+−H˜+u M2
λ˜+
 (2.88)
Incorporating value of Mλ˜+ = Mλ˜− = V
2
3m 3
2
, MH˜−d
= MH˜+u = V
59
72m 3
2
and m 3
2
=
V−2MP at electroweak scale, we have
Mχ˜± =
 V− 43
(
v
MP
)
f˜V− 13(
v
MP
)
f˜V− 13 V − 8572
MP , (2.89)
giving eigenvalues:
{V4/3 + V85/72 −√V8/3 − 2V181/72 + V85/36 + 4f˜ 2v2V109/36
2V 157/72
,
V4/3 + V85/72 +
√
V8/3 − 2V181/72 + V85/36 + 4f˜ 2v2V109/36
2V157/72
}
MP , (2.90)
and normalized eigenvectors:
χ˜+1 = −H˜+u +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
λ˜+i , χ˜
−
1 = −H˜−d +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
λ˜−i , and mχ˜±1 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
χ˜+2 = λ˜
+
i +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
H˜+u , χ˜
−
2 = λ˜
−
i +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
H˜−d , and mχ˜±2 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
. (2.91)
The results of mass scales of all SM as well as superpartners are summarized in
Table 2.1.
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Quark mass Mq ∼ O(10)MeV
Lepton mass Ml ∼ O(1)MeV
Gravitino mass m 3
2
∼ V−ns2 −1MP ;ns = 2
Gaugino mass Mg˜ ∼ V 23m 3
2
(Lightest) Neutralino/Chargino Mχ03/χ
±
3
∼ V 23m 3
2
mass
D3-brane position moduli mZi ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
(Higgs) mass
Wilson line moduli mA˜I ∼ V
1
2m 3
2
(sfermion mass ) I = 1, 2, 3, 4
A-terms Apqr ∼ nsV 3736m 3
2
{p, q, r} ∈ {A˜I ,Zi}
Physical µ-terms µˆZiZj
(Higgsino mass) ∼ V 3736m 3
2
Physical µˆB-terms (µˆB)Z1Z2 ∼ V
37
18m23
2
Table 2.1: Mass scales of first generation of SM as well supersymmetric, and soft SUSY
breaking parameters.
2.6 Gluino Decays
One of the other striking features of µ-split-like SUSY scenario is based on longevity
of gluinos since the squarks which mediate its decay, are ultra-heavy. In this spirit, we
estimate the gluino decay life time at tree-level as well as one-loop level in the context
of N = 1 gauged supergravity limit of our “local large volume D3/D7 model”. Since
squarks are heavier than gluino, two-body decays of gluino into squarks and quarks
are kinematically forbidden at tree-level.
g˜→ q q¯ χ0n
We first discuss gluino three-body decays that involve the process like g˜ → qq¯χ0n
- g˜ being a gaugino, q/q¯ being quark/anti-quark and χn being a neutralino. More
specifically, e.g., the gluino decays into an anti-quark and an off-shell squark and
the off-shell squark decays into a quark and neutralino. The eigenvalues as well as
eigenvectors of neutralino are evaluated in section 5. For gluino-decay studies, it is
χ˜03 - largely a gaugino λ
0 with a small admixture of the higgsinos - which will be
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g˜
qI
q˜i
q¯J
χ˜03
(a)
g˜
q¯J
q˜j
qI
χ˜03
(b)
Figure 2.1: Three-body gluino decay diagrams.
relevant. For squark-quark-neutralino vertex, we will work out squark-quark-gaugino
vertex and also the squark-quark-higgsino vertex, and then add these contributions.
To calculate the contribution of various interaction vertices shown in Figure 2.1 in
the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity, one needs to consider the following terms
of gauged supergravity action of Wess and Bagger [17].
L = gYMgαJ¯Xαχ¯J¯ λ˜0 + igiJ¯ χ¯J¯
[
σ¯ · ∂χi + ΓiLkσ¯ · ∂aLχk +
1
4
(∂aLKσ¯ · aL − c.c.)χi
]
+
e
K
2
2
(DiDJW )χiχJ + h.c., (2.92)
where Xα corresponds to the components of a killing isometry vector. From here,
one notes that Xα = −6iκ24µ7Qα, where α = B,Qα = 2πα′
∫
TB
i∗ωα ∧ P−f˜ where
P− is a harmonic zero-form on ΣB taking value +1 on ΣB and −1 on σ(ΣB) - σ
being a holomorphic isometric involution as part of the Calabi-Yau orientifold - and
f˜ ∈ H˜2−(ΣB) ≡ coker
(
H2−(CY3)
i∗→ H2−(ΣB)
)
. Also,
DiDjW = ∂i∂jW + (∂i∂jK)W + ∂iKDJW + ∂JKDiW − (∂iK∂jK)W − ΓkijDkW.
(2.93)
The gaugino-quark-squark vertex is given as: gYMgJB∗X
∗Bχ¯J¯λg˜ + +∂a2TBD
Bχ¯a¯1λ0.
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Utilizing (2.22) and XB = −6iκ24µ7QB, κ24µ7 ∼ 1V , gYM ∼ V−
1
36 , 7QB ∼ V 13 (2πα′)2f˜ ,
gYMgBa¯2 → −V−
5
4 (a2 − V− 13 ), ∂a2TB → V
1
9 (a2 − V− 13 ). (2.94)
The dominant contribution to the physical gaugino-quark-squark vertex is propor-
tional to :
C λ˜
0uLu˜L ∼ V
− 11
9 f˜(√
KˆA2A¯2
)(√
KˆA2A¯2
) ∼ f˜ (V− 45) . (2.95)
The contribution of gluino-quark/antiquark-squark vertex is same as gaugino(neural)-
quark/antiquark-squark, and therefore proportional to:
G
q/q¯A2
q˜A2
= C λ˜
0uLu˜L ∼ f˜V− 45 q˜χq/q¯λg˜, λg˜ corresponds to gluino. (2.96)
The neutralino-quark-squark vertex of Figure 2.1 is given by considering the contri-
bution of
e
K
2
2
(DIDA¯2W )χZIχc
A2
+igZ¯IA¯2χ¯
ZI
[
σ¯ · ∂ + ΓA2A2A¯2 σ¯ · ∂A2χc
A2
+
1
4
(∂A2Kσ¯ · A2 − c.c.)χc
A2
]
χI is SU(2)L higgsino, χ
A2 corresponds to SU(2)L quark and A2 corresponds to left-
handed squark, and gI¯A¯2 = 0. In terms of undiagonalized basis, consider DiDa¯2W =
(∂i∂a¯2K)W + ∂iKDa¯2W + ∂a¯2KDiW − (∂iK∂a¯2K)W, where a2, zi correspond to un-
diagonalized moduli fields.
Considering a2 → a2+V− 13MP , using equations (2.22), (2.23) and picking up the
component linear in z1 as well as fluctuations of a2, one gets:
e
K
2 ((∂i∂a¯2K)W + ∂iKDa¯2W + ∂a¯2KDiW − (∂iK∂a¯2K)W ) ∼ (V−
20
9 )ziδa2. (2.97)
7A small note on dimensional analysis: κ24µ7 (2πα
′)QBgσB a¯j¯ χ¯
j¯λ has dimensions M4P - utiliz-
ing κ24µ7 ∼ V−1 (2πα′)−3, one sees that QB has dimensions of (2πα′)2MP . Using the definition
of QB, we will estimate QB by V 13 (2πα′)2, where the integral of i∗ωB ∧ P−f˜ over ΣB is approx-
imated by integrals of i∗ωB and P−f˜ over two-cycles non-trivial in the cohomology of ΣB and
estimated/parametrized as V 13 (2πα′) and f˜ respectively.
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Based on the discussion below (2.41), e
K
2 DiDA2WχZiχcA2 ∼ V−
20
9 ZiδA2χZiχcA2 , and
the contribution of physical higgsino-quark-squark vertex will be given as :
CH˜
c
LuLu˜L ∼ V
− 20
9 〈Zi〉√
Kˆ2ZiZ¯iKˆA2A¯2KˆA2A¯2
∼ V− 45 . (2.98)
Following equation (2.87), the neutralino-quark squark vertex will be given by:
X
q/q¯
q˜ = C
χ03uLu˜L ∼ C λ˜0uLu˜L + f˜V 56
(
v
MP
)
CH
c
LuLu˜L ∼ f˜V− 45χ03uLu˜L. (2.99)
Using RG analysis of coefficients of the effective dimension-six gluino decay operators
as given in [42], it was shown in [90] that these coefficients at the EW scale are of
the same order as that at the squark mass scale.
The analytical formulae to calculate decay width for three-body tree-level gluino
decay channel as given in [44] is:
Γ(g˜ → χonqI q¯J ) =
g2s
256π3M3g˜
∑
i,j
∫
ds13ds23
1
2
Re
(
Aij(s23) +Bij(s13)
− 2ǫnǫg Cij(s23, s13)
)
, (2.100)
where the integrand is the square of the spin-averaged total amplitude and i, j =
1, 2, .., 6 are the indices of the squarks mediating the decay. The limits of integration in
(2.100) are given in [90]. The Aij terms in (2.100) represent the contributions from the
gluino decay channel involving gluino→squark+quark and squark→neutralino+anti-
quark, whereas the Bij terms come from channel gluino →squark+anti-quark and
squark→neutralino+quark. The same are defined in [90]. Utilizing the results as
given in (2.96) and (2.99),
Aij
(
Tr
[
Gq¯q˜G
q¯
q˜
†
]
Tr
[
Xqq˜X
q
q˜
†
])
∼ f˜4V− 165 , Bij
(
Tr
[
G
qa1
q˜a1
G
qa1
q˜a1
†
]
Tr
[
X
q¯a1
q˜a1
X
q¯a1
q˜a1
†
])
∼
f˜4V− 165 , C
(
Tr
[
Gq¯q˜a1
Gqq˜
†Xqq˜X
q¯
q˜
†
])
∼ f˜4V− 165 .
Substituting these values for various vertex elements and solving equation (2.100)
by using the limits of integration as given in [90], the dominating contribution of
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decay width is:
Γ(g˜ → χonqI q¯J ) ∼
g2s
256π3V2m33
2
[
f˜ 4V− 165 m43
2
V 103 + f˜ 4V− 165 V 103 m43
2
+ f˜ 4V− 165 V 103 m43
2
]
∼ g
2
s
256π3V2m33
2
(
f˜ 4V− 165 V 103 m43
2
)
∼ O(10−4)f˜ 4V− 195 MP ∼ O(10−5)f˜ 4GeV. (2.101)
Upper bound on dilute flux f˜ : In case of N = 1 gauged supergravity, the
modified D-term scalar potential in presence of background D7 fluxes is defined as
[108]:
VD =
108κ24µ7
K2ReTB (KPaB
a −QBvB)2. (2.102)
The first term of VD can be minimized for Ba = 0 and second term has extra con-
tribution coming from additional D7-brane fluxes. Now, the corresponding F-term
scalar potential in LVS limit has been calculated in [84] as:
Vf ∼ eKGσασ¯α¯DσαW αD¯σ¯α¯W¯ ∼ V19/18m23/2 ∼ V−3M2P . (2.103)
In case of dilute flux approximation VD << Vf . Therefore, from (2.102) and (2.103),
108κ24µ7
K2ReTB (QBv
B)2 << V−3M2P , (2.104)
where QB ∼ V 13 f˜ (2πα′)2MP , κ24µ7 ∼ 1V ,K = 1/6Y (volume of physical Calabi Yau),
ReTB ∼ V1/18 (volume of “Big” Divisor) and VB ∼ V1/3(internal volume of 2-cycle),
solving this: f˜ 2V− 3118 << V−3, i.e f˜ << V− 2336 ≡ 104 for V = 105.
By considering f˜ 2 ∼ 10−10, the decay width of gluino i.e equation (2.101) becomes:
Γ(g˜ → χonqI q¯J ) ∼ O(10−5)f˜ 4 < O(10−25)GeV . Further, life time of gluino is given as:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−5f˜ 4GeV
∼ 10
−19
f˜ 4
> 10 sec. (2.105)
g˜→ χ˜03 g
Relevant to Figs. 2.2(a) and 2.2(b), the gluino-quark-squark vertex and the neutralino-
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g˜
qI
q˜R
gµ
χ˜03
(a)
g˜
q˜R
qI
gµ
χ˜03
(b)
Figure 2.2: Diagrams contributing to one-loop two-body gluino decay.
quark-squark vertex will again be given by equations (2.96) and (2.99). The quark-
quark-gluon vertex relevant to Figure 2.2, from [17] is given by:
gIJ¯ χ¯
J¯ σ¯ · A Im (XBK + iDB)χI ,
∼ gYMgA2A¯2χ¯A¯2 σ¯ · A
{
6κ24µ72πα
′QBK +
12κ24µ72πα
′QBvB
V
}
, (2.106)
χA2 and χ¯A¯2 correspond to quarks and antiquarks. X = XB∂B = −12iπα′κ24µ7QB∂TB
corresponds to the killing isometry vector and D term generated is given as: DB =
4πα′κ24µ7QBv
B
V . Utilizing value of QB ∼ V
1
3 f (2πα′)2MP , gA2A¯2¯ ∼ V−
5
9 , vB ∼ V 13 , QB ∼
V 13 (2πα′)2f˜ , it has been shown in chapter 4 that quark-quark-gluon vertex will be of
O(1).
The gauge kinetic term for squark-squark-gluon vertex, relevant to Figure 2.2(b),
will be given by 1
κ24V2
GTBT¯B▽˜µTB▽˜
µ
T¯B¯. Using the value of G
TB T¯B(EW ) = V 73 (for
detailed explanation, see chapter 4), the given term generates the required squark-
squark-gluon vertex as follows:
6iκ24µ72πα
′QBGσB σ¯B
κ24V2
Aµ∂µ
(
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C22¯A2A¯2¯
)
GσBσ¯B∼V 73 ,−−−−−−−−−−−−→
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C22¯∼V
1
9
V 79 ǫ ·
(
2k − (pχ˜03 + pg˜)
)
(√
KˆA2A¯2
)2 ∼ O(102)f˜V 79 [2ǫ · k − ǫ · (pχ˜03 + pg˜)]
∼ f˜V 5345 , for V ∼ 105. (2.107)
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In [90], it has been discussed that behavior of Wilson coefficients corresponding to
two-body gluino decay does not change much upon RG evolution to EW scale. Using
the vertices calculated above relevant to Figs. 2.2(a) and 2.2(b), and the Feynman
rules of [109], one obtains for the scattering amplitude:
M∼ f˜ 3MP
∫
d4k
(2π)4
× V− 45
(
iσ¯ · k
k2 −m2q + iǫ
)(
V− 45
)( i[
(k − pG˜)2 −m2q˜ + iǫ
])
×
(
V 5345
)( i[
(k − pg˜)2 −m2q˜ + iǫ
])
+ f˜ 2MP
∫
d4k
(2π)4
× V− 45
(
i[(
k + pχ˜03
)2
−m2q˜ + iǫ
])(V− 45)( iσ¯ · k
k2 −m2q + iǫ
)
×
(
iσ¯ · (k − pgµ)[(
k − pgµ
)2 −m2q + iǫ]
)
. (2.108)
Using the 1-loop integrals of [110]:
1
i
∫
d4k
(2π)4
(kµ, kµkν)
(k2 −m21 + iǫ)
[
(k + p1)
2 −m22 + iǫ
] [
(k + p1 + p2)
2 −m23 + iǫ
]
= 4π2
[
p1µC11 + p2µC12, p1µp1νC21 + p2µp2νC22 + (p1µp2ν + p1νp2µ)C23 + ηµνC24
]
;
(a) m1 = mq, m2 = m3 = mq˜; p1 = −pχ˜03 , p2 = −pgµ;
(b) m1 = m3 = mq, m2 = mq˜; p1 = pχ˜03, p2 = −pg˜. (2.109)
The one-loop three-point functions Cij’s relevant for cases (a) and (b) have been
calculated in [90] and are given as under:
C
(a)
24 = O(10
6), C
(b)
24 = O(10
6),
C
(a)
0 =
1
4π2
× 10−21 ∼ O(1)× 10−23 GeV −2,
C
(b)
11 = O(10)× 10−16GeV −2, C(b)12 = O(10)× 10−16 GeV −2,
C
(b)
21 = C
(b)
22 = C
(b)
23 ∼ O(1)× 10−10 GeV −2, C(b)0 =∼ O(1)× 10−23 GeV −2.
(2.110)
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Now, equation (2.108) can be evaluated to yield:
u¯(pχ˜03)
(
f˜ 3V−0.4
[{
σ¯ · pχ˜03C
(a)
11 + σ¯ · pgµC(a)12
}
(2ǫ · pχ˜03)
{
σ¯ · pχ˜03ǫ · pχ˜03C
(a)
21 +
+σ¯ · pgµǫ · pχ˜03C
(a)
23 + σ¯ · ǫC(a)24
}]
+ f˜ 2V−1.6
[
−
{
σ¯ · pχ˜03C
(b)
11 + σ¯ · pg˜C(b)12
}
σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pgµ + σ¯ · pχ˜03 σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03C
(b)
21
+ σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pg˜C(b)22 −
(
σ¯ · pχ˜03 σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pg˜ + σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03
)
C
(b)
23 +
σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC(b)24
])
u(pg˜), (2.111)
which equivalently could be rewritten as:
u¯(pχ˜03)
[
σ¯ · A+ σ¯ · pχ˜03 σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · B1 + σ¯ · pgµσ¯ · ǫσ¯ · B2 +D3σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC
(b)
24
]
u(pg˜), (2.112)
where
Aµ ≡ f˜ 3V−0.4
[
pµ
χ˜03
ǫ · pχ˜03
(
2C
(a)
11 + C
(a)
21
)
+ pµgµǫ · pχ˜03
(
C
(a)
12 + C
(a)
23
)
+ ǫµC
(a)
24
]
,
Bµ1 ≡ f˜ 2V−1.6
[
−pµgµ
(
C
(b)
11 + C
(b)
12 + C
(b)
23 − C(b)22
)
+ pµ
χ˜03
(
C
(b)
21 + C
(b)
22 − 2C(b)23
)]
,
Bµ2 ≡ f˜ 2V−1.6
[
pµgµ
(
C
(b)
12 + C
(b)
22
)
+ pµ
χ˜03
(
C
(b)
22 − C(b)23
)]
, D3 ≡ f˜ 2V−1.6. (2.113)
Replacing u¯(pχ˜03)σ¯ · pχ˜03 by mχ˜03 u¯(pχ˜03) and σ¯ · pg˜u(pg˜) by mg˜, and using ǫ · pχ˜03 = 0,
(2.112) can be simplified to:
M∼ u¯(pχ˜03)
[
Aσ¯ · ǫ+B1σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03 +B2σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫ+D1σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03
+D3σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC(b)24
]
u(pg˜), (2.114)
where,
A ≡ V−0.4f˜ 3C(a)24 −mg˜mχ˜03V−1.6f˜ 2
{
C
(b)
11 + 2C
(b)
12 + C
(b)
23 − C(b)22
}
,
B1 ≡ V−1.6f˜ 2
(
C
(b)
11 + 2C
(b)
12 + C
(b)
21
)
mχ˜03, B2 ≡ V−1.6f˜ 2
(
C
(b)
12 + C
(b)
22
)
mg˜,
D1 ≡ V−1.6f˜ 2
(
−C(b)12 − C(b)23
)
. (2.115)
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Utilizing values of C’s calculated in (2.110), A ∼ O(105)f˜ 2, B1 ∼ O(10−7)f˜ 2GeV −2, B2 ∼
O(10−7)f˜ 2GeV −2, D1 ∼ O(10−18)f˜ 2GeV −2;D3 ∼ V−1.6f˜ 2.
and
∑
g˜ and χ˜03 spins
|M|2 ∼ Tr
(
σ · pχ˜03
[
Aσ¯ · ǫ+B1σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03 +B2σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫ
+D1σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03 +D3σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC
(b)
24
]
× σ · pg˜
[
Aσ¯ · ǫ+B1σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03 +B2σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫ+D1σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pχ˜03
+D3σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC(b)24
]†)
, (2.116)
which at p0
χ˜03
=
√
m2
χ˜03
c4 + ρ2, p1
χ˜03
= p2
χ˜03
= p3
χ˜03
= ρ√
3
= 1√
3
c
(
m2g˜−m2χ˜0
3
)
2mg˜
, yields:
1
256
mg˜
2
[
6m2g˜(B1 +D1mg˜)
2 +
{
8A1 + 16D3C24 +mg˜
((
5 +
√
3
)
B1 + 8B2
+
(
5 +
√
3
)
D1mg˜
)}2]
, (2.117)
in the rest frame of the gluino.
Incorporating results of (2.115) in equation (2.117), one gets,
∑
g˜ and χ˜03 spins
|M|2 ∼ 0.2D21m6g˜. (2.118)
Now, using standard two-body decay results (See [111]), the decay width Γ is given
by the following expression: Γ =
∑
g˜ and χ˜03 spins
|M|2
(
m2g˜−m2χ˜0
3
)
16π~m3g˜
. Using value of D1 ∼
O(10−18)f˜ 2 GeV −2 as given above, mg˜ ∼ V− 43MP GeV , and m2
χ˜03
∼ m2g˜ + mg˜ f˜
2v2V 23
MP
GeV 2, two-body decay width is given as:
Γ =
(0.2)D21m
6
g˜
16πm3g˜
∼ O(10
−2)f˜ 4.10−36.mg˜6(2
mg˜ f˜
2v2V 23
MP
)
m3g˜
∼ 10−4f˜ 4GeV. (2.119)
Considering f˜ < 10−5 as calculated above, Γ < 10−24 GeV. Life time of gluino is
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Figure 2.3: Three-body gluino decay into goldstino.
given as:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−4f˜ 4GeV
∼ 10
−20
f˜ 6
sec > 1010sec. (2.120)
g˜→ G˜ q q¯
We now consider the three-body decay of the gluino into goldstino and a quark and an
anti-quark: g˜ → G˜+ q + q¯. The Feynman diagrams corresponding to this particular
decay are shown in Figure 2.3. The gluino-(anti-)quark-squark vertex will again be
given by (2.96). The gravitino-quark-squark vertex would come from a term of type
ψ¯µq˜LqL, which in N = 1 gauged supergravity action of [17] is given by:
−gIJ¯
(
∂µA¯J¯
)
χIσν σ¯µψν − i
2
e
K
2 (DIW )χ
Iσµψ¯µ + h.c.. (2.121)
From [112], the gravitino field can be decomposed into the spin-1
2
goldstino field G˜ via:
ψν = ρν+σνG˜, G˜ = −13σµψµ, ρν being a spin-32 field. Hence, the goldstino-content of
(2.121), using σν σ¯µσν = −2σ¯ν , is given by: 2gIJ¯χI
(
∂µA¯J¯
)
σ¯µG˜+ 3i
2
e
K
2 (DIW )χ
IG˜+
h.c.. Utilizing
gA2A¯2 ∼ V−
5
9 and e
K
2 DA2W
∣∣∣∣∣
A2→A2+V−
1
3
∼ V− 3718A2, (2.122)
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one obtains:
2gA2A¯2χ
I
(
σ¯ · pqA2 + pG˜
MP
)
σ¯µG˜+
3i
2
e
K
2 (DA2W )χ
IG˜+ h.c.
∼ V− 59χI
(
mG
MP
)
A2G˜+ V− 59χI
(
mqA2
MP
)
A2G˜+ V− 3718A2χIG˜ ∼ V− 3718A2χIG˜, (2.123)
for mqA2 ∼ O(10)MeV,mG ∼ 0 and V ∼ 105.
The physical goldstino-quark-squark vertex will be given as:
G˜
qA2
q˜A2
∼ V
− 1
18A2χIG˜(√
KˆA2A¯2
√
KˆA2A¯2
) ∼ O(102)V− 3718 ∼ V− 159 for V ∼ 105. (2.124)
For this particular case:-
Aij
(
Tr
[
G
q¯A2
q˜A2
G
q¯A2
q˜A2
†
]
Tr
[
G˜
qA2
q˜A2
G˜
qA2
q˜A2
†
])
∼ f˜2V− 85 .V− 103 ∼ f˜2V−5,
Bij
(
Tr
[
G
qA2
q˜A2
G
qA2
q˜A2
†
]
Tr
[
G˜
q¯A2
q˜A2
G˜
q¯A2
q˜A2
†
])
∼ f˜2V− 85 .V− 103 ∼ f˜2V−5,
C
(
Tr
[
G
q¯A2
q˜A2
G
qA2
q˜A2
†G˜
qA2
q˜A2
G˜
q¯A2
q˜A2
†
])
∼ f˜2V− 85 .V− 103 ∼ f˜2V−5.
Limits of integration as given in [90] are:
s23max =
(
V 23m 3
2
−mq
)
2, s23min = m
2
q, s13max = V
4
3m23
2
− s23, s13min = 0.(2.125)
where mg˜ = V 23m 3
2
∼ 1011GeV,mG˜ = 0. Utilizing the values of vertex elements
calculated above and from (2.100), we calculate decay width for gluino as:
Γ(g˜ → χonqI q¯J ) ∼
g2s
256π3V2m33
2
[
−f˜ 2V−5m43
2
V 83 + f˜ 2V−5V 83m43
2
− f˜ 2V−5V 83m43
2
]
∼ g
2
s
256π3V2m33
2
(f˜ 2V−5V 83m43
2
) ∼ O(10−4)V− 133 m 3
2
f˜ 2 GeV
< 10−17f˜ 2GeV < O(10−25)GeV. (2.126)
The life time of gluino is given as:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−17f 2GeV
∼ 10
−7
f 2
> 103sec. (2.127)
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Figure 2.4: One-loop gluino decay into goldstino and gluon.
g˜ → gµ G˜
The matrix element for two-body decay of the gluino into a goldstino and a gluon
(see Figure 2.4) is given as:
M∼ f˜ 2
∫
d4k
(2π)4
× V− 45
(
iσ¯ · k
k2 −m2q + iǫ
)(
V− 159
)( i[
(k − pG˜)2 −m2q˜ + iǫ
])
×
(
V 5345 ǫ · (2k − pG˜ − pg˜)
)( i[
(k − pg˜)2 −m2q˜ + iǫ
])+
f˜
∫
d4k
(2π)4
× V− 45
(
i[
(k + pG˜)
2 −m2q˜ + iǫ
])(V− 159 ) (σ¯ · ǫ)
×
 iσ¯ · (k − pgµ)[(
k − pgµ
)2 −m2q + iǫ]
 . (2.128)
As discussed in [90], the Wilson coefficients corresponding to gluino-goldstino- gluon
coupling do not change much upon RG evolution to EW scale. Going through an
analysis similar to the g˜ → χ˜03g, it was shown in [91]:
∑
g˜ and G˜ spins
|M|2 ∼ Tr
(
σ · pG˜
[
A2σ¯ · ǫ+B3σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫ+D2σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pG˜
+D4σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC(b)24
]
× σ · pg˜
[
A2σ¯ · ǫ+B3σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫ+D2σ¯ · pg˜σ¯ · ǫσ¯ · pG˜ +D4σ¯µσ¯ · ǫσ¯µC(b)24
]†)
, (2.129)
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where A2 ≡ 10−6f˜ 2, B3 ≡ (10−23f˜)GeV −1, D2 ≡ (10−34f˜)GeV −2, D4 ≡ V−2.4f˜ . At
p0
G˜
= mg˜/2, p
1
G˜
= p2
G˜
= p3
G˜
=
mg˜
2
√
3
, the matrix amplitude squared becomes:
m2g˜
[
D2
2m4g˜ +
1
6
(
6A2 + 12D4C
(b)
24 +mg˜
(
6B3 +
(
3 +
√
3
)
D2mg˜
))2]
∼ f˜ 4A22m2g˜.
(2.130)
So, using results from [111], the decay width comes out to be equal to:
Γ =
∑
g˜ and G˜ spins |M|2
16π~mg˜
∼ O(10−1)A22mg˜ ∼ 10−2f˜ 4 GeV. (2.131)
Considering value of f˜ 2 ∼ 10−10, Γ < 10−22 GeV. Life time of gluino is given as:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−2f˜ 4 GeV
∼ 10
−21
f˜ 4
sec > 10−1sec. (2.132)
2.7 Results and Discussion
We have studied in detail the possibility of generating µ-split-like SUSY scenario in
the context of local type IIB Swiss-cheese orientifold (involving isometric holomor-
phic involution) compactifications in the L(arge) V(olume) S(cenarios). After giving
details of the geometric framework, we showed the possibility of obtaining a local
positive semi-definite potential for specific choice of values of VEV of position as well
as Wilson line moduli and bulk moduli. Using the modified N = 1 chiral co-ordinates
due to presence of D3- and D7-branes, we constructed the form of Ka¨hler potential
and superpotential relevant to describe the phenomenological results. By evaluating
all possible effective Yukawa couplings in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity,
and thereafter showing that effective Yukawas change only by O(1) under RG flow
evolution from string scale down to electroweak scale, we realized that Dirac mass
term corresponding to fermionic superpartners of two (A1 and A3) of the aforemen-
tioned four-Wilson line moduli, matched very well with the order of Dirac mass of the
electron, and the Dirac mass term corresponding to fermionic superpartners of the
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remaining two (A2 and A4) of the aforementioned four-Wilson line moduli, matched
very well with the order of Dirac masses of the first generation SM-like quarks. There-
fore, the fermionic superpartners of A1 and A3 could be identified, respectively with
eL and eR, and the fermionic superpartners of A2 and A4 could be identified, respec-
tively with the first generation quarks: u/dL and u/dR. After evaluating soft SUSY
breaking parameters, Wilson line moduli masses (identified with sfermions) turned
out to be very heavy at string scale. Based on the arguments given in [85], according
to which there was an O(1) change in the value of Wilson line modulus mass under
an RG flow from string scale down to EW scale, we assumed that squark/slepton
masses will remain heavy at EW scale too. The highlights of this chapter are:
1. By evaluating Higgs mass matrix at electroweak scale, we showed the possibility
of obtaining one light Higgs of order 125 GeV at EW scale while masses of
another Higgs as well as higgsino mass parameter to be very large; the primary
indication of µ-split-like SUSY.
2. By evaluating relevant interaction vertices using N = 1 gauged supergravity
action, we estimated life time of gluino to be very high- thus providing another
concrete signature of µ-split-like SUSY.

CHAPTER 3
PARTICLE COSMOLOGY IN THE
CONTEXT OF TYPE IIB LOCAL
D3/D7 µ-SPLIT-LIKE SUSY MODEL
“The full cosmos consists of the physical stuff and consciousness.
Take away consciousness and it’s only dust; add consciousness and you get things,
ideas, and time.”
- Neal Stephenson, Anathem.
3.1 Introduction
It is challenging to provide a suitable choice of vacuum (local minimum) of string
theory to infer various cosmological and phenomenological issues, and other funda-
mental physics. One of the most exciting unresolved issues in particle physics and
cosmology is the nature of Dark Matter (DM) in the Universe. Over the years,
astronomical and cosmological observations have put significant constraints on its
expected properties. Theoretical status of DM generally emerges in the context of
theories beyond Standard Model. It is well known that supersymmetric models with
75
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conserved R-parity contain a stable neutralino which has been assumed to be a good
candidate for cold dark matter. However, in models coupled to gravity and even in
other scenarios of supersymmetry breaking mediation including gauge mediation, the
gravitino (the supersymmetric partner of graviton) stands out as probably the most
natural and attractive candidate for DM. The long-lived gravitinos were generated in
the early universe. In the standard big-bang cosmology, they were in thermal equilib-
rium and then because of their weak gravitational interactions, frozen out while they
were relativistic. In this case their abundance might overclose the universe known
as “cosmological gravitino problem”, the resolution of which is quite natural because
abundance get diluted as universe experiences through inflationary phase. Therefore,
cosmologically relevant gravitino abundance is then recreated in the reheating phase
after inflation by inelastic 2 → 2 scattering and 1 → 2 decay processes of particles
from the thermal bath where abundance goes linear in the reheating temperature
TR. However, in string/M theory-inspired models, production of DM particles signif-
icantly alters because of the presence of moduli because decay of modulus increases
the entropy by several amount, thereby decreasing the overall relic abundance of
gravitino. Therefore, sizable amount of gravitinos can be produced by (non-thermal)
production of gravitinos LSP formed by decays of moduli and can even dominate the
thermal production of gravitinos in the early plasma, discussed in [113–115]. Even
in particle physics models, sufficient amount of relic density of LSP can be produced
by decays of N(ext-to) L(ightest) S(upersymmetric) P(article) and has been studied
in literature [50].
In addition to getting a light Higgs and high life time of gluino, the mass scales
of superpartners evaluated in the context of local type IIB large volume big divi-
sor D3/D7 framework provide us with gravitino as the L(ightest) S(upersymmetric)
P(article) and sleptons/squarks as N(ext-to) L(ightest) S(upers ymmetric) P(article)s
with (Bino/Wino-type) gaugino/neutralino, in the dilute-flux approximation, only
differing in their masses by an O(1) factor. This helps in shedding a light on the
possibility of gravitino as a potential DM candidate. However, the more explicit re-
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alization of the same requires life time of the LSP to be around and preferably more
than the age of the universe and life times of co-NLSP’s to be small enough to disturb
the beautiful predictions of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). With this motivation,
in section 2 of this chapter, we show that the presence of very suppressed non-zero
R-parity violating couplings and high squark masses helps to reduce the decay width
and hence lifetime of the gravitino LSP becomes very long (of the order greater than
age of the Universe) satisfying the requirement of potential dark matter candidate.
In 3.1 and 3.3, we study decay width and life time of two-body and hadronic three-
body decays of NLSP’s (gauginos) and co-NLSP’s (sleptons/squarks), life times of
which ensure that energy released from both gauge boson and hadronic decays do not
disturb the the predictions arising from BBN and cosmic microwave background, etc.
In 3.2, we consider R-parity violating decays of (Wino/Bino-dominated) neutralino
into ordinary particles (even R-parity), high life time of which, as compared to life
time for decay of neutralino into LSP, ensures that relic abundance of gravitino is not
diluted. Going ahead, in order to be able to perform a reliable comparison between
theoretical predictions and improving measurements of the relic abundance from un-
derground DM searches, in section 4, we evaluate the relic abundance of gravitino
with the assumption that almost all of the dark matter particles are produced non-
thermally via decays of sleptons/neutralino existing as co-NLSP’s in our case. Finally
we summarize our results in section 5.
3.2 Gravitino Decays
Decays of the gravitino are, in general, driven by any of the trilinear R-violating
couplings which necessarily involve squark or slepton as propagators. In MSSM,
stability of LSP is governed by conserved R-parity however same is not a restrictive
condition in “ µ-split-like SUSY”. Some of the R-parity-violating interactions are
not necessarily negligible and the consideration of LSP to be a viable dark matter
candidate needs the contribution of the same to be evaluated. Here, the large squark
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Figure 3.1: Two-body gravitino decay: ψµ → ν + γ.
masses in µ-split-like SUSY helps to suppress the decay width. In BSM/2HDM
models, one considers R-parity violating coupling generated from R-parity violating
superpotential. Here also, we consider the similar R-parity violating couplings, but
evaluated in the context of effective N = 1 gauged supergravity action.
3.2.1 Two-Body Gravitino Decays
We discuss the decays of the gravitino into neutrino and gauge bosons as well as
the light Higgs and neutrinos. In N = 1 SUGRA the gaugino-〈sneutrino〉-neutrino
vertex is given by:
O(a1)− term in gYMgTB a¯1X
TB(√
KA1A¯1
)2 ∼ V− 119104 . (3.1)
Similarly the gravitino-gauge-boson-〈ν˜〉−ν-vertex in the N = 1 SUGRA Lagrangian
is given by the O(a1)-term in gYMga1T¯BXT
B
Z0/Aµν¯γ
νγµψν , which is:
gYMga1T¯B
XT
B(√
KA1A¯1
)2 ∼
V−119
104
. Using [116], one sees that the lifetime of the decay ψµ → γ + νe is given by:
Γ (ψµ → γ + νe) = 1
64π
(〈A1〉
〈Zi〉
)2 m33/2
M2P
∣∣Uγ˜Z˜∣∣2
(
V −
11
9
104
)2
∼ 1
64π
(
〈V− 29 〉
V 136
)2
m23/2
M2P
m2Z
(
Mλ1 −Mλ2
Mλ1Mλ2
)2
sin2θW cos
2θW
(
V −
11
9
104
)2
. (3.2)
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Figure 3.2: Two-body gravitino decay: ψµ → Z0 + ν.
We have a gaugino mass degeneracy (up to O(1) factors) implying: Mλ1 ∼Mλ2 . One
hence gets a very small decay width and an extremely enhanced lifetime. Again,
using (3.1) and [116], the decay width for ψµ → Z + ν is given by:
Γ (ψµ → Z + ν) ∼ 1
64π
(〈A1〉
〈Zi〉
)2 m33/2
M2P
(
1− M
2
Z
m23/2
)2(
V −
11
9
104
)2
×
[(
MZ
Mλ
)2
×O(1) +O(1)
∣∣∣∣1 + sinβcosβ( M2ZMλµˆZ1Z2
)∣∣∣∣2 + ( MZm3/2
)(
mZ
Mλ
)
(
1 + sinβcosβ
(
M2Z
MλµˆZ1Z2
))
×O(1)
]
∼ V
− 1
2
−6− 22
9
64π × 108 ×O(1)MP . (3.3)
Using MZ ∼ 90GeV ; mλ ∼ V 23m 3
2
and µˆZ1Z2 ∼ Vm 3
2
from eqs. (2.62) and (2.66),
Γ ∼ V
− 1
2
−6− 22
9
64π × 108 ×O(1)MP . (3.4)
This, for V ∼ 105 yields τ ∼ 1022s. The mass-like insertion is given by m2ν˜h, which is
the coefficient of ν˜h in the N = 1 SUGRA action. To estimate this, we note that near
|z1| ∼ |z2| ∼ 0.7V 136 , |a1| ∼ V− 29 , |a2| ∼ V− 19 , |a3| ∼ V− 1318 , |a4| ∼ V− 119 , the potential
can be approximated by
V ∼ eKGTS T¯S |DTSW |2 ∼
z72e−2n
s(vol(ΣS )+µ3z
2)
√
V 118 + µ3z2
Λ
, (3.5)
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ψµ
p
ν
q
k
h
ν˜∗
+
q
k
ψµ
p
〈ν˜〉
ν
h
λ˜0
Figure 3.3: Two-body gravitino decay: ψµ → h+ ν.
where Λ = V +
(
V 23 + (α12V 518 + α13V 89 + α14V 89 )a1 + (α11V 109 a1 + α12V 518 + α13V 89
+α14V 89 )|a1|+ µ3z2
) 3
2 −
(
V 118 + µ3z2
) 3
2
.
The coefficient of the O
(
(z − 0.6V 136 )(a1 − V− 29 )
)
/
√
KZ1Z¯1KA1A¯1 in (3.5) turns
out to be:
m2ν˜h ∼ V
23
18m23/2 × 10−16. (3.6)
The gravitino-gaugino-Higgs vertex in the N = 1 gauged SUGRA action will be
given by the term : gYMD
TB ψ¯µγ
µλ = 0, on shell gravitino. Hence, the second di-
agram involving a gaugino NLSP, does not contribute. However, if the gaugino is
replaced by a neutralino, then the higgsino-component of this neutralino will con-
tribute via the term: gZ1Z¯1∂νZ1ψ¯µRγνγµH˜0L in N = 1 SUGRA action. This yields
a vertex:f˜
gZ1Z¯1γµ/k(√
KZ1Z¯1
)2 ∼ f˜γµ/k. Further, the Higgsino-〈ν˜e〉-νe vertex will be given by
O(a1− zi) term in eK2
(Da¯1DziW¯ ) ν¯e LH˜0R, which after assigning 〈zi〉 a value of ∼ V 136
yields:
f˜V− 6136 〈νe〉. (3.7)
Hence, using (3.7) and [116]:
Γ (ψµ → h+ νe) ∼ 1
384π
(
m33/2
M2P
) ∣∣∣∣ m2ν˜ehm2h −m2ν˜e + sinβcosβ m
2
Z
Mg˜µˆZ1Z¯2
〈νe〉
〈Zi〉 f˜
2V− 6136
∣∣∣∣2
∼ 10−3V−6+ 59 × 10−32MP
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼105
∼ 10−60MP , (3.8)
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ψµ ejL
ekR
νiL
ν˜iL
(a)
ψµ νiL
ekR
ejL
e˜jL
(b)
ψµ ν¯ciR
ejL
ekL
e˜kR
(c)
Figure 3.4: Three-body gravitino decays involving /Rp λijk coupling.
which yields a lifetime of around 1017s.
3.2.2 Three-Body R-parity Violating Gravitino Decays
In this subsection, we will be considering gravitino decays involving three types of
R-parity violating vertices that appear in R-parity violating superpotential [117]:
W/Rp = λijkLiLjE
c
k + λ
′
ijkLiQjD
c
k + λ
′′
ijkU
c
iD
c
jD
c
k + µiHLi.
Decays involving λijk coupling
The ν˜iL−ejL−ekR vertex corresponding to Figure 3.4(a) is given by considering the
contribution of the term: L = e
K
2
2
(DA1DA3W ) χ¯A1χA3 . We first expand Da1Da3W in
the fluctuations linear in a1 → a1 + V− 29MP by utilizing equations (2.22) and (2.23).
On simplifying and using an argument discussed in equation (2.42) according to
which e
K
2
2
Da1Da3WχA1χA3 ∼ e
K
2 DA1DA3WχA1χA3 , we have e
K
2 DA1DA3WχA1χA3 ∼
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V− 1972 δA1. Using this, the physical ν˜iL − ejL − ekR vertex will be given as:
C ν˜iLejLekR ∼ V
− 19
72√
KˆA1A¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
∼ V
− 19
72√
1015
∼ V− 74 , for V ∼ 105. (3.9)
The physical e˜jL−νiL−ekR vertex of Figure 3.4(b) is same as the vertex ν˜iL−ejL−ekR,
and therefore,
C e˜jLνiLekR ∼ C ν˜iLejLekR ∼ V− 74 . (3.10)
The e˜kR− ν¯ciR− ejL vertex corresponding to Figure 3.4(c) is given by considering the
contribution of: e
K
2
2
(DA¯1DA1W )χA
c
1χA1 . By expanding Da1Da¯1W in the fluctuations
linear in a3 → a3+V− 1318MP , on simplifying, we have e
K
2
2
Da1Da¯1W ≡ e
K
2 DA¯1DA1W ∼
V− 13 δa3, implying that the physical e˜kR − ν¯ciR − ejL vertex will be given as:
C e˜kRν¯
c
iLejL ∼ V
− 1
3√
KˆA1A¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
∼ V
− 1
3√
1015
∼ V− 74 , for V ∼ 105. (3.11)
Now, the matrix amplitude for all three Feynman diagrams corresponding to Fig-
ure 3.4 will be given as: |M |2 = |Ma +Mb +Mc|2. The analytical results for the
full matrix amplitude summed over spins in terms of pure and cross terms are given
in [117]. Utilizing their results, we will estimate matrix amplitude for both pure and
cross terms to calculate decay width for the process ψµ→νiej e¯k in our framework.
Strictly speaking, we will be neglecting fermion mass as compared to gravitino and
squark masses. Introducing kinematic variables
2p(νi)·p(ej) = (1−zek)m23/2, 2p(ej)·p(ek) = (1−zνi)m23/2, 2p(νi)·p(ek) = (1−zej )m23/2.
(3.12)
In view of above, we can express the following definitions in terms of kinematic
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variables as given below:
m2ij = (p(νi) + p(ej))
2 ∼ 2p(νi).p(ej) = (1− zek)m23/2
m2jk = (p(ej) + p(ek))
2 ∼ 2p(ej).p(ek) = (1− zνi)m23/2
m2ik = (p(νi) + p(ek))
2 ∼ 2p(νi).p(ek) = (1− zej )m23/2. (3.13)
Utilizing the form of expressions given in an appendix of [117], and simplifying using
(3.13), we have
|Ma|2 = 1
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR)2
M2pl(m
2
jk −m2ν˜iL)2
(m23/2 −m2jk +m2νi)(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)(
(m23/2 +m
2
jk −m2νi)2
4m23/2
−m2jk
)
=
1
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR)2
M2pl((1− zei)m23/2 −m2ν˜iL)2
[zνi(1− zνi)(
z2νi
4
)],
∼ 1
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR)2
M2plm
4
ν˜iL
[zνi(1− zνi)(
z2νi
4
)]. (3.14)
Here we have neglected gravitino mass as compared to sfermion mass. With same
steps of similar procedure, we have
|Mb|2 = 1
3
(C e˜LνLeR)2
M2pl(m
2
ik −m2e˜jL)2
(m23/2 −m2ik +m2ej)(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)(
(m23/2 +m
2
ik −m2ej )2
4m23/2
−m2ik
)
∼ 1
3
(C e˜LνLeR)2
M2pl(m
2
e˜jL
)2
[zej (1− zej )(
z2ej
4
)], (3.15)
|Mc|2 = 1
3
(C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)2
M2pl(m
2
ij −m2e˜kR)2
(m23/2 −m2ij +m2ek)(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej )(
(m23/2 +m
2
ij −m2ek)2
4m23/2
−m2ij
)
∼ 1
3
(C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)2
M2pl(m
2
e˜kR
)2
[zek(1− zek)(
z2ek
4
)], (3.16)
2Re(MaM
†
b ) =
1
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR.C e˜LνLeR)
M2pl(m
2
jk −m2ν˜iL)(m2ik −m2e˜jL)
[
(m2ikm
2
jk −m23/2m2ek −m2νim2ej )(
(m23/2 +m
2
ek
−m2νi −m2ej )−
1
2m23/2
(m23/2 +m
2
jk −m2νi)
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(m23/2 +m
2
ik −m2ej)
)
+
1
2
(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej )(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)
(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)−
m2νi
2
(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)2 −
m2ej
2
(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)2
− m
2
ek
2
(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej )2 + 2m2νim2ejm2ek
]
∼ 2
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR.C e˜LνLeR)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zνi)(1− zej )(−1− zek + 2zνi + 2zej − zνi.zek), (3.17)
2Re(MbM
†
c ) =
1
3
(C e˜LνLeR.C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)
M2pl(m
2
ik −m2e˜jL)(m2ij −m2e˜kR)
[
(m2ijm
2
ik −m23/2m2νi −m2ejm2ek)(
(m23/2 +m
2
νi
−m2ej −m2ek)−
1
2m23/2
(m23/2 +m
2
ik −m2ej)
(m23/2 +m
2
ij −m2ek)
)
+
1
2
(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej )(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)
(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)−
m2νi
2
(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)2 −
m2ej
2
(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)2
− m
2
ek
2
(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej)2 + 2m2νim2ejm2ek
]
∼ 2
3
(C e˜LνLeR.C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zej )(1− zek)(−1 − zνi + 2zej + 2zek − zej .zek), (3.18)
2Re(MaM
†
c ) =
1
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR.C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)
M2pl(m
2
jk −m2ν˜iL)(m2ij −m2e˜kR)
[
(m2ijm
2
jk −m23/2m2ej −m2νim2ek)(
(m23/2 +m
2
ej
−m2νi −m2ek)−
1
2m23/2
(m23/2 +m
2
jk −m2νi)
(m23/2 +m
2
ij −m2ek)
)
+
1
2
(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej )(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)
(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)−
m2νi
2
(m2jk −m2ej −m2ek)2 −
m2ej
2
(m2ik −m2νi −m2ek)2
− m
2
ek
2
(m2ij −m2νi −m2ej)2 + 2m2νim2ejm2ek
]
∼ 2
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR.C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zνi)(1− zek)(−1− zej + 2zνi + 2zek − zνi.zek). (3.19)
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Utilizing the results from (3.14)- (3.19), one gets the following form:
|M |2 = 1
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR)2
M2plm
4
ν˜iL
[zνi(1− zνi)(
z2νi
4
)] +
1
3
(C e˜LνLeR)2
M2pl(m
2
e˜jL
)2
[zej (1− zej)(
z2ej
4
)]
+
1
3
(C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)2
M2pl(m
2
e˜kR
)2
[zek(1− zek)(
z2ek
4
)]
+
2
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR · C e˜LνLeR)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zνi)(1− zej )(−1− zek + 2zνi + 2zej − zνi.zek)
+
2
3
(C e˜LνLeR · C e˜Rν¯cReL)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zej)(1− zek)(−1− zνi + 2zej + 2zek − zej .zek)+
2
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR · C e˜Rν¯cReL).
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zνi)(1− zek)(−1 − zej + 2zνi + 2zek − zνi .zek).(3.20)
The differential decay rate follows:
d2Γ
dzejdzek
=
Ncm3/2
28π3
(
1
2
∑
spins
|M|2
)
(3.21)
Putting the result of |M |2 in above,
d2Γ
dzejdzek
∼ Ncm3/2
29π3
1
3
[
(C ν˜iLejLekR)2
M2plm
4
ν˜iL
[zνi(1− zνi)(
z2νi
4
)] +
1
3
(C e˜LνLeR)2
M2pl(m
2
e˜jL
)2
[zej(1− zej )(
z2ej
4
)]
+
1
3
(C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)2
M2pl(m
2
e˜kR
)2
[zek(1− zek)(
z2ek
4
)]
+
2
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR · C e˜LνLeR)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zνi)(1− zej)(−1 − zek + 2zνi + 2zej − zνi .zek)
+
2
3
(C e˜LνLeR · C e˜Rν¯cReL)
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zej )(1− zek)(−1− zνi + 2zej + 2zek − zej .zek)+
2
3
(C ν˜iLejLekR · C e˜Rν¯cReL).
M2plm
2
ν˜iL
m2e˜jL
(1− zνi)(1− zek)(−1− zej + 2zνi + 2zek − zνi.zek)]. (3.22)
Using 0 < zej < 1, 1 − zj < zek < 1, and the numerical estimates of masses, m3/2 ∼
V−2MP , m2ν˜iL = m2e˜jL = m2e˜kR ∼ m2A1 ∼ Vm3/2 as given in equation (2.63), after
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Figure 3.5: Three-body gravitino decays involving /Rp λ
′
ijk coupling.
integrating, decay width reduces to
Γ ∼ Ncm
7
3/2
(29.3.120)π3.M2pl.V2m43/2
[
(C ν˜iLejLekR)2 + (C e˜LνLeR)2 + (C e˜Rν¯
c
ReL)2
+
3
4
(
(C ν˜iLejLekR · C e˜LνLeR) + (C e˜LνLeR · C e˜Rν¯cReL) + (C ν˜iLejLekR · C e˜Rν¯cReL)
)]
.(3.23)
Utilizing the set of results given in eqs. (3.9) - (3.11), decay width simplifies to
Γ ∼ Ncm
7
3/2(V−
7
2 )
(29.3.120)π3.M2pl.V2m43/2
∼ 1
106
V− 112 .m33/2
M2pl
∼ 10−45.5GeV ; for V ∼ 105.(3.24)
Life time will be given as
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−45.5GeV
∼ O(1021)sec. (3.25)
Decays involving λ′ijk coupling.
The ν˜L − djL − dkR vertex corresponding to Figure 3.5(a) in the context of N =
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1 gauged supergravity action is given by the term: e
K
2
2
(DA¯2DA4W )χA
c
2χA4 . By
expanding Da¯2Da4W in the fluctuations linear in a1 by using equations (2.22) and
(2.23), we have e
K
2 Da¯2Da4W ≡ e
K
2 DA¯2DA4W ∼ V−
1
3 δA1. Therefore, the contribution
of physical ν˜L − djL − dkR vertex is given by
Cd
c
L l˜LuL ∼ V
− 1
3√
KˆA2Ac2KˆA1A¯1KˆA4A¯4
∼ (10)− 142 V− 13 ∼ V− 53 for V ∼ 105. (3.26)
The d˜jL − νiL − dkR vertex corresponding to Figure 3.5(b) is given by considering
the contribution of e
K
2
2
(DA¯1DA2W )χc
A1χA2 + h.c in N = 1 gauged SUGRA. By
expanding Da¯1Da2W in the fluctuations linear in a4 → a4 + V−
11
9 with the help of
eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), one has e
K
2 Da¯1Da2W ≡ e
K
2
2
(DA¯1DA2W ) ∼ V−
1
3 δA4, and the
physical d˜jL − νiL − dkR vertex is given by:
C lLd˜RuL ∼ V
− 1
3√
KˆA1A¯1KˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
∼ V− 53 for V ∼ 105. (3.27)
The d˜kR−ν¯ciR−djL vertex of Figure 3.5(c) is given by considering e
K
2
2
(DA¯1DA4W )χc
A1χA4
in N = 1 gauged SUGRA. By picking up the component of Da1Da4W in the fluctu-
ations linear in a2 by using eqs. (2.22) and (2.23), e
K
2 Da¯1Da4W ≡ e
K
2 DA¯1DA4W ∼
V− 13 δA2. The physical d˜kR − ν¯ciR − djL vertex is given by:
Cd
c
L l˜LlL ∼ V
− 1
3√
KˆA2A¯2KˆA1A¯1KˆA4A¯4
∼ (10)− 142 V− 13 ∼ V− 53 for V ∼ 105. (3.28)
The analytical result of matrix amplitude for all three Feynman diagrams correspond-
ing to Figure 3.5 is same as calculated in Figure 3.4 by replacing mν˜iL → mν˜iL (me˜iL),
me˜jL → md˜jL (mu˜jL) andme˜kR → md˜kR (md˜kR) and C ν˜iLejLekR → C ν˜iLdjLdkR , C e˜jLνiLekR
→ C d˜jLνiLdkR . C e˜kRν¯ciRejL → C d˜kRν¯ciRdjL . Doing so and using same numerical estimates
of masses m3/2 ∼ V−2MP , m2ν˜iL = m2d˜jL = m
2
d˜kR
∼ V 12m3/2 in our model, after inte-
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Figure 3.6: Three-body gravitino decays involving /Rp λ
′′
ijk coupling.
grating, decay width of gravitino corresponding to Figure 3.5 reduces to
Γ ∼ Ncm
7
3/2
(29.3.120)π3.M2pl.V2m43/2
[
(C ν˜iLdjLdkR)2 + (C d˜jLνiLdkR)2 + (C d˜kRν¯
c
iLdjL)2+
3
4
(
C ν˜iLdjLdkR · C d˜jLνiLdkR + C d˜LνLdkR · C d˜kRν¯ciLdjL + C ν˜iLdjLdkR · C d˜kRν¯ciRdjL
)]
. (3.29)
Utilizing the set of results given in eqs. (3.26) - (3.28), decay width simplifies to
Γ ∼ Ncm
7
3/2 (V−
10
3 )
(29.3.120)π3.M2pl.V2m43/2
∼ 1
106
V− 163 .m33/2
M2pl
∼ 10−44GeV ; for V ∼ 105.(3.30)
Life time will be given as:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−44GeV
∼ O(1020)sec. (3.31)
Decays involving λ′′ijk coupling
The u˜iR− djR− dckL vertex corresponding to Figure 3.6(a) is given by considering
term e
K
2
2
(DA¯4DA4W )χA
c
4χA4 of N = 1 gauged SUGRA. By expanding Da4Da¯4W in
the fluctuations linear in a4 → a4+V− 119 MP by utilizing equations (2.22) and (2.23),
on simplifying, one obtains: e
K
2 DA¯4DA4W ≡ e
K
2
2
Da4Da¯4W ∼ V
13
6 δA4, implying that
the contribution of physical u˜iR − djR − dckL vertex is given as under:
C u˜iRdjRd
c
kL ∼ V
13
6√
KˆA4A¯4KˆA4A¯4KˆA4A¯4
∼ V
13
6√
1036
∼ V− 4330 ; for V ∼ 105. (3.32)
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Similarly, the d˜jR−dckL−uiR vertex of Figure 3.6(b) is same as u˜iR−djR−dckL vertex
corresponding to Figure 3.6(a) and is given as under:
C d˜jRd
c
kLuiR ∼ C u˜iRdjLdckL ∼ V− 4330 , for V ∼ 105. (3.33)
Again, introducing kinematic variable 2p(ui) · p(dj) = (1− zdk)m23/2, 2p(dj) · p(dk) =
(1− zui)m23/2, 2p(ui) · p(dk) = (1− zdj )m23/2, and
m2ij = (p(ui) + p(dj))
2 ∼ 2p(ui).p(dj) = (1− zdk)m23/2
m2jk = (p(dj) + p(dk))
2 ∼ 2p(dj).p(dk) = (1− zui)m23/2
m2ik = (p(ui) + p(dk))
2 ∼ 2p(ui).p(dk) = (1− zdj )m23/2, (3.34)
Again utilizing the form of expressions given in an appendix of [117] for λ′′ijk coupling,
and evaluating the squared amplitude summed over the spins for the gravitino decay
reaction ψµ
λ′′ijk→ uidjdk (see [91] for details), decay width is given as:
Γ ∼ Ncm
7
3/2
(29.3.120)π3.M2pl.V2m43/2
[
(C u˜iRdjRd
c
kR)2 + (C d˜jRuiRd
c
kR)2+
3
4
(
C u˜iRdjRd
c
kR · C d˜jRuiRdckR)
)]
. (3.35)
Utilizing the set of results given in eqs. (3.32) - (3.33), decay width simplifies to
Γ ∼ Ncm
7
3/2(V−
43
15 )
(29.3.120)π3.M2pl.V2m43/2
∼ 1
106
V− 7315 .m33/2
M2pl
∼ 10−42GeV ; for V ∼ 105, (3.36)
and therefore, the life time will be given as:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−42GeV
∼ O(1018)sec. (3.37)
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3.3 NLSP Decays
With in the approach of considering non-thermal production of gravitino (LSP), all
of its relic density is produced by non-thermal decays of NLSP decaying into LSP
and therefore, it is important to determine whether life time of these decays do
not affect the standard abundance of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li, and hence predictions
of Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). The BBN predicts the universal abundances
of D, 3He, 4He, and 7Li, essentially fixed by an average lifetime τ ∼ 180sec. In
our study, we are considering both radiative as well as hadronic decay modes of
NLSP’s. Therefore, if life time of NLSP’s are more than 102 sec, the high energy
photons emitted via radiative decays might destroy the abundance of light elements by
inducing photo-dissociation of same, hence reducing the standard baryon-to-photon
ratio and resulting in baryon-poor universe . Similarly, during the hadronic decay, the
released hadronic energy can produce mesons/charged pions causing interconversions
between background proton and neutron (p / n conversion) that alters the neutron-
to proton ratio, resulting in the change of 4He abundance and hence destroying this
success of standard BBN. The bounds on primordial abundance of late decaying
particle, taking into account hadronic decay mode of the same, have been discussed
in detail in [118].
In view of the above discussion, we explicitly calculate the decay widths and
hence life times for possible NLSP candidates. The mass spectrum given in Ta-
ble 2.1 suggests that sleptons/squarks and (Bino/Wino-type)gaugino/(Bino/Wino-
type)neutralino exists as N(ext-to) L(ightest) S(upersymmetric) P(article)s in the
dilute-flux approximation. As discussed in section 5 of chapter 2, the diagonaliza-
tion of neutralino mass matrix corresponds to smallest eigenvalue of neutralino of the
order V 23m3/2 (similar as gaugino mass) given by the following eigenvector:
χ˜03 ∼ −λ˜0 + (f˜V
5
6 )
v
MP
(
H˜0u + H˜
0
d
)
+ h.c, (3.38)
where H˜0u,d are the higgsinos. We first evaluate the lifetimes corresponding to two-
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λ˜0
γ/Z
ψµ
Figure 3.7: Two-body gaugino-decay diagram.
and three-body decays of Wino/Bino-type gauginos/neutralino to gravitino (LSP)
followed by the lifetime corresponding to two- and three-body decays of the slepton
to gravitino (LSP) using N = 1 gauged SUGRA. Further, there is a possibility for
neutralino to directly decay into ordinary quarks via R-parity violating three-body
decays. Due to the presence of two competing kind of decays, results of life time
of both will decide, whether decay of neutralino into ordinary quarks effects the
abundance of gravitino or not. To verify the same, we have also evaluated the three-
body decay diagrams of neutralino into ordinary SM particles in the context of N = 1
gauged SUGRA.
3.3.1 Gaugino Decays
In this subsection, we discuss two- and three-body decay modes of the Wino/Bino-
type gauginos. The relevant gravitino-gaugino-photon/Z-boson vertex in Figure 3.7
is obtained in the N = 1 SUGRA action of [17] from 1
MP
ψ¯ρσ
µνγρλ
(a)
L F
(a)
µν , (a) corre-
sponding to the three gauge groups. The decay width for B˜ → ψµ + γ is given by
(See [119]):
Γ
(
B˜ → ψµ + γ
)
=
cos2θW
48πM2P
m5
B˜
m23/2
(
1− m
2
3/2
m2
B˜
)3(
1 + 3
m23/2
m2
B˜
)
∼ m
5
B˜
m23/2M
2
P
. (3.39)
For mB˜ ∼ mg˜ ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
as given in equation (2.62) and m3/2 ∼ V−2MP for ns = 2,
above decay process implies a lifetime of Bino (B˜) of around 10−30s.
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B˜ q¯
q
ψµ
γ/Z
Figure 3.8: Three-body gaugino-decay diagram.
Similarly, the decay width for B˜ → ψµ + Z is given by (See [119]):
Γ
(
B˜ → ψµ + Z
)
=
cos2θW
48πM2P
m5
B˜
m23/2
√√√√1− 2(m2ψµ
m2
B˜
+
m2Z
m2
B˜
)
+
(
m2ψµ
mB˜
− m
2
Z
m2
B˜
)2
×
[(
1− m
2
3/2
m2
B˜
)2(
1 + 3
m23/2
m2
B˜
)
− m
2
Z
m2
B˜
{
3 +
m33/2
m3
B˜
(
m3/2
mB˜
− 12
)
−
x2Z
x2
B˜
(
3− m
2
3/2
m2
B˜
− m
2
Z
m2
B˜
)}]
∼ m
5
B˜
m23/2M
2
P
∼ V− 83MP . (3.40)
So, (3.40) implies a lifetime of around 10−30s.
The gauge boson-quark-anti-quark vertex in the N = 1 gauged SUGRA will be
accompanied by
gA2A¯2gYM
(
XT
B
K+iDT
B
)
(√
KA2A¯2
)2 and value of the same has been shown to be
same as its SM value i.e O(1) in chapter 4. Using further the results of [119] and
gaugino mass λ˜0 ∼ V 23m 3
2
from equation (2.62), one obtains the following result for
the decay width λ˜0 → ψµ + u+ u¯ mediated by γ/Z boson:
Γ
(
λ˜0 → ψµ + u+ u¯
)
∼
g2YMm
5
˜˜0
λ
32 (2π)3m23/2M
2
P
∼ 10−17MP ∼ O(10), (3.41)
which yields a lifetime of around 10−25s.
We will now discuss three-body gaugino decays into gravitino mediated by squarks.
To avoid channel overlap, for simplicity, we will assume that the gaugino decays me-
diated by vector bosons and those mediated by squarks, involve different gauginos.
Utilizing the conditions ψ
(+)
µ γµ = γµψ
(−)
µ = 0, the amplitudes for the above two
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W˜
qI
q˜i
q¯J
ψµ
(a)
W˜
q¯J
q˜j
qI
ψµ
(b)
Figure 3.9: Three-body gaugino decays into the gravitino.
diagrams can be written as:
M(a) ∼ 2pµq˜
1
MP
(
ψ
(+)
µ (pψ)v(pq¯)
)( i
p2q˜ −m2q˜ + iǫ
)(
u¯(pq)Vλ−q−q˜λ
(+)
g˜
)
M(b) ∼ 2pµq˜
1
MP
(
u¯(pq)ψ
(−)
µ (pψ)v(pq¯)
)( i
p2q˜ −m2q˜ + iǫ
)(
λ
(−)
g˜ Vλ−q−q˜v(pq¯)
)
,(3.42)
Vλ−q−q˜ ∼ f˜V− 45 being the gaugino-quark-squark vertex. From (3.42), one obtains the
following helicities averaged sum:
∑
sψ=± 32 ,± 12 ,sq,sq¯,sλg=± 12
Ma)M
†
(a) ∼ |Vλ−q−q˜|2
pµq˜p
ν
q˜
M2P
Tr
[
P(+)µν
(
−/pq¯ +mq¯
)]
Tr
[(
/pλg˜
+mλg˜
)(
/pq +mq
)]
, (3.43)∑
sψ=± 32 ,± 12 ,sq,sq¯,sλg=± 12
Mb)M
†
(b) ∼ |Vλ−q−q˜|2
pµq˜ p
ν
q˜
M2P
Tr
[
P(−)µν
(
/pq +mq
)]
Tr
[(
−/pλg˜ +mλg˜
)(
−/pq¯ +mq
)]
, (3.44)
and utilizing u¯(pq)ψ
(−)
µ (pψ) = −ψ(+)µ (pψ)v(pq¯), λ(−)g˜ v(pq¯) = −u¯(pq)λ(+)g˜ to rewrite
M(b) and therefore obtain:
∑
sψ=± 32 ,± 12 ,sq,sq¯,sλg=± 12
ReM(a)M
†
(b) ∼ |Vλ−q−q˜|2
pµq˜ p
ν
q˜
M2P
Tr
[
P(+)µν
(
−/pq¯ +mq¯
)]
Tr
[(
/pλg˜
+mλg˜
)(
/pq +mq
)]
. (3.45)
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W˜ 0 W
−
W+
ψµ
Figure 3.10: Contact-vertex three-body decay diagram.
In (3.42) - (3.45), the positive and negative energy gravitino projectors are given by:
P(±) ≡ −
(
/p3/2 ±m3/2
) [(
ηµν − p3/2,µp3/2,ν
m23/2
)
− 1
3
(
ηµσ − p3/2,µp3/2,σ
m23/2
)
(
ηνλ − p3/2,λp3/2,λ
m23/2
)
γσγλ
]
. (3.46)
A typical term that one would need to calculate is:
pµq˜ p
ν
q˜Tr
[
P(±)µν
(
η/pη +mq¯
)]
, η = ± corresponding to pη = pq/pq¯
∼ 4
{(
m2q˜ −
(
pq˜ · p3/2
)2
m23/2
)(
ηp3/2 · pη ±m3/2mη
)
−
(
pq˜µ −
pq˜ · p3/2p3/2µ
m23/2
)(
pµq˜ −
pq˜ · p3/2pµ3/2
m23/2
)(η
3
pη · p3/2 ±m3/2mη
)}
. (3.47)
Using results of [44], to get an estimate of the decay width, one sees that:
Γ
(
W˜ → q + q¯ + ψµ
)
∼ Max
[
1
m3λg˜
∫ m2λg˜
s23=m23/2
ds23
∫ m2
3/2
+m2λg˜
−s23
s13=
m2
3/2
m2
λg˜
s23
ds13
(3.47)|Vλ−q˜−q|2 ×
(
pλg˜ · pq +mλg˜mq
)
(s223 −m2q˜)2, (s213 −m2q˜)2, (s223 −m2q˜)(s213 −m2q˜)
∣∣∣∣∣
V∼105,mq,q¯=0
]
∼ Max (10−32, 10−30, 10−32)MP = 10−28MP , (3.48)
implying that the corresponding lifetime would be 10−15s.
In the approximation, mW
mW˜
≈ 0, m3/2
mW˜
≈ 0 (valid in the limit of massses mW˜ ∼
V 23m 3
2
and m3/2 ∼ V−2MP as given in equation (2.62)), the decay width for W˜ 0 →
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ψµ +W
+ +W− is given by (See [119]):
Γ
(
W˜ 0 → ψµ +W+ +W−
)
≈ g
2
YMm
9
W˜
34560 (2π)3m4WM
2
P
∼ V
−8M5P
M4W
, (3.49)
which implies a lifetime of around 10−66s. Treating the Wino/Bino gauginos as the
co-NLSPs, we hence conclude that the two- and three-body gaugino decays into the
gravitino (LSP), respect the BBN bounds. If one were to calculate similar neutralino
decays into the gravitino, then for the higgsino contribution to the neutralino-gauge-
gravitino vertex, one will have the following suppression factor:
(
f˜ v
MP
V 56
)
× O(zi)
term in gYM
gTBz¯i√
KZiZ¯i
× 〈zi〉
MP
, which is f˜ 2( v
MP
)V 56− 53 × 10 52 . For V ∼ 105, this is ap-
proximately, 10−26. The corresponding gaugino-gauge-gravitino vertex will, without
worrying about the gamma matrices, be of O
(
pZ
MP
)
. Now, even at low Z-momenta,
this is around 10−26 for MZ ∼ 102GeV . Hence, the neutralino and gaugino decay
(e.g., into gravitino and Z boson) widths, will approximately be the same.
3.3.2 R-Parity Violating Neutralino Decays
In this section, we evaluate the decay width of tree-level diagrams of neutralino
mediated by sleptons/squarks, and also involving R-parity violating vertices as shown
in Figure 3.11. The life time calculation requires the evaluation of various matrix
amplitudes corresponding to various decay channels. In particular, to evaluate the
contribution of neutralino-squark-quark/neutralino-slepton-lepton, we will explicitly
work out squark-quark-gaugino vertex and squark-quark-higgsino vertex, and then
add these contributions as according to equation (3.38). To calculate the contribution
of various interaction vertices shown in Fig. 3.11 in the context of N = 1 gauged
SUGRA, one needs to consider the following terms of N = 1 gauged SUGRA [17].
L = gYMgαJ¯Xαχ¯J¯λg˜ + igiJ¯ χ¯I¯
[
σ¯ · ∂χi + ΓiLj σ¯ · ∂aLχj +
1
4
(∂aLKσ¯ · aL − c.c.)χi
]
+
e
K
2
2
(DiDJW )χiχJ + h.c., (3.50)
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χ03 (pi) uL (ku)
dcL (kd)
lL (kl)
l˜L
(a)
χ03 (pi) lL (kl)
uL (ku)
dcL (kd)
d˜R
(b)
χ03 (pi) lL (kl)
dcL (kd)
uL (ku)
u˜L
(c)
Figure 3.11: Feynman diagrams for the R-parity violating decays of Neutralino χ03.
Xα is defined in text below equation (3.50). As discussed above, the neutralino-
lepton-slepton vertex corresponding to Figure 3.11(a), is given by considering the
contribution of gaugino-slepton-lepton vertex with a small admixture of higgsino-
lepton-slepton vertex as given in (3.38). Since neutralino is of Majorana nature, in
two-component notation, the contribution of higgsino-lepton-slepton vertex is given
as:
e
K
2
2
(DZ1DA¯1W )χZiχc
A1 + igI¯A¯1χ¯
Zi
[
σ¯ · ∂χcA1 + ΓA1A1A¯1 σ¯ · ∂A1χ
cA1
+
1
4
(∂A3Kσ¯ · A1 − c.c.)χc
A1
]
. (3.51)
χZ is SU(2)L higgsino, χA1 corresponds to SU(2)L electron and A˜1 corresponds to
left-handed squark and gI¯A¯1 = 0. Strictly speaking, SU(2) EW symmetry gets spon-
taneously broken for higgsino-lepton-slepton vertex, however the effective Lagrangian
respects SU(2) symmetry. Therefore to calculate the contribution of same, basic idea
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is to generate a term of the type lLl˜LH˜
c
LHL wherein χ
lL and HL are respectively the
SU(2)L quark and Higgs doublets, l˜L is also an SU(2)L doublet and H˜
c
L is SU(2)L
higgsino doublet . After spontaneous breaking of the EW symmetry when H0 in HL
acquires a non-zero vev 〈H0〉, this term generates: 〈H0〉H˜cLlL l˜L.
Now, in terms of undiagonalized basis, we first consider DiDa¯1W where a1, zi cor-
respond to undiagonalized moduli fields. Using equations (2.22) and (2.23), picking
up the component linear in z1 as well as linear in fluctuation (a1 − V− 29MP ), and
further using an argument e
K
2 DiDA¯1W ∼ O(1)e
K
2 DiDa¯1W , we have e
K
2 DiDA1W ∼
V− 3118ZiδA1. The contribution of physical higgsino-lepton-slepton vertex after giving
VEV to ZI will be given as :
CH˜
c
LlL l˜L ∼ V
− 31
18 〈Zi〉√
Kˆ2ZiZ¯iKˆA1A¯1KˆA1A¯1
∼ V− 32 . (3.52)
The gaugino-lepton-slepton vertex in N = 1 gauged supergravity action is given by
L = gYMgJT¯BX∗Bχ¯J¯λg˜ + ∂a1TBDBχ¯a¯1λg˜. (3.53)
Utilizing (2.22), XB = −6iκ24µ7QTB , κ24µ7 ∼ 1V , QTB ∼ V
1
3 (2πα′)2f˜ , and gYMgTBA¯1 ∼
V− 29 (A1 − V− 29MP ), Using TB = V ol(σB) − CIJ¯aI a¯J¯ + h.c., (intersection matrices
CIJ¯ are given in an appendix of [91]), ∂A1TB → V
10
9 (A1 − V− 29 ) and the dominant
contribution to the physical gaugino-lepton-slepton vertex is proportional to :
Cλg˜lL l˜L ∼ gYMgTBA¯1X
TB ∼ V− 29 f˜(√
KˆA1A¯1
)(√
KˆA1A¯1
) ∼ f˜V−1. (3.54)
By adding the contribution of (3.52) and (3.54) as according to equation (3.38), the
physical neutralino-lepton-slepton vertex is given as:
Cχ
0
3lL l˜L : f˜V−1 + f˜ v
MP
(
V− 23
)
∼ f˜ (V−1) for V ∼ 105. (3.55)
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Now, the l˜L − uL − dcL vertex corresponding to Figure 3.11(a) and the ν˜L − djL −
dkR vertex as calculated in section 2 get identified with same set of moduli space
superfields and given by similar interaction vertex. Therefore, the contribution of
physical l˜L − uL − dcL vertex is same as the ν˜L − djL − dkR vertex as given in (3.26).
C l˜LuLd
c
L ∼ V− 53 , for V ∼ 105 (3.56)
Similar to the above calculation, the contribution of higgsino-quark-squark relevant to
the neutralino-quark-squark vertex of Figure 3.11(b) is given by: e
K
2
2
(DiDA4W ) χ¯iχA4+
igi¯A4χ¯
I
[
σ¯ · ∂χA4 + ΓA4A4A4 σ¯ · ∂A4χA4 + 14 (∂A4Kσ¯ · A4 − c.c.)χA4
]
. Working in diag-
onalized basis, gi¯A4=0. By expanding DiDa4W in the fluctuations linear in a4 →
a4 + V− 119 MP by using equations (2.22) and (2.23), one obtains: eK2 DiDA4W ≡
e
K
2 DiDa4W ∼ V
71
72 δA4, and the physical higgsino-quark-squark takes the form as
below :
CH
c
Ld¯
c
Ld˜R ∼ V
71
72√
KˆZiZ¯iKˆA4A¯4KˆA4A¯4
∼
[
(10)−
19
2 V 7172
]
∼ V− 1112 . (3.57)
The interaction vertex corresponding to gaugino-quark-squark vertex of Figure 3.11(b)
is given by gYMgA¯4T¯BX
∗Bχc
A4λg˜. For a Ka¨hler moduli space, gA¯4T¯B = 0 i.e the
gaugino-quark-squark vertex does not contribute to this particular vertex. In view
of this, the physical neutralino-quark-squark vertex of Figure 3.11(b) as according to
equation (3.38) is given as:
Cχ
0
3d¯
c
Ld˜R :
(
f˜
v
MP
)
V− 112 . (3.58)
The u˜L − lL − dcL vertex corresponding to Figure 3.11(b) and d˜jL − νiL − dkRvertex
calculated in section 2 get identified with same set of moduli space superfields and
given by similar interaction vertex. Therefore, the contribution of physical u˜L−lL−dcL
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vertex is same as given in (3.27). i.e,
C u˜LlLd
c
L ∼ C d˜jLνiLdkR ∼ V− 53 , for V ∼ 105 (3.59)
The neutralino-quark-squark vertex of Figure 3.11(c) is given as considering the con-
tribution of e
K
2
2
(DiDA¯2W )χZiχc
A2+igZ¯iA¯2χ¯
Zi
[
σ¯ ·∂+ΓA2A2A¯2 σ¯ ·∂A2χc
A2+ 1
4
(
∂A2Kσ¯ ·A2
−c.c.)χcA2], χI is SU(2)L higgsino, χA2 corresponds to SU(2)L quark and A2 corre-
sponds to left-handed squark. and gI¯A¯2 = 0. By expanding DiDa¯2W in the fluctu-
ations linear in z1 and then (a2 − V− 13MP ) by using equations (2.22) and (2.23),
e
K
2 DiDA2W ≡ e
K
2 DiDa¯2W ∼ V−
20
9 ZiδA2, where A2 correspond to left- handed
squark. The contribution of physical higgsino-quark-squark vertex will be given as :
CH˜
c
LuLu˜L ∼ V
− 20
9 〈Zi〉√
Kˆ2ZiZ¯iKˆA2A¯2KˆA2A¯2
∼ V− 45 . (3.60)
As discussed for gaugino lepton-slepton vertex of Figure 3.11(a), the gaugino- quark-
squark vertex corresponding to Figure 3.11(c) in N = 1 gauged SUGRA is given by
gYMgJB∗X
∗Bχ¯J¯λg˜ + +∂a2TBD
Bχ¯a¯1λ0. Utilizing equation (2.22) and value of XB =
−6iκ24µ7QB as mentioned earlier, this time, we get: gYMgBa¯2 → −V−
5
4 (a2 − V− 13 ),
∂a2TB → V
1
9 (a2 − V− 13 ). Hence, the dominant contribution to the physical gaugino-
quark-squark vertex is proportional to :
Cλg˜uLu˜L ∼ V
− 11
9 f˜(√
KˆA2A¯2
)(√
KˆA2A¯2
) ∼ f˜ (V− 45) . (3.61)
Following equation (3.38), the neutralino-quark squark vertex will be given by :
Cχ
0
3uLu˜L ∼ Cλg˜uLu˜L + f˜V 56 v
MP
CH
c
LuLu˜L ∼ f˜V− 45 . (3.62)
Finally, the d˜R − lL − uL vertex corresponding to Figure 3.11(c) and d˜kR − ν¯ciR − djL
vertex vertex calculated in section 2 get identified with same set of moduli space
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superfields and given by similar interaction vertex . Hence, contribution of physical
d˜R − lL − uL vertex of Figure 3.11(c) is same as given in (3.28).
C d˜RlLuL ∼ V− 53 , for V ∼ 105. (3.63)
Now, working in two component notation, in order to calculate the decay width, we
will be using the decay width formula as given by H.Dreiner et al. in [109]. Because
of Majorana nature of neutralino, we are considering both right-handed as well as
left-handed incoming neutralino though the dominant contribution occurs in case
of vertices corresponding to right-handed neutralino. Henceforth, we will be using
incoming right-handed neutralino in the matrix amplitude calculation.
Guided by their notations, right-handed incoming and left-handed outgoing are
denoted by wave function y†i ≡ y†(~pi, λi), x†l ≡ x†(~pl, λl), x†u ≡ x†(~pu, λu), and
x†d ≡ x†(~pd, λd), respectively . Using the numerical estimate of vertices as calculated
in set of equations (3.55)-(3.63) for all three Feynman diagrams given in Figure 3.11,
the corresponding contributions to the decay amplitude is:
iM1 = f˜V−1V− 53
(
i
(pi − kl)2 −m2l˜L
)
y†ix
†
lx
†
ux
†
d (3.64)
iM2 = f˜V− 112 v
MP
V− 53
(
i
(pi − kd)2 −m2d˜R
)
y†ix
†
dx
†
lx
†
u
iM3 = f˜V− 45V− 53
(
i
(pi − ku)2 −m2u˜L
)
y†ix
†
ux
†
dx
†
l . (3.65)
Neglecting all of the final state fermion masses, one can express kinematic variables
in the form as: zl ≡ 2pi ·kl/m2χ03 = 2El/mχ03 , zd ≡ 2pi ·kd/m
2
χ03
= 2Ed/mχ03, zu ≡
2pi ·ku/m2χ03 = 2Eu/mχ03 , and the total matrix amplitude can be rewritten as:
M = c1y†ix†lx†ux†d + c2y†ix†dx†lx†u + c3y†ix†ux†dx†l , (3.66)
For mχ03 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
and mlL = md˜R = mu˜L ∼ V
1
2m 3
2
as given in eqs. (2.62) and (2.63),
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we get:
c1 ≡ f˜V− 32V− 53/[m2l˜L −m
2
χ03
(1− zl)] = −f˜V−1V− 53/m23
2
[V − V 43 (1− zl)]
c2 ≡ f˜V− 112 v
MP
V− 53/[m2
d˜R
−m2χ03(1− zd)] = −f˜V
− 1
12
v
MP
V− 53/m23
2
[V − V 43 (1− zd)]
c3 ≡ f˜V− 45V− 53/[m2u˜L −m2χ03(1− zu)] = −f˜V
− 4
5V− 53/m23
2
[V − V 43 (1− zu)]. (3.67)
As explained in [109], by applying Fierz identity, one can reduce the number of terms,
i.eM = (c1−c3)y†ix†lx†ux†d+(c2−c3)y†ix†dx†lx†u, and |M|2 = |c1−c3|2y†ix†lxµyix†ux†dxdxu+
|c2−c3|2y†ix†dxdyix†lx†uxuxl−2Re[(c1−c3)(c∗2−c∗3)y†ix†lxlxux†ux†dxdyi]. Summing over the
fermion spins by using identities,
∑
s xα(~p, s)x
†
β˙
(~p, s) = +p·σαβ˙ ,
∑
s x
†α˙(~p, s)xβ(~p, s) =
+p·σα˙β ,∑s y†α˙(~p, s)yβ(~p, s) = +p·σα˙β,∑s yα(~p, s)y†β˙(~p, s) = +p·σαβ˙ , one obtains:
∑
spins
|M|2 = |c1 − c3|2Tr[kl ·σpi ·σ]Tr[kd ·σku ·σ] + |c2 − c3|2Tr[kd ·σpi ·σ]Tr[ku ·σkl ·σ]
− 2Re[(c1 − c3)(c∗2 − c∗3)Tr[kl ·σku ·σkd ·σpi ·σ]] . (3.68)
Applying the trace formulae and using +2kl ·kd = (1 − zu)m2χ03,+2kl ·ku = (1 −
zd)m
2
χ03
,+2kd ·ku = (1− zl)m2χ03 , one gets:∑
spins
|M|2 = 4|c1 − c3|2pi ·kl kd ·ku + 4|c2 − c3|2pi ·kd kl ·ku
− 4Re[(c1 − c3)(c∗2 − c∗3)](kl ·ku pi ·kd + pi ·kl kd ·ku − kl ·kd pi ·ku)
= m4χ03
[
|c1|2zl(1− zl) + |c2|2zd(1− zd) + |c3|2zu(1− zu)− 2Re[c1c∗2](1− zl)(1− zd)
− 2Re[c1c∗3](1− zl)(1− zu)− 2Re[c2c∗3](1− zd)(1− zu)
]
. (3.69)
The differential decay rate follows: d
2Γ
dzldzd
=
Ncmχ03
28π3
(
1
2
∑
spins |M|2
)
, where Nc = 3
and the kinematic limits are 0 < zl < 1, 1 − zl < zd < 1. Adopting the technique as
used in [109], the total decay width for the above Feynman diagrams is given as:
Γ =
Ncm
5
χ03
28 · 3π3
(|c′∗1 |2 + |c′∗2 |2 + |c′∗3 |2 − Re[c′∗1 c′∗2 + c′∗1 c′∗3 + c′∗2 c′∗3 ]) , (3.70)
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l˜
ψµ
l′
Figure 3.12: Two-Body Slepton/Squark Decay.
where c′∗i , i = 1, 2, 3 are obtained from ci’s by integrating zl, zd in the aforementioned
limits. Therefore, on simplifying, the result comes out to be given by:
Γ ∼
3.V 103 m53
2
f˜ 2.V− 7415
28 · 3.π3V 83m43
2
∼ 10−4V 23− 7415m 3
2
f˜ 2 ∼ 10−18f˜ 2. (3.71)
In dilute flux approximation, considering f˜ 2 < 10−8, life time of neutralino:
τ =
~
Γ
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−18f˜ 2
∼ 10
−34Jsec
10−26GeV
> O(10)sec. (3.72)
3.3.3 Slepton/Squark Decays
The decay width for l˜/q˜ → l/q + ψµ (as shown in Figure 3.12) is given by:
Γ
(
l˜/q˜ → l/q + ψµ
)
∼
m5
l˜/q˜
m23/2M
2
P
∼ V− 72MP , (3.73)
implying a lifetime of around 10−25.5s, satisfying the BBN constraints.
As explained in [120], the following set of effective operators are relevant to three-
body slepton decays:
O1 = l′h pl˜ · G˜c pl′ · ǫ∗,O2 = l′h pl · G˜c pl˜ · ǫ∗,O3 = l′h pG˜ · G˜c pl˜ · ǫ∗,
O4 = i l′h γ · ǫ∗ pV · G˜c, O5 = l′h γ · pV γ · ǫ∗ pl˜ · G˜c,O6 = i l′h γ · pV γ · ǫ∗ pV · G˜c
O7 = i l′h γ · pG˜ γ · ǫ∗ pV · G˜c,O8 = i l′h ǫ∗ · G˜c,O9 = i l′h γ · pV ǫ∗ · G˜c
O10 = i l′h γ · pG˜ γ · pV ǫ∗ · G˜c , (3.74)
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l˜ l′
V
G˜
l
(a)
l˜ ψµ
l′
V
l˜′
(b)
l˜ ψµ
V
l′
χ3
(c)
l˜
l′
ψµ
V
(d)
Figure 3.13: Three-body slepton decays.
where ǫµ is the polarization of gauge boson V . Notice that for an on-shell gravitino in
the final state, O3 = 0 by using the gravitino equation of motion. Using the following
volume-suppression factors in various vertices in Figs. 3.13(a)-(d) above:
l˜ − G˜− l vertex : gA1A¯1
KA1A¯1
= 1; l − l′ − V vertex : gA1A¯1 f˜V
− 2
3 lnV
KA1A¯1
;
l˜ − l˜ − V vertex :
(
κ24µ7Q
BGT
BT¯B
V
)
κ24µ7Ca1a¯1
κ24KA1A¯1
∼ f˜V
−2
104
; l˜ − l′ − G˜ vertex : gA1A¯1
KA1A¯1
= 1,
(3.75)
and the operators of (3.74), the matrix elements for three-body slepton decay [dia-
grams (a)- (d)] are:
MaV ∼
f˜V− 1118
MP
1
s23
(2O1 −O5) ,MbV ∼
f˜V−2
104MP
1
m2
G˜
+m2V − s13 − s23
(O2 +O3)
McV ∼
∑
i
10f˜V− 32
MP
1
s13 − sχ3
[
mχ3 (O4 −O9)− 4 (O6 +O7 −O10) +m2VO8
]
MdV ∼ i
f˜V− 119
104MP
O8 , (3.76)
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where χ3 denotes the lightest neutralino in our set up, and s12 = (pG˜ + pl′)
2, s13 =
(pG˜ + pV )
2, s23 = (pl′ + pV )
2. Notice that s12 + s13 + s23 = m
2
l˜
+m2
G˜
+m2Z and the
differential decay width is dΓ = 1
(2π)3
1
32m3
l˜
|M|2dm213dm223, where M =MaV +MbV +
McV +MdV . The sum of the matrix elements can be written as:
M(l˜h → l′V G˜) =MaV +MbV +McV +MdV =
∑
i=1...10
MiOi , (3.77)
where the Mi can be read off from Eqs. (3.76) above as:
M1,5 ∼ f˜V
− 11
18
MP s23
; M2,3 ∼
(
f˜V−2
104
)
MP (m23/2 − s13 − s23)
;M4,9 ∼
mχ
(
10f˜V− 32
)
MP (s13 −m2χ3)
;
M6,7,10 ∼ M4,9
mχ3
;M8 ∼ 1
MP
m2V
(
10f˜V− 32
)
s13 −m2χ3
+
f˜V− 119
104
 . (3.78)
The squared matrix element is
∣∣∣M(l˜h → l′V G˜)∣∣∣2 = ∑
i=1...10
|Mi|2Oi,i +
i<j∑
i,j=1...10
Re(MiM∗j)Orei,j
+
i<j∑
i,j=1...10
ℑm (MiM∗j )Oimi,j . (3.79)
All the Mi are real except for M8, which has both real and imaginary components.
The only non-zero contributions to the last term in Eq. (3.79) come from ℑm (MiM∗8)
(i < 8) and ℑm (M8M∗j) (j > 8). The resultant contribution of the same are
evaluated in an appendix of [91]. Utilizing that,
Γ
(
l˜ → l′ + G˜+ V
)
∼
∫ 2m2
l˜
m2
3/2
ds13
∫ m2
l˜
m2V
ds23
Re (M4M∗8)Ore4,8
m3
l˜
∼ 10−15MP , (3.80)
implying that the associated life-time of this decay is about 10−28s, which respects the
BBN constraints. The summarized results of life time of various (N)LSP candidates
are given in Table 3.1.
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Decay channels Average life time
Gaugino decays: B˜ → ψµZ/γ 10−30s
B˜
Z−→ ψµuu¯ 10−13s
W˜
q˜−→ ψµuu¯ 10−25s
W˜ 0 → ψµW+W− 10−66s
Gluino decays: g˜ → χonqI q¯J 101s
g˜ → χ˜03g 1010s
g˜ → ψµqI q¯J 103s
g˜ → ψµg 10−1s
RPV Neutralino decay: χ03 → ud¯e− 10s
Slepton decays: l˜ → l′G˜V 10−28s
l˜/q˜ → l/qψµ 10−25.5s
Gravitino decays: ψµ → hνe 1017s
ψµ → νγ, νZ 1022s
ψµ → LiLjEck 1021s
ψµ → LiQjDck 1020s
ψµ → U ciDcjDck 1018s
Table 3.1: Life time estimates of various N(LSP) decay channels.
3.4 Relic Abundance of Gravitino
As discussed in section 2, explicit calculations yielding the gravitino-decay life time
of the order greater than age of the universe, justify considering gravitino as a viable
dark matter candidate in our model. Keeping in mind the fact that relic density of
dark matter particle should be within the limits provided by recent WMAP observa-
tions and other direct and indirect experiments, this section is devoted to calculating
the relic abundance of the gravitino as a dark matter particle. The constraints on
the cosmological gravitino abundance have been discussed in [121]. Assuming that
re-heating temperature will be low enough to produce an appropriate amount of dark
matter in case of heavy gravitino, we focus on the case of gravitinos produced only
in the decays of co-NLSP’s and show that the same are produced in sufficient num-
bers to constitute all of non-baryonic dark matter. The mass scales and life time
estimates of sleptons and neutralino discussed in section 3 manifestly indicate the
same to be valid co-NLSPs which freeze out with appropriate thermal relic density
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before decaying and then eventually decay into the gravitino. Therefore, gravitino
then inherits much of the relic density of the neutralino/slepton. Therefore, in the
following subsections, we evaluate relic density of neutralino χ03 and leptons.
3.4.1 Neutralino Density Calculations
The number density of CDM candidate from the early universe depends sensitively on
the annihilation cross section of such particles. Amongst the various approaches used
to calculate the thermal cross section given in the literature, we rely on the partial-
wave expansion approach used in [122] to calculate the annihilation cross section for
each possible process. Since local D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model as discussed in
chapter 2 includes neutral light Higgs boson, heavy Higgs boson and superpartners
of other neutral particles, we consider possible annihilation channels which proceed
via these particles only. The important channels that we will be discussing are:
χ03χ
0
3 → hh, χ03χ03 → ZZ, χ03χ03 → ff .
The general procedure which is being followed in partial wave expansion approach,
is given as follows. As given in [123], in QFT, the general cross-section is given as:
σvMøl =
1
4E1E2
∫
dLIPS|M|2 (3.81)
where, dLIPS = (2π)4δ4(p1 + p2 −
∑
pj)
∏∫ d3p1
(2π)32π0
. (3.82)
The thermally-averaged product of the neutralino pair-annihilation cross section and
their relative velocity 〈σvMøl〉 is given as [122, 123]:
〈σvMøl〉(T ) =
∫
d3p1d
3p2 σvMøl e
−E1/T e−E2/T∫
d3p1d3p2 e−E1/T e−E2/T
, (3.83)
where p1 = (E1,p1) and p2 = (E2,p2) are the 4-momenta of the two colliding parti-
cles, and T is the temperature of the bath. Given the complexity of the general cross
section, it is difficult to solve it analytically. Alternatively, one finds a way to get the
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solution by expressing 〈σvMøl〉 in terms of x = TM . For this, one defines:
w(s) =
1
4
∫
dLIPS|M|2 = E1E2σvMøl. (3.84)
Incorporating the value of σvMøl in equation (3.83),
〈σvMøl〉(T ) =
∫
d3p1d
3p2w(s)e
−E1/T e−E2/T∫
d3p1d3p2E1E2e−E1/T e−E2/T
. (3.85)
By defining change of variables discussed in [123] i.e by expressing momentum and
energy in terms of x, carrying over the integration in terms of x, 〈σvMøl〉 takes the
form given below:
〈σvMøl〉 = 1
m2χ
[
w − 3
2
(2w − w′)x+O(x2)
]
s=4m2χ
≡ a+ bx+O(x2). (3.86)
The coefficients a and b summed over all possible final states f1f2 are defined in [122],
and given as:
a =
∑
f1f2
c θ
(
4M2χ˜ − (mf1 +mf2)2
)
vf1f2 a˜f1f2 ,
b =
∑
f1f2
c θ
(
4M2χ˜ − (mf1 +mf2)2
)
vf1f2
{
b˜f1f2 + a˜f1f2
[
−3 + 3
4
v−2f1f2
(m2f1 +m2f2
2M2χ˜
+
(m2f1 −m2f2)2
8M4χ˜
)]}
.
The analytic expressions of a and b for the s, t and u channels of various possible
annihilation processes are given in [122]. Utilizing the same, we calculate the numer-
ical estimates of a and b for all kinematically possible annihilation processes in our
model. The idea is to first calculate the required vertices corresponding to different
annihilation processes in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity action and then
use their estimates to estimate a and b coefficients. Following the same formalism
as used in section 3, utilizing the N = 1 gauged supergravity action of Wess and
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Bagger [17], we first obtain the numerical estimates of required vertices.
Higgsino-higgsino-Higgs vertex
L = e
K
2
2
(DZ1DZ1W )χZ1L χ¯ZiR + igZ1Z¯iχ¯Z¯1L
[
γ · ∂χZiL + ΓZiZiZiγ · ∂ZiχZiL
+
1
4
(∂ZiKγ · Zi − c.c.)χZiL
]
, (3.87)
where χZiL /χ¯
Zi
R corresponds to left-/right-handed components of the higgsino. Since
SU(2)L symmetry gets spontaneously broken for higgsino-higgsino-Higgs vertex, there-
fore the idea is to first expand aforementioned term in the fluctuations quadratic in
zi such that one of the two zi’s acquires a VEV. Utilizing zi → zi+V 136MP and there-
after solving with the help of equations (2.22) and (2.23), one has e
K
2 DZ¯iDZiW ≡
e
K
2
2
DziDz¯iW ∼ V−
16
9 〈zi〉δzi, and
e
K
2 DZ¯iDZiWχZiL χ¯ZiR ∼
(
V− 169 〈Zi〉
)
δZiχZiL χ¯ZiR ∼
(
V− 74
)
δZiχZiL χ¯ZiR . (3.88)
Using χZi ∼ V 5972m3/2 for the higgsino mass at EW scale (see below (eq. 2.82)) and
m3/2 = V−2MP , one obtains:
gZiZ¯iχ¯
Z¯i
L γ · ∂χZiL →
V− 3736 〈Zi〉
MP
δZiχ¯Z¯iL γ · pχZiχZiL ∼ V−2χ¯Z¯iL δZiχZiL ;
gZiZ¯iχ¯
Z¯i
L Γ
Zi
ZiZiγ · ∂ZiχZiL →
V− 2536 〈Zi〉
MP
δZiχ¯Z¯iL γ · (pχZi + pχ¯Zi )χZiL ∼ V−
5
3 χ¯Z¯iL δZiχZiL ;
gZiZ¯iχ¯
Z¯i
L
1
4
(∂ZiKγ · Zi − c.c.)χZiL →
V− 43 〈Zi〉
MP
δZiχ¯Z¯iL γ · (pχZi + pχ¯Zi )χZiL
∼ V− 8336 χ¯Z¯iL δZiχZiL . (3.89)
Incorporating results of (3.88) and (3.89), the physical Higgsino-Higgsino- Higgs ver-
tex will be given as:
CH˜
0H˜0Hi =
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
4
[
(V− 74 ) + (V−2 + V− 53 + V− 8336 )
]
∼ V 14 . (3.90)
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Here, H˜0 ∼ H˜0u+H˜0d√
2
corresponds to physical higgsino1. The physical light Higgs is
defined as H1 =
H0u−H0d√
2
,and heavy Higgs as H2 =
H0u+H
0
d√
2
. Henceforth, we will be
using these notations in the calculations.
Gaugino-higgsino-Higgs vertex
L = gYMgBZ¯iXBχ¯ZiL λL + ∂ZiTBDBH˜ iλi. (3.91)
Expanding the same in the fluctuations linear in δZ i, we have gYMgTBZiXB =
f˜V−2δZi, (∂ZiTB)DB ∼ f˜V−
4
3 δZi, and the physical gaugino-higgsino-Higgs vertex
works out to yield:
CHiH˜
0λL =
V− 43 f˜(√
KˆZiZ¯i
)2 ∼ f˜ (105V− 43) ∼ f˜V− 13 . (3.92)
Gaugino-gaugino-Higgs vertex
L = iλ¯Lγm 1
4
(KZi∂mZi − c.c.)λL, (3.93)
where λL corresponds to gaugino. Here also, the aforementioned vertex does not
preserve SU(2)L symmetry - one has to obtain the term linear in 〈zi〉. In terms
of undiagonalized basis, ∂ziK ∼ V−
2
3 〈zi〉, and using ∂ZiK ∼ O(1)∂ziK, we have:
∂ZiK ∼ V−
2
3 〈Zi〉, incorporating the same
CHiλ¯LλL :
V− 23 〈Zi〉λ¯L /∂ZiMP λL√
(KˆZ1Z¯1)
2
∼ 105V− 2336hλ¯L /
p
h
MP
λL ∼ V− 2336hλ¯Lγ · (pλ¯L + pλL)
MP
λL
∼ 105V− 2336hλ¯L mg˜
MP
λL ∼ V− 3536hλ¯LλL (3.94)
Higgs-Higgs-Higgs vertex: The value of effective Higgs triple-interaction ver-
tex in SM is given by CHiHiHi ∼ M2H
v
, v is electroweak VEV.
1Working in the sublocus, where position moduli z1 and z2 are considered to be equivalent, for
notational simplification, we will write higgsino superfield χ
1√
2
(Z1+Z2) ∼ χZi .
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Z boson-Higgs-Z boson vertex: The effective vertex has been calculated in
[92] by using gauge kinetic term Re(TB)F
2 and the value of the same has been shown
to be same as given by Standard Model i.e CZZHi ∼ M2Z
v
.
Higgsino-higgsino-Z boson vertex
L = gZIZJ χ¯ZI /Z Im
(
XBK + iDB
)
χZ
I
, (3.95)
χz1 corresponds to higgsino. Using values ofXB andDB as mentioned earlier, gZ1Z¯1¯ ∼
V− 23 as from (2.22), yields value of physical higgsino-higgsino- Z boson vertex given
by:
CH˜
0H˜0Z ∼
(
V− 2318
)
f˜(√
KˆZ1Z¯1
)2
∼ O(10−5)
∼
(
O(105)f˜V− 2318
)
∼ f˜V− 518 . (3.96)
Gaugino-gaugino-Z boson vertex
L = λ¯L /Z Im (XBK + iDB)λL,
∼ λ¯Lγ · A
{
6κ24µ72πα
′QBK +
12κ24µ72πα
′QBvB
V
}
λL (3.97)
λL corresponds to gaugino. Again, using values of vB ∼ V 13 and QB ∼ V 13 (2πα′)2f˜ ,
yields value of physical gaugino-gaugino-Z boson vertex as:
C λ˜
0λ˜0Z ∼
(
V− 1118
)
f˜ ∼
(
f˜V− 1118
)
. (3.98)
Higgs-Fermion-Fermion Interaction
L ∋ igAI A¯I χ¯A¯IL
[
/∂χAIL + Γ
AI
Z1AI /∂ZiχAIL +
1
4
(
∂ZiK/∂Zi − c.c.
)
χAIL
]
(3.99)
χAIL , I = 1, 2 corresponding to first generation of L-handed leptons and quarks.
Higgs-lepton-lepton interaction: utilizing Z1 = δZ1+V 136MP , mχA1L ∼ O(1)MeV and
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m3/2 = V−2MP , gA1A¯1 → V
−29 〈zi〉δzi
M2P
,ΓA1ZiA1 → V
−23 〈zi〉
MP
, ∂ZiK → V
−23 〈zi〉
MP
, one gets:
gA1A¯1χ¯
A¯1
L
/∂χA1L ∼→
V− 29 〈ZI〉
MP
δZI χ¯A¯1L /pχA1χA1L ∼ V−
7
36 χ¯A¯1L δZiχA1L ;
gA1A¯1χ¯
A¯1
L Γ
A1
ZiA1 /∂ZiχA1L →
V− 29 〈ZI〉
MP
δZI χ¯A¯1L (/pχA1 + /pχ¯A1 )χA1L ∼ V−
7
36 χ¯A¯1L δZiχA1L ;
gA1A¯1χ¯
A¯1
L
1
4
(∂ZiKγ · Zi − c.c.)χA1L →
V− 29 〈Zi〉
MP
δZiχ¯A¯1L (/pχA1 + /pχ¯A1 )χA1L
∼ V− 736 χ¯A¯1L δZIχA1L . (3.100)
Incorporating results of (3.100) in (3.99), the physical Higgs-lepton-lepton vertex is
given as:
CA1LA¯1LHi =
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2.(KˆA1A¯1)
2
[
V− 736
]
∼ 101
[
V− 736
]
∼ O(1). (3.101)
Higgs-quark-quark interaction: utilizing Z1 = δZ1 + V 136MP , mχA2L ∼ O(5)MeV and
m3/2 = V−2MP , gA2A¯2 → V
−119 Zi〈Zi〉
M2P
,ΓA2ZiA2 → V
−23 〈Zi〉
MP
, ∂ZiK → V
−23 〈zi〉
MP
, one gets:
gA2A¯2χ¯
A¯2
L
/∂χA2L ∼→
V− 119 〈Zi〉
MP
δZiχ¯A¯2L /pχA2χA2L ∼ V−
43
36 χ¯A¯2L δZiχA2L ;
gA2A¯2χ¯
A¯2
L Γ
A2
ZiA2 /∂ZiχA2L ∼→
V− 119 〈ZI〉
MP
δZI χ¯A¯2L (/pχA2 + /pχ¯A2 )χA2L ∼ V−
43
36 χ¯A¯2L δZiχA2L ;
gA2A¯2χ¯
A¯2
L .
1
4
(∂ZiKγ · Zi − c.c.)χA2L →
V− 119 〈Zi〉
MP
δZiχ¯A¯2L (/pχA2 + /pχ¯A2 )χA2L
∼ V− 4336 χ¯A¯2L δZiχA2L . (3.102)
Incorporating results of (3.102) in (3.99), the physical Higgs-quark-quark vertex is:
CA2LA¯2LHi =
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2.(KˆA2A¯2)
2
[
V− 4336
]
∼ 10−7
[
V− 4336
]
∼ V− 135 . (3.103)
We would estimate : Cff¯Hi = Max
[
CA1LA¯1LHi, CA2LA¯2Lh
]
∼ O(1). (3.104)
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Fermion-fermion-Z boson vertex
L ∋ gAIAI χ¯AIγ · A Im
(
XBK + iDB
)
χAI , I = 1, 2. (3.105)
χA1,2 correspond to first generation of leptons and quarks. Using values of XB and
DB as mentioned earlier, gA1A¯1¯ ∼ V
4
9 , gA2A¯2 ∼ V−
5
9 using equation (2.22), the con-
tribution of physical fermion-fermion- Z boson vertex Cff¯Z ∼ O(1)(see chapter 4).
Using the physical eigenstates of neutralino mass matrix (eq. 2.87), the interaction
vertices involving neutralino’s and Higgs will be given as:
Cχ
0
3χ
0
1Hi = C λ˜
0H˜0Hi + (f˜V 56 v
MP
)CH˜
0H˜0Hi ,
Cχ
0
3χ
0
2Hi = (f˜V 56 v
MP
)C λ˜
0λ˜0Hi + (f˜ 2V 53 v
2
m2pl
)C λ˜
0H˜0Hi + (f˜V 56 v
MP
)CH˜
0H˜0Hi ,
Cχ
0
3χ
0
3h = C λ˜
0λ˜0h + (f˜V 56 v
MP
)C λ˜
0H˜0Hi + (f˜ 2V 53 v
2
m2pl
)CH˜
0H˜0Hi. (3.106)
Now, using the set of results given in equation no (3.90), (3.92) and (3.94), the
contribution of vertices appearing in equation (3.106) are as follows:
Cχ
0
3χ
0
1Hi = f˜V− 13 , Cχ03χ02Hi ∼ f˜V 1312 v
MP
, Cχ
0
3χ
0
3Hi ∼ V− 3536 . (3.107)
Similar, the interactions involving neutralino’s and Z boson will be given by:
Cχ
0
3χ
0
1Z = (f˜V 56 v
MP
)CH˜
0H˜0Z , Cχ
0
3χ
0
2Z = (f˜V 56 v
MP
)(C λ˜
0λ˜0Z + CH˜
0H˜0Z),
Cχ
0
3χ
0
3Z = C λ˜
0λ˜0Z + (f˜ 2V 53 v
2
m2pl
)CH˜
0H˜0Z (3.108)
Using set of results given in eqs. (3.96) and (3.98), the contribution of vertices
appearing in equation (3.109) are as follows:
Cχ
0
3χ
0
1Z = f˜ 2V 59 v
MP
, Cχ
0
3χ
0
2Z ∼ f˜ 2V 59 v
MP
, Cχ
0
3χ
0
3Z ∼ f˜V− 1118 . (3.109)
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Since now we have got the estimates of interaction vertices required to calculate
partial wave coefficients for χ03χ
0
3 → H1H1, χ03χ03 → ZZ and χ03χ03 → ff annihilation
processes, we are in a position to estimate the values of partial wave a and b coeffi-
cients sequentially just by using the form of analytical results provided in [122].
χ03χ
0
3 → H1H1
In this case, we consider annihilation diagrams mediated via s–channel Higgs
exchange and t-channel χ0i exchange. Using the following analytic expressions of
a˜H1H1 and b˜H1H1 as given in [122], we calculate the numerical values of the same.
s-channel Higgs–boson(H1, H2) exchange
a˜
(H1,H2)
H1H1
= 0, b˜
(H1,H2)
H1H1
=
3
64 π
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
r=H1,H2
CH1H1r Cχ
0
3χ
0
3r
4M2χ˜ −m2r + iΓrmr
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.110)
Utilizing the value of massmH1 = 125GeV andmH2 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
as calculated in chapter
2, mχ03 ∼ V
2
3m 2
3
∼ V− 43MP and CH1H1H1 ∼ 102GeV, Cχ03χ03H1 ∼ Cχ03χ03H2 ∼ V− 3536 from
above and assuming ΓH1,H2 < mH1,H2, after simplifying, we have
b˜
(H1,H2)
H1H1
∼ 3
64 π
× O(10)−51GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.111)
t-channel neutralino (χ0i ) exchange:
a˜
(χ0)
H1H1
= 0, b˜
(χ0)
H1H1
=
1
16 π
3∑
i,j=1
(Cχ
0
iχ
0
3H1)2(Cχ
0
jχ
0
3,H1∗)2
1
∆2hi∆
2
hj
×
[
4m2χ03
(m2χ03
−m2H1)2 + 4mχ03 (m2χ03 −m
2
H1) (mχ03 +mχ0i )∆hi
+ 3 (mχ03 +mχ0i ) (mχ03 +mχ0j )∆hi∆hj
]
, (3.112)
where ∆hi ≡ m2H1 −m2χ03 −m
2
χ0i
. Utilizing the values of masses given above, ∆h1 ≡
m2H1 −m2χ03 −m
2
χ01
∼ V2m23
2
, ∆h2 ≡ m2H1 −m2χ03 −m
2
χ02
∼ V2m23
2
, ∆h3 ≡ m2H1 −m2χ03 −
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m2
χ03
∼ V 43m23
2
, and as shown in [91],
b˜
(χ0)
H1H1
∼ 1
16 π
×O(10)−42GeV −2 for V ∼ 105 and f˜ ∼ 10−4. (3.113)
Higgs (H1, H2)–neutralino (χ
0
i ) interference term:
a˜
(H1,H2−χ0)
H1H1
= 0,
b˜
(H1,H2−χ0)
H1H1
=
1
16 π
3∑
i=1
Re
[ ∑
r=H1,H2
(
CH1H1r CχχrS
4m2
χ03
−m2r + iΓrmr
)∗
C
χ0iχH1
S C
χ0iχH1
S
]
×
[2mχ03 (m
2
χ03
−m2H1) + 3 (mχ03 +mχ03i)∆hi]
∆2hi
. (3.114)
After simplifying as shown in [91], we get
b˜
(H1,H2−χ0)
H1H1
∼ 1
16 π
×O(10)−26GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.115)
Utilizing results of equations (3.111), (3.113), (3.115),
a˜H1H1 = 0, b˜H1H1 = b˜
(H1,H2)
H1H1
+ b˜
(χ0)
H1H1
+ b˜
(H1,H2−χ0)
H1H1
∼ O(10)−26GeV −2 (3.116)
χ03χ
0
3 → ZZ
In this case also, we consider annihilation diagrams mediated via s–channel Higgs
exchange and t-channel χ0i exchange. Using the following analytic expressions of a˜ZZ
and b˜ZZ as given in [122], we obtain the numerical values of the same.
Higgs–boson (H1, H2) exchange:
a˜
(H1,H2)
ZZ = 0, b˜
(H1,H2)
ZZ =
3
64 π
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
r=H1,H2
CZZr Cχ
0
3χ
0
3r
s−m2r + iΓrmr
∣∣∣∣∣
2
3m4Z − 4m2Z mχ032 + 4m4χ03
m4Z
.
(3.117)
Using values of mH1 = 125GeV,mH2 ∼ V−
85
72MP , mχ03 ∼ V−
4
3MP , mZ ∼ 90GeV ;
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CZZHi ∼ O(102), Cχ03χ03H1 ∼ V− 3536 from above; and further assuming ΓH1,2 < mH1,2 in
our case, one gets:
b˜
(H1,H2)
ZZ ∼ O(10)−16GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.118)
Neutralino (χ0i ) exchange:
a˜
(χ0)
ZZ =
1
4 π
3∑
i,j=1
|Cχ0iχ03Z|2|Cχ0jχ03Z |2
(m2
χ03
−m2Z)
∆Zi∆Zj
, (3.119)
where ∆Zi ≡ m2Z − m2χ03 − m
2
χ0i
. For the given neutralino mass eigenstates, ∆Z1 ≡
m2Z −m2χ03 −m
2
χ01
∼ −V2m23
2
, ∆Z2 ≡ m2Z −m2χ03 −m
2
χ02
∼ −V2m23
2
, ∆Z3 ≡ m2Z −m2χ03 −
m2
χ03
∼ −2V 43m23
2
. Using these values and values of interaction vertices as given in
(3.109), (3.119) reduces to
a˜
(χ0)
ZZ ∼
1
4 π
m2χ03
.
f˜ 4V− 229
V 83m43
2
∼ O(10)−54GeV −2. (3.120)
As from [122], the analytical expression of b˜
(χ0)
ZZ is defined as following:
b˜
(χ0)
ZZ =
1
16 π
3∑
i,j=1
1
mZ4∆
3
Zi∆
3
Zj
|Cχ0iχ03Z|2|Cχ0jχ03Z|2
×
[
D
(1)
ij ∆
2
Zi +D
(2)
ij ∆Zi∆Zj +D
(3)
ij ∆
2
Zi∆Zj +D
(4)
ij ∆
2
Zi∆
2
Zj
]
, (3.121)
where Dij are defined as well as evaluated in [91]. Incorporating results of the same,
values of ∆Z1,Z2,Z3 and interaction vertices as given in equation (3.109) in equation
(3.121), the same reduces to:
b˜
(χ0)
ZZ ∼ O(10)−14GeV −2. (3.122)
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Higgs (H1, H2)–neutralino (χ
0
i ) interference term:
a˜
(H1,H2−χ0)
ZZ = 0,
b˜
(H1,H2−χ0)
ZZ =
1
16 π
3∑
i=1
Re
[( ∑
r=H1,H2
CZZr C
χ03χ
0
3r
S
4mχ03
2 −m2r + iΓrmr
)∗]
1
mZ4∆2Zi
C
χ03χ
0
3r
S
×
{
2mχ03 (m
2
χ03
−m2Z) [−3m4Z − 4m3χ03 mχ0i + 2m
2
Z mχ03 (mχ03 +mχ0i )].
+∆Zi
[
−4mχ034 (2mχ03 + 3mχ03) + 2m2Z mχ032 (5mχ03 + 6mχ0i )−m4Z (5mχ03 + 9mχ0i )
]}
.
(3.123)
Utilizing results for ∆Z 1,2,3 and (3.109), value of mH1 = 125GeV,mH2 ∼ V−
85
72MP ,
mχ03 ∼ V−
4
3MP , mZ ∼ 90GeV and CZZHi ∼ 102, Cχ03χ03Z ∼ V− 3536 from above, after
simplifying, we have:
b˜
(h,H−χ0)
ZZ ∼
1
16 π
V2m33
2
m4Z
(
102.V− 3518
4.m2
χ03
+
102.V− 3518
m2H
)
∼ 1
16 π
m33
2
m4Z
(
102
4.m2
χ03
)
∼ O(10)−10GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.124)
Utilizing results of equations (3.118), (3.120), (3.122) and (3.124),
b˜ZZ = b˜
(h,H)
ZZ + b˜
(χ0)
ZZ + b˜
(h,H−χ0)
ZZ ∼ O(10)−10GeV −2;
a˜ZZ = a˜
(h,H)
ZZ + a˜
(χ0)
ZZ + a˜
(h,H−χ0)
ZZ ∼ O(10)−54GeV −2. (3.125)
χ03χ
0
3 → f f¯
This channel involves annihilation diagrams mediated via the s-channel Higgs–
boson (H1, H2) and Z boson exchange and the t- and u-channel sfermion (f˜a) ex-
change. Hence, one needs to evaluate the following partial wave coefficients:
a˜f¯f = a˜
(h,H)
f¯f
+ a˜
(Z)
f¯f
+ a˜
(f˜)
f¯f
+ a˜
(h,H−f˜)
f¯ f
+ a˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯ f
,
b˜f¯f = b˜
(h,H)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(Z)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(f˜)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(h,H−f˜)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯ f
. (3.126)
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We estimate their values by using analytic expressions of the same as given in [122].
Higgs–boson (H1, H2) exchange:
a˜
(H1,H2)
f¯f
= 0, b˜
(H1,H2)
f¯f
=
3
4 π
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
r=H1,H2
Cffr Cχ
0
3χ
0
3r
4m2
χ03
−m2r + iΓrmr
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(m2χ03
−m2f).(3.127)
Again, utilizing the value of masses as mentioned in earlier cases and Cffh ∼
O(1), Cχ03χ03h ∼ Cχ03χ03H ∼ V− 3536 from above, after simplifying, we have:
b˜
(h,H)
ff ∼ O(10)−46GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.128)
Z–boson exchange:
a˜
(Z)
f¯f
=
1
2 π
∣∣∣∣∣ CffZ CχχZA4m2
χ03
−m2Z + iΓZ mZ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
m2f (m
2
Z − 4m2χ03)
2
mZ4
. (3.129)
Utilizing the value of masses as mentioned in earlier cases; CffZ ∼ O(1) and Cχ03χ03Z ∼
V− 3536 from above, after simplifying, we have
a˜
(h,H)
f¯ f
∼ O(10)−25GeV −2 for V ∼ 105; (3.130)
b˜
(Z)
f¯ f
=
1
2 π
∣∣∣ CffZ Cχ03χ03Z
4m2
χ03
−m2Z + iΓZ mZ
∣∣∣2 1
m2Z ((4m
2
χ03
−m2Z)2 + (ΓZ m2Z))
×
[
2 |CffZ|2
{
m2Z (m
2
χ03
−m2f) (m2Z − 4m2χ03)
2 + Γ2Z [m
2
χ03
m4Z +m
2
f (24m
4
χ03
−
6m2Z m
2
χ03
−m4Z)]
}
+m2Z |CffZ|2
{
(2m2χ03
+m2f) [(4m
2
χ03
−m2Z)2 +m2Z Γ2Z ]
}]
. (3.131)
As was shown in [91] by incorporating values of relevant masses and interaction
vertices CffZ and Cχ
0
3χ
0
3Z , one gets:
b˜
(Z)
f¯ f
∼ O(10)−34GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.132)
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sfermion (f˜a) exchange:
a˜
(f˜)
f¯f
=
1
32 π
∑
a,b
(mf C
a
+ +mχ03 D
a
+) (mf C
b
+ +mχ03 D
b
+)
∆f˜a ∆f˜b
, (3.133)
a is the index for sfermion mass eigenstates so that a = 1, ..6 for squark and charged
sleptons and a = 1, ..3 corresponds for sneutrino, and:
Ca± = |ΛafL|2 ± |ΛafR|2, Da± = ΛafL(ΛafR)∗ ± (ΛafL)∗ΛafR; (3.134)
ΛafL corresponds to the Neutralino-fermion-sfermion interactions mediated by L-
handed squarks/sleptons and ΛafR corresponds to the Neutralino-fermion-fermion
interactions mediated by R-handed squarks/sleptons. Using results from section
3: Cχ
0
3lL l˜L = f˜V− 12 , Cχ03uLu˜L ∼ f˜V− 45 . With exactly similar procedure, we find:
Cχ
0
3lL
˜lR = f˜V− 1215 , Cχ03uLu˜R ∼ f˜V− 2536 . Utilizing above
∑
a
Ca± =Max
(∣∣∣Cχ03lL l˜L∣∣∣2 ± ∣∣∣Cχ03lL ˜lR∣∣∣2, ∣∣∣Cχ03uLu˜L∣∣∣2 ± ∣∣∣Cχ03uLu˜R∣∣∣2) ∼ f˜ 2V−1,∑
a
Da± = Max
(
Cχ
0
3lL l˜L(Cχ
0
3lL
˜lR)∗, Cχ
0
3uLu˜L(Cχ
0
3uLu˜R)∗
)
± c.c.. ∼ f˜ 2V− 1310 . (3.135)
and ∆f˜a ≡ m2f − m2χ03 − m
2
f˜a
∼ −m2
χ03
. Considering only first two generations of
squarks/sleptons and assuming the universality in scalar masses in both generations,
equation (3.133) reduces to the following simplified form:
a˜
(f˜)
f¯f
=
1
π
(
mf f˜ 2V−1 +mχ03 f˜ 2V−
13
10 ) (mf f˜ 2V−1 +mχ03 f˜ 2V−
13
10 )
m4
χ03
∼ 10−52GeV −2, for mχ03 ∼ V−
4
3MP and V ∼ 105. (3.136)
Now, utilizing the numerical estimates of coupling summed over first two generation
of squarks/sleptons given above, we will evaluate the value of b˜
(f˜)
f¯f
. Using the form of
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expression from [122], for mχ03 ∼ V−
4
3MP and ∆f˜a ∼ −m2χ03 , after solving, one gets:
b˜
(f˜)
f¯ f
=
1
π
× f˜
4V−2
m2
χ03
∼ O(10)−48GeV −2. (3.137)
Higgs (H1, H2)–sfermion (f˜a) interference term:
a˜
(H1,H2−f˜)
f¯f
= 0, b˜
(H1,H2−f˜)
f¯f
= − 1
8 π
∑
a
Re
[ ∑
r=H1,H2
CffrS C
χ03χ
0
3r
S
4m2
χ03
−m2r + iΓrmr
]
×
(m2
χ03
−m2f )
∆2
f˜a
[
Ca+ 2mf mχ03 +D
a
+ (2m
2
χ03
+ 3∆f˜a)
]
; (3.138)
Simplifying the above by incorporating values of relevant masses and interaction
vertices CffHi and Cχ
0
3χ
0
3Hi as given in equation (3.104) and (3.107), one gets:
b˜
(H1,H2−f˜)
f¯f
∼ O(10)−47GeV −2 for V ∼ 105. (3.139)
Z–sfermion (f˜a) interference term:
a˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯f
= − 1
4 π
∑
a
Re
[ CffZ Cχ03χ03Z
4m2
χ03
−m2Z + iΓZ mZ
]mf (m2Z − 4m2χ03)
m2Z
(mf C
a
+ +mχ03 D
a
+)
∆f˜a
;
(3.140)
Utilizing the value ofmZ = 90GeV ,mχ03 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
∼ V− 43MP ; CffZ ∼ O(1), Cχ03χ03Z ∼
f˜V− 1118 and equation (3.135), after simplifying, we have
a˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯f
=
1
4 π
[ f˜V− 1118
4m2
χ03
]mf (m2Z − 4m2χ03)
m2Z
(mf C
a
+ +mχ03 D
a
+)
∆f˜a
∼ O(10)−38GeV −2.
(3.141)
b˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯f
= − 1
8 π
∑
a
Re
[(
Cχ
0
3χ
0
3Z
(4m2
χ03
−m2Z + iΓZ mZ)2
)
1
m2Z ∆
3
f˜a
×
[
CffZ Ca−
{
2m2Z PZ ∆f˜a [2m
2
χ03
(m2χ03
+∆f˜a) +m
2
f (−2m2χ03 +∆f˜a)]
}
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+ CffZ
{
Ca+
[
2m2f m
2
χ03
(mχ03
2 −m2f ) (m2Z − 4m2χ03)PZ m
2
χ03
[m2fm
2
Z+
2m2χ03
(m2Z − 6m2f)]PZ ∆f˜a + 2mZ {−mZ (mχ032 −m2f ) (m2Z − 4m2χ03)
+ iΓZ [m
2
Z m
2
χ03
−m2f (m2Z + 3m2χ03)]}∆
2
f˜a
]
+mf mχ03 D
a
+
[
4m2χ03
(m2χ03
−m2f )
(m2Z − 4m2χ03)PZ + 2 [6m
2
Z m
2
χ03
− 16 m4χ03 −m
2
f (3m
2
Z − 4m2χ03)]PZ ∆f˜a
− 3 [(m2Z − 4m2χ03)
2 − imZ ΓZ (m2Z − 8m2χ03)]∆
2
f˜a
]}]]
; (3.142)
where PZ ≡ 4m2χ03 −m
2
Z + iΓZ mZ . Again using the numerical values of masses and
relevant couplings and assuming ΓZmZ << m
2
χ03
, the above expression reduces to
b˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯f
= O(10)−46GeV −2. (3.143)
Utilizing the results from eqs. (3.128), (3.132), (3.137), (3.139), (3.143), (3.130) and
(3.141):
b˜f¯f = b˜
(h,H)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(Z)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(f˜)
f¯ f
++b˜
(h,H−f˜)
f¯ f
+ b˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯ f
∼ O(10)−34GeV −2;
a˜f¯f = a˜
(h,H)
f¯f
+ a˜
(Z)
f¯ f
+ a˜
(f˜)
f¯ f
++a˜
(h,H−f˜)
f¯f
+ a˜
(Z−f˜)
f¯f
∼ O(10)−25GeV −2. (3.144)
Relative velocity vf1f2 is defined as vf1f2 ≡
[
1− (mf1+mf2 )2
4m2
χ0
3
]1/2[
1− (mf1−mf2 )2
4m2
χ0
3
]1/2
. For
f1, f2 = hh, vhh ≡ 1; f1, f2 = ZZ, vZZ ≡ 1; f1, f2 = f f¯ , vff¯ ≡ 1. Having estimated
the partial wave coefficients for each possible annihilation processes, and summing
up their contribution as according to (3.87):
a = a˜hh + a˜ZZ + a˜ff¯ ≡ O(10)−25GeV −2
b = b˜hh + b˜ZZ + b˜ff¯ ≡ O(10)−10GeV −2. (3.145)
Now J(xf ) ≡
∫ xf
0
dx〈σvMøl〉(x) =
∫ xf
0
dx(a+ bxf ) = axf + b
x2f
2
, (3.146)
where x = T/mχ. The value of xf is given by by solving iteratively the equation
x−1f = ln
(
mχ
2π3
√
45
2g∗GN
〈σvMøl〉(xf ) x1/2f
)
, where g∗ represents the effective number of
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degrees of freedom at freeze-out (
√
g∗ ≃ 9). Solving this, xf comes out to be around
1/33. The relic abundance is given as [124]:
Ωχh
2 =
1
µ2
√
g∗J(xF )
. (3.147)
where µ = 1.2× 105GeV . For J(xf ) ∼ 10−10 xf
2
2
GeV −2, xf = 133 and
√
g∗ = 9,
Ωχ03h
2 ∼ 2 · (33)
2
1.44× 1010 · 9 · 10−10 ≡ O(10
2). (3.148)
For m 3
2
∼ V−2MP ∼ 108GeV and mχ03 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
∼ 1011GeV as given in Table 2.1,
relic abundance of gravitino is given as :
ΩG˜h
2 = Ωχ03h
2 ×
m 3
2
mχ03
= Ωχ03 × V−
2
3 ∼ 0.1, (3.149)
clearly a very desirable value!
3.4.2 Slepton Relic Density Calculations
For the case of slepton NLSPs, the dominant annihilation channel possible in our set
up are: ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → ZZ, ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b → ZH1,ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b → H1H1, ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b → γγ, ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b → γH1, ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b → ll.
The analytical expressions for w˜(s) are given in [125]. Once again, the approach is
to first calculate required vertices in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity and
then utilize the same to calculate partial wave coefficients.
Slepton-slepton-Higgs vertex
By expanding N = 1 supergravity potential V = eKGTSTS |DTSW |2 in the fluctua-
tions around Zi → Zi+V 136MP , A1 → A1+V− 29MP , contribution of term quadratic
in A1 as well as Zi is of the order V −8936 〈Zi〉, which after giving VEV to one of the Zi,
will be given as:
C ℓ˜a ℓ˜bH1 ∼ 1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2(KˆA1A¯1)
2
[
V− 8936 〈Z i〉Z¯ iA1A∗1
]
∼ O(V− 3415 ). (3.150)
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Similarly, C ℓ˜a ℓ˜bH1H1 ∼ 1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2(KˆA1A¯1)
2
[
V− 8936Z iZ¯jA1A∗1
]
∼ O(V− 4118 ). (3.151)
Slepton-slepton-Z boson-Z boson vertex
In the context of supergravity action, contribution of required vertex will be given
by: ∂¯A¯1∂A1GTBT¯BX
TBX T¯BAµAν . Using equation (2.22), one gets ∂¯A¯1∂A1GTB T¯B ∼
O(1)∂¯a¯1¯∂a1GTB T¯B ∼ V−
8
9A∗1A1. Incorporating value of XB as mentioned earlier in
this chapter, the physical slepton-slepton-Z boson- Z boson vertex is proportional to
C ℓ˜a ℓ˜
∗
bZZ ∼ V
− 8
9 f˜ 2V− 43√
(KA1A1)
2
∼ f˜
2V− 209
O(10)4
∼ f˜ 2V−3. (3.152)
Slepton-slepton-Z boson vertex
The gauge kinetic term for slepton-slepton-Z boson vertex will be given by the
term: e
K
κ24
GTB T¯B▽˜µTB▽˜
µ
T¯B¯. This implies that the following term generates the re-
quired slepton-slepton-gauge boson vertex i.e:,
C ℓ˜a ℓ˜
∗
bZZ ∼ 6iκ
2
4µ72πα
′QBGTB T¯B
κ24V2
κ24A
µ∂µ
(
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C11¯A1A¯1¯
)
GTBT¯B∼V 73 ,−−−−−−−−−−−−→
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C11¯∼V
10
9
V 79(√
KˆA1A¯1
)2 ∼ f˜V, for V ∼ 105. (3.153)
ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → ZZ
In this case, we consider annihilation diagrams of leptons mediated via s–channel
Higgs exchange and t-channel ℓ˜c exchange. Quoting directly the analytical expressions
w˜ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b→ZZ = w˜
(H1,H2,P )
ZZ + w˜
(ℓ˜)
ZZ + w˜
(H1,H2,P−ℓ˜)
ZZ . (3.154)
Higgs (H1, H2) exchange (+ Point interaction):
w˜
(H1,H2,P )
ZZ =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
r=H1,H2
CZZrC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜ar
s−m2H1 + iΓH1mH1
− C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜aZZ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
s2 − 4m2Zs+ 12m4Z
8m4Z
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∼
∣∣∣∣∣ (102V −
34
15 )MP
s−m2H1 + iΓH1mH1
+
(102V −
34
15 )MP
s−m2H2 + iΓH2mH2
− f˜ 2V−3
∣∣∣∣∣
2
s2 − 4m2Zs+ 12m4Z
8m4Z
.(3.155)
slepton (ℓ˜c) exchange:
w˜
(ℓ˜)
ZZ =
1
m4Z
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cZC ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dZ∗C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aZ∗
×
[
T4 − 2(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
+ 2m2Z)T3 + [m4ℓ˜a +m
4
ℓ˜b
+ 4m2
ℓ˜a
m2
ℓ˜b
+ 2m2Z(m
2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
+ 3m2Z)]T2
− 2[(m2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
)(m2
ℓ˜a
m2
ℓ˜b
−m4Z) +m2Z(m4ℓ˜a +m
4
ℓ˜b
− 4m2
ℓ˜a
m2
ℓ˜b
+ 2m4Z)]T1
+ (m2
ℓ˜a
−m2Z)2(m2ℓ˜b −m
2
Z)
2T0 −Y4 + [s(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
− 2m2Z)− 2(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
Z)(m
2
ℓ˜b
−m2Z)]
Y2 − [s2(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
Z)(m
2
ℓ˜b
−m2Z) + s{−m2ℓ˜am
2
ℓ˜b
(m2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
) + 3m2Z(m
4
ℓ˜a
+m4
ℓ˜b
)
− 3m4Z(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
) + 2m6Z} +(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
Z)
2(m2
ℓ˜b
−m2Z)2]Y0
]
. (3.156)
Considering only first-generation squarks,
∑2
c,d=1C
ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜cZC ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dZ∗C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aZ∗ ∼ f˜ 4V4.
Hence equation (3.156) yields:
w˜
(ℓ˜)
ZZ =
f 4V4
m4Z
[
T4 − 4m2ℓ˜aT3 + 6m
4
ℓ˜a
T2 − 4m6ℓ˜aT1 +m
8
ℓ˜a
T0 − Y4 + [2sm2ℓ˜a − 2m
4
ℓ˜a
]Y2−
[s2m4
ℓ˜a
− 2sm6
ℓ˜a
+m8
ℓ˜a
]Y0
]
; (3.157)
where T4, T3,Y0... etc are evaluated in [91].
Higgs (H1, H2) (+ Point) – slepton (ℓ˜c) interference:
w˜
(H1,H2,P−ℓ˜)
ZZ =
1
2m4Z
2∑
c=1
Re
[( ∑
r=H1,H2
CZZrC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜ar
s−m2r + iΓrmr
− C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜aZZ
)∗
C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cZC ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZ
]
×
[
s2 + s(m2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
− 2m2
ℓ˜c
− 4m2Z) + 2m2Z(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
− 2m2
ℓ˜c
+ 2m2Z)
− 2[s(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜c
−m2Z)(m2ℓ˜b −m
2
ℓ˜c
−m2Z) + 2m2Z{m4ℓ˜a +m
4
ℓ˜b
−m2
ℓ˜a
m2
ℓ˜b
+m2
ℓ˜c
(m2
ℓ˜c
−m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
− 2m2Z)−m2Z(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
−m2Z)}]F
]
. (3.158)
Using the universality in squark masses, it leads to:
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w˜
(H1,H2,P−ℓ˜)
ZZ ≡
1
2m4Z
Re
[( ∑
r=H1,H2
(102V− 3415MP )
s−m2r + iΓrmr
− f˜ 2V−3
)∗
f˜ 2V2
]
×
[
(s2 − 4sm2Z + 4m4Z)− 2(sm4Z − 8m4Zm2ℓ˜a)F
]
(3.159)
where F ≡
log
(
s−2V
4
5−
√
s−4V
4
5
√
s−4V
21
5
s−2V
4
5 +
√
s−4V
4
5
√
s−4V
21
5
)
√
s−4V 45
√
s−4V 215
. Summing up the contribution of w˜ for all s, t
and u-channels as according to equation (3.154):
w˜ZZ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V
34
5 , w˜′ZZ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V
13
5 . (3.160)
The “reduced” coefficients a˜ZZ and b˜ZZ will be given by
a˜ZZ ∼ 1
32πm2
ℓ˜a
V 345 ∼ 1011GeV −2; b˜ZZ ∼ 3
64πm2
ℓ˜a
V 135 ∼ 10−10GeV −2. (3.161)
ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → ZH1
The process ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → ZH1 involves the s–channel Z boson exchange,and the t– and
u–channel slepton (ℓ˜a, a = 1, 2) exchange:
w˜ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b→ZH1 = w˜
(Z)
ZH1
+ w˜
(ℓ˜)
ZH1
+ w˜
(Z−ℓ˜)
ZH1
. (3.162)
Z exchange:
w˜
(Z)
ZH1
=
1
12m6Z
∣∣∣∣∣ CZZH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜aZ
s−m2Z + iΓZmZ
∣∣∣∣∣
2
×
[
s2
{
3(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
)2 +m4Z
}
− 2s
{
3(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
)2(m2H1 + 2m
2
Z)
+m4Z(m
2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
+m2H1 − 5m2Z)
}
+m4Z
{
(m2H1 −m2Z)2 + 4(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
)(m2H1 − 5m2Z)
}
+ (m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
)2(3m4H1 + 6m
2
Zm
2
H1
+ 19m4Z)−
2
s
m2Z
{
(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
)2(3m4H1 − 2m2Zm2H1 +m4Z)
+m2Z(m
2
H1
−m2Z)2(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
)
}
+
4
s2
m4Z(m
2
H1
−m2Z)2(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)2
]
. (3.163)
For CZZH1 ∼ m2Z
v
, C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜aZ ∼ f˜V, and assuming universality in slepton masses, we have:
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w˜
(Z)
ZH1
=
1
12m6Z
∣∣∣ 102.f˜V
s−m2Z + iΓZmZ
∣∣∣2[s2m4Z − 4sm2ℓ˜am4Z + 8m4Zm2ℓ˜am2H1 − 2sm4Zm2ℓ˜am4H1].
(3.164)
Slepton (ℓ˜c) exchange:
w˜
(ℓ˜)
ZH1
=
1
m2Z
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH1C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aZ∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dH1∗
[
T t2 − 2(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
Z)T t1 + (m2ℓ˜a −m
2
Z)
2T t0
]
+
1
m2Z
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜ahC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cZC ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜ah∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dZ∗
[
T u2 − 2(m2ℓ˜b +m
2
Z)T u1 + (m2ℓ˜b −m
2
Z)
2T u0
]
+
1
m2Z
Re
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH1C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dZ∗
[
−2Y2 + 1
s
(s−m2H1 +m2Z)(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)Y1+{
s(m2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
− 2m2Z)− (m4ℓ˜a +m
4
ℓ˜b
)− 2m2Zm2H1 + (3m2Z −m2H1)(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
)
+
1
s
(m2H1 −m2Z)(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)2 − 1
2s2
(m2H1 −m2Z)2(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)2
}
Y0
]
. (3.165)
Assuming universality in slepton masses of first two generations, we have:∑2
c,d=1C
ℓ˜∗c ℓ˜aH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cZC ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dZ∗ ∼∑2c,d=1C ℓ˜∗c ℓ˜aH1C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜cZC ℓ˜∗dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜dZ∗ ∼∑2
c,d=1C
ℓ˜∗c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH1C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dZ∗ ≡ f˜ 2V− 3815M2p . Therefore, (3.165) reduces to:
w˜
(ℓ˜)
ZH1
∼ f˜
2V− 3815m2pl
m2Z
×
[
(T t2 + T u2 )−m2ℓ˜a(T
t
1 + T u1 ) +m4ℓ˜a(T
t
0 + T u0 )− 2Y2
+ (2sm2
ℓ˜a
− 2m4
ℓ˜a
)Y0
]
. (3.166)
Z – slepton (ℓ˜c) interference:
w˜
(Z−ℓ˜)
ZH1
=
1
m4Z
Re
2∑
c=1
(
CZZH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜aZ
s−m2Z + iΓZmZ
)∗ [
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH1
{
− (s−m2H1)(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)
+ 2m2Z(m
2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜c
+m2Z)−
1
s
m2Z(m
2
H1 −m2Z)(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)+[
s(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
+m2Z)(m
2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜c
−m2Z) +m2Z{−2m4ℓ˜c +m
2
ℓ˜c
(3m2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
+ 3m2Z)
− 3m4
ℓ˜a
+ 3m2
ℓ˜a
m2
ℓ˜b
− 2m4
ℓ˜b
+m2Z(4m
2
ℓ˜a
+m2
ℓ˜b
)−m4Z} −m2H1(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
+m2Z)
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(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜c
+m2Z)
]
F t
}
+ C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜ahC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cZ
{
(s−m2H1)(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
) + 2m2Z(m
2
ℓ˜b
−m2
ℓ˜c
+m2Z) +
1
s
m2Z(m
2
H1
−m2Z)(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
) +
[
− s(m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
−m2Z)(m2ℓ˜b −m
2
ℓ˜c
−m2Z)
+m2Z{−2m4ℓ˜c +m
2
ℓ˜c
(3m2
ℓ˜b
+m2
ℓ˜a
+ 3m2Z)− 3m4ℓ˜b + 3m
2
ℓ˜a
m2
ℓ˜b
− 2m4
ℓ˜a
+m2Z(4m
2
ℓ˜b
+m2
ℓ˜a
)−m4Z}+m2H1(m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
−m2Z)(m2ℓ˜b −m
2
ℓ˜c
+m2Z)
]
Fu
}]
.(3.167)
For CZZH1 ∼ O(102), C ℓ˜∗c ℓ˜aZ ∼ f˜V, C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜cH1 ∼ V− 3415 , equation (3.167) reduces to:
w˜
(Z−ℓ˜)
ZH1
≡ 1
m4Z
Re
2∑
c=1
(
(102.f˜V)MP
s−m2Z + iΓZmZ
)∗
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aZC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜ch
[
4m4Z + (−2sm4Z +m2ℓ˜am
4
Z)
(F t + Fu)
]
(3.168)
where F t,Fu are evaluated in [91]. Summing up the contribution of w˜ for all s, t and
u-channels as according to equation (3.167),
w˜ZH1|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V
34
15 , w˜′ZH1|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V
29
15 , (3.169)
and the“reduced” coefficients a˜ZH1 and b˜ZH1 will be given by
a˜ZH1 ∼
1
32πm2
ℓ˜a
V 3415 ∼ 10−11GeV −2; b˜ZH1 ∼
3
64πm2
ℓ˜a
V 2915 ∼ 10−21GeV −2.(3.170)
ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → γγ
The annihilation diagrams for this channel include point interaction along with
the t– and u–channel slepton (ℓ˜a, a = 1, 2) exchange:
w˜ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b→γγ = w˜
(P )
γγ + w˜
(ℓ˜)
γγ + w˜
(P−ℓ˜)
γγ .
Contact interaction : w˜(P )γγ ∼ (C ℓ˜a ℓ˜
∗
bγγ)2 ∼ e4(f˜ 2V−3)2δab. (3.171)
slepton (ℓ˜a)exchange :
w˜(ℓ˜)γγ = (C
ℓ˜a ℓ˜∗bγ)4δab
[
4(T2 + 2m2ℓ˜aT1 +m
4
ℓ˜a
T0)− (s− 4m2ℓ˜a)
2Y0
]
∼ f˜ 4V4
[
4(T2+
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2m2
ℓ˜a
T1 +m4ℓ˜aT0)− (s− 4m
2
ℓ˜a
)2Y0
]
. (3.172)
where T0 T1, T2,Y0 are evaluated in [91].
Contact – slepton (ℓ˜c) interference:
w˜(P−ℓ˜)γγ = 2C
ℓ˜aℓ˜∗bγγ(C ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
bγ)2e4δab
[
−4 + (s− 8m2
ℓ˜a
)F
]
∼ (f˜ 4V−1)e4δab
[
−4
+ (s− 8m2
ℓ˜a
)F
]
, (3.173)
where F is evaluated in [91]. Summing up the contribution of w˜ for all channels:
w˜γγ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V
21
5 , w˜′γγ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ O(1), (3.174)
and the “reduced” coefficients a˜γγ and b˜γγ will be given by
a˜γγ ∼ 1
32πm2
ℓ˜a
V 215 ∼ 10−2GeV −2; b˜γγ ∼ 3
64πm2
ℓ˜a
I(1) ∼ 10−23GeV −2. (3.175)
ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → γH1
The annihilation diagrams for this channel include the t– and u–channel slepton
(ℓ˜a, a = 1, 2) exchange:
Slepton (ℓ˜c) exchange:
w˜ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b→γH1 = w˜
(ℓ˜)
γH1
= −2
∣∣∣C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜aγ∣∣∣2 ∣∣∣C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜aH1∣∣∣2 [(T t1 +m2ℓ˜aT t0 ) + (T u1 +m2ℓ˜bT u0 )
+(s+m2H1 − 2m2ℓ˜a − 2m
2
ℓ˜b
)Y0
]
∼ (f˜V−19/15)2
[
(T t1 +m2ℓ˜aT
t
0 ) + (T u1 +m2ℓ˜bT
u
0 ) + (s+m
2
H1 − 4m2ℓ˜a)Y0
]
where T t0 , T u0 , T t1 , T u1 ,Y0 are evaluated in [91]. For s = 4m2ℓ˜a
w˜γH1 |s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V−
61
5 , w˜′ZZ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V−13, (3.176)
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and the “reduced” coefficients a˜γh and b˜γH1 will be given by
a˜γH1 ∼
1
32πm2
ℓ˜a
V− 615 ∼ 10−83GeV −2; b˜γH1 ∼
3
64πm2
ℓ˜a
V−13 ∼ 10−87GeV −2.(3.177)
ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → H1H1
The annihilation diagrams for this channel are mediated via s–channel Higgs
exchange and t-channel ℓ˜∗c exchange. Hence,
w˜ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b→H1H1 = w˜
(H1,H2,P )
H1H1
+ w˜
(ℓ˜)
H1H1
+ w˜
(H1,H2,P−ℓ˜)
H1
(3.178)
Higgs (H1, H2) exchange (+ Point interaction):
w˜
(h,H,P )
H1H1
=
∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
r=H1,H2
CH1H2rC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜ar
s−m2r + iΓrmr
− C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜ahh
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.179)
For mH1 = 125GeV,mH2 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
, mχ03 ∼ V
2
3m 2
3
∼ V− 43MP , and CH1H1H1 ∼
m2H1
v
, C ℓ˜aℓ˜bH1 ∼ C ℓ˜aℓ˜bH2 ∼ V− 3415 , C ℓ˜aℓ˜bhh ∼ V− 4118 from above, after simplifying, we
have
w˜
(H1,H2,P )
H1H1
=
∣∣∣∣∣ (102.V−
34
15 )MP
s−m2h + iΓhmh
+
(102.V− 3415 )MP
s−m2H + iΓHmH
− V− 4118
∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (3.180)
Slepton (ℓ˜c) exchange:
w˜
(ℓ˜)
H1H1
=
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH2C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dH2∗T t0 +
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aH2C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH1C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH2∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dH1∗T u0
− 2Re
2∑
c,d=1
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH2C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dH1∗Y0. (3.181)
Strictly speaking we are considering first generation of squarks which get identified
with same modulusA1.Therefore,
∑2
c,d=1C
ℓ˜∗c ℓ˜aH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH2C ℓ˜
∗
dℓ˜aH1∗C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜dH2∗ ∼ (V− 3415 )4 ∼
V−9M4P . Hence w˜(ℓ˜)hh = V−9(T t0 + T u0 − Y0)M4P .The contribution of T t0 , T u0 ,Y0 for
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ℓ˜aℓ˜
∗
b → H1H1 is of the same order as ℓ˜aℓ˜∗b → ZZ.
Higgs (H1, H2) (+ Point) – slepton (ℓ˜c) interference:
w˜
(H1,H2,P−ℓ˜)
H1H1
= 2Re
2∑
c=1
( ∑
r=H1,H2
CH1H2rC ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜ar
s−m2r + iΓrmr
− C ℓ˜∗b ℓ˜aH1H1
)∗[
C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aH1C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH2F t
+ C ℓ˜
∗
c ℓ˜aH2C ℓ˜
∗
b ℓ˜cH1Fu
]
, (3.182)
Incorporating values of relevant interaction vertices, and F t,Fu from [91], by sum-
ming up the contribution of w˜ for all channels:
w˜H1H1 |s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V−3, w˜′H1H1|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V−
36
5 , (3.183)
and the “reduced” coefficients a˜H1H1 and b˜H1H1 will be given by
a˜H1H1 ∼
1
32πm2
ℓ˜a
V−3 ∼ 10−37GeV −2; b˜H1H1 ∼
3
64πm2
ℓ˜a
V− 365 ∼ 10−48GeV −2(3.184)
ℓ˜aℓ˜b → ℓℓ
This process proceeds only t– and u–channel neutralino (χ0i , i = 1, 2, 3) exchange.
Neutralino (χ0i ) exchange:
w˜
(χ0)
ℓ˜aℓ˜b→ℓℓ
=
3∑
i,j=1
[
DabijLLLLmχ0i
mχ0j
(s − 2m2ℓ )T0 − 2m2ℓ
[
DabijLLRRmχ0i
mχ0j
T0 +DabijLRRLT1
]
+DabijLRLR
[
− T2 − (s−m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
)T1 − (m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ)(m
2
ℓ˜b
−m2ℓ)T0
]
−mℓmχ0i
[
DabijLLLR
{T1 − (m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ)T0}+DabijLLRL{T1 − (m2ℓ˜b −m
2
ℓ )T0}
]
−mℓmχ0j
[
DabijLRLL{T1 − (m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ)
T0}+DabijRLLL{T1 − (m2ℓ˜b −m
2
ℓ )T0}
]]
+
1
2
3∑
i,j=1
[
− 2DabijLLLLmχ0imχ0j (s− 2m
2
ℓ )Y0
+ 4DabijLLRRmχ0i
mχ0j
m2ℓY0 − 2DabijLRLRm2ℓ(m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
− 2m2ℓ)Y0 + 2DabijLRRL[
− Y2 − (m2ℓ˜am
2
ℓ˜b
−m4ℓ)Y0
]
−mℓmχ0i
[
DabijLLLR{Y1 + (s+m2ℓ˜a −m
2
ℓ˜b
− 4m2ℓ )Y0}
+DabijLLRL{Y1 + (s −m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
− 4m2ℓ )Y0}
]
+mℓmχ0j
[
DabijLRLL{Y1
− (s+m2
ℓ˜a
−m2
ℓ˜b
− 4m2ℓ)Y0}+DabijRLLL{Y1 − (s−m2ℓ˜a +m
2
ℓ˜b
− 4m2ℓ )Y0}
]]
, (3.185)
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where DabijLLLL, D
abij
LLRR etc. are evaluated in [91]. Given that mχ03 ∼ V−
4
3MP , mχ01 =
mχ02 ∼ V−1MP , C
χ0i ℓ˜
∗
aℓ∗
R ∼ f˜V−
1
2 , C
χ0i ℓ˜
∗
aℓ∗
R ∼ f˜V−
12
15 , For s = 4m2
ℓ˜a
, we have:
w˜ℓℓ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V−
19
5 , w˜′ℓℓ|s=(4m2
ℓ˜a
) ∼ V−8. (3.186)
The “reduced” coefficients a˜ℓℓ and b˜ℓℓ will be given by
a˜ℓℓ ∼ 1
32πm2
ℓ˜a
V− 195 ∼ 10−41GeV −2; b˜ℓℓ ∼ 3
64πm2
ℓ˜a
V−8 ∼ 10−62GeV −2. (3.187)
Summing up the values of partial wave coefficients for all annihilation channels,
aℓ˜a ℓ˜∗b→f1f2 = a˜ZZ + a˜H1Z + a˜hγ + a˜γγ + a˜H1H1 + a˜ll ≡ O(10)
11GeV −2
bℓ˜a ℓ˜∗b→f1f2 = b˜ZZ + b˜H1Z + b˜H1γ + b˜γγ + b˜H1H1 + b˜ll ≡ O(10)
−10GeV −2, (3.188)
Now, we have xf = T/mℓ˜a , and the relic abundance is given as:
Ωℓ˜a =
1
µ2
√
g∗J(xF )
, (3.189)
where µ = 1.2× 105GeV . For J(xf ) ∼ 1011xf GeV −2, xf = 133 and
√
g∗ = 9, we have
Ωℓ˜a ∼
33
1.44× 1010 · 9 · 1011 ≡ 10
−20, (3.190)
For m 3
2
∼ 108GeV and mℓ˜a ∼ V
1
2m 3
2
, relic abundance of gravitino will be given as :
ΩG˜ = Ωℓ˜a ×
m 3
2
mℓ˜a
= 10−20 × V− 12 ∼ 10−22 for V ∼ 105. (3.191)
From (3.149) and (3.191), it appears that relic abundance of gravitino turns out to
be extremely suppressed in case of slepton (NLSP) (co-)annihilations as compared to
relic abundance of gravitino in case of neutralino (NLSP) aannihilations, for almost
similar value of thermal cross-section.
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3.5 Results and Discussion
In this chapter, we have investigated, in detail, the possibility of gravitino as a vi-
able CDM candidate in the context of our local large volume D3/D7 µ- split SUSY
model. After calculating the masses of various SM and their superpartners, grav-
itino appeared as the Lightest Supersymmetric particle (LSP) for Calabi-Yau volume
V ∼ 105 which motivated our query of considering gravitino as a potential CDM
candidate in our model.
In big bang cosmology, gravitino population depends on two kinds of mechanisms:
thermal as well as non-thermal production. We assumed that reheating temperature
will be low enough to produce the effective relic abundance of gravitino in agree-
ment with experimental observations, therefore almost all of the gravitinos will be
produced by electromagnetic as well as hadronic decays of unstable NLSP. The scale
of masses of various superpartners suggested that because of an O(1) difference be-
tween the masses of the sleptons/squarks and the lightest neutralino and given that
in our calculations we have not bothered about such O(1) factors, both could exist
as valid NLSP candidates if life-times of the same are such that they do not disturb
the bounds given by Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). Based on this fact, by con-
sidering the contributions of all required couplings in N = 1 gauged supergravity
action and assuming that similar to the effective Yukawa couplings, there is only an
O(1) multiplicative change in all three-point interaction vertices in RG-flowing from
the string to the EW scale, we estimated the mean lifetime by calculating two-body
and three-body decay widths of gravitino decaying into SM particles, which in both
cases turned out to be greater than the age of the universe and hence satisfied the
primary requirement of an appropriate DM candidate. Then we discussed in detail
the leading two- and three-body decays of gaugino/neutralino and determined that
life-time of these decays too short to affect the predictions of BBN. Because of consid-
erably high life time of gluino as evaluated in chapter 2, it is manifest that the same
can not be considered as an appropriate NLSP’s because late decays of the gluino
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into goldstino (longitudinal component of gravitino) can surely elude the constraints
coming from BBN. Furthermore, we studied in detail the decay width of three-body
decay of neutralino into SM particles, the high life time of which, as compared to
life time of neutralino into gravitino, ensured that gravitino abundance does not get
diluted. On a similar ground, we also calculated three-body decay width of sleptons
which similar to neutralino decays appeared small enough to affect bounds on BBN.
The numerical estimates of various N(LSP)’s are provided in Table 3.1. In short, the
explicit calculation of life times of both, LSP and NLSP, confirmed the possibility
of gravitino as an appropriate CDM candidate. Finally, by considering non-thermal
production mechanism of gravitino, we explicitly estimated values of thermal annihi-
lation cross-section of sleptons and neutralino which ultimately gave gravitino relic
abundance from sleptons to be extremely suppressed while the same from neutralino
turned out to be 0.1, almost in agreement with the value of ΩCh
2 suggested by direct
and indirect experiments. Thus we conclude that gravitino qualifies as a potential
CDM candidate in local large volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model.
CHAPTER 4
ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT
(EDM) OF ELECTRON/NEUTRON
“Epistemology has always been affected by technologies like the
telescope and the microscope, things that have created a radical shift in how we sense
physical reality.”
- Ken Goldberg.
4.1 Introduction
The existence of split SUSY models may not be foreseeable in the near future via pre-
cise measurements to be carried at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) however indirect
methods can be made available to test some of the signatures of this scenario. In this
context, Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) of electron/neutron serves itself as another
testing ground for split SUSY scenario. In Standard Model, the CP-odd phases gen-
erated through Cabibo-Kobayashi-Masakawa Matrix (CKM) give a theoretical bound
on EDM which is far below the experimental limits. According to the results recently
published by particle data group [126], the current experimental limit on the electron
EDM is |de/e| < 10.5 × 10−28cm, and neutron EDM is |dn/e| < 0.29 × 10−25cm. In
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supersymmetric models, new sources of CP violation are introduced from soft SUSY
breaking terms and can be used as powerful probes to provide an order-of-magnitude
estimate of EDM of the electron/neutron which is within reach of experimental re-
sults. The new CP-odd phases are not only sufficient to generate accurate bound
on EDM of electron/neutron but also play an essential role in the generation of the
baryon asymmetry of the universe [127]. However, it is known in literature [128,129]
that by considering small values of soft SUSY breaking terms and considering an
O(1) phase, one generates an EDM of electron/neutron which is in excess of experi-
mental limits. The issue can be avoided if one considers either CP violating phase to
be of the order O(10−2 − 10−3) or scalar masses to be heavy of the order of few TeV
scale. Therefore, it is interesting to get the estimate EDM of electron/neutron in the
context of split SUSY scenario. In typical split SUSY models, all possible one-loop
contributions to EDM are highly suppressed by the super-heavy scalar mass in the
loop and leading contributions to the EDM starts at the two-loop level due to pres-
ence of SM particles and EW charginos and neutralinos in the loops (for the analysis
of two-loop Barr-Zee diagrams in different models, see [46,47,130,131] and references
therein). However in our model, the gaugino and neutralino/chargino are almost as
heavy as neutral scalars except one light Higgs. Based on that, one can not ignore the
contribution of one-loop diagrams because of partial compensation of suppression fac-
tors appearing from heavy sfermion masses with heavy fermion (neutralino, chargino
and gaugino) masses.
We provide a complete quantitative analysis of the neutron and electron EDM
for all possible one-loop as well as two-loop diagrams in the context of large volume
D3/D7 µ-split-like supersymmetry in this chapter which is organized as follows. In
section 2, we explain the origin of non-zero complex phases obtained in the context of
N = 1 gauged supergravity limit of our local large volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY
model. We also argue that phases of effective Yukawa couplings do not change in the
renormalization group flow from string scale down to the EW scale in our model. In
section 3, we turn towards the quantitative discussion of EDM of electron/neutron
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for various possible one-loop diagrams evaluated in the context of N = 1 gauged
supergravity action. The complex phases can be made to appear through the complex
off-diagonal components of sfermion/Higgs mass matrix and complex effective Yukawa
couplings appearing in all one-loop diagrams. We assume the phase of both off-
diagonal component of scalar mass matrix as well as possible Yukawa’s to lie in the
range (0, π
2
] in all the calculations. In addition to discussing the one-loop diagrams
that exhibit non-zero phases through mixing between sfermions in section 3.1, we
also take into account the loop diagrams in which a unique phase appears through
mixing between two Higgs at EW scale in section 3.2. Because of the presence of
light Higgs existing as a propagator in the loop, one can expect to get reasonable
order of magnitude of EDM of electron/neutron from one-loop diagrams involving
Higgs and other SM/supersymmetric particles. For two-loop diagrams, in section
4, we mainly focus on the Barr-Zee diagrams which involve fermion, sfermions and
W boson as part of an internal loop, and are mediated through hγ exchange except
one R-parity violating diagram which involve fermion in the internal loop and is
mediated through νLγ exchange. For the complete analysis, we also calculated the
contribution of Rainbow type two-loop diagrams involving R-parity violating as well
as R-parity conserving vertices. For all two-loop diagrams discussed in this chapter,
the complex effective Yukawa couplings are sufficient to produce non-zero complex
phases to generate non-zero EDM.
4.2 CP Violating Phases
In this section we explain the possible origin of CP violating phases in the N = 1
gauged supergravity limit of our local large volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model.
The electric dipole moment of a spin-1
2
particle is defined by the effective CP-violating
dimension-5 operator given as:
LI = − i
2
df ψ¯σµνγ5ψF
µν . (4.1)
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Given that the effective operator is non-renormalizable, the effective lagrangian can
be induced at the loop level provided the theory contains a source of CP violation. In
Standard Model, CP violating phases, in general, appear from the complex Kobayashi
Maskawa (CKM) phase in the quark mass matrix but the same gets a non-zero
contribution only at three-loop level. However, in supersymmetric theories, instead of
CKM phase generated in Standard Model, one can consider the new phases appearing
from complex parameters of soft SUSY breaking terms, complex Yukawa couplings
as well as supersymmetric mass terms.
We consider the existence of non-zero phases appearing from complex effective
Yukawa couplings present in N = 1 gauged supergravity action. As discussed in
chapter 2, position as well as Wilson line moduli identification with SM-like particles
generate effective Yukawa couplings including R-parity conserving as well as R-parity
violating ones in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity action [91], and the
solution of RG evolution of effective Yukawa couplings at one-loop level yields:
YˆΛΣ∆(t) ∼ YˆΛΣ∆(Ms)
3∏
(a)=1
(
1 + β(a)t
)−2(C(a)(Λ)+C(a)(Σ)+C(a)(∆))
b(a) .
Using the fact that quadratic Casimir invariants as well as beta functions are real, we
see that magnitudes of Yukawa couplings YˆΛΣ∆s change only by O(1) while phases of
all Yukawas do not change at all as one RG-flows down from the string to the EW
scale. Also, given that all four-Wilson line moduli AI as well as position moduli ZI
are stabilized at different values; we make an assumption that there will be a distinct
phase factor associated with all position as well as Wilson line moduli superfields
which produces an overall distinct phase factor for each possible effective Yukawa
coupling corresponding to four Wilson line moduli as well as position moduli.
The other important origin of generation of non-zero phases are given by complex
soft SUSY breaking parameters (m2i ,AIJK , µB) as well supersymmetric mass term µ.
The soft SUSY scalar mass terms can be made real by phase redefinition. However, in
addition to the diagonal entries of sfermions corresponding to fermions with L-handed
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as well as R-handed chirality in the sfermion mass matrix, one gets an off-diagonal
contribution because of mixing between L-R sfermion masses after EW-symmetry
breaking. The contribution of the same is governed by complex trilinear couplings
as well as supersymmetric mass parameter µ at EW scale. Therefore, the scalar
(sfermion) fields f˜L and f˜R have been considered as linear combinations of the mass
eigenstates which are obtained by diagonalizing sfermion (mass)2 matrices [132] i.e.
f˜L = Df11 f˜1 +Df12 f˜2, f˜R = Df21 f˜1 +Df22 f˜2. (4.2)
where f corresponds to first generation leptons and quarks and
Df =
 cos θf2 − sin θf2 e−iφf
sin
θf
2
eiφf cos
θf
2
 , (4.3)
and the mass matrix is given as follows:
M2
f˜
=
 M2f˜L mu(A∗f − µ cotβ)
mu(Af − µ∗ cot β) M2f˜R

EW
, (4.4)
where AIJK corresponds to complex trilinear coupling parameter. Diagonalizing the
above matrix by performing unitary transformation: D†fM
2
f˜
df = diag(M
2
f˜1
,M2
f˜2
),
where tan θf =
2|M2
f˜21
|
M2
f˜11
−M2
f˜22
. The eigenvalues M2
f˜1
and M2
f˜2
are as follows:
M2
f˜(1)(2)
=
1
2
(M2
f˜11
+M2
f˜22
)(+)(−)1
2
[(M2
f˜11
−M2
f˜22
)2 + 4|M2
f˜21
|2] 12 . (4.5)
For f = e,A∗e = AZIA1A3 ; for f = (u, d),A∗u/d = AZIA2A4 . In our model as discussed
in chapter 2, we have universality in trilinear couplings w.r.t position as well as Wilson
line moduli. Assuming the same to be true at EW scale, the values of trilinear
coupling parameters are AZIA1A3 = AZIA2A4 = V
37
36m 3
2
. As given in chapter 2,
the value of supersymmetric mass parameter µ at EW scale is V 5972m 3
2
. Also we
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have universality in slepton (squark) masses of first two generations. Therefore,
M2e˜11 =M
2
e˜22 =M
2
u˜11 = M
2
u˜22 ∼ Vm23
2
, and
|M2e˜21|2 = me|A∗e − µ cotβ| ≡ (V
37
36 )mem 3
2
<< M2e˜11,
|M2u˜21|2 = mu|A∗u − µ cotβ| ≡ (V
37
36 )mem 3
2
<< M2u˜11. (4.6)
Using the above, one can show that eigenvalues of sfermion mass matrix M2
f˜(1)(2)
∼
Mf˜2L,R
= Vm23
2
. The aforementioned mass eigenstates can be utilized to produce
non-zero phase responsible to generate finite EDM of electron as well as neutron in
the one-loop diagrams involving sfermions as scalar propagators, and gaugino and
neutralino as fermionic propagators.
4.3 One-Loop Contribution to EDM
At one-loop level, for a theory of fermion ψf interacting with other heavy fermions
ψi’s and heavy scalars φk’s with masses mi, mk and charges Qi, Qk, the interaction
that contains CP violation in general is given by [132]:
−Lint =
∑
i,k
ψ¯f
(
Kik
1− γ5
2
+ Lik
1 + γ5
2
)
ψiφk + h.c (4.7)
Here L violates CP invariance iff Im(KikL∗ik) 6= 0. and one-loop EDM of the fermion
f in this case is given by
∑
i,k
mi
(4π)2m2k
Im(KikL
∗
ik)
(
QiA
(
m2i
m2k
)
+QkB
(
m2i
m2k
))
, (4.8)
where A(r) and B(r) are defined by
A(r) =
1
2(1− r)2
(
3− r + 2lnr
1− r
)
, B(r) =
1
2(r − 1)2
(
1 + r +
2rlnr
1− r
)
, (4.9)
where, Qk = Qf −Qi.
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We use the above-mentioned analytical result to get the estimate of magnitude of
EDM of electron/quark in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity by inducing all
Standard Model as well as supersymmetric particles in the loop diagram. The EDMs
of the neutron can be estimated by calculating the contribution of u and d quarks by
using relation dn = (4dd − du)/3. Since in our model, we have identified both up- as
well as down-quark with single Wilson line modulus, we will have same contribution
to EDM for both up and down-quarks. Hence, the neutron EDM is same as up-quark
EDM. Therefore, in the calculations below, we have estimated EDM of electron and
up quark only.
4.3.1 One-Loop Diagrams Involving Neutral Sfermions
Gaugino Contribution: In this subsection, we estimate the contribution of elec-
tron/neutron EDM at one-loop level due to presence of heavy gaugino nearly isospec-
tral with heavy sfermions. In traditional split SUSY models discussed in literature,
the masses of sfermions are very heavy while gauginos as well as higgsinos are kept
light because of the gauge coupling unification. Therefore, one-loop diagrams in-
volving sfermion-gaugino exchange do not give any significant contribution to EDM
of fermion. However in the large volume D3/D7 model that we have discussed in
chapter 2, the gaugino as well as higgsino turn out to be very heavy. As it is clear
from the equation (4.7), the order of magnitude of EDM at one-loop level is directly
proportional to fermion mass and inversely proportional to sfermion masses circulat-
ing in the loop whereas the one-loop function can almost be of the order O(0.1− 1)
provided either the difference between fermion and sfermion mass is of order O(1)
or the fermion mass is very light as compared to sfermion mass. Therefore, naively
one would expect an enhancement in the order of magnitude of one-loop EDM due
to presence of heavy fermions circulating in a loop. In view of this, we estimate
the contribution of one-loop EDM of electron as well as neutron in N = 1 gauged
supergravity limit of large volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model discussed in chap-
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f˜i
f˜i
fL
γ
fR
λ˜0
Figure 4.1: One-loop diagram involving gaugino.
ter 2. The CP violation (imaginary phases) can be induced in the loop diagram by
considering diagonalized eigenstates of sfermion mass matrix as propagators in the
loop. The loop diagram is given in Figure 4.1. The effective one-loop operator given
in equation (4.7) can be recasted in the following form:
Lint =
∑
i=e,u,d
ψ¯fi
(
Ki
1− γ5
2
+ Li
1 + γ5
2
)
φf˜iλ˜
0 + h.c (4.10)
For i = 1, 2, above equation can be expanded as:
−Lint = ψ¯f
(
K1
1− γ5
2
+ L1
1 + γ5
2
)
φf˜1λ˜
0+ ψ¯f
(
K2
1− γ5
2
+ L2
1 + γ5
2
)
φf˜2 λ˜
0+h.c.,
(4.11)
and one-loop EDM of the fermion f in this case will be given as:
m
λ˜0i
(4π)2
[
1
mf˜21
Im(K1L
∗
1)
(
Q′
f˜1
B
(
m2
λ˜0
mf˜21
))
+
1
mf˜22
Im(K2L
∗
2)
(
Qf˜2B
(
m2
λ˜0
mf˜22
))]
.
(4.12)
where mλ˜0 corresponds to gaugino mass, mf˜1 and mf˜2 correspond to masses of eigen-
states of diagonalized sfermion mass matrix. and Q′
f˜i
corresponds to effective charge
defined as: Q′
f˜i
∼ Qf˜iCf˜if˜iγ , where Cf˜if˜iγ will be volume suppression factor coming
from sfermion-photon-sfermion vertex.
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To determine the value of one-loop EDM in this case, we first calculate the con-
tribution of required vertices involved in Figure 4.1. As discussed in earlier chapters,
in N = 1 gauged supergravity, lepton(quark)-slepton(squark)-gaugino interaction is
governed by Lf−f˜−λ˜0 = gYMgJT¯BX∗Bχ¯J¯ λ˜0 + ∂JTBDBχ¯J¯λ0, where χ¯J¯ corresponds to
spin 1
2
fermion, X∗B is killing isometry vector and λ˜0 corresponds to SU(2)-singlet
neutral gaugino. Though the gauge coupling gYM is real, the non-zero phase factor is
produced from moduli space metric component gJT¯B , and associated with the volume
suppression factor arising from the same. Hence, effective gauge coupling interaction
vertex generate a particular phase factor which we consider to be O(1).
We repeatedly mention that to get the numerical estimate of contribution of
aforementioned vertices, we use the identification described in [91] and in chapter
2 according to which fermionic superpartners of A1 and A3 can be identified, re-
spectively with eL and eR, and the fermionic superpartners of A2 and A4 can be
identified, respectively with the first generation quarks: uL/dL and uR/dR. In prin-
ciple, incoming left-handed electron (quark) can couple with scalar superpartners of
both left-handed as well as right-handed leptons (quarks). Therefore, for a left handed
electron eL interacting with slepton as well as gaugino, interaction vertex will be given
as: LeL−e˜−Λ˜0 = gYMgA1T¯BX∗Bχ¯A¯1 λ˜0 + ∂a1TBDBχ¯a¯1λ0. To calculate the contribution
of eL − e˜L − λ˜0 vertex, we expand gA1T¯B in the fluctuations linear in A1 around its
stabilized VEV. In terms of undiagonalized basis, we have: gTB a¯1 → −V−
1
4 (a1−V− 29 ).
Using TB = V ol(σB)−CIJ¯aI a¯J¯+h.c., where the values of intersection matrices CIJ¯ are
given in the appendix of [91]. Utilizing those values, we get ∂a1TB → V
10
9 (a1−V− 29 ).
Using the argument that gYMgTB a¯1 ∼ O(1)gYMgTBA¯1 as shown in [91]; incorporating
values of XB = −6iκ24µ7QTB , κ24µ7 ∼ 1V , DB = 4πα
′κ24µ7QBv
B
V and QTB ∼ V
1
3 (2πα′)2f˜ ,
we get the contribution of physical gaugino(λ˜0)- lepton(eL)-slepton(e˜L) interaction
vertex as follows :
|CeLe˜Lλ˜0 | ≡
V− 29 f˜√
KˆA1A¯1
√
KˆA1A¯1
A˜1χ¯A¯1 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(V−1) , (4.13)
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where f˜ is dilute flux and value of the same as calculated in [90] is roughly of O(10−4)
for Calabi-Yau volume V ∼ 105.
Similarly, contribution of physical gaugino(λ˜0)- quark(uL)-squark(u˜L) interaction
vertex will be given by expanding gA2T¯B in the fluctuations linear in A2 around
its stabilized VEV. Doing so, one will get: gTB a¯2 → −V−
5
4 (a2 − V− 13 ), ∂a2TB →
V 19 (a2 − V− 13 ), and
|CuLu˜Lλ˜0 | ≡
V− 119 f˜√
KˆA2A¯2
√
KˆA2A¯2
A˜2χ¯A¯2 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 45
)
. (4.14)
The gaugino(λ˜0) - fermion(fL)-sfermion(f˜R) vertex does not possess SU(2) elec-
troweak symmetry. However, terms in supergravity Lagrangian preserve SU(2) EW
symmetry. Therefore, we first generate a term of the type fLf˜Rλ˜0HL wherein HL is
SU(2)L Higgs doublet. After spontaneous breaking of the EW symmetry when HL
acquires a non-zero vev 〈H0〉, this term generates: 〈H0〉fLf˜Rλ˜0. For fL,R = eL,R,
by expanding gA1T¯B in the fluctuations linear in Zi and then linear in A3 around
their stabilized value, we have: gTBA¯1 → V−
13
36 〈Z1〉(A3 − V− 1318 ). The contribution of
physical gaugino(λ˜0)- lepton(eL)-slepton(e˜R) interaction vertex will be as follows :
|CeLe˜Rλ˜0 | ≡
gYMgTBA¯1X
TB ∼ V− 1918 f˜√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
A˜3χ¯A¯1 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 159
)
. (4.15)
For fL,R = uL,R, by expanding gA2T¯B in the fluctuations linear in Zi and then linear
in A4 around their stabilized value, we have: gTBA¯2 → V−
13
36 〈Z1〉(A4 − V− 119 ), and
|CuLu˜Rλ˜0 | ≡
gYMgTBA¯2X
TB ∼ V− 1918 f˜√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
A˜4χ¯A¯2 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 149
)
. (4.16)
Similarly, outgoing right-handed electron (quark) can couple with both left handed
as well as right handed sleptons(squarks) and include the gaugino(λ˜0)-fermion(fR)-
sfermion(f˜L) vertex in a loop diagram. The same does not possess SU(2) EW symme-
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try. For fL,R = eL,R, by expanding gA3T¯B first in the fluctuations linear in Z1 and then
linear in A1 around their stabilized VEV’s, we have: gTBA¯3 → −V−
13
36 〈Z1〉(A1−V− 29 ).
The physical gaugino(λ˜0)- lepton(eR)-slepton(e˜L) interaction vertex will be given as
:
|CeRe˜Lλ˜0 | ≡
gYMgTBA¯3X
TB ∼ V− 1918 f˜√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
A˜1χ¯A¯3 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 159
)
. (4.17)
For fL,R = uL,R, one gets: gTBA¯4 → −V−
13
36 〈Z1〉(A2 − V− 13 ), and
|CuRu˜Lλ˜0 | ≡
gYMgTBA¯2X
TB ∼ V− 1918 f˜√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
A˜2χ¯A¯4 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 149
)
. (4.18)
To calculate the contribution of eR − e˜R − λ˜0 vertex, we expand gA3T¯B in the fluctu-
ations linear in A3, and obtain: gTBA¯3 → −V
7
9 (A3−V 1318 ), ∂A3TB → V
19
9 (A3−V− 1318 ).
Utilizing this, the physical gaugino(λ˜0)- lepton(eR)-slepton(e˜R) interaction vertex will
be given as :
|CeRe˜Rλ˜0 | ≡
V 79 f˜√
KˆA3A¯3KˆA3A¯3
A˜3χ¯A¯3 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 35
)
. (4.19)
Similarly, by expanding gA4T¯B in the fluctuations linear in A4, we will have gTBA¯4 →
−V 169 (A4 − V 119 ), ∂A4TB → V
28
9 (A4 − V− 119 ), and
|CuRu˜Rλ˜0 | ≡
V 169 f˜√
KˆA4A¯4KˆA4A¯4
A˜4χ¯A¯4 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 35
)
. (4.20)
To determine the contribution of effective charge Q′i, we need to evaluate the contri-
bution of sfermion(f˜i)-photon(γ)-sfermion(f˜i) vertices which are expressed in terms
of f˜L/R basis as below:
Cf˜1f˜1γ ∼ Df11D∗f11Cf˜Lf˜L∗γ + (Df11D∗f12 +Df12D∗f12)Cf˜Lf˜R∗γ +Df12D∗f12Cf˜Rf˜R∗γ ,
Cf˜2f˜2γ ∼ Df21D∗f21Cf˜Lf˜L∗γ + (Df21D∗f22 +Df22D∗f21)Cf˜Lf˜R∗γ +Df22D∗f22Cf˜Rf˜R∗γ .
(4.21)
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The sfermion-sfermion-photon vertex can be evaluated from the bulk kinetic term in
the N = 1 gauged supergravity action as given below:
L = 1
κ24V2
GTB T¯B▽˜µTB▽˜
µ
T¯B¯, (4.22)
where ▽˜µTB = ∂µTB + 6iκ24µ7lQTBAµ;
TB ∼ σB +
(
iκBbcc
bBc + κB + i
(τ − τ¯ )κBbcG
b(Gc − G¯c)iδBBκ24µ7l2CIJ¯B aI a¯J¯ +
3i
4
δBBτQf˜
+iµ3l
2(ωB)ij¯z
i
(
z¯j¯ − i
2
z¯a˜(P¯a˜)j¯l zl
))
.
(4.23)
The form of expression that eventually leads to give the contribution of required
sfermion-sfermion-photon vertex is as given below:
CfL/Rf∗L/Rγ ∼
6iκ24µ72πα
′QBGTB T¯B
κ24V2
Aµ∂µ
(
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2Cij¯AiA¯j¯
)
(4.24)
Using GTB T¯B(EW ) ∼ V 73 (the large value is justified by obtaining O(1) SM fermion-
fermion-photon coupling vertex in N = 1 gauged supergravity action; see details
therein), QB ∼ V 13 f˜ , κ24µ7 ∼ 1V , the above expression reduces to |CfL/Rf∗L/Rγ| ≡
V 13Aµ∂µ
(
κ24µ7(2πα
′)2Cij¯A˜iA˜j¯
)
. For i = j = 1, κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C11¯ ∼ V 109 as given
in appendix of [91]. Using the same
|Ce˜Le˜L∗γ| ≡
V 169 f˜√
KˆA1A¯1KˆA1A¯1
≡ (V 4445 f˜)A˜1Aµ∂µA˜1. (4.25)
For i = 1, j = 3; κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C13¯ ∼ V 2918 , we have
|Ce˜Le˜R∗γ| ≡
V 4118 f˜√
KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
≡ (V 5345 f˜)A˜1Aµ∂µA˜3. (4.26)
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For i = j = 3; κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C33¯ ∼ V 199 and
|Ce˜Re˜R∗γ | ≡
V 259 f˜√
KˆA3A¯3KˆA3A¯3
≡ (f˜V 6245 )A˜3Aµ∂µA˜3. (4.27)
For i=j=2, κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C22¯ ∼ V 19 and
|Cu˜Lu˜L∗γ | ≡
V 79 f˜√
KˆA2A¯2KˆA2A¯2
≡ (f˜V 5345 )A˜2Aµ∂µA˜2. (4.28)
For i = 2, j = 4, κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C24¯ ∼ V 2918 and
|Cu˜Lu˜R∗γ | ≡
V 4118 f˜√
KˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
≡ (f˜V 2318 )A˜2Aµ∂µA˜4. (4.29)
For i = j = 4, κ24µ7(2πα
′)2C44¯ ∼ V 289 and
|Cu˜Ru˜R∗γ | ≡
V 349 f˜√
KˆA4A¯4KˆA4A¯4
≡ (f˜V 6245 )A˜4Aµ∂µA˜4. (4.30)
Substituting the results given in eqs. (4.25)-(4.30) in equation (4.21), the volume
suppression factors corresponding to scalar-scalar-photon vertices are given as follows:
Ce˜1e˜1γ ≡ f˜
(
V 4445 cos2 θe − V 5345 cos θe sin θe(eiφe + e−iφe)eiφge + V 6245 sin2 θe
)
,
Ce˜2e˜2γ ≡ f˜
(
V 4445 sin2 θe + V 5345 cos θe sin θe(eiφe + e−iφe))e−iφge + V 6245 cos2 θe
)
,
Cu˜1u˜1γ ≡ f˜
(
V 5345 cos2 θu − V 2318 cos θu sin θe(eiφu + e−iφu))eiφgu + V 6245 sin2 θu
)
,
Cu˜2u˜2γ ≡ f˜
(
V 5345 sin2 θu + V 2318 cos θu sin θu(eiφu + e−iφu))e−iφgu + V 6245 cos2 θu
)
,(4.31)
where φge and φgu are phase factors associated with Ce˜Le˜∗Rγ
and Cu˜Lu˜∗Rγ
- we consider
the same to be O(1). Now, the Lagrangian relevant to couplings involved in one-loop
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diagram shown in Figure 4.1 is given as:
L = CfLf˜∗Lλ˜0i fLf˜Lλ˜0 + CfLf˜∗Rλ˜0i fLf˜Rλ˜0 + Cf∗Rf˜Lλ˜0i fRf˜Lλ˜0 + Cf∗Rf˜Rλ˜0i fRf˜Rλ˜0. (4.32)
where, from eqs. (4.13)-(4.20), we have:
|CeLe˜∗Lλ˜0i | ≡ f˜V
−1, |CeRe˜∗Rλ˜0i | ≡ f˜V
− 3
5 , |Ce∗Re˜Lλ˜0i | ≡ |Ce∗Le˜Rλ˜0i | ≡ f˜V
− 15
9
|CuLu˜∗Lλ˜0i | ≡ f˜V
− 4
5 , |CuRu˜∗Rλ˜0i | ≡ f˜V
− 3
5 , |Cu∗Ru˜Lλ˜0i | ≡ |Cu∗Lu˜Rλ˜0i | ≡ f˜V
− 14
9 . (4.33)
Writing f˜L as well as f˜R given in equation (4.32) in terms of diagonalized basis f˜1
and f˜2, the equation takes the form as of equation (4.11):
Lint = χ¯f
(
(Cλ0i fLf˜L
Df11 + Cλ0i fLf˜R
Df21)
1 + γ5
2
+ (Cλ0i fRf˜L
Df11 + Cλ0i fRf˜R
Df21)
1− γ5
2
)
φf1 λ˜
0 + χ¯f
(
(Cλ0i fLf˜L
Df12 + C
χ0i fLf˜RDf22)
1 + γ5
2
+ (Cλ0i fRf˜L
Df12 + Cλ0i fRf˜R
Df22)
1− γ5
2
)
φf2 λ˜
0 + h.c.. (4.34)
Using equation (4.12), the EDM expression will take the form:
df
e
|λ0i =
mλ˜0i
(4π)2
[ 1
m2
f˜1
Im
(
Cλ0i fLf˜LCλ0i fRf˜RDf11D
∗
f21 + Cλ0i fLf˜RCχ0i fRf˜LDf21D
∗
f11
)
Q′
f˜1
B
(m2
λ˜0i
mf˜21
)
+
1
m2
f˜2
Im
(
Cλ0i fLf˜LCχ0i fRf˜RDf12D
∗
f22 + Cλ0i fLf˜RCλ0i fRf˜LDf22D
∗
f12
)
Q′
f˜2
B
(m2
λ˜0i
mf˜22
)]
. (4.35)
Considering fL,R = eL,R, incorporating results of interaction vertices as given in
equation (4.33) and using the assumption that phase factors associated with effective
gauge couplings are O(1), the dominant contribution of electron EDM is given as:
de
e
|λ0i ≡
mλ˜0(f˜
2V− 85sinθe sinφe)
(4π)2
[
Ce˜2e˜2∗γ
m2e˜2
B
(
m2
λ˜0
me˜22
)
− Ce˜1e˜1∗γ
m2e˜1
B
(
m2
λ˜0
me˜21
)]
. (4.36)
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For fL,R = uL,R, quark EDM will be given as:
du
e
|λ0i ≡
mλ˜0(f˜
2V− 75 sinθu sinφu)
(4π)2
[
Cu˜2u˜2∗γ
m2u˜2
B
(
m2
λ˜0
mu˜22
)
− Cu˜1u˜1∗γ
m2u˜1
B
(
m2
λ˜0
mu˜21
)]
.(4.37)
Putting the values 1 of Ce˜ie˜i∗γ and Cu˜iu˜i∗γ as given in equation no (4.31), we get
de
e
|λ0 ≡ mλ˜0(f˜
2V− 85sinθe sinφe)
(4π)2
V 6245 f˜
[
cos2 θe
m2e˜2
B
(
m2
λ˜0
me˜22
)
− sin
2 θe
m2e˜1
B
(
m2
λ˜0
me˜21
)]
,
and
du
e
|λ0 ≡ mλ˜0(f˜
2V− 75sinθu sinφu)
(4π)2
V 6245 f˜
[
cos2 θu
m2u˜2
B
(
m2
λ˜0
mu˜22
)
− sin
2 θu
m2u˜1
B
(
m2
λ˜0
mu˜21
)]
.(4.38)
Here, sin θf =
2|M ˜
f2
21
|√(
M2
f˜L
−M2
f˜R
)2
+4M4
f˜21
. As discussed in chapter 2, in our model, we have
M2e˜L = M
2
e˜R
= M2u˜L = M
2
u˜R
∼ m20. Using the same, we get sin θe = sin θu = 1. Also,
we assume φe,u = (0,
π
2
]. As explained in equation (2.63), m2
f˜1
= m2
f˜2
= m2
f˜L/f˜R
=
Vm23
2
. Utilizing the same and the value of gaugino mass m2
λ˜0
= V 43m22
3
, we get:
B
(m2
λ˜0
mf˜2i
)
=
1
2
(m2˜
λ0
m
f˜2
i
− 1
)2(1 + m2λ˜0mf˜2i +
2
m2˜
λ0
m
f˜2
i
ln
(m2˜
λ0
m
f˜2
i
)
1− m
2
˜
λ0
m
f˜2
i
)
∼
mf˜2i
m2
λ˜0
∼ V− 13 , (4.39)
where for i = 1, 2, fi = (e1, e2), (u1, u2). Incorporating the value of masses in equation
(4.38), using f˜ ∼ V− 2330 as obtained in chapter 2, and Calabi-Yau volume V ∼ 105,
the dominant contribution of EDM of electron will be given as:
de
e
|λ0 ≡
V 23m 3
2
(
f˜ 2V− 85
)
(4π)2
× f˜V 6245
( V− 13
Vm23
2
)
≡ f˜
3V 23+ 6245− 85− 13−1
(4π)2m 3
2
≡ 10−39cm, (4.40)
1We only incorporate the volume suppression coming from Ce˜i e˜i∗γ and Cu˜iu˜i∗γ . The momentum
dependence of both vertices have already been included in the one-loop functions A(r) and B(r).
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and the dominant contribution of EDM of neutron/quark will be given as:
dn
e
|λ0 ≡
V 23m 3
2
(
f˜ 2V− 75
)
(4π)2
× f˜V 6245
(
V− 13
Vm23
2
)
≡ f˜
3V 23+ 6245− 75− 13−1
(4π)2m 3
2
≡ 10−38cm. (4.41)
Neutralino Contribution: The physical eigenstates of neutralino mass matrix, as
discussed in section 5 of chapter 2, are given as:
χ˜01 ∼
−H˜0u + H˜0d√
2
; mχ01 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
,
χ˜02 ∼
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
λ0 +
H˜0u + H˜
0
d√
2
; mχ02 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
,
χ˜03 ∼ −λ0 +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)(
H˜0u + H˜
0
d
)
; mχ03 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
. (4.42)
where v is value of Higgs VEV at electroweak scale. H˜0u and H˜
0
d correspond to
SU(2)-doublet higgsino. χ˜01 is purely a higgsino and χ˜
0
2 (χ˜
0
3) are formed by linear
combination of gaugino (higgsino) with a very small admixture of higgsino (gaugino).
Since neutralinos are also very heavy, we evaluate the contribution of the same to
one-loop electron/neutron EDM involving heavy sfermions. Though the neutralino
(χ01,2)-fermion-sfermion couplings are complex in this case, the phase disappears due
to presence of both complex coupling as well as its conjugate in the EDM expression.
Therefore, the non-zero EDM arises due to CP violating phases appearing from mass
eignstates of sfermion mass matrix only. The one-loop diagram is given in Figure 4.2.
We have already calculated the contribution of gaugino-lepton(quark)-slepton
(squark) vertices in the above calculations. Now we estimate coefficients of ver-
tices corresponding to higgsino-lepton(quark)-slepton(squark) interaction vertices. In
N = 1 gauged supergravity, higgsino-fermion-sfermion interaction is governed by [17]:
Lff˜H˜0 = e
K
2
2
(DiDJ¯W )χiLχjL
c
+igiJ¯ χ¯
J¯
[
σ¯·∂χi+ΓiLkσ¯·∂aLχk+ 14 (∂aLKσ¯ · aL − c.c.)χi
]
.
Using this, we evaluate the coefficients of higgsino-lepton(quark)-slepton(squark) in-
teraction vertices. For an incoming electron (e−L) interacting with slepton as well
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γ
f˜i
f˜i
fL fR
χ˜0i
Figure 4.2: One-loop diagram involving neutralinos.
as neutralino, the contribution of higgsino-lepton (e−L)-slepton (e˜L) vertex in gauged
supergravity action of Wess and Bagger [17], is given by: e
K
2
2
(DZ1DA¯1W )χAiχc
ZI +
igI¯A1χ¯
Zi
[
σ¯ · ∂χA1 + ΓA1A1A¯1 σ¯ · ∂A1χA1 + 14 (∂A3Kσ¯ · A1 − c.c.)χA1
]
, χZ and χc
Z1 cor-
respond to SU(2)L higgsino and its charge conjugate, χ
A1 corresponds to SU(2)L elec-
tron and A˜1 corresponds to left-handed slepton. In diagonalized set of basis, gIA¯1 = 0.
Since SU(2) EW symmetry is not conserved for higgsino-lepton-slepton vertex, there-
fore to calculate the contribution of same, we generate a term of the type eLe˜LH˜
c
LHL
wherein eL and HL are respectively the SU(2)L electron and Higgs doublets, l˜L is also
an SU(2)L doublet and H˜
c
L is SU(2)L higgsino doublet. After giving VEV to one of
the Higgs doublet HL, one gets required vertex. By considering a1 → a1 + V− 29MP ,
and further picking up the component of DiDa¯1W linear in zi as well as linear in
fluctuation (a1 − V− 29MP ), we see that eK2 DiDa¯1W ∼ V−
31
18 zi(a1 − V− 29MP ). As was
shown in chapter 2, e
K
2 DIDA¯1W ∼ O(1)e
K
2 DiDa¯1W . Utilizing the same, magnitude
of the physical higgsino(H˜cL)-lepton (eL)-slepton(e˜L) vertex after giving VEV to ZI
will be given as :
|CH˜cLeLe˜L| ≡
V− 3118 〈ZI〉√
Kˆ2Z1Z¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA1A¯1
A˜1χcZIχA1 ≡ V− 32 . (4.43)
The coefficient of higgsino(H˜cL)-lepton(uL)-slepton(u˜L) vertex can be determined by
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expanding DIDA¯2W linear in ZI as well as linear in fluctuation (A2−V−
1
3MP ). The
magnitude of the same has already been calculated in chapter 2 and given as:
|CH˜cLuLu˜L| ≡
V− 209 〈Zi〉√
Kˆ2Z1Z¯1KˆA2A¯2KˆA2A¯2
A˜2χcZIχA2 ≡ V− 45 . (4.44)
To determine the contribution of higgsino-lepton(e−L )-slepton(e˜R) vertex, one needs
to expand e
K
2
2
(DZIDA¯1W ) in the fluctuations linear in A3 about its stabilized value.
Considering a3 → a3 + V− 1318MP and picking up the component of DIDa¯1W linear in
a3, we have: e
K
2 DiDA1W ≡ e
K
2 DIDa¯1W ∼ V−
43
36 (a3 − V− 1318MP ) the contribution of
physical higgsino(H˜cL)-lepton(eL)-slepton(e˜R) vertex will be given as :
|CH˜cLeLe˜R| ≡
V− 4336√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
A˜3χZiχcA1 ≡ V− 95 . (4.45)
Similarly, one can calculate higgsino(H˜cL)-lepton (uL)-slepton(u˜R) vertex by expand-
ing e
K
2
2
(DZIDA¯2W ) in the fluctuations linear in A4 about its stabilized value. Con-
sidering a4 → a4 + V− 119 MP and picking up the component of DiDa¯1W linear in a4,
we have: e
K
2
2
(DZIDA¯2W ) ≡ e
K
2 DiDa¯1W ∼ V−
43
36 (a4 − V− 119 MP ), the coefficient of
higgsino(H˜cL)-lepton(uL)-slepton(u˜R) vertex will be given as:
|CH˜cLuLu˜R| ≡
V− 4336√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
A˜4χZiχcA2 ≡ V− 53 . (4.46)
For an outgoing electron e−R interacting with slepton as well as neutralino, the contri-
bution of higgsino-lepton (e−R)-slepton(e˜L) vertex is given by expanding
e
K
2
2
(DZ1DA3W )
linear inA1. Considering a1 → a1+V− 29MP and picking up the component ofDiDa3W
linear in a1, we have: e
K
2 DIDA3W ≡ e
K
2 DiDa3W ∼ V−
43
36 (a1 −V− 29MP ). The contri-
bution of physical higgsino(H˜cL)-lepton (eR)-slepton(e˜L) vertex will be given as :
|CH˜cLeRe˜L| ≡
V− 3772√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
A˜1χZiχcA3 ≡ V− 95 . (4.47)
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Similarly, considering a4 → a4 + V− 119 MP and picking up the component of above
term linear in a1, we have, e
K
2 DIDA4W ≡ e
K
2 DiDa4W ∼ V−
43
36 (a2 − V− 13MP ), the
contribution of physical higgsino(H˜L)-quark (uR)-squark(u˜L) vertex is given as :
|CH˜LuRu˜L| ≡
V− 4336√
KˆZ1Z¯1KˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
A˜2χ
Ziχc
A4 ≡ V− 53 . (4.48)
The higgsino-lepton(e−R)-slepton(e˜R) vertex also does not possess SU(2) EW sym-
metry. Therefore, to calculate the contribution of same, we generate a term of the
type eRe˜RH˜LHL, where HL is one of the SU(2)L Higgs doublets. Thereafter, we
expand e
K
2
2
(DZ1DA¯3W )χZiχA3 linear in Z1 and then linear in A3 about their stabi-
lized VEV’s. Considering a3 → a3 + V− 1318MP and further picking up the component
linear in zi as well as linear in fluctuation (a3 − V− 29MP ), we get: eK2 DiDA3W ≡
e
K
2 DiDa¯3W ∼ V−
13
18 〈zi〉(a3 − V− 1318MP ). The magnitude of physical higgsino(H˜L)-
lepton (eR)-slepton(e˜R) vertex after giving VEV to ZI is given as :
|CH˜LeRe˜R| ≡
V− 1318 〈Zi〉√
Kˆ2Z1Z¯1KˆA3A¯3KˆA3A¯3
A˜3χZIχA3 ≡ V− 109 . (4.49)
The contribution of higgsino-quark(uR)-squark(u˜R) vertex has already been evaluated
in chapter 3 by expanding e
K
2
2
(DZIDA4W )χZIχA4 in the fluctuations linear in ZI as
well as A4 about their stabilized VEV’s. The magnitude of the same is given as:
|CH˜LuRu˜R| ≡
V 518 〈Zi〉√
Kˆ2Z1Z¯1KˆA4A¯4KˆA4A¯4
A˜4χZIχA4 ≡ V− 109 . (4.50)
The results of coefficients of both slepton(squark)-lepton(quark)-higgsino as given in
set of eqs. (4.43)-(4.50) are as follows:
|CH˜cLeLe˜L| ≡ V
− 3
2 , |CH˜cLeLe˜R| ≡ |CH˜LeRe˜L| ≡ V
− 9
5 , |CH˜LeRe˜R| ≡ V−
10
9 ,
|CH˜cLuLu˜L | ≡ V
− 4
5 , |CH˜cLuLu˜R | ≡ |CH˜LuRu˜L| ≡ V
− 5
3 , |CH˜LuR|u˜R| ≡ V−
10
9 . (4.51)
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Utilizing the aforementioned results and the results of various gaugino-fermion-sfermion
vertices as given in equation (4.33), and by adding the contribution of same as accord-
ing to equation (4.42), the volume suppression factors coming from the neutralino-
lepton-slepton vertices are given as:
|Cχ01eLe˜L| = |Cχ02eLe˜L| ≡ V−
3
2 , |Cχ03eLe˜L| ≡ f˜V−1, |Cχ01eLe˜R| = |Cχ02eLe˜R| ≡ V−
9
5 ,
|Cχ03eLe˜R| ≡ f˜V−
15
9 , |Cχ01eRe˜L| = |Cχ02eRe˜L| ≡ V−
9
5 , |Cχ03eRe˜L| ≡ f˜V−
15
9 ,
|Cχ01eRe˜R| = |Cχ02eRe˜R | ≡ V−
10
9 , |Cχ03eRe˜R| ≡ f˜V−
3
5 . (4.52)
The volume suppression factors coming from the neutralino-quark-squark vertices are
given as:
|Cχ01uLu˜L| = |Cχ02uLu˜L| ≡ V−
4
5 , |Cχ03uLu˜L| ≡ f˜V−
4
5 , |Cχ01uLu˜R| = |Cχ02uLu˜R| ≡ V−
5
3 ,
|Cχ03uLu˜R| ≡ f˜V−
14
9 |Cχ01uRu˜L| = |Cχ02uRu˜L | ≡ V−
5
3 , |Cχ03uRu˜L| ≡ f˜V−
14
9 ,
|Cχ01uRu˜R | = |Cχ02uRu˜R| ≡ V−
10
9 , |Cχ03uRu˜R | ≡ f˜V−
3
5 . (4.53)
The interaction Lagrangian governing the neutralino-slepton(squark)-lepton(quark)
interaction can be written as:
L =
∑
i=1,3
Cχ0i fLf˜L
fLf˜Lχ
0
i + Cχ0i fLf˜R
fLf˜Rχ
0
i + Cχ0i fRf˜L
fRf˜Lχ
0
i + Cχ0i fRf˜R
fRf˜Rχ
0
i ,
(4.54)
where f=(e,u). Rewriting fL as well as fR in term of diagonalized basis states f1 and
f2, the equation takes the form as of equation (4.11):
Lint = χ¯f
(
(Cχ0i fLf˜L
Df11 + Cχ0i fLf˜R
Df21)
1 + γ5
2
+ (Cχ0i fRf˜L
Df11 + Cχ0i fRf˜R
Df21)
1− γ5
2
)
φf1χ
0
i + χ¯f
(
(Cχ0i fLf˜L
Df12 + Cχ0i fLf˜R
Df22)
1 + γ5
2
+ (Cχ0i fRf˜L
Df12 + Cχ0i fRf˜R
Df22)
1− γ5
2
)
φf2χ
0
i . (4.55)
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Using equation (4.12), dipole moment contribution will follow:
df
e
|χi =
∑
i=1,3
mχ˜0i
(4π)2
[ 1
m2
f˜1
Im
(
Cχ0i fLf˜L
Cχ0i fRf˜R
Df11D
∗
f21 + Cχ0i fLf˜R
Cχ0i fRf˜L
Df21D
∗
f11
)
Q′
f˜1
B
(m2
χ˜0i
mf˜21
)
+
1
m2
f˜2
Im
(
Cχ0i fLf˜L
Cχ0i fRf˜R
Df12D
∗
f22
+ Cχ0i fLf˜R
Cχ0i fRf˜L
Df22D
∗
f12
)
Q′
f˜2
B
(m2
χ˜0i
mf˜22
)]
. (4.56)
Using the values of first generation scalar/slepton mass mf˜1 = V
1
2m 3
2
and mχ˜01 =
mχ˜02 = V
59
72m 3
2
, mχ˜03 = V
2
3m 3
2
; one gets:
B
(m2
χ˜02
mf˜2i
)
= B
(m2
χ˜01
mf˜2i
)
=
1
2
(m2
χ˜0
1
m
f˜2
i
− 1
)2(1 + m2χ˜01mf˜2i +
m2
χ˜01
mf˜2i
ln
(m2
χ˜01
mf˜2i
))(
1−
m2
χ˜01
mf˜2i
)
∼
mf˜2i
m2
χ˜01
∼ 1V 2336 ,
B
(m2
χ˜03
mf˜2i
)
=
1
2
(m2
χ˜0
3
m
f˜2
i
− 1
)2(1 + m2χ˜03mf˜2i +
m2
χ˜03
mf˜2i
ln
(m2
χ˜03
mf˜2i
))(
1−
m2
χ˜03
mf˜2i
)
∼
mf˜2i
m2
χ˜03
= V− 13 . (4.57)
Utilizing above and the results of Cχ0i eL/R ˜eL/R as given in equation (4.52), and further
simplifying, dominant contribution of EDM of electron will be given as2:
de
e
|χi ≡
V 5972m 3
2
(
V− 83 sin θe sinφe
)
(4π)2V 2336
[
Ce˜2e˜2∗γ
m2e˜2
− Ce˜1e˜1∗γ
m2e˜1
]
. (4.58)
Similarly, using results of Cχ
0
iuL/R ˜uL/R as given in equation (4.53), the dominant con-
2We use the assumption that the complex phases appearing in effective Yukawa couplings are of
O(1).
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tribution of EDM of quark will be given as:
du
e
|χi ≡
V 5972m 3
2
(
V− 179 sin θe sinφe
)
(4π)2V 2336
[
Cu˜2u˜2∗γ
m2u˜2
− Cu˜1u˜1∗γ
m2u˜1
]
. (4.59)
Incorporating the value of Ce˜ie˜iγ from equation no (4.31) , one gets
de
e
|χi ≡
V 5972m 3
2
(
V− 83 sin θe sinφe
)
(4π)2V 2336 V
62
45 f˜
[
cos2 θe
m2e˜2
− sin
2 θe
m2e˜1
]
,
and
du
e
|χi ≡
V 5972m 3
2
(
V− 179 sin θu sinφu
)
(4π)2V 2336 V
62
45 f˜
[
cos2 θu
m2u˜2
− sin
2 θu
m2u˜1
]
. (4.60)
Incorporating value of sin θe = sin θu = 1, sin φe = sinφu = (0, 1], f˜ ∼ V− 2330 , and
value of scalar masses me˜i = mu˜i = V
1
2m 3
2
, the numerical value of EDM of electron
for this case will be:
de
e
|χi ≡
V 5972m 3
2
(4π)2V 2336 (f˜V
62
45 )× V− 83
(
1
Vm23
2
)
≡ f˜V
59
72
+ 62
45
− 8
3
− 23
36
−1
(4π)2m 3
2
≡ 10−37cm.
(4.61)
and the numerical value of EDM of neutron/quark will be:
dn
e
|χi ≡
V 5972m 3
2
(4π)2V 2336 (f˜V
62
45 )× V− 179
(
1
Vm23
2
)
∼ f˜V
59
72
+ 62
45
− 17
9
− 23
36
−1
(4π)2m 3
2
≡ 10−34cm.
(4.62)
R-parity violating vertices contribution: We have explicitly taken into ac-
count the contribution of R-parity violating couplings in the context of N = 1
gauged supergravity limit of µ-split-like SUSY set-up discussed in [91]. Though one
would certainly expect a very suppressed value of EDM because of presence of heavy
sfermions as well as vanishing contribution of R-parity violating vertices, we discuss
the effect of the same on EDM of electron/neutron just to compare the order of
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×
uc uc
eL eRd˜
(c)
×
d˜ d˜
eL eRuc
(d)
×u˜c u˜c
eL eRd
(a)
×d˜ d˜
eL eRuc
(b)
Figure 4.3: One-loop diagrams involving R-parity violating couplings.
magnitude of EDM with respect to R-parity conserving loop diagrams. Though the
R-parity violating interaction vertices are complex but due to presence of both R-
parity violating vertex as well as its conjugate in the one-loop diagrams as given in
Figure 4.3, the complex phase disappears and therefore, contribution of the same to
EDM will vanish. However, as similar to neutralino and gaugino one-loop diagrams,
the non-zero phase corresponding to CP-violating effect can appear only by consid-
ering the chirality flip between slepton(squark) fields appearing as a propagators in
the one-loop diagram. Due to chirality flip, the matrix amplitude depends on the
off-diagonal component of slepton(squark) mass matrix, the contribution of which
further depends on complex trilinear coupling AIJK as well as supersymmetric mass
parameter µ.
The one-loop Feynman diagrams for electron EDMmediated by R-parity violating
interaction vertices are given in Figure 4.3. Using the analytical results as given
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in [133] to get the numerical estimate of EDM of electron, we have
de
e
|RPV = −|CeLu˜cRdL |2Cu˜cRu˜c∗R γ
2e
3
|Auj |
mdk
m3u˜
sin θu sin φAuB(rdk)
− |CeLd˜LucR |
2Cd˜∗Ld˜Lγ
e
3
|Adj |
muk
m3
d˜
sin θd sinφAdB(ruk)
− |CeLu˜cRdL |2CucRuc∗R γ
2e
3
|Adj |
muj
m3
d˜
sin θd sinφAdA(ruk)
− |CeLd˜LucR |
2Cd∗LdLγ
e
3
|Auj |
mdj
m3u˜
sin θu sinφAuA(rdk). (4.63)
where r(uk/dk) = m
2
(uk/dk)
/m2
f˜
and form of one-loop functions A(r) and B(r) are
already defined in (4.9).
One can draw the similar R-parity violating one-loop diagram to calculate quark
EDM (u) by replacing (eL, eR)↔ (uL, uR) and u˜c ↔ e˜c. The analytical expression in
case of quark EDM will be of the following form:
du
e
|RPV = −|CuLe˜cRdL |2Ce˜cRe˜c∗R γ e |Aej |
mdk
m3e˜
sin θe sin φAeB(rdk)
− |CuLd˜LecR|
2Cd˜∗Ld˜Lγ
e
3
|Adj |
mek
m3
d˜
sin θd sinφAdB(rek)
− |CuLe˜cRdL |2CecRec∗R γ
e
3
|Adj |
mej
m3
d˜
sin θd sinφAdA(rek)
− |CuLd˜LecR|
2Cd∗LdLγ e |Aej |
mdj
m3e˜
sin θe sin φAuA(rdk). (4.64)
The magnitude of the coefficient of interaction vertices CeLu˜cd, CeLd˜uc , CuLe˜cRdL and
CuLd˜LecR
have already been obtained in chapter 3 and given as:
CeLu˜cRdL = CeLd˜ucR
= CuLe˜cRdL = CuLd˜LecR
≡ V 53 eiφyα , (4.65)
where φyα is the phase factor associated with complex R-parity violating interaction
vertices.
The volume suppression factors coming from Cu˜cRu˜c∗R γ, Ce˜cRe˜c∗R γ and Cd˜Ld˜∗Lγ
vertices
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have already been obtained in the case of gaugino one-loop diagrams and given as:
Cu˜cRu˜c∗R γ = Ce˜cRe˜c∗R γ ≡ V
62
45 f˜ , Cd˜Ld˜∗Lγ
≡ V 5345 f˜ . (4.66)
We set Cff∗γ|EW to be the charge of the quark dL. The reason for the same is
as follows. Consider the following kinetic-term-like term contributing to the quark-
quark-photon vertex in N = 1 gauged supergravity action of Wess and Bagger:
gYMga2a¯2
χ¯
a¯2
L Γ
a2
TBa2
XB /Aχa2
(
√
Ka2a¯2)
2 ∈ ga2a¯2 χ¯
a¯2 /Dχa2
(
√
Ka2a¯2)
2 . For the purpose of demonstrating the pos-
sibility of obtaining a SM-like quark-quark-photon coupling at the EW scale, let us
assume that all moduli save TB, a2 have been stabilized at values indicated earlier
and
(
n0β
)
max
∼ V and consequently we take the Ka¨hler potential to be:
K ∼ − 2ln
[(
TB + T¯B − a2 {C22¯a¯2 + C21¯〈a¯1〉+ C23¯〈a¯3〉+ C24¯〈a¯4〉}+ c.c.+ V
2
3
) 3
2
+ V
]
≡ − 2ln
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]
. (4.67)
Consider having frozen all moduli save TB and a2. Then from:
 gTB T¯B gTB a¯2
ga2T¯B ga2a¯2
−1 = 1
gTBT¯Bga2a¯2 − |gTB a¯2 |2
 ga2a¯2 −gTB a¯2
−ga2T¯B gTBT¯B
 ,
if gTB a¯2 |EW is small such that
|gTB a¯2 |2EW > gTB T¯Bga2a¯2 |EW (4.68)
then:
gTB T¯B |EW ∼ ga2a¯2|gTB a¯2 |2
, ga2a¯2 |EW ∼ gTB T¯B|gTB a¯2 |2
|EW ,
gTB a¯2 |EW ∼ 1
gTB a¯2
|EW ≡ large. (4.69)
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From (4.67), we see that:
∂a2K ∼ −
3
(
C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2
)√
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
,
∂¯T¯B∂TBK =
− 3√
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]
+
9
(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
)
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]2
∂¯a¯2∂a2K ∼ −
3C22¯
√
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
− 3|C22¯a2 +Σ2|
2
2
√
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]
+
9|C22¯a2 +Σ2|2
(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
)
2
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]2
∂¯T¯B∂a2K ∼
− 3
(
C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2
)
2
√
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]
+
9(C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2)
2
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]2 ,
∂TB ∂¯T¯B∂a2K ∼
3
(
C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2
)
4
(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]+
9
(
C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2
)
4
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]2
−
27
(
C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2
) (
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
2
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]3 . (4.70)
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Hence, if ∂¯T¯B∂a2K|EW ∼ δ << 1 such that (4.68) is satisfied then:
3〈
(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c. + V 23
)
〉
3
2
EW
∼ 〈
[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c.+ V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]
〉EW . (4.71)
Using (4.71) in the fourth equation in (4.70), one sees that:
∂TBga2T¯B |EW near (4.71) ∼
9
(
C22¯a¯2 + Σ¯2
)[(
TB + T¯B − C22¯|a2|2 − a2Σ¯2 + h.c. + V 23
) 3
2
+ V
]2 ∼ V− 2918 ,
(4.72)
assuming 〈a1,2,3,4〉|EW ∼ O(1)〈a1,2,3,4〉|Ms. If ga2a¯2 |Ms ∼ ga2a¯2 |EW ∼ 10−2, then from
(4.68), one sees:
gTBT¯B |EW ∼ δ′ < 102δ2. (4.73)
Noting that:
Γa2Tba2 =
ga2T¯B
2
(
∂TBga2T¯B + ∂a2gTB T¯B
)
+
ga2a¯2
2
(∂TBga2a¯2 + ∂a2gTB a¯2) , (4.74)
we see that one can get a large contribution to (4.74) from ga2T¯B∂TBga2T¯B |EW given
by:
ga2T¯B∂TBga2T¯B |EW, V∼104 ∼
10−6.5
δ
. (4.75)
Let us look at implementation of (4.73) and its consequences. From (4.70), one
notes that (4.73) is identically satisfied if (4.71) is satisfied. Consider working with
τS,B, z
i, aI , ... instead of TS,B, z
i, aI , ... having frozen G
a and other open-string moduli.
Noting then that:
Kαβ¯ =
1
KτS τ¯SKτB τ¯B − |KτS τ¯B |2
 KτB τ¯B −KτB τ¯S
−KτS τ¯B KτS τ¯S
 , (4.76)
and assuming KτB τ¯B |EW ∼ δ′ << 1, KτS τ¯S |Ms ∼ KτS τ¯S |EW ∼ V−1, KτS τ¯B |Ms ∼
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KτS τ¯B |EW ∼ V−
5
3 implying |KτS τ¯B |2 > KτS τ¯SKτB τ¯B , one obtains:
KτS τ¯S |EW ∼ KτB τ¯B |EW|KτS τ¯B |2EW
∼ δ′V 103 , KτB τ¯B |EW ∼ KτS τ¯S |EW|KτS τ¯B |2EW
∼ V 73 ,
KτS τ¯B |EW ∼ 1
KτS τ¯B |EW
∼ V 53 . (4.77)
Equation (4.77) implies:
F¯ τS |Ms ∼ KτS τ¯SDτSW
∼ F¯ τS |EW = eK2 (KτS τ¯SDτSW +KτB τ¯SDτBW ) ∼
(
δ′V 103 + V
)
m3/2 ∼ 1V .(4.78)
So, the F τS -term (potential ||F τS ||2) is 1-loop RG-invariant! Further, the complete
F -term potential:
V |Ms ∼ eKKτS τ¯S |DτSW |2 ∼ Vm23/2
∼ eK (KτS τ¯S |DτSW |2 +KτB τ¯B |DτBW |2 +KτS τ¯BDτSDτ¯BW¯ + h.c.)EW
∼
(
δ′V 103 + V
)
m23/2 ∼ Vm23/2, (4.79)
is also 1-loop RG-invariant. So, the quark-quark-photon vertex can be made to
be of O(1) for δ ∼ 10−13, i.e., one can hope that the coupling Cff∗γ ∼ O(1) for
f(fermion) ≡ e, u.
For r(uk/dk/ek) = m
2
(uk/dk/ek)
/m2
f˜i
, A(ruk/dk/ek) = B(ruk/dk/ek) = 1. As mentioned
in equation (4.6), |A′e| = |A∗e − µ cotβ| ≡ Vm 3
2
, |A′u| = |A∗u − µ cotβ| ≡ Vm 3
2
.
Using the these results and results of coefficient of interaction vertices as given above;
considering sinφu = sinφd = (0, 1], sin θe = sin θu = 1, the magnitude of dominant
contribution of EDM of electron will be given as:
de
e
|RPV ∼ 2
3
V− 103 +1+ 6245
V 32m23
2
muk ≡ 10−31GeV −1 ≡ 10−45cm, (4.80)
and the magnitude of dominant contribution of EDM of neutron/quark will be given
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as follows:
dn
e
|RPV ∼ V
− 10
3
+1+ 62
45
V 32m23
2
mek ≡ 10−31GeV −1 ≡ 10−45cm. (4.81)
4.3.2 One-loop Diagrams Involving Neutral Higgs
In this subsection, we explicitly evaluate the contribution of one-loop diagrams in-
volving fermions and Higgs as propagators to electric dipole moment of fermion. The
fine-tuning argument given by N. Arkani-Hamed and S. Dimopoulos in [34] is not just
able to provide a light Higgs by diagonalizing the Higgs mass matrix, it is important
to give a reasonable order of magnitude of EDM by considering diagonalized Higgs
mass eigenstates (light Higgs as one of the eigenstate of Higgs mass matrix) as scalar
propagators in the loop. In the discussions so far, we have argued that CP-violating
phases in the one-loop diagrams contributing to EDM of electron/neutron are ac-
complished by considering an off-diagonal contribution of sfermion mass matrix at
electroweak scale. In this subsection, we will discuss the one-loop diagrams in which
non-zero CP violating phases appears through mixing between Higgs doublets in the
Higgs mass matrix. Using the same approach, we have already got a light as well as
heavy Higgs formed by linear combination of two Higgs doublets (for detailed expla-
nation, see section 4 of chapter 2). Now, we implement this approach to evaluate
the contribution of non-zero EDM of electron/neutron by considering eigenstates of
Higgs mass matrix as propagators in the one-loop diagrams shown in Figure 4.4 and
Figure 4.5.
SM-like Yukawa coupling contribution: The one-loop diagram mediated by
SM-like Yukawa coupling is given in Figure 4.4. The effective one-loop operator given
in equation (4.7) can be recasted in the following form:
Lint =
∑
i
χ¯f (Cf∗LfRHi
1− γ5
2
+ Cf∗LfRHi
1 + γ5
2
)φHiχf + h.c. (4.82)
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×
H0i
H0i
fL f
c
R
f cR fL
Figure 4.4: One-loop diagram involving Higgs and SM-like fermions.
For i = 1, 2, above equation can be expanded as:
− Lint = χ¯f
(
Cf∗LfRH1
1− γ5
2
+ Cf∗LfRH1
1 + γ5
2
)
φH1χf + χ¯f
(
Cf∗LfRH2
1− γ5
2
+ Cf∗LfRH2
1 + γ5
2
)
φH2χf + h.c. (4.83)
where φH1 and φH2 correspond to eigenstates of mass matrix of Higgs doublets and
χf corresponding to fermion. Using equation (2.68), the aforementioned vertices can
be expressed in terms of undiagonalized (Hu, Hd) basis as follows:
Cf∗LfRH1 = Dh11Cf∗LfRHu +Dh12Cf∗LfRHd
Cf∗LfRH2 = Dh21Cf∗LfRHu +Dh22Cf∗LfRHd. (4.84)
In N = 1 gauged supergravity, the interaction vertices Ce∗LeRHu/Hd and Cu∗LuRHu/Hd
will be given by expanding e
K
2 DA1DA3W and e
K
2 DA2DA4W respectively in the fluc-
tuations linear in Zi about its stabilized VEV. The values of the same, as already
given in chapter 2, are as follows:
for f = e, Ce∗LeRHu/Hd = Yˆ
eff
ZIA1A3 =
O(ZI − V 136 ) term in eK2 DA1DA3W√
KZiZ¯iKA1A¯1KA3A¯3
≡ V− 4745 eiφYe
for f = u, Cu∗LuRHu/Hd = Yˆ
eff
ZIA2A4 =
O(ZI − V 136 ) term in eK2 DA2DA4W√
KZ1Z¯1KA1A¯1KA3A¯3
≡ V− 1918 eiφYu .
where eiφYe and eiφYe are the phase factors associated with complex effective Yukawa
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couplings. Going back to equation (4.84),
Ce∗LeRH1 ≡ V−
47
45 eiφYe (Dh11 +Dh21), Ce∗LeRH2 ≡ V−
47
45 eiφYe (Dh12 +Dh22),
Cu∗LuRH1 ≡ V−
19
18 eiφYu (Dh11 +Dh21), Cu∗LuRH2 ≡ V−
19
18 eiφYu (Dh12 +Dh22). (4.85)
Now, the one-loop EDM of the electron (quark) in this case will be given as [134]:
d
e
|H1,2 =
mfQf
(4π)2
(
1
m2H1
Im(Cf∗LfRH1C
∗
f∗LfRH1
)A
(
m2f
m2H1
)
+
1
m2H2
Im(Cf∗LfRH2C
∗
f∗LfRH2
)
A
(
m2f
m2H2
))
. (4.86)
where mf corresponds to fermion mass and mH1,2 correspond to eigenstates of Higgs
mass matrix. Since we are considering only first generation fermions in our D3/D7 µ-
split-like SUSY set up, physical mass eigenstate of fermion is same as usual Dirac mass
term corresponding to first generation lepton/quark only. Using the fact that phase
factors associated with Wilson line modulus A1/2 (identified with first generation
L-handed lepton/quark), Wilson line modulus A3/4(identified with first generation
R-handed lepton/quark) and position modulus (identified with Higgs doublet) are
distinct; and the coefficient of Yukawa coupling coupling (evaluated dynamically by
expanding e
K
2 DA1DA3W term in the gauged supergravity action in the fluctuations
linear in Z1 and then giving it VEV) also produces a non-zero phase factor, the mass
of fermion can be complex. Therefore, we assume that overall phase formed by adding
all phase factors associated with fields as all coefficient of Yukawa coupling add up
in such a way that overall phase vanishes and fermion mass is real. Using (4.85),
Im(Ce∗LeRH2C
∗
e∗LeRH2
) = −Im(Ce∗LeRH1C∗e∗LeRH1) ≡
1
2
V− 9445 sin θh sinφh
Im(Cu∗LuRH2C
∗
u∗LuRH2
) = −Im(Cu∗LuRH1C∗u∗LuRH1) ≡
1
2
V− 1918 sin θh sinφh. (4.87)
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Given that sin θh =
2|µˆB|√(
M2Hu−M2Hd
)2
+4(µˆB)2
. Using the values given above, sin θh ∈ [0, 1].
We also make an assumption that φh ∃ (0, π2 ]. Using equation (4.9), and value of
me = 0.5MeV , mH1 ∼ 125GeV and mH2 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
; A
(
m2e
m2H1
)
= A
(
m2e
m2H2
)
≡ 1. Using
(5.46), the dominant contribution of electron EDM in this case will be given as
de
e
|H1,2 =
10−3
4(4π)2
V− 9445
(
1
m2H1
− 1
m2H2
)
≡ 10−20GeV −1 ≡ O(10−34)cm. (4.88)
The numerical estimate of neutron/quark EDM will be given as:
dn
e
|H1,2 =
10−3
2(4π)2
V− 199
(
1
m2H1
− 1
m2H2
)
≡ 10−29GeV −1 ≡ O(10−33)cm. (4.89)
Chargino contribution: The one-loop diagram corresponding to electron EDM
mediated via Higgs and chargino exchange is given in Figure 4.5. Due to presence of
heavy fermions and light as well as heavy scalars existing as propagators in the loop,
using analytical expression of one-loop EDM as given in equation (4.12), one can
expect an enhancement in the order of magnitude of EDM. We explicitly analysis the
contribution of this loop diagram to EDM at one loop in the context of N = 1 gauged
SUGRA. One can not have similar diagram for quark because of violation of charge
conservation. So we use the loop diagram given in Figure 4.5 to get the analysis of
EDM of electron only. The effective one-loop operator will be of the following form:
Lint =
∑
i,j
χ¯f(Cf∗Lχ
+
j H
0
i
1− γ5
2
)φH0i χ˜
+
j + χ¯f(Cq∗Rχ
−
j H
0
i
1 + γ5
2
)φH0i χ˜
−
j + h.c., i, j = 1, 2.
Using equation (2.68), one can represent coefficient of interaction vertices in terms
of undiagonalized basis of Higgs mass matrix as follows:
Ce∗Lχ
+
j H
0
1
= Dh11Ce∗Lχ
+
j H
0
u
+Dh12Ce∗Lχ
+
j H
0
d
, Ce∗Lχ
+
j H
0
2
= Dh21Ce∗Lχ
+
j H
0
u
+Dh22Ce∗Lχ
+
j H
0
u
,
Ce∗Rχ
−
j H
0
1
= Dh11Ce∗Rχ
−
j H
0
u
+Dh12Ce∗Rχ
−
j H
0
d
, Ce∗Rχ
−
j H
0
2
= Dh21Ce∗Rχ
−
j H
0
u
+Dh22Ce∗Rχ
−
j H
0
u
(4.90)
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×
H0i
H0i
eL eR
χ+i χ
−
i
Figure 4.5: One-loop diagram involving Higgs and charginos.
As given in equation (2.91),
χ˜+1 = −H˜+u +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
λ˜+i , χ˜
−
1 = −H˜−d +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
λ˜−i , mχ˜±1 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
χ˜+2 = λ˜
+
i +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
H˜+u , χ˜
−
2 = λ˜
−
i +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
H˜−d , mχ˜±2 ∼ V
2
3m 3
2
. (4.91)
Using the above,
Ce∗Lχ
+
1 H
0
u/H
0
d
= −Ce∗LH˜+u H0u/H0d +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
C
e∗L
˜˜
λ+i H
0
u/H
0
d
Ce∗Lχ
+
2 H
0
u/H
0
d
= C
e∗L
˜˜λ+i H
0
u/H
0
d
+
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
Ce∗LH˜
+
u H0u/H
0
d
Ce∗Rχ
−
1 H
0
u/H
0
d
= −Ce∗RH˜−d H0u/H0d +
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
C
e∗R
˜˜λ+i H
0
u/H
0
d
Ce∗Rχ
−
2 H
0
u/H
0
d
= C
e∗R
˜˜
λ+i H
0
u/H
0
d
+
(
v
MP
f˜V 56
)
Ce∗RH˜
−
d H
0
u/H
0
d
. (4.92)
The interaction vertices Ce∗LH˜
+
u H0u/H
0
d
and Ce∗RH˜
−
d H
0
u/H
0
d
corresponding to Figure 5. will
be given by expanding the e
K
2 DZ1DA1W and e
K
2 DZ1DA3W in the fluctuations lin-
ear in Zi about its stabilized VEV. The contributions of eK2 Dz1Da1W as well as
e
K
2 Dz1Da3W have been given in terms of undiagonalized (zi, ai) basis in chapter
2. We assume that e
K
2 DiDA¯1W ∼ O(1)e
K
2 DiDa¯1W . Since the EW symmetry gets
broken for the higgsino(H˜+u )-lepton (eL)-Higgs(H
0
u/H
0
d) vertex, we evaluate the con-
tribution of the same by expanding e
K
2 Dz1Da1W in the fluctuations linear in z1 as
well as (zi−V 136 ), and then giving VEV to zi. Doing so, the magnitude of coefficient
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of this vertex will be given as :
|Ce∗LH˜+u H0u/H0d | ∼
〈Zi〉O(Zi − V 136 ) term in eK2 DZ1DA1W√
(KZ1Z¯1)
3KA1A¯1
≡ V− 110 , for V = 105.
(4.93)
Similarly, the contribution of physical higgsino(H˜−d )-lepton(eR)-Higgs(H
0
u/H
0
d) vertex
will be given as
|Ce∗RH˜−d H0u/H0d | ∼
O(Zi − V 136 ) term in eK2 DZ1DA3W√
KZ1Z¯1KZ1Z¯1KA3A¯3
≡ V 110 , for V = 105.(4.94)
The coefficient of interaction vertex e−L −H0u− λ˜+i corresponding to Figure 4.5 will be
given by Le−L−H0u−λ˜+i = gYMgA1T¯BX
∗Bχ¯A¯1 λ˜+i +∂A1TBD
Bχ¯A¯1 λ˜+i . Since ∂A1TB does not
give any term which is linear in Zi, so the second term contributes zero to the given
vertex. By expanding gA1T¯B in the fluctuation linear in Z1 around its stabilized VEV,
in terms of undiagonalized basis, we have: gTB a¯1 → −V−
13
12 (z1 − V− 136 ), and gYM ∼
V− 136 . Considering gYMgTB a¯1 ∼ O(1)gYMgTBA¯1 as shown in [91]; incorporating values
of XB = −6iκ24µ7QTB , κ24µ7 ∼ 1V and QTB ∼ V
1
3 (2πα′)2f˜ , we get the contribution of
physical gaugino(λ˜+i )-lepton(eL)-Higgs(H
0
u) interaction vertex given as follows:
|CeLλ˜+i H0u/H0d | ≡
gYMgTBA¯1X
TB ∼ V− 4736 f˜√
KˆA1A¯1KˆZ1Z¯1
Z1χ¯A¯1 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 32
)
. (4.95)
To calculate the coefficient of interaction vertex e∗R − H0u − λ˜−i , we need to expand
gA3T¯B in the fluctuation quadratic in Z1 to first conserve SU(2)L symmetry and after
giving VEV to one of the Zi, we get the required contribution
|Ce∗Rλ˜+i H0u/H0d | ≡
gYMgTBA¯3X
TB ∼ V− 169 〈Z〉f˜√
KˆA3A¯3Kˆ
2
Z1Z¯1
Z1χ¯A¯3 λ˜0 ≡ f˜
(
V− 159 〈Zi〉
MP
)
. (4.96)
Incorporating the results given in eqs. (4.93)-(4.96) in equation (4.92), we have,
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|Ce∗Lχ+1 H0u/H0d | ≡ V
− 1
10 , |Ce∗Lχ+2 H0u/H0d | ≡ V
1
10 ,
|Ce∗Rχ−1 H0u/H0d | ≡ f˜V
− 3
2 , |Ce∗Rχ−2 H0u/H0d | ≡ f˜V
− 15
9
〈Zi〉
MP
. (4.97)
Now, the one-loop EDM of the electron in this case will be given as [134]:
d
e
|χ±i =
∑
i
mχ±j Q
′
e(i)
(4π)2
[
1
m2
H0i
Im
((
Ce∗Lχ
+
i H
0
i
C∗
e∗Rχ
−
j H
0
i
)
A
(
m2
χ±i
m2
H0i
))]
. (4.98)
where mχ±j and m
2
H0i
corresponds to masses eigenstates of chargino and Higgs mass
matrix. The effective charge for this loop diagram will be Q′e(i) = QeCχ+i χ−i γ where
Cχ+1 χ
−
1 γ
= CH˜+i H˜
−
i γ
, Cχ+2 χ
−
2 γ
= Cλ˜+i λ˜
−
i γ
. The contributions of both higgsino-higgsino-
gauge boson vertex and gaugino-gaugino-gauge boson have already obtained in the
context of N = 1 gauged supergravity in chapter 3. Using the same,
Cχ+1 χ
−
1 γ
≡ f˜V− 518 , Cχ+2 χ−2 γ ≡ f˜V
− 11
18 . (4.99)
Utilizing the results of Ce∗
L/R
χ±i H
0
i
vertices given in (4.97) and the assumption that
value of phase factor associated with these couplings are of O(1); mχ±1 = mH2 =
V 5972m 3
2
,mχ±2 = V
2
3m 3
2
and mH1 ∼ 125GeV as given in chapter 2, sin θh = (0, 1],
φe = (0,
π
2
], and A(
m2
χ±
i
m2
H0
i
) ≡
m2
H0
i
m2
χ±
i
by using (4.9), we have:
d
e
|χ±i ≡
1√
2(4π)2
(V− 110+ 110 )× f˜V
− 5
18
V 5972m 3
2
≡ O(10−32)cm, for V = O(1)× 104. (4.100)
4.3.3 One-Loop Diagrams Involving Gravitino and Sgold-
stino
Gravitino contribution: In this subsection, we have estimated the EDM of electron
(quark) by considering the gravitino as a propagator in one-loop diagrams despite
the fact that these are logarithmically divergent. The loop diagrams are given in
Figure 4.6. To get the numerical estimate of EDM corresponding to these diagrams,
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γ
f˜i f˜i
fL fR
G˜
(a)
γ
γ˜ G˜
fL fR
f˜
(b)
γ
G˜
f˜i
fL fR
(c)
Figure 4.6: One-loop diagram involving gravitino.
we first need to determine the contribution of relevant vertices in N = 1 gauged
supergravity. In N = 1 gauged supergravity, the gravitino-fermion-sfermion vertex
will be given as: LG˜−f−f˜ = −12
√
2egij∂µφ
iχjγµγνψµ. The physical ψµ- lepton(quark)-
slepton(squark) vertex will be given as:
|CG˜ eL e˜L| ≡
gA1A¯1√KA1A¯1KA1A¯1 ∂µA1χA1γµγνψµ ≡ ∂µA1χA1γµγνψµ,
|CG˜ uL u˜L| ≡
gA2A¯2√KA2A¯2KA2A¯2 ∂µA2χA2γµγνψµ ≡ ∂µA2χA2γµγνψµ. (4.101)
The contribution of physical sfermion -sfermion -photon vertices have already been
obtained in subsection 3.1 and the values of the same are given as:
|Ce˜Le˜Lγ | ≡ V
44
45 A˜1∂µA˜1Aµ, |Cu˜Lu˜Lψµ | ≡ V
53
45 A˜2∂µA˜2Aµ. (4.102)
The contribution of the fermion-sfermion-photino(γ) vertex in the context of N = 1
gauged supergravity action will given by Lff˜ γ˜ = gYMgAI T¯BX∗Bχ¯A¯I γ˜+∂A1TBDBχ¯A¯I γ˜.
For f = e, by expanding ga1T¯B in the fluctuations linear in a1 around its stabilized
VEV, we have: ga¯1TB = V−
2
9 (a1−V− 29 ), and ∂A1TB → V
10
9 (A1−V− 29 ). Assuming that
gA¯1TB = O(1)ga¯1TB and using X∗B = κ24µ7QB, DB = 4πα
′κ24µ7QBv
B
V where QB ∼ V
1
3 f˜
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and κ24µ7 ∼ 1V , we get:
|CeLe˜Lγ˜ | ∼
V− 29 f˜√KA1A¯1KA1A¯1 A˜1χ¯A¯1 γ˜ ≡ f˜V−1A˜1χ¯A¯1 γ˜.
For f = u, using gA¯2TB ∼ O(1)ga¯2TB = V−
5
4 (a2 − V− 13 ) and ∂A2TB → V
1
9 (A2 − V− 13 ),
we have:
|CuLu˜Lγ˜| ∼
V− 119 f˜√KA2A¯2KA2A¯2 A˜2χ¯A¯2 γ˜ ≡ f˜V− 45 A˜2χ¯A¯2 γ˜. (4.103)
The contribution of the gravitino-fermion-sfermion-photon vertex in the context of
N = 1 gauged supergravity action will be given as: L = −1
2
√
2egAIT ∗BX
BAµχ¯
AIγµγνψµ.
Using the above-mentioned value of gA1T ∗B , gA2T ∗B and X
B, the coefficient of physical
gravitino-lepton(quark)-slepton(squark)-photon vertex will be given as:
|CG˜eLe˜Lγ | ∼
V− 89 f˜√KA1A¯1KA1A¯1Aµχ¯A1γµγνψµ ≡ f˜V− 53Aµχ¯A1γµγνψµ,
|CG˜uLu˜Lγ| ∼
V− 3518 f˜√KA2A¯2KA2A¯2Aµχ¯A2γµγνψµ ≡ f˜V− 53Aµχ¯A2γµγνψµ. (4.104)
The contribution of photon (γ)-photino (γ˜)-gravitino(γ) vertex will be given L =
i
4
eγ¯µλ[/∂, /A]ψµ. We notice that there is no moduli space-dependent factor coming
from this vertex.
The above Feynman diagrams involving gravitino in a loop have been explicitly
worked out in [135] to calculate the magnetic moment of muon in the context of
spontaneously broken minimal N = 1 gauged supergravity. We explicitly utilize
their results in a modified form to get the estimate of EDM of electron/quark in the
N = 1 gauged supergravity. The modified results of magnetic moment of electron
after multiplying with volume suppression factors coming from relevant vertices as
calculated in equations (4.101)-(4.104) are as follows:
For Figure 4.6(a):
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adivf |4.6(a) ≡ f˜Va(GNm2f/π)
∑
j=1,2
[
Γ(ǫ− 1)[− 1
90
µ2 +
1
18
µ2j ] + Γ(ǫ)[
2
45
µ2 +
2
9
]
+ (−1)j sin θΓ(ǫ− 1)[−µ2j/3µ]
]
, (4.105)
where Va is the Calabi-Yau volume-suppression factor. Here µ = mf/m 3
2
and µj =
mf˜j/m3/2, j = 1, 2; m is lepton mass, m 32
is gravitino mass. mf˜1 and mf˜2 are
eigenvalues of diagonalized slepton(squark) mass matrix. In our set-up sin θ = 1.
Using mf˜1 = mf˜2 = V
1
2m 3
2
, m 3
2
= V−2MP and me = O(1)MeV , we have µ1 = µ2 =
1
V and µ = 10
−11 for V = 105.
For f = e, incorporating these values, dominant contribution will be of the form:
adive |4.6(a) ≡ f˜V
44
45 (GNm
2
e/π)
[ 1
18V2Γ(ǫ− 1) +
2
9
Γ(ǫ)
]
≡ f˜V 4445 (GNm2e/π)[ 1
18V2Γ(ǫ− 1) +
1
18V2Γ(ǫ) + a
′
]
. (4.106)
where a′ = (2
9
− 1
18V2 )Γ(ǫ) is divergent piece. Using −Γ(ǫ − 1) = Γ(ǫ)(1 + ǫ), the
finite contribution will be given as: afinitee |4.6(a) ≡ 118 f˜V−
46
45 (GNm
2
e/π). Similarly,
using the volume suppression factor coming from quark-quark photon vertex, we
get: afiniteu |4.6(a) ≡ 118 f˜V−
37
45 (GNm
2
u/π). Now we use the relation between anomalous
magnetic moment and electric dipole moment to get the numerical estimate of EDM
of electron in this case. As given in [136],
af =
2|mf |
eQf
|df | cosφ, (4.107)
where mf and Qf correspond to mass and charge of fermion; df is electric dipole
moment of fermion and φ is defined as φ ≡ Arg(dfm∗f). We consider that in the
loop diagrams involving sfermion as propagators, the non-trivial phase responsible
to generate EDM appears from eigenstates of sfermion mass matrix (off-diagonal
component of slepton mass matrix) and we assume the value of same as φdf ∃ (0, π2 ].
The first generation electron/quark mass has been calculated from complex effective
Yukawa coupling(YeffZIA1/3A2/4) in N = 1 gauged supergravity and there is a distinct
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phase factor φye/yu associated with the same. Using the fact that φdf 6= φye/yu the
relative phase between two will be in the interval φ ∃ (0, π
2
) ∼ O(1). Hence,
de
e
|4.6(a) = 2|me| afinitee |4.6(a) ≡
1
18
f˜V− 4645 (GNme/π) ≡ 10−67cm,
du
e
|4.6(a) = 2|mu| afiniteu |4.6(a) ≡
1
18
f˜V− 3745 (GNmu/π) ≡ 10−67cm. (4.108)
For Figure 4.6(b):
adivf |4.6(b) ≡ f˜V−a(GNm2f/π)
∑
j=1,2
[
Γ(ǫ− 1)[ 1
20
µ2 − 1
6
µ2j ] + Γ(ǫ)[−
7
60
µ2]
+ (−1)j sin 2αΓ(ǫ− 1)[µ2j/µ]
]
; where f = e, u.
For f = e, incorporating the values of masses and simplifying, now we will have
adive |4.6(b) ≡ f˜V−1(GNm2e/π)
[
− 1
6V2Γ(ǫ− 1)−
7
60
µ2Γ(ǫ)
]
≡ f˜V−1(GNm2f/π)[
− 7
60
µ2Γ(ǫ− 1)− 7
60
µ2Γ(ǫ) + a′
]
. (4.109)
where a′ = (− 1
6V2+
7
60
µ2)Γ(ǫ−1) is divergent piece. Picking up the finite contribution,
we get afinitee |4.6(b) ≡ 760 f˜V−1(GNm2f/π)µ2, and therefore,
de
e
|4.6(b) ≡ 2|me| afinitee |4.6(b) ≡ 10−65GeV −1 ≡ 10−79cm. (4.110)
Similarly, using volume suppression factor coming from quark-quark photon vertex,
du
e
|4.6(b) ≡ 10−64GeV −1 ≡ 10−78cm. (4.111)
For Figure 4.6(c):
adivf |6(c) ≡ f˜V−
5
3 (GNm
2
f/π)
∑
j=1,2
[
Γ(ǫ− 1)[− 1
90
µ2 +
1
9
µ2j ] + Γ(ǫ)[
1
10
µ2 − 2
9
]
+ (−1)j sin 2αΓ(ǫ− 1)[−2µ2j/3µ]
]
.
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As Similar to the above, incorporating the value of masses and further simplifying,
dominant contribution is given by:
adivf |6(c) ≡ f˜V−
5
3 (GNm
2
f/π)
[ 1
9V2Γ(ǫ− 1)−
2
9
Γ(ǫ)
]
≡ f˜V− 53 (GNm2f/π)[ 1
9V2Γ(ǫ− 1) +
1
9V2Γ(ǫ) + a
′
]
. (4.112)
where a′ = (−2
9
− 1
9V2 )Γ(ǫ) is divergent piece. Considering the finite piece, a
finite
q |4.6(c) =
1
9
f˜V− 113 (GNm2f/π). Again using dfe |4.6(c) = 2|mf | afinitee |4.6(c), we get
de
e
|4.6(c) = du
e
|4.6(c) ≡ 10−66GeV −1 ≡ 10−80cm. (4.113)
Hence, the overall contribution of EDM of electron as well as neutron/quark in case
of one-loop Feynman diagrams involving gravitino is:
de
e
|G˜ =
dn
e
|G˜ =
de/u
e
|4.6(a) + de/u
e
|4.6(b) + de/u
e
|4.6(c) ≡ 10−67cm. (4.114)
Sgoldstino contribution: In supersymmetric models, the sgoldstino is the
bosonic component of the superfield corresponding to which there is an F -term (D-
term) supersymmetry breaking. In our model, supersymmetry is broken in the bulk
sector and the scale of the same is governed by F -term (assuming that in dilute flux
approximation VD << VF ) corresponding to bulk fields (F
τS , F τB ,Ga) where τS and
τB correspond to ‘small’ and ‘big’ divisor volume moduli and Ga correspond to com-
plexified NS-NS and RR axions. It was shown in [91], at Ms, |F τS | > |F Ga|, |F τB |.
From section 3.1, the requirement of the quark-quark-photon coupling to be the SM
at the EW scale, we see that |F τB | is the most dominant F -term at the EW scale.
To obtain an estimate of the off-shell goldstino multiplet, we consider the same to
be: (τB, χB, F
B), where τB is a complex scalar field. Here, we identify σB with scalar
(sgoldstino) field and ρB with pseudo-scalar (sgoldstino) field.
Mass of sgoldstino: The dominant contribution to F -term potential, at the string
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Figure 4.7: One-loop diagram involving sgoldstino.
scale Ms, is given by V = ||F τS ||2, where F τ¯S = eK/2∂¯τ¯S∂βKDβW 3. At the EW scale
the F -term potential receives the dominant contribution from the ||DτBW ||2 term
and is estimated to be: V (ns = 2)|EW ∼ eKKτS τ¯BDτSWDτ¯BW¯ + eKKτB τ¯B |DτBW |2,
near 〈σS〉 ∼ lnV(O(1))4σS , 〈σB〉 ∼
V 23
(O(1)σB )4
yields
∂2V
∂σ2B
∣∣∣∣
EW
∼ V− 13m23/2(O(1)σB)2
(
(O(1)σS)2 +
(O(1)σS)6
lnV
)
.
For the aforementioned O(1)σB = O(1)σS2 ∼ 3.5 for V ∼ 104,
(
∂2V
∂σ2B
)
EW
∼ V 43 and the
canonically normalized coefficient quadratic in the fluctuations, yields the sgoldstino
mass estimate:
mτB ∼
√√√√ ( ∂2V∂σ2B)EW
κ24µ7K
τB τ¯B
EW
∼ O(1)m3/2.
It will be interesting to get the contribution of the same to electron/neutron EDM.
To get the analysis of one-loop diagrams involving sgoldstino, we consider only
scalar sgoldstino field (σs) and first calculate the contribution of vertices involv-
ing sgoldstino in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity. The coefficient of
lepton(eL)-scalar(sgoldstino(σB))-lepton(eR) vertex has been calculated by expand-
3We note that eK(τS,B,G
a,zi,aI ,...)∂¯I¯∂JK(τS,B, Ga, zi, aI , ...)DJWDI¯W¯ (I ≡ Ts,b, Ga, zi, aI , ...) =
eK(τz,b,G
a,zi,aI ,...)∂¯α¯∂βK(τS,B, G
a, zi, aI , ...)DβWDα¯W¯ (β = τS,B, G
a, zi, aI); however GIJ¯ =
∂I ∂¯J¯K(TS,B, G
a, zi, aI , ...), Gαβ¯ 6= ∂α∂¯β¯K(τS,B, Ga, zi, aI , ...) as τS,B is not an N = 1 chiral co-
ordinate.
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ing e
K
2
2
(DA1DA3W ) χ¯A1χA3 in the fluctuations linear in σB in N = 1 gauged su-
pergravity. By expanding above in the fluctuations linear in σB → σB + V 23MP
, on simplifying, we have: e
K
2
2
DA1DA3WχA1χ¯A3 ∼ V−
13
3 δσBχ
A1χ¯A3 . The physical
lepton(eL)-sgoldstino(σB)-lepton(eR) vertex will be given as
|CδσBeLecR| ≡
V− 133√
k24µ7G
τB τ¯BKˆA1A¯1KˆA3A¯3
≡ V− 9215 , for V ∼ 105. (4.115)
Similarly, the coefficient of quark(uL)-scalar(sgoldstino(σB))-lepton (uR) vertex can
be calculated by expanding e
K
2
2
(DA2DA4W ) χ¯A2χA4 in the fluctuations linear in σB in
N = 1 gauged supergravity. Using the similar procedure, we get: e
K
2
2
DA2DA4WχA2χ¯A4
∼ V−4δσBχA2χ¯A4 . Therefore, the physical quark(uL)-sgoldstino (σB)-quark(uR)vertex
will be given as
|CδσBuLucR| ∼
V−5√
k24µ7G
τB τ¯BKˆA2A¯2KˆA4A¯4
≡ V− 335 , for V ∼ 105. (4.116)
In N = 1 supergravity, the contribution of photon-sgoldstino(scalar)-photon will
be accommodated by gauge kinetic term L = Re(TB)F ∧ ∗4F , where Re(TB) =
σB −Cij¯aiaj¯. Considering σB → 〈σB〉+ δσB, coefficient of the physical vertex will be
given as:
|CγγδσB | ≡
1/Mp√
k24µ7G
τB τ¯B
∼ V
− 2
3
Mp
(4.117)
The possibility of getting fermion-fermion-photon vertex Cff∗γ ≡ O(1) has been
shown in subsection 3.1.
Now we use the values of coefficients of relevant vertices to evaluate the estimate
of EDM for loop diagrams given in Figure 4.7(a) and 4.7(b).The diagrams have been
evaluated in [137] to determine the estimate of magnetic moment of muon in N = 1
global supersymmetry. Utilizing their results in a modified form in the context of
N = 1 gauged SUGRA and the relation between magnetic moment and EDM as
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given in equation (4.107),
For Figure 4.7(a), the magnitude of electric dipole moment will be
|df
e
|4.7(a) = mf
16π2
cosφ
[
(CδσBfLfcR)
2
∫ 1
0
dx
x2(2− x)
m2σB (1− x) +m2fx2
]
. (4.118)
Putting the value of |CδσBeLecR| ≡ V−
92
15 , |CδσBuLucR| ≡ V−
33
6 , and the value of masses
mσB = m 3
2
, me = 0.5MeV , we get
|de
e
|4.7(a) ≡ 10−95cm, and |dn
e
|4.7(a) ≡ 10−89cm. (4.119)
For Figure 4.7(b):
|df
e
|4.7(b) =
CδσBfLfcRCγγδσB
8π2
[
∆UV − 1
2
−
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy log
[m2σBy +m2fx2
µ2
]]
.
(4.120)
where ∆UV = log[
∆2UV
µ2
] − 1. Incorporating values of relevant inputs and considering
the finite piece,
|de
e
|4.7(b) ≡ 10−72cm, |dn
e
|4.7(b) ≡ 10−68cm. (4.121)
Hence, the overall contribution of sgoldstino to EDM of electron/neutron is
|de
e
|sgoldstino = |de
e
|4.7(a) + |de
e
|4.7(b) ≡ 10−72cm, (4.122)
and
|dn
e
|sgoldstino = |dn
e
|4.7(a) + |dn
e
|4.7(b) ≡ 10−68cm. (4.123)
The results of all possible one-loop diagrams contributing to EDM of electron/neutron
are summarized in a table given below:
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One-loop particle exchange Origin of C phase de(e cm) dn(e cm)
λ0f˜ sfermion mass eigenstates 10−39 10−38
χ0i f˜ ” 10
−37 10−34
f f˜ ” 10−45 10−45
fH0i Higgs mass eigenstates 10
−34 10−33
χ±H0i ” 10
−32 −
gravitino(G˜) f˜ sfermion mass eigenstates 10−67 10−67
sgoldstino f˜ sfermion mass eigenstates 10−72 10−68
Table 4.1: Results of EDM of electron/neutron for all possible one-loop diagrams.
4.4 Two-loop Level Barr-Zee Type Contribution
to EDM
In the two-loop diagrams discussed in this section, the CP-violating effects are mainly
demonstarted by complex effective Yukawa couplings which include R-parity violat-
ing couplings, SM-like Yukawa couplings as well as couplings involving higgsino, and
complex scalar trilinear couplings in the context ofN = 1 gauged supergravity. In the
subsection given below, we present the contribution of individual Barr-Zee type dia-
grams formed by including an internal fermion loop generated by R-parity violating
interactions, SM-like Yukawa interactions and gaugino(gaugino)-higgsino(higgsino)-
Higgs couplings. The two-loop diagrams are shown in Figure 4.8.
4.4.1 Two-Loop Level Barr-Zee Feynman Diagrams Involv-
ing Internal Fermion loop
Higgs contribution: For a two-loop diagram given in Figure 4.8(a), the interaction
Lagrangian is governed by Yukawa couplings given as:
L ⊃ YˆH0i uLucRH0i ukLuckR + Yˆ ∗H0i eLecRH
0
i ejLe
c
jR + h.c.. (4.124)
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PL
H0i
γ0
u(e)
eL(uL) eR(uR)
γ0
(a)
H0i
γ0
χ±i
eL(uL) eR(uR)
γ0
(b)
PL
ν˜iL
γ0
u(e)
eL(uL) eR(uR)
γ0
(c)
Figure 4.8: Two-loop diagram involving fermions in the internal loop.
We have already given the estimate of effective Yukawa couplings for first generation
of leptons and quarks in chapter 2 in the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity.
Using those results, we have
YˆH0i eLecR ∼ Yˆ effZiA1A3 ≡ V−
47
45 eiφye , YˆH0i uLucR ∼ Yˆ effZiA2A4 ≡ V−
17
18 eiφyu ; for V = 105
(4.125)
where eiφye and eiφyu are non-zero phases of aforementioned Yukawa couplings.
For a two-loop Barr-Zee diagram involving internal fermion loop and taking into
account the chirality flip between internal loop and external line, the analytical ex-
pression has been derived in [138, 139]. Using the same, the electric dipole moment
of electron for a loop diagram given in Figure 4.8(b) will be4:
4We consider Q
′
e = Cee∗γQe ∼ Qe because Cee∗γ ∼ O(1) as shown in subsection 4.3. Similarly
Q
′
u ∼ Qu.
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d
e
|H =
∑
i=1,2
Im
(
YˆH0i eLecRYˆH0i uLucR
) αemQ2uQe
16π3mej
(f(z1)− g(z1)) . (4.126)
and EDM of neutron will be given as:
d
n
|H =
∑
i=1,2
Im
(
YˆH0i eLecRYˆH0i uLucR
) αemQ2eQu
16π3mej
(f(z2)− g(z2)) . (4.127)
where z1 =
m2e
m2
H0
i
; z2 =
m2u
m2
H0
i
and
f(z) =
z
2
∫ 1
0
dx
1− 2x(1− x)
x(1− x)− z ln
(
x(1− x)
z
)
g(z) =
z
2
∫ 1
0
dx
1
x(1− x)− z ln
(
x(1− x)
z
)
. (4.128)
Using the value of masses mH01 = 125GeV , mH02 = V
59
72m 3
2
and me = 0.5GeV ,
f
(
m2e/m
2
u
m2
H0
1
)
= g
(
m2e/m
2
u
m2
H0
1
)
= 10−10; f
(
m2e/m
2
u
m2
H0
2
)
= g
(
m2e/m
2
u
m2
H0
2
)
= 10−23, Utilizing the
same and assuming ei(φye−φyu) = (0, 1], equation (4.126) and (4.127) reduces to give
EDM result as follows:
d
e
|H = d
n
|H ∼ V−2 × 10−2 × 10−10 = 10−22GeV −1 ≡ 10−36cm. (4.129)
Chargino contribution: In a loop diagram 4.8(b), the general Lagrangian govern-
ing the interaction of chargino’s will be as:
L ⊃ CikkH0i χ+kLχ−kR + Yˆ ∗H0i eLecRH
0
i ejLe
c
jR + Yˆ
∗
H0i uLu
c
R
H0i ujLu
c
jR + h.c. (4.130)
We evaluate the the contribution of chargino(χ±i )-Higgs-chargino (χ
±
1 ) vertex in N =
1 gauged supergravity. As described in section 5 of chapter 2, χ±1 and χ
±
2 correspond
to a higgsino (H˜±i ) with a very small admixture of gaugino (λ
±
i ) and vice versa. So
Cχ+i χ
−
1 H
0
i
≡ CH˜+i H˜−i H0i ; and Cχ+2 χ−2 H0i ≡ Cλ˜+i λ−i H0i .
Higgsino(χ−kL)-Higgs-higgsino(χ
+
kR) vertex: Given that higgsino is a majorana par-
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ticle, therefore χ+kR = (χ
−
kL)
c. In our model, higgsino has been identified with posi-
tion moduli Zi, the contribution of this vertex in N = 1 gauged sypergravity will
be given by expanding e
K
2 DZiDZ¯iW in the fluctuations linear in Zi about its stabi-
lized VEV. Since SU(2)L symmetry is not conserved for this vertex. We will expand
the above in the fluctuations quadratic in Zi; giving VEV to one of the Zi. Con-
sidering zi → V 118 + δzi; we have DziDz¯iW = V−
16
9 zi〈zi〉. Using an argument that
DZiDZ¯iW = Dz¯1DziW , the physical vertex will be given as:
Cχ+i χ
−
1 H
0
i
≡ CH˜+i H˜−i H0i =
V− 74
(
√
KˆZ1Z¯1)
4
= V 14 eiφχ1 . (4.131)
where φχ1 correspond to non-zero phase associated with the aforementioned coupling.
Gaugino(λ+kR)-Higgs- gaugino (λ
+
kL) vertex: The coefficient of this vertex will be
given from the kinetic term of gaugino. The interaction term corresponding to
this coupling will be given by considering term L = iλ¯Lγm 14(KZi∂mZi − c.c.)λL +
(∂ZiTB)λ¯Lγ
m 1
4
(KZi∂mZi − c.c.)λL, where λL corresponds to gaugino. Given that
charged(gaugino’s) are either SU(2)L singlets or triplets, the aforementioned vertex
does not preserve SU(2)L symmetry - one has to obtain the term bilinear in Zi such
that we give VEV to one of the Zi. Since (∂ZiTB) does not contain terms bilinear
in Zi which is needed to ensure SU(2)L symmetry, second term contributes zero
to the given vertex. In terms of undiagonalized basis, ∂ziK ∼ V−
2
3 〈zi〉, and using
∂ZiK ∼ O(1)∂ziK, we have: ∂ZiK ∼ V−
2
3 〈Zi〉, incorporating the same
L = V
− 2
3 〈Zi〉λ¯L /∂ZiMP λL√
(KˆZ1Z¯1)
2
∼ V 1336hλ¯L /
p
h
MP
λL ∼ V 1336hλ¯Lγ · (peL + peR)
MP
λL (4.132)
Therefore,
Cχ+2 χ
−
2 H
0
i
≡ CH0i λ−Rλ+L ∼ V
13
36
me
MP
e
iφ
λ˜0
1 . (4.133)
where φλ˜01 correspond to non-zero phase associated with the aforementioned coupling.
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The contribution of gaugino-gaugino-gauge boson as well as higgsino-higgsino-
gauge boson have been already evaluated in the context ofN = 1 gauged supergravity.
The volume suppression factors corresponding to these vertices are as follows:
|Cχ+1 χ−1 γ | ≡ |CH˜+u H˜−d γ| ≡ f˜V
− 5
18 ; |Cχ+2 χ−2 γ | ≡ |Cλ˜+i λ˜−i γ| ≡ f˜V
− 11
18 (4.134)
Now, EDM of electron for a loop diagram given in Figure 4.8(b) will be given as:
de
e
|χ±k =
∑
i=1,2
∑
k=1,2
Im
(
YˆH0i eLecRCχ+k χ
−
k h
)(
Cχ+k χ
−
k γ
)2 αemQ2χiQe
16π3mχ±k
(f(z)− g(z))
and EDM of neutron for a loop diagram given in Figure 4.8(b) will be given as:
du/n
e
|χ±k =
∑
i=1,2
∑
k=1,2
Im
(
YˆH0i eLecRCχ+k χ
−
k h
)(
Cχ+k χ
−
k γ
)2 αemQ2χiQu
16π3mχ±k
(f(z)− g(z))
where z =
m2
χ±
k
m2
H0
i
; f
(m2
χ±
1
m2
H01
)
−g
(m2
χ±
1
m2
H01
)
= 10; f
(m2
χ±
1
m2
H02
)
−g
(m2
χ±
1
m2
H02
)
= 1, f
(m2
χ±
2
m2
H01
)
−g
(m2
χ±
2
m2
H01
)
=
10; f
(m2
χ±2
m2
H0
2
)
− g
(m2
χ±2
m2
H0
2
)
= 0.1. Considering (φχi − φye) = (φχi − φλ˜01) ∼ (0,
π
2
]; for
mχ±1 = V
59
72m 3
2
, mχ±2 = V
2
3m 3
2
, YˆH0i eLecR = V−
47
45 , YˆH0i eLecR = V−
17
18 ; the value of EDM
of electron and neutron will be given as:
de
e
|χi =
dn
e
|χi ∼
f˜ 2V− 83
m 3
2
× 10−5 × 101 ≡ 10−33GeV −1 ≡ 10−47cm. (4.135)
R Parity violating contribution: For a loop diagram given in Figure 4.8(c), the
Lagrangian governing the interaction of neutrino will correspond to R-parity violating
interactions given as:
L ⊃ λ˜ν˜LuLucRνiLukLuckR + λ˜ν˜LeLecRνiLejLecjR + h.c.. (4.136)
The contribution of R-parity violating interaction terms λˆikk and λˆ
∗
ijj are given by
expanding DA1DA3W and DA2DA4W in the fluctuations linear in A1 around its sta-
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bilized VEV. The values of the same have already been calculated in the context of
N = 1 gauged supergravity action and given as follows:
λ˜ν˜LeLecR ≡ V−
5
3 eiφλe , λ˜ν˜LuLucR ≡ V−
5
3 eiφλu , (4.137)
where eiφλe and eiφλu are non-zero phases corresponding to above-mentioned complex
R-parity violating couplings. The EDM of electron in this case will be:
d
e
|RPV = Im
(
λ˜ν˜LeLecRλ˜ν˜LuLucR
) αemQ2uQe
16π3mej
(f(z1)− g(z1)) , (4.138)
and EDM of neutron will be given as:
d
u/n
|RPV = Im
(
λ˜ν˜LeLecRλ˜ν˜LuLucR
) αemQ2eQu
16π3mej
(f(z2)− g(z2)) . (4.139)
where z1 =
m2e
m2νiL
; z2 =
m2u
m2νiL
. Using the value of masses mνiL = V
1
2m 3
2
, me = 0.5GeV
and mu = O(1), f
(
m2e/m
2
u
m2νiL
)
= g
(
m2e/m
2
u
m2νiL
)
= 10−27, and assuming (φλe−φλu) = (0, π2 ];
equation (4.138) and (4.139) reduce to give EDM result as follows:
d
e
|RPV = d
n
|RPV ∼ V− 103 × 10−2 × 10−27 ≡ 10−55GeV −1 ≡ 10−70cm. (4.140)
4.4.2 Two-loop Level Barr-Zee Feynman Diagrams Involving
Internal Sfermion Loop
In this subsection, we evaluate the contribution of heavy sfermion loop generated by
trilinear scalar interactions including Higgs. The loop diagrams are mediated by γh
exchange. Unlike one-loop diagrams, here we do not have to consider the mixing
sleptons(squarks) because of the fact that non-zero phase associated with complex
scalar trilinear interaction is sufficient to generate non-zero EDM of electron/neutron.
We first evaluate the contribution of relevant vertices in the context of N = 1 gauged
supergravity for two-loop diagrams shown in Figure 4.9.
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H0i
γ0
u˜j(e˜j)
eLk(uLk) eRk(uRk)
γ0
9(a)
H0i
γ0
u˜j(e˜j)
eLk(uLk) eRk(uRk)
γ0
9(b)
Figure 4.9: Two-loop diagram involving sfermions in the internal loop.
Slepton(e˜jR)-slepton(e˜jR)-Higgs vertex: by expanding effective supergravity po-
tential V |EW ∼ eKKτS τ¯BDτSWDτ¯BW¯ + eKKτB τ¯B |DτBW |2 in the fluctuations linear
in Zi → Zi + V 136MP , A3 → A3 + V− 1318MP , contribution of the term quadratic in
A3 as well as Zi is of the order V− 5936 〈Zi〉, which after giving VEV to one of the Zi,
will be given as:
Ce˜Re˜∗RH0i ≡
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2(KˆA3A¯3)
2
[
V− 5936 〈Zi〉
]
≡ (V−2MP )eiφe˜R . (4.141)
where φe˜R is non-zero phase corresponding to aforementioned complex scalar 3-point
interaction vertex. Using the similar procedure, the of coefficient of slepton(e˜jL)-
slepton(e˜jL)-Higgs vertex will be given as:
Ce˜Le˜∗LH0i ≡
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2(KˆA1A¯1)
2
[
V− 9536 〈Zi〉
]
≡ (V− 125 MP )eiφe˜L . (4.142)
φe˜L is non-zero phase corresponding to this particular complex scalar 3-point inter-
action vertex.
Squark(u˜jR)-squark(u˜jR)-Higgs vertex: By expanding V |EW in the fluctuations
around Zi → Zi + V 136MP , A4 → A4 + V− 119 MP , contribution of term quadratic in
A4 as well as Zi is of the order V− 2336 〈Zi〉, which after giving VEV to one of the Zi,
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will be given as:
Cu˜Ru˜∗RH0i ≡
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2(KˆA4A¯4)
2
[
V− 2336 〈Zi〉
]
≡ (V−2MP )eiφu˜R . (4.143)
where φu˜R is non-zero phase corresponding to aforementioned complex scalar 3-point
interaction vertex.
Squark(u˜jL)-squark(u˜jL)-Higgs vertex: By expanding V |EW in the fluctuations
around Zi → Zi + V 136MP , A2 → A2 + V− 13MP , contribution of term quadratic
in A2 as well as Zi is of the order V− 13136 〈Zi〉, which after giving VEV to one of the
Zi, will be given as:
Cu˜Lu˜∗LH0i ≡
1√
(KˆZiZ¯i)
2(KˆA2A¯2)
2
[
V− 13136 〈Zi〉
]
≡ (V− 209 MP )eiφu˜R . (4.144)
where φu˜L is non-zero phase corresponding to aforementioned complex scalar 3-point
interaction vertex.
The contribution of slepton (e˜jR)-slepton (e˜jR)-photon(γ)- photon(γ) vertex will
be given by: ∂¯A¯3∂A3GTB T¯BX
TBX T¯BAµAν . On solving: ∂¯A¯3∂A3GTBT¯B ∼ V
1
9A∗1A1,
Incorporating values of XB as mentioned earlier, the real physical slepton(e˜jR)-
slepton(e˜jR)-photon(γ)-photon(γ) vertex is proportional to
Ce˜Re˜∗Rγγ ≡
V 19 f˜ 2V− 43√
(KA3A3)2
≡ f˜ 2V− 135 . (4.145)
The coefficient of real physical e˜jL - e˜jL γ- γ vertex has been obtained in chapter 3.
The value of the same is given by Ce˜Le˜∗Lγγ ≡ f˜ 2V−3. Similarly, the coefficient of real
physical u˜jR − u˜jR − γ − γ vertex will be given by: ∂¯A¯4∂A4GTB T¯BXTBX T¯BAµAν . On
solving, the volume suppression factor corresponding to this vertex will be given as:
Cu˜Ru˜∗Rγγ ∼
coefficient of ∂¯A¯4∂A4GTB T¯B√
(KA4A4)2
≡ f˜ 2V− 11845 . (4.146)
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The coefficient of real physical (u˜jL−u˜jL−γ−γ) vertex will be given by: ∂¯A¯2∂A2GTB T¯B
XTBX T¯BAµAν . On solving, the volume suppression factor corresponding to this ver-
tex will be given as:
Cu˜Lu˜∗Lγγ ∼
coefficient of ∂¯A¯2∂A2GTBT¯B√
(KA2A2)2
≡ f˜ 2V− 12745 . (4.147)
The contribution of real scalar-scalar-photon vertices have already been obtained in
section 2, and given as:
Ce˜Le˜∗Lγ ≡ (f˜V
44
45 )A˜1Aµ∂µA˜1, Ce˜Re˜∗Rγ ≡ (f˜V
53
45 )A3Aµ∂µA¯3,
Cu˜Lu˜∗Lγ ≡ (f˜V
53
45 )A˜2Aµ∂µA˜2, Cu˜Ru˜∗Rγ ≡ (f˜V
62
45 )A˜4Aµ∂µA˜4. (4.148)
The analytical expression for the EDM involving sfermion/scalar in an internal loop
has been provided in [140]. Using the same, for Figure 4.9(a), EDM of electron will
be given as:
de
e
|sfermion4.9(a) =
∑
i=1,2
∑
j=u˜L,u˜R
Im(YˆH0i eLecRCH0i jj∗)(Cjj∗γ)
2 × αemηcQejq
2
j
32π3m2
H0i
F (z˜), (4.149)
and EDM of neutron/quark will be given as:
dn
e
|sfermion4.9(a) =
∑
i=1,2
∑
j=e˜L,e˜R
Im(YˆH0i uLucRCH0i jj∗)(Cjj∗γ)
2 × αemηcQujq
2
j
32π3m2
H0i
F (z˜).(4.150)
where z =
m2j
m2
H0
i
;F (z) = − ∫ 1
0
dx x(1−x)
x(1−x)−z ln
(
x(1−x)
z
)
. Considering (φu˜L/R − Φye) =
(φe˜L/R − Φyu) = (0, π2 ]; |YˆH0i eLecR| ≡ V−
47
45 , |YˆH0i uLucR | ≡ V−
19
18 and using the value of
masses, me˜L = me˜R = mu˜L = mu˜R = V
1
2m 3
2
, mH01 = 125GeV and mH02 = V
59
72m 3
2
, we
have F
(
m2j
m2
H0
1
)
= 10−17, F
(
m2j
m2
H0
2
)
= 1. Incorporating the value of interaction vertices,
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equation (4.149) and (4.150) reduce to give EDM results as follows:
de
e
|sfermion4.9(a) = 10−8 × V−
4
15 f˜ 2 ≡ 10−15GeV −1 ≡ 10−29cm; for V = 104,
dn
e
|sfermion4.9(a) = 10−8 × V−
3
10 f˜ 2 ≡ 10−15GeV −1 ≡ 10−29cm; for V = 104. (4.151)
For a loop diagram given in Figure 4.9(b), EDM of electron will be given as:
de
e
|sfermion4.9(b) =
∑
i=1,2
∑
j=u˜L,u˜R
Im(YˆH0i eLecRCH0i jj∗)(Cjj∗γγ)×
αemQejq
2
j
32π3m2
H0i
F (z˜), (4.152)
and EDM of neutron will be given as:
dn/u
e
|sfermion4.9(b) =
∑
i=1,2
∑
j=e˜L,e˜R
Im(YˆH0i uLucRCH0i jj∗)(Cjj∗γγ)×
αemQujq
2
j
32π3m2
H0i
F (z˜).(4.153)
where F
(
m2j
m2
H0
1
)
= 10−17, F
(
m2j
m2
H0
1
)
= 1. Incorporating the value of masses and
estimate of relevant coupling veretx, EDM of electron will be
de
e
|sfermion4.9(b) = 10−9 × V−
17
3 f˜ 2 ≡ 10−43GeV −1 ≡ 10−57cm. (4.154)
The EDM of neutron in this case will be given as:
dn
e
|sfermion4.9(b) = 10−9 × V−
91
18 f˜ 2 ≡ 10−40GeV −1 ≡ 10−54cm. (4.155)
The overall contribution of EDM of electron as well as neutron corresponding to
2-loop diagram involving sfermions is:
de/n
e
|sfermion = de/n
e
|sfermion4.9(a) +
de/n
e
|sfermion4.9(b) ≡ 10−29cm. (4.156)
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4.4.3 Two-loop Level Barr-Zee Feynman Diagram Involving
W± Boson in the Internal Loop
In this subsection, we discuss the important contribution of Barr-Zee diagram in-
volving W boson as an internal loop. In the one-loop as well as two-loop diagrams
discussed so far, we have discussed the contribution mediated by Higgs exchange. The
non-zero phases in one-loop diagram are affected by considering a mixing between
Higgs doublet in µ-split-like SUSY model while in two-loop diagrams, the phases
are affected through complex effective Yukawa couplings. It has been found in [141]
that two-loop graphs involving W boson loop can induce electric dipole moment of
de of the order of the experimental bound (10
−27cm) in the multi-Higgs models pro-
vided there is an exchange of Higgs in the Higgs propagator and the CP violation in
the neutral Higgs sector is fairly maximal. The approach was given by S. Weinberg
in [142,143]. In this work, he pointed out that dimension-six purely gluonic operator
gives a large value for the EDM of the neutron, which is just below the present exper-
imental bound if one considers CP violation through the exchange of Higgs particles,
whose interactions involve one or more complex phases. The approach was extended
by Barr and Zee who have found that Higgs exchange can also give an electric dipole
moment to the electron of the order of experimental limits by considering an EDM
operator involving a top quark also. In this spirit, we present an analysis of EDM
of electron/neutron involving W boson loop in the context of µ split-SUSY model
which, as already discussed involves a light Higgs and a heavy Higgs doublet. As
already described in chapter 2, the neutral Higgs are defined as:
h1 = Dh11hu +Dh12hd, h2 = Dh21hu +Dh22hd. (4.157)
where Dh =
( cos θh
2
− sin θh
2
e−iφh
sin θh
2
eiφh cos θh
2
)
.
In the notations of Weinberg, the CP-violating phase can appear from the neutral
Higgs-boson exchange through imaginary terms in the amplitude and Higgs prop-
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H0i
γ0
W
eLk e−Rk
γ0
Figure 4.10: Two-loop diagram involving W boson in the internal loop.
agators are represented as: A(q2) =
√
2Gf
∑
n
Zn
q2+m2Hn
, where Zn is non-zero phase
appearing due to exchange between Higgs doublet in the propagator. We address this
argument of generation of non-zero phase in the N = 1 gauged supergravity action.
We first provide the analysis of required SM-like coupling involved in Figure 4.10 in
the context of N = 1 gauged supergravity action.
The contribution of W+-photon-W− vertex is evaluated by CP-even interaction
term given as [144]: L = −Re(f)AµW−µνW+ν + Re(f)W+µW−νFµν , where W−µν =
∂µW
−
ν −∂νW−µ and Fµν = ∂µAν−∂νAµ and Re(f) is gauge kinetic function, which in
our set-up is given by ’big’ divisor volume modulus Re(TB) ∼ V 118 ≡ O(1) for Calabi-
Yau V = 105. Therefore, the volume suppression corresponding to this interaction
vertex is:
CW+W−γ ≡ V 118 ≡ O(1). (4.158)
The effective W+-Higgs-W− vertex can be evaluated in the effective supergravity
action as follows. Consider the gauge kinetic term: Re(T )F 2 and then choose the term
C13¯a1a3¯ in Re(TB) with the understanding that one first gives VEV to the predomi-
nantly SU(2)L-doublet valued a1, then one picks out the Z-dependent contribution in
a3 and also use the value of the intersection component C13¯. One will therefore con-
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sider: C13¯〈a1〉V− 75Z p1·p2√
KA1A¯1
√
KZZ¯
(√
Re(T )
)2 ; KZZ¯ |Ms ∼ 10−5, KA1A¯1 |Ms ∼ 104 which
at the EW scale we will assume to be 10
−5
(O(1))2 and
104
(O(1))2 . For non-relativistic gauge
bosons, p1 · p2 ∼ M2W/Z , Re(T )|EW ∼ O(1)MP ∼ vV3 GeV, C13¯ ∼ V
29
18 , 〈a1〉|EW ∼
O(1)V− 29MP (related to the requirement of obtaining O(102) GeV W/Z-boson mass
at the EW scale- see [91]). We thus obtain the following: V 2918 × (O(1))2 × O(1) ×
V− 29 × V− 75M2W/Z ×
√
10
(O(1)×v×V3) ∼ (O(1))2 ×
√
10V−3M
2
W/Z inGeV
v(GeV)
. Now, in the su-
perspace notation, the kinetic terms for the gauge field are generically written as:∫
d2θfab(Φ)W
aW b where W a is the gauge-invariant super-field strength and W =
W aT a for a non-abelian group - as fab is an apriori arbitrary holomorphic function
of Φ. Consider hence Φ = T, f ∼ eT and look at ∫ d2θ(T )2m+1
θ,θ¯=0
W 2 which will con-
sist of (O(1)2 × C13¯〈a1a¯3〉)2m ×
√
10 × V−3M
2
W/Z in GeV
GeV
, which, e.g., for m = 2 yields
(O(1))2 × √10 × V 83−3 × M
2
W/Z in GeV
v(GeV)
or for V ∼ 104, one obtains O(1)M
2
W/Z(in GeV)
v(in GeV)
.
Utilizing this, at EW scale,
CW+H0iW− ≡
M2W
v
eiφW . (4.159)
The value of complex Yukawa coupling to be used to evaluate EDM corresponding to
Figure 4.10 have already been obtained in chapter 2 and given as: YˆH0i eLecR ∼ V−
47
45 eiφye
and of YˆH0i uLucR ∼ V−
19
18 eiφyu . The matrix amplitude as well as analytical expression
for W boson related loop diagrams has been worked out in [141]. We utilize the same
in a modified form to get the numerical estimate of EDM corresponding to a loop
diagram given in Figure 4.10.
d
e
|W = α
(4π)3M2W
CW+W−γ
∑
i
Im(YˆH0i eLecRCW+H0iW−)[5g(z
W
i ) + 3f(z
W
i )
+
3
4
(g(zWi ) + h(z
W
i ))], (4.160)
where f(z) and g(z) are already defined in subsection 4.1 and
h(z) =
z
2
∫ 1
0
dx
1
x(1 − x)− z
(
z
x(1− x)− z ln
(
x(1− x)− z
x
)
− 1
)
; (4.161)
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where zWi =
m2
H0
i
m2W
. Considering (φW − φye) = (0, π2 ]; using the values mH01 = 125GeV
and mH02 = V
59
72m 3
2
, we get: f
(m2
H0
i
m2W
)
= g
(
m2
H0
i
m2W
)
= h
(m2
H0
i
m2W
)
= O(1), and the EDM
result for electron will be given as:
de
e
|W ∼ α
(4π)3
1
v
× V− 4745 ≡ 1013GeV −1 ≡ 10−27cm. (4.162)
Similarly, by considering (φW − φyu) = (0, π2 ]; EDM of neutron will be given as:
dn
e
|W ∼ α
(4π)3
1
v
× V− 1918 ≡ 1013GeV −1 ≡ 10−27cm. (4.163)
4.4.4 Two-loop Level Rainbow Type Contribution to EDM
The two-loop level analysis of the supersymmetric effects to the fermion electric dipole
moment has been extended by considering rainbow diagrams in addition to famous
Barr-Zee diagrams with the expectation that they might give a significant contri-
bution to fermionic EDM. The importance of these diagrams is discussed in detail
in [138]. In this subsection, we estimate the contribution of two-loop rainbow type
of diagrams involving R-parity conserving supersymmetric interaction vertices and
R-parity violating vertices. The CP violating phases appear from the diagonalized
eigenstates in the inner loop as well as from complex effective Yukawa couplings in the
higgsino sector. The Feynman diagrams have been classified based on different types
of inner one-loop insertions. One corresponds to one-loop effective higgsino-gaugino-
gauge boson vertex and the other corresponds to one-loop effective higgsino-gaugino
transition. The matrix amplitudes as well analytic expressions to estimate the EDM
for above rainbow diagrams are calculated in [145] to the first order in the external
momentum carried by the gauge boson. We utilize their expressions to get the order
of magnitude of EDM of electron as well as neutron in our case.
R-parity conserving rainbow type contribution: for the loop diagrams given
in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, the result of EDM will given by the following formulae
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h˜0 fi λ˜0i
fL
γ
fR
f˜i
f˜R
(a)
h˜0 fi λ˜0i
fL
γ
fR
f˜i
f˜R
(b)
h˜0 f˜i λ˜
0
i
fL
γ
fR
fi
f˜R
(c)
h˜0 f˜i λ˜
0
i
fL
γ
fR
fi
f˜R
(d)
Figure 4.11: Two-loop level Rainbow type diagrams involving higgsino-gaugino-gauge
boson vertex.
respectively:
d1f ≈
∑ nc(Qf +Q′f )CH˜0fLf˜∗RCH˜0fif∗i
64π3
∑
n=1,2
|mλ0n | sin(δf − θn)×
e(g′(n)
f˜L
− g′(n)
f˜R
)
4π
sin θf cos θf
∑
f˜=f˜L,f˜R
s g′(n)
f˜
[
F ′(|mλn|2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜2
)− F ′(|mλ0n |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R , m
2
f˜1
)
]
,
d2f =
∑
f
ncQ
′
fR
CH˜0fLf˜∗R
CH˜0fif∗i
64π3
∑
n=1,2
|mλ0n | sin(δf − θn)×
e(g′(n)
f˜L
+ g′(n)
f˜R
)
4π
sin θf cos θf
×
∑
f˜=f˜L,f˜R
g′(n)
f˜
m2
F˜
[
F ′′(|mλn |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R, , m
2
f˜1
)− F ′′(|mλn|2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R, , m
2
f˜2
)
]
,
(4.164)
where nc = 3 for the inner quark-squark loop and nc = 1 for the inner lepton-
slepton loop. The fields f˜1 and f˜2 correspond to mass eigenstates of the sfermion
f˜ . The value of constant s is +1 for left-handed sfermion f˜L and −1 for right-
handed sfermion f˜R. The effective electric charges are given by Q
′
f = Cfif∗i γQf and
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Q′fR = CfRf∗Rγ . The interaction vertices CH˜0fLf∗R and CH˜0ff∗ correspond to effective
Yukawa couplings. g′(n)
f˜L
and g′(n)
f˜R
denote effective gauge couplings corresponding to
supersymmetric sfermions. The functions F ′ and F ′′ as defined in [145] are given
below:
F ′(a, b, c, f) ≡
a ln a− f Li2
(
1− a
f
)
(a− b)(a− c) +
b ln b− f Li2
(
1− b
f
)
(b− a)(b− c) +
c ln c− f Li2
(
1− c
f
)
(c− a)(c− b) ,
F ′′(a, b, c, f) ≡
a2R13(a, b, c)J1(a, f) + b
2R13(b, a, c)J1(b, f) + (a
2b2 − 3abc2 + ac3 + bc3)R33(c, a, b)
J1(c, f) + c(ac+ bc− 2ab)R22(c, a, b)J2(c, f) + c2R11(c, a, b)J3(c, f)
− f(1 + 2 ln f)
[
a ln aR13(a, b, c) + b ln bR13(b, a, c) + (a
2b+ ab2 − 3abc + c3) ln c
R33(c, a, b) +
1
c
(ab− c2)R22(c, a, b)− 1
2c
R11(c, a, b)
]
− 2f [aR13(a, b, c)J1(a, f) + bR13(b, a, c)J1(b, f) + (a2b+ ab2 − 3abc + c3)
R33(c, a, b)J1(c, f) + (c
2 − ab)R22(c, a, b)J2(c, f) + cR11(c, a, b)J3(c, f)
]
+ f 2 ln f
[
ln aR13(a, b, c) + ln bR13(b, a, c) + ln c(a
2 + b2 + ab− 3ac− 3bc+ 3c2)
R33(c, a, b) +
1
c
(a+ b− 2c)R22(c, a, b)− 1
2c2
R11(c, a, b)
]
+ f 2
[
R13(a, b, c)J1(a, f) +R13(b, a, c)J1(b, f) + (a
2 + b2 + ab− 3ac− 3bc+ 3c2)
R33(c, a, b)J1(c, f)− (a+ b− 2c)R22(c, a, b)J2(c, f) +R11(c, a, b)J3(c, f)] . (4.165)
where Rnm(a, b, c) ≡ 1(a−b)n(a−c)m , J1(a, f) ≡ Li2(1−a/f)+ 12 ln2 f−ln a ln f , J2(c, f) ≡
c ln c−f ln f
c(c−f) , J3(c, f) ≡ c
2 ln c−c(c−f)−f(2c−f) ln f
2c2(c−f)2 and Li2(x) denotes dilogarithm function.
The effective Yukawas as well as gauge interaction vertices are already calculated
in section 3. The magnitude of the values of the same are:
|CH˜0eLe˜∗R| ≡ V− 95 , |CH˜0eie˜∗i | ≡ V− 109 , |C e˜ie˜iγ| ≡ f˜V 5345 , |CH˜0uLu˜∗R| ≡ V− 53 ,
|CH˜0uiu˜∗i | ≡ V− 109 , |C u˜ie˜iγ| ≡ f˜V 5345 , g′(n)e˜R ≡ |CeRe˜
∗
Rλ˜
0
i | ≡ f˜V− 35 , g′(n)e˜ ≡ |Ceie˜
∗
i λ˜
0
i | ≡ f˜V− 35 ,
g′(n)e˜R ≡ |CuRu˜
∗
Rλ˜
0
i | ≡ f˜V− 35 , g′(n)u˜ ≡ |Cuiu˜
∗
i λ˜
0
i | ≡ f˜V− 35 ; i = 1, 2. (4.166)
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Figure 4.12: Two-loop level rainbow type diagrams involving higgsino-gaugino transition.
Using the value of mλ˜01 = mλ
0
2
= V 23m 3
2
, m2e˜1 = m
2
u˜1
= Vm23
2
+ m2e˜12 , m
2
e˜2
= m2u˜2 =
Vm23
2
−m2e˜12 , mH˜0 ∼ V
59
72m 3
2
, F ′(|mλn |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R , m
2
f˜2
)−F ′(|mλn |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜1
)
∼ 10−24, F ′(|mλn |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜2
) − F ′(|mλn |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜1
) ∼ 10−43. Incorpo-
rating the above results in the analytical expression as given in (4.164) and (4.164)
(with the assumption that value of phase factor associated with all effective R-parity
conserving Yukawa couplings are of O(1)),
d1e/e ≡ f˜ 3V−
18
5 × V 23m 3
2
× (10−24)GeV −2 ≡ 10−57cm.
d2e/e ≡ f˜ 3V−
18
5 × V 53m33
2
× (10−43)GeV −4 ≡ 10−55cm.
Similarly
d1u/e ≡ f˜ 3V−
10
3 × V 23m 3
2
× (10−24)GeV −2 ≡ 10−56cm.
d2u/e ≡ f˜ 3V−
10
3 × V 53m33
2
× (10−43)GeV −4 ≡ 10−54cm. (4.167)
So, the final EDM of electron as well as quark or neutron in case of R-parity conserving
supersymmetric Feynman diagrams are given as:
de/e = d
1
e/e+ d
2
e/e ≡ 10−55cm, du/e = d1u/e+ d2u/e ≡ 10−54cm. (4.168)
R-Parity violating rainbow type contribution: The similar kind of Feynman
diagrams can be drawn by replacing the neutral higgsino component with Dirac
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massless neutrino in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12. The formulae of the EDM of the
fermion f for two types of Feynman diagrams as defined in [146] are given below:
d1f =
∑
n=1,2
Im(CH˜0fLf∗R
CH˜0fif∗i e
i(θn−δfj ))
(Qf +Q
′
f)nc
64π3
|mλ0n |
e(g
(n)
f˜L
− g(n)
f˜R
)
4π
sin θfj cos θfj
×
∑
f˜=f˜L,f˜R
s g
(n)
f˜
[
f ′(|mλ0n |2, 0, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜1j
)− f ′(|mλn |2, 0, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜2j
)
]
,
d2f = −
∑
n=1,2
Im(CH˜0fLf∗R
CH˜0fif∗i e
i(θn−δfj ))
Q′fRnc
64π3
|mλ0n|
e(g
(n)
f˜L
+ g
(n)
f˜R
)
4π
sin θfj cos θfj
×
∑
f˜=f˜L,f˜R
g
(n)
f˜
m2
f˜k
[
f ′′(|mλ0n |2, 0, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜1
)− f ′′(|mλn |2, 0, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜2
)
]
.
(4.169)
The interaction vertices Cν0fLf˜∗R
and Cν0fif∗i correspond to effective R-parity violating
couplings. g′(n)
f˜L
and g′(n)
f˜R
denote effective gauge couplings corresponding to supersym-
metric sfermions.
The functions F ′ and F ′′ as defined in [146] are quoted below:
F ′(a, 0, c, f) ≡ 1
a− c
[
ln
a
c
+
f
c
Li2
(
1− c
f
)
− f
a
Li2
(
1− a
f
)]
− f
ac
π2
6
, (4.170)
F ′′(a, 0, c, f) ≡ (a− f)
2
a(a− c)3 [Li2(1− a/f)− Li2(1− c/f)]−
f 2
ac3
[
Li2(1− c/f)− π
2
6
]
+
1
a(c− f)
[
(a− f)2
(a− c)2 −
f 2
c2
]
ln
c
f
− c ln c− c+ 2f
2c2(a− c) +
f + a ln f
(a− c)2
[
1
c
− 1
a− c ln
a
c
]
(4.171)
with Li2(x) denoting the dilogarithm function.
Using the value of mλ˜01 = mλ
0
2
= V 23m 3
2
, m2e˜1 = m
2
u˜1
= Vm23
2
+ m2e˜12 , m
2
e˜2
=
m2u˜2 = Vm23
2
−m2e˜12 , we get: F ′(|mλ0n |2, 0, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜2
)−F ′(|mλ0n |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R , m
2
f˜1
) ∼
10−22, F ′(|mλ0n|2, 0, m2f˜L/R, m
2
f˜2
)− F ′(|mλ0n |2, |µ|2, m2f˜L/R , m
2
f˜1
) ∼ 10−42. The contribu-
tion of R-parity violating vertices are already calculated in chapter 3
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of N = 1 gauged supergravity action. The values of the same are as follows:
|Cν0eLe˜∗R| ≡ |Cν0eie˜∗i | ≡ V− 53 , |Cν0uLu˜∗R | ≡ |Cν0uiu˜∗i | ≡ V− 53 ; i = 1, 2. (4.172)
Incorporating values of above-mentioned R-parity violating interaction vertices and
the values of effective gauge couplings in the analytic expressions given in equation
(4.169)(with the assumption that value of phase factor associated with all effective
R-parity violating Yukawa couplings are of O(1)), ,
d1e/e = d
1
u/e ≡ f˜ 3V−
10
3 × V 23m 3
2
× (10−22)GeV −2 ≡ 10−53cm.
d1e/e = d
2
u/e ≡ f˜ 3V−
10
3 × V 53m33
2
× (10−42)GeV −4 ≡ 10−52cm. (4.173)
So, the final EDM of electron as well as quark or neutron in case of R-parity violating
Feynman diagrams are given as:
dn/e = de/e ≡ 10−52cm. (4.174)
The results of all two-loop diagrams contributing to EDM of electron/neutron are
summarized in a table given below:
Two-loop particle exchange Origin of C phase de(e cm) dn(e cm)
H0i γf Yˆeff ∈ C 10−36 10−36
H0i γχ
±
i ” 10
−47 10−47
f˜ fγ ” 10−70 10−70
f˜ 0i H
0
i γ ” 10
−29 10−29
γW±H0i Higgs exchange 10
−27 10−27
H˜0f˜λ0i (Rainbow type) Diagonalized sfermion mass 10
−55 10−54
eigenstates and effective Yukawa’s
ν0f˜λ0i (Rainbow type) ” 10
−52 10−52
Table 4.2: Results of EDM of electron/neutron for all possible two-loop diagrams.
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4.5 Results and Discussion
To summarize, we have performed a quantitative analysis of EDM of electron and neu-
tron in a phenomenological model which provides a local realization of large volume
D3/D7 µ-split-like supersymmetry. Having considered the N = 1 gauged supergrav-
ity limit of the aforementioned model, we have estimated all possible one-loop as well
as two-loop diagrams. The non-zero CP-violating phase corresponding to dimension-
five non-renormalizable EDM operator appeared at one-loop and two-loop level from
off-diagonal component of scalar mass matrix and complex effective Yukawa couplings
respectively. We have considered the order of phases to exist in (0,π
2
]. In the one-loop
graphs involving sfermions, the neutralino-mediated loop diagrams gave the dominant
contributions to the electron(neutron) EDM values as compared to gaugino-mediated
one-loop diagrams and the diagrams involving R-parity violating vertices because in
N = 1 gauged supergravity gaugino interaction vertices are dependent on suppressed
dilute non-abelian fluxes and contribution of R-parity violating vertices are generally
suppressed. However, all of the three-loop diagrams gave a very suppressed contribu-
tion to electron and neutron EDM. Then we considered one-loop diagrams involving
Higgs and other supersymmetric/SM particles. By considering SM-like fermions with
Higgs in a loop, we got the electron EDM estimate (de/e ≡ 10−34 cm) and neutron
EDM estimate (dn/e ≡ 10−33 cm), considerably higher than the value predicted by
SM. Interestingly, by considering one-loop diagrams involving chargino and Higgs,
the electron EDM value turned out to be (de/e ≡ 10−32cm) i.e a healthy EDM of
electron even in the presence of super-heavy chargino in the loop. All of the above
one-loop diagrams involved MSSM-like superfields and CP-violating phases appeared
from visible sector fields only. For a full-fledged analysis, we took into account gold-
stino supermultiplet also as the physical degrees of freedom in one-loop diagrams.
As sgoldstino corresponds to the bosonic component of the superfield correspond-
ing to which there is a supersymmetry breaking and same occurs maximally in our
large volume D3/D7 model via complex ‘big’ divisor volume modulus (τB), we have
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identified the sgoldstino field with complex τB field. Since, the fermionic component
goldstino gets absorbed into the gravitino and becomes a longitudinal component of
the massive gravitino, we basically considered one-loop diagrams involving gravitino
and sgoldstino in the loop. In such kind of loop diagrams, CP-violating phases ap-
peared from hidden sector fields. However, by evaluating the matrix amplitudes of
these loop diagrams, we got a very suppressed contribution of electron and neutron
EDM. The results of all one-loop diagrams are summarized in Table 4.1. In case of
two-loop diagrams, we have evaluated contribution of Barr-Zee diagrams involving
sfermions/fermions in an internal loop and mediated via γh exchange, and R-parity
violating diagram involving fermions but mediated via f˜h exchange. Here, the two-
loop Barr-Zee diagrams involving heavy sfermions and a light Higgs gave a most
dominant contribution of EDM (d(e/n)/e ≡ 10−29cm) as compared to two-loop dia-
grams involving only SM-like particles. With substantial fine tuning in Calabi-Yau
volume, one could hope to produce EDM results same as experimental limits. Next,
inspired by the approach given in [141–143, 147] to obtain large EDM value (almost
same as an experimental bound) from Barr-Zee diagrams involving top quarks and
W bosons loop in multi-Higgs models, we provided an estimate of the same by using
complex eigenstates of two Higgs doublets as discussed in chapter 2. By showing
the possibility of obtaining the numerical estimate of all SM-like vertices relevant for
these diagrams to be same as their standard values in the context of N = 1 gauged
supergravity model, we produced EDM (d(e,n)/e ∼ 10−27) cm in case of Barr-Zee
diagram involving W boson. By evaluating explicitly, we also showed that two-loop
rainbow diagrams give a very suppressed contribution as compared to Barr-Zee dia-
grams. The results of all two-loop diagrams are summarized in Table 4.2. Thus, we
close the chapter by concluding that in our large volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY
model, despite the presence of very heavy supersymmetric scalars/fermions in the
loops, we are able to produce a contribution to electric dipole moment of both elec-
tron as well as neutron close to experimental bound at two-loop level and a sizable
contribution even at one-loop level.
CHAPTER 5
THERMO/HYDRODYNAMICAL
ASPECTS OF M-THEORY UPLIFTS
“Where there is matter, there is geometry.”
- Johannes Kepler.
5.1 Introduction
During the past few years there has been a lot of progress toward constructing the
string theoretic dual descriptions of large-N gauge theories. The experimental data
obtained at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) has provided valuable infor-
mation that shows characteristics of non-perturbative gauge theories obtained in the
context of Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) etc. The lack of reliable computing methods
to studying non-perturbative gauge theories in various theoretical models motivates
study of non-compact manifolds relevant to obtaining gravity duals used to studying
various aspects of strongly coupled (IR) behavior of gauge theory. The AdS/CFT
correspondence has been widely used in establishing, in particular, the connection
between strongly coupled N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in large
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N limit and classical ten-dimensional supergravity. However, the analysis based on
that relies on AdS spaces whose dual is a conformal field theory (CFT) with no run-
ning couplings [148, 149]. Though AdS background suffices to give complete picture
of IR behavior, yet it does not provide UV completion of gauge theories. These
limitations were overcome in models of gauge-gravity duality that are not supersym-
metric, and are non-conformal. One of the popular non-AdS backgrounds used is
to study D3-branes is a conifold, which is inspired from studies of branes at conical
singularities, resulting in N = 1 superconformal gauge theory [150–152]. The non-
conformal or the confining behavior of gauge theories have been well understood in
‘Klebanov-Strassler’ background [153] (as well in [154]) formed by placing M frac-
tional D5-branes wrapping over a vanishing S2 of T 1,1 base of conifold in addition to
D3-branes placed at the tip of the conifold. Though in this model, quarks transform
in the bi-fundamental representations of the two possible UV gauge groups, but even-
tually cascade away in the far IR which is not relevant to studying thermal aspects.
Therefore, in order to allow the presence of fundamental quarks at finite temperature
to make the discussion more appropriate to study of the deconfined phase of strongly
coupled QCD i.e “Quark Gluon Plasma”, one has to incorporate co-incident D7-
branes in ‘Klebanov-Strassler’ construction of warped deformed conifold. The effect
of D7-branes in KS background has been computed locally in [2] just by introducing
back-reaction due to presence of D7-branes with the assumption that axio-dilation
vanishes locally and therefore, is not justified once one approaches the full global so-
lution. The other subtle issues related to the same are discussed in [2]. The very well
known background given in the presence of non-zero axio-dilaton has been formed by
introducing coincident D7-branes in ‘Klebanov-Tseytlin’ background/in the large-r
limit of ‘Klebanov-Strassler’ background via Ouyang embedding as explained in [155].
However, in the presence of non-zero temperature, Ouyang geometry also gets mod-
ified and has been given in the context of type IIB string theory in [2] by inserting
a black hole in a warped resolved conifold, named as modified Ouyang-Klebanov-
Strassler (OKS)-Black Hole (BH) background. In that background, backreaction due
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to presence of black hole as well as D7-branes is included in 10-D warp factor.
In this chapter, by extensively using modified OKS-BH background including
deformations, we discuss the investigation of the possibility of getting thermody-
namically stable local 11-dimensional uplift of warped deformed conifolds relevant to
study of particular phase of N = 1 strongly coupled QCD known as “Quark Gluon
Plasma”. Since deformed conifolds do not possess global isometries along three direc-
tions, it is not possible to achieve M-theory uplift globally. However as given in [1],
by applying suitable co-ordinate transformation on complex structure of base of T 3
fiber, one can obtain an isometry along the third direction locally. Therefore, the
main aim is to first satisfy the requirements of implementing mirror symmetry (ob-
tained by applying three successive T-dualities on a supersymmetric T 3 fiber inside
the Calabi-Yau) given by Strominger-Yau-Zaslow to transform the type IIB metric
to its type IIA mirror so that one can obtain a local M-theory uplift of the latter. In
this work, we will consider the following two limits:
(i) weak(gs) coupling − large t′Hooft coupling limit :
gs << 1, gsNf << 1,
gsM
2
N
<< 1, gsM >> 1, gsN >> 1
effected by : gs ∼ ǫd,M ∼ ǫ− 3d2 , N ∼ ǫ−19d, ǫ ≤ O(10−2), d > 0 (5.1)
(the limit in the first line of (5.1) though not its realization in the second line, con-
sidered in [2]);
(ii) MQGP limit :
gsM
2
N
<< 1, gsN >> 1, finite gs,M
effected by : gs ∼ ǫd,M ∼ ǫ− 3d2 , N ∼ ǫ−39d, ǫ . 1, d > 0. (5.2)
To begin with, in section 2, we outline the basics of (resolved) warped deformed coni-
folds and mention suitable co-ordinate transformations to generate, locally, a ‘third’
isometry and to produce a large volume of the base of a local T 3 fibration to per-
mit application of mirror symmetry a al SYZ in type IIB background. In section
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3, we calculate the chemical potential arising from a U(1) gauge field arising from
the U(Nf ) ∼ SU(Nf ) × U(1) living on the D7-brane world volume as a function of
temperature using the type IIB background of [2]. We also examine the behavior of
same as a function of increasing number of quarks i.e Nf at constant temperature
to investigate thermodynamical stability of system in type IIB background. In sec-
tion 4, using the 10-dimensional metric of (resolved) warped deformed conifolds [2]
and analytic expressions given in [1] to mirror transform, locally, the components of
type IIB metric as well as NS-NS B-field components, we first obtain the form of the
metric of the type IIA mirror manifold. In the process, at θi = 0, π and r ∼
√
3a,
we show how to construct a large base of a local T 3 fibration so that mirror sym-
metry between resolved and deformed conifolds can be established locally; in fact
if one assumes that the local uplift is valid globally, we show that one can (more
readily) ensure a large-base T 3-fibration near θ1,2 =
π
2
, r ∼ √3a as well. Next, by
applying T-duality rules given in [156] to T-dualize RR odd-form field strengths and
performing successive three T-dualities along three, locally toroidal isometry direc-
tions, we get various non-zero components of type IIA 2-form field strength using
which we obtain one-form gauge field potential which eventually leads to a local M-
theory metric. We then consider two limits - one which involves taking the weak
coupling limit of M-theory with a small string coupling and the other, which we call
as the ‘MQGP’ limit involves considering a finite string coupling ( gs . 1 and hence
relevant to strongly coupled QGP). We argue that the M-theory uplift for both limits
yields an M3-brane with 1
8
near-horizon supersymmetry near θ1,2 = 0, π. Interested
in studying hydro/thermodynamical aspects of the local M-theory uplift, in 5.1 and
5.2, assuming the formula for η
s
and the diffusion coefficient D of [157] obtained for
only radial-coordinate-dependent metric (i.e. µC = 0) to also be valid for the type
IIA mirror and its local M-theory uplift having frozen the angular dependence (tun-
ably small µC of section 3), we calculate shear viscosity-entropy density ratio
η
s
in
both limits and show that one gets exactly η
s
= 1
4π
, D ∼ 1
T
; GIIAtt,rr, G
M
tt,rr having no an-
gular dependence and the angular dependences entering via the metric determinants,
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cancel out neatly. After that, again using the same limits, in 5.3 we get simplified
expressions of 11-dimensional Euclideanized space-time action which includes contri-
bution from 11-dimensional bulk and flux terms, 10-dimensional Gibbons-Hawking
term as well as contributions arising from O(R4)-terms given that the horizon radius
turns out to be of the order of the string scale making higher derivative contribu-
tions important; despite the fact that we end up with a string-scale-sized horizon,
the finite parts of the O(R4)-terms vanish in the aforementioned limits. We show
that in the limits (5.1) and (5.2), the divergent portion of, e.g.,
∫
r=rΛ
√
hR (and/or∫
r=rΛ
√
h and/or
∫
r=rΛ
√
h|G4|2), can act as an appropriate counter-term cancelling
the divergent portions (rΛ → ∞) of the Einstein-Hilbert + Gibbons-Hawking-York
+ Flux + O(R4) terms of the action; in limit (5.1), we show that one can pro-
vide an asymptotically-linear-dilaton-type interpretation to the counter term(s). In
the aforementioned calculations, we introduce cut-offs ǫθ near θ1,2 = 0, π, which after
identification with ǫγ(i),(ii) for appropriate γ(i),(ii) for the two limits (5.1) and (5.2) with
the ǫ also the same as the ones appearing in the limits (5.1) and (5.2), ensure that the
finite part of the action - generated entirely by the Gibbons-Hawking-York surface
term - is independent of the cut-offs ǫθ. After evaluating the 11-D action/partition
function in the aforementioned limit, we calculate various thermodynamical quanti-
ties, e.g, entropy and specific heat in 11-dimensional M-theory background the sign
of which has been considered to be a criterion to check the thermodynamical stability
of the M-theory uplift. Finally, we summarize our results in section 6.
5.2 Singular, Resolved and Deformed Conifolds
We briefly discuss the generic expressions of singular, resolved as well as deformed
conifold metrics relevant to discussions in this chapter. Analogous to a two-dimensional
cone embedded in R3 : x2 + y2 − u2 = 0, a real six-dimensional conifold can be rep-
resented as a quadric:
∑4
i=1 z
2
i = 0 in C
4, which is smooth everywhere except at the
apex/node: ~z = 0 which is a double-point. Writing zi = xi+ ıyi, the base of the cone
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is S2(yi) fibered over S
3(xi) and as all fibrations are trivial, the base is S
2× S3. The
conifolds are cones over Sasaki-Einstein spaces T p,q, p and q being relatively prime
integers, which means [158]:
ds2 = dr2 + r2gT p,q , gT p,q = gabdx
adxb = λ2(dψ + pcosθ1dφ1 + qcosθ2dφ2)
2+
Λ−11 (dθ
2
1 + sin
2θ1dφ
2
1) + Λ
−1
2 (dθ
2
2 + sin
2θ2dφ
2
2), (5.3)
ψ = ψ1 + ψ2, where the Euler angles for the two SU(2)s are (φ1,2 ∈ [0, 2π], θ1,2 ∈
[0, π], ψ1,2 ∈ [0, 4π]). An n-conifold is Ricci-flat if the base is Einsteinian: Rab(g) =
(n − 2)gab. For n = 6, one obtains: 4 = λ22 {(pΛ1)2 + (qΛ2)2} = Λ1 − 12(λpΛ1)2 =
Λ2 − 12(λqΛ2)2. For p = 1, q = 1 one obtains:
gT 1,1 =
1
9
(dψ+cosθ1dφ1+cosθ2dφ2)
2+
1
6
(dθ21+sin
2θ1dφ
2
1)+
1
6
(dθ22+sin
2θ2dφ
2
2). (5.4)
The conifold base can be viewed as a coset space SU(2)×SU(2)
U(1)
. To see this, convenient
to introduce W = 1√
2
 z3 + ız4 z1 − ız2
z1 + ız2 −z3 + ız4
 . By a rescaling Z = W
r
, the defining
equation for the conifold and the base detZ = 0, trZ†Z = 1. The metric is Ka¨hler iff
gij¯ = ∂i∂¯j¯K(r
2)⇒ ds2 = K ′(r2)tr(dW †dW ) +K ′′(r2)|tr(W †dW )|2, r2 = Tr(W †W ).
It is shown in [158] that T p,q corresponds to Ka¨hler Ricci-flat metric only for choice
of p = q = 1.
The singular conifold can be smoothed by deforming as:
∑4
i=1 z
2
i = ǫ
2. For r 6= ǫ
one gets back T 1,1 and for r = ǫ(‘origin of coordinates’), one gets an S3(~x). The
deformed conifold metric as given in [159] is as follows:
ds2def = |tr(W †ǫ dWǫ)|2K ′′(r2) + tr(dW †ǫ dWǫ)K ′(r2)
=
[(
r2γˆ′ − γˆ) (1− ǫ4
r4
)
+ γˆ
]
×
( dr2
r2(1− ǫ4/r4) +
1
4
(dψ + cos θ1 dφ1 + cos θ2 dφ2)
2
)
+
γˆ
4
[
(sin θ21 dφ
2
1 + dθ
2
1) + (sin θ
2
2 dφ
2
2 + dθ
2
2)
]
+
γˆǫ2
2r2
[cosψ(dθ1dθ2 − sin θ1 sin θ2dφ1dφ2)
+ sinψ(sin θ1dφ1dθ2 + sin θ2dφ2dθ1)] , (5.5)
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ψ ≡ ψ1 + ψ2, γˆ ≡ r2K determined by the solution of the Ricci-flatness condition:
r2(r4 − ǫ4)(γˆ3)′ + 3ǫ4γˆ3 = 2r8 ; as r →∞, γˆ → r 43 (see [158]).
The resolved conifold is obtained by resolving the singularity at the apex of
the cone by non-trivial S2, i.e., replace Replace
∑4
i=1 z
2
i = 0 by
(
x u
v y
)(
λ1
λ2
)
=
0, (λ1, λ2) 6= (0, 0). So, for (u, v, x, y) 6= 0 (away from the tip), one gets back the
conifold. Due to the overall scaling freedom (λ1, λ2) ∼ (λλ1, λλ2), (λ1, λ2) actually
describe a CP1 ∼ S2 at the tip of the cone. The most general Ka¨hler potential is
given by K = F (r2) + 4a2ln(1 + |λ|2) implying the resolved conifold metric [160] is
given by:
ds2res = F
′(r2)tr(dW †dW ) + F ′′(r2)|tr(W †dW )|2 + 4a2 |dλ|
2
(1 + |λ|2)2
= γ˜′ dr2 +
γ˜′
4
r2
(
dψ + cos θ1 dφ1 + cos θ2 dφ2
)2
+
γ˜
4
(
dθ21 + sin
2 θ1 dφ
2
1
)
+
γ˜ + 4a2
4
(
dθ22 + sin
2 θ2 dφ
2
2
)
; γ˜
r→∞−→ r 43 (5.6)
Defining ρ2 = 3/2 γ˜,
ds2res =
κ(ρ)
9
ρ2
(
dψ + cos θ1 dφ1 + cos θ2 dφ2
)2
+
ρ3
6
(
dθ21 + sin
2 θ1 dφ
2
1
)
+
ρ2 + 6a2
6
(
dθ22 + sin
2 θ2 dφ
2
2
)
+ κ(ρ)−1 dρ2 , (5.7)
with κ(ρ) = (ρ2+9a2)/(ρ2+6a2).We will always work in the limit wherein ρ, relabelled
as r in subsequent sections, is much larger than a.
5.3 Type IIB (Resolved) Warped Deformed Coni-
fold Background
The basic motivation in using non-AdS background to explain the properties of QCD
was to provide a geometric background that helps to explain not just the physics of
QCD in the IR region but is also sufficient to unravel the various key points needed to
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explain UV completion of the theory. The knowledge of UV completion is important
to handle the issues related to finiteness of the solution at short distances as well
as to capture certain aspects of large-N thermal QCD. The different models were
proposed to incorporate the effect of renormalization group in the dual background
by connecting conformal fixed points at IR as well as UV [161, 162]. As discussed
in section 1, the first successful attempt to explain the RG flow (without any fixed
point/surface) in the dual background was made by Klebanov and Strassler in [153]
by embedding D-branes in a conifold background which was further extended to
OKS background in the presence of fundamental quarks and finally, followed by
modified OKS-BH background in the presence of black-hole. Before going into details
of (resolved) warped deformed conifold relevant to study of QGP, let us first review
the modified OKS-BH geometry in the presence of the black hole given in [2].
Starting from Klebanov-Strassler model [153], in this background, N D3-branes
are placed at the tip of six-dimensional conifold whereas M D5-branes are wrapped
over the vanishing two cycle S2 of conifold base. IntroducingM D5-branes/fractional
D3-branes thus produces SU(N +M) × SU(N) supersymmetric gauge theory such
that the matter fields transforming as bi-fundamental representation of UV gauge
group SU(N +M) × SU(N) and under renormalization group flow, eventually cas-
cade down to SU(M) in the far IR region. However, the behavior of gauge theories
so-obtained is not quite simple under RG flow. The subtle issues are explained in [153]
and elaborated in more detail in [2] also. Due to the presence of complicated gauge
theory, there are numerous points where beta functions βg1 , βg2 corresponding to two
gauge coupling constants (g1, g2) are very small, the RG-fixed surfaces involve infinite
number of choppy Seiberg dualities and hence RG flow is not smooth as one goes from
one surface to another surface at different energy scales and therefore, is not able to
provide the dual gravity background. However, it has been discussed in [2], that
inspite of the choppy nature of RG flow at the boundary, there is a smooth RG flow
if one hovers towards center of two-dimensional surface which eventually leads to give
weakly-coupled gravity description. Therefore, there is a very small regime of smooth
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RG flow in the gauge theory side that can be captured by weakly coupled supergrav-
ity description. This means the KS picture is able to explain the UV completion
of the so-formed QCD description. However, the KS description does not include
fundamental quarks. To discover the background relevant to study of certain aspects
of gauge theory at finite temperature, one has to introduce fundamental quarks at
high temperature. This is done by insert co-incident D7-branes in Klebanov-Strassler
warped deformed construction. There are various subtle issues explained in [2] as re-
lated to the validity of the same once one goes to explain the full Global scenario.
Therefore, D7 branes are embedded in large r regime of KS geometry via Ouyang
embedding [155] (that takes into account the effect of the axio-dilaton field on the
metric) given as:
r
3
2 e
i
2
(ψ−φ1−φ2) sin
θ1
2
sin
θ2
2
= µ (5.8)
where µ is embedding parameter. This discussion so far is valid at T = 0. The
extended background in the presence of non-zero temperature has been discussed in [2]
by inserting a black-hole to the OKS background which results in both resolution as
well as deformation of the two and three cycles of the conifold respectively at r = 0.
In the presence of a black-hole in a warped deformed conifold, the metric is given
by [2], [163]:
ds2 =
1√
h
(−g1dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23)+√h[g−12 dr2 + r2dM25]. (5.9)
where h5 (deformation parameter)
2 << 1. The gi’s demonstrate the presence of black
hole in modified OKS-BH background and given as follows:
g1(r, θ1, θ2) = 1− r
4
h
r4
+O
(
g2sM
N
)
, g2(r, θ1, θ2) = 1− r
4
h
r4
+O
(
g2sM
N
)
.(5.10)
where rh is the horizon, and the (θ1, θ2) dependence come from the O
(
gsM2
N
)
cor-
rections (We note that the ‘black hole’ factors gi are stated to receive O(g2sMNf )
corrections in [2], but as shown in [163], the six-dimensional warp factors hi are ex-
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pected to receive corrections of O
(
gsM2
N
)
- we assume the same to also be true of the
‘black hole functions’ g1,2)
1 and
dM25 = h1(dψ + cos θ1 dφ1 + cos θ2 dφ2)2 + h2(dθ21 + sin2θ1 dφ21)+
+ h4(h3dθ
2
2 + sin
2θ2 dφ
2
2) + h5 cos ψ (dθ1dθ2 − sin θ1sin θ2dφ1dφ2)+
+ h5 sin ψ (sin θ1 dθ2dφ1 + sin θ2 dθ1dφ2) . (5.11)
Due to presence of Black-hole, hi appearing in internal metric as well as M,Nf are
not constant and upto linear order depend on gs,M,Nf as given below:
h1 =
1
9
+O(gsM
2
N
), h2 = h4 =
1
6
+O(gsM
2
N
), h3 = 1 +O(gsM
2
N
),
L = (4πgsN)
1
4 ,Meff = M +
∑
m≥n
amn(gsNf)
m(gsM)
n,
N efff = Nf +
∑
m≥n
bmn(gsNf)
m(gsM)
n. (5.12)
The warp factor that includes the back-reaction due to fluxes as well as black-hole is
given as:
h =
L4
r4
[
1 +
3gsM
2
eff
2πN
logr
{
1 +
3gsN
eff
f
2π
(
logr +
1
2
)
+
gsN
eff
f
4π
log
(
sin
θ1
2
sin
θ2
2
)}]
.
(5.13)
Though the results are calculated to orderO(gsNf) at small r, the conjectural solution
is given at large r by embedding the model in F-theory set-up so that one is able to
avoid the issue of singularities appearing in the background at large r and therefore,
explain the holographic renormalisibility of theory. This is connected with the fact
that at large r, dilaton, warp factor as well as fluxes should not blow up as r approaches
infinity. As realized explicitly in [2], the analytical expression of warp factor given
in equation (5.13) does not show up singularity at large r if parameters N,M, gs are
1This will have extremely non-trivial consequence that one can use the same choice of hi and gi
in the weak(gs)coupling-large t’Hooft couplings as well as the ‘MQGP’ limits, later in the chapter.
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tuned in such a way that following limits are satisfied.
gs → 0, gsNf → 0, gsM
2
N
→ 0, gsM →∞, gsN →∞. (5.14)
Therefore, to get the results using OKS-BH background, one should strictly satisfy
aforementioned constraints on (gs,M,N).
We utilize the above background to study the thermodynamic stability of solution
in a “(resolved) warped deformed conifold background” obtained by considering limits
h5 6= 0, h3 = 1, h4 − h2 = a, gi = 1− r
4
h
r4
+O
(
gsM
2
N
)
. (5.15)
i.e by considering deformation parameter h5 to be very small but not equal to zero,
and r >> a.
The three-form fluxes by including black hole factors are given by [2]:
F˜3 = 2MA1
(
1 +
3gsNf
2π
log r
)
eψ ∧ 1
2
(sin θ1 dθ1 ∧ dφ1 − B1 sin θ2 dθ2 ∧ dφ2)
− 3gsMNf
4π
A2
dr
r
∧ eψ ∧
(
cot
θ2
2
sin θ2 dφ2 − B2 cot θ1
2
sin θ1 dφ1
)
− 3gsMNf
8π
A3 sin θ1 sin θ2
(
cot
θ2
2
dθ1 +B3 cot
θ1
2
dθ2
)
∧ dφ1 ∧ dφ2,
H3 = 6gsA4M
(
1 +
9gsNf
4π
log r +
gsNf
2π
log sin
θ1
2
sin
θ2
2
)dr
r
∧ 1
2
(
sin θ1 dθ1 ∧ dφ1 − B4 sin θ2 dθ2 ∧ dφ2
)
+
3g2sMNf
8π
A5
(dr
r
∧ eψ − 1
2
deψ
)
∧
(
cot
θ2
2
dθ2 − B5 cot θ1
2
dθ1
)
,
implying
B2 = 6gsA4M
(
lnr +
9gsNf
4π
(lnr)2 +
gsNf
4π
(1 + 2lnr)ln
(
sin
θ1
2
sin
θ2
2
))
× 1
2
(
sin θ1 dθ1 ∧ dφ1 − B4 sin θ2 dθ2 ∧ dφ2
)
+
3g2sMNf
8π
A5lnreψ ∧
(
cot
θ2
2
dθ2 − B5cotθ1
2
dθ1
)
,
e−Φ =
1
gs
− Nf
8π
log
(
r6 + 9a2r4
)− Nf
2π
log
(
sin
θ1
2
sin
θ2
2
)
. (5.16)
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where the asymmetry factors Ai, Bi encode all the information of the black hole etc
in our background. To order O(gsNf), the same are given by:
A1 = 1 +
9gsNf
4π
· a
2
r2
· (2− 3 log r) +O(a2g2sN2f )
B2 = 1 +
36a2 log r
r3 + 18a2r log r
+O(a2g2sN2f )
A2 = 1 +
18a2
r2
· log r +O(a2g2sN2f )
B1 = 1 +
81
2
· gsNfa
2log r
4πr2 + 9gsNfa2(2− 3 log r) +O(a
2g2sN
2
f )
A3 = 1− 18a
2
r2
· log r +O(a2g2sN2f )
B3 = 1 +
36a2log r
r2 − 18a2log r +O(a
2g2sN
2
f )
A4 = 1− 3a
2
r2
+O(a2g2sN2f ), B4 = 1 +
3gsa
2
r2 − 3a2 +O(a
2g2sN
2
f )
A5 = 1 +
36a2log r
r
+O(a2g2sN2f ), B5 = 1 +
72a2log r
r + 36a2log r
+O(a2g2sN2f ).
(5.17)
The O(a2/r2) corrections included in asymmetry factors correspond to modified
Ouyang background in the presence of black hole. The values for the axion C0 and
the five form F5 are given by [2]:
C0 =
Nf
4π
(ψ − φ1 − φ2),
F5 =
1
gs
[
d4x ∧ dh−1 + ∗(d4x ∧ dh−1)] . (5.18)
with the dilaton to be taken as approximately a constant near the D7-brane.
Working in a local limit around: r ≈ 〈r〉, θ1,2 ≈ 〈θ1,2〉, ψ ≈ 〈ψ〉 equivalent to
replacing theCP1(θ1, φ1),CP
2(θ2, φ2) locally by T
2(θ1, x), T
2(θ2, y). Define T-duality
coordinates, (φ1, φ2, ψ)→ (x, y, z) ( [1]):
x =
√
h2h
1
4sin〈θ1〉〈r〉φ1, y =
√
h4h
1
4 sin〈θ2〉〈r〉φ2, z =
√
h1〈r〉h 14ψ. (5.19)
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Interestingly, around ψ = 〈ψ〉, under the coordinate transformation ( [1]):
 sinθ2dφ2
dθ2
→
 cos〈ψ〉 sin〈ψ〉
−sin〈ψ〉 cos〈ψ〉
 sinθ2dφ2
dθ2
 , (5.20)
the h5 term becomes h5 [dθ1dθ2 − sinθ1sinθ2dφ1dφ2]. Further, eψ → d(ψ + sin〈ψ〉ln
sinθ2)+ cosθ1dφ1+ cosθ2dφ2, which under ψ → ψ−sin〈ψ〉lnsinθ2, implies: eψ → eψ.
Locally, thus one introduces an isometry along ψ in addition to the isometries along
φ1,2. This clearly is not valid globally - the deformed conifold does not possess a third
global isometry. We will be taking 〈ψ〉 ∼ 0, 2π, 4π so that the one-forms sinθ2dφ2
and dθ2 do not change appreciably.
To enable use of SYZ-mirror duality via three T dualities, one needs to ensure a
large base (implying large complex structures of the aforementioned two two-tori) of
the T 3(x, y, z) fibration. This is effected via [164]:
dψ → dψ + f1(θ1)cosθ1dθ1 + f2(θ2)dθ2, dφ1,2 → dφ1,2 − f1,2(θ1,2)dθ1,2, (5.21)
for appropriately chosen large values of f1,2(θ1,2). The three-form fluxes of (5.16)
remain invariant under (5.21). The fact that one can choose such large values of
f1,2(θ1,2), is justified in section 4.
5.4 Chemical Potential in the Type IIB Background
The chemical potential in gravity dual is generated via D7-brane gauge fields in
a certain geometric background. The temporal component of bulk U(1) field on
the D7-brane worldvolume is related to chemical potential since it is the conjugate
field to the electric charge. So, it is defined in a gauge-invariant manner as follows:
µC =
∫∞
rh
drFrt. Frt can be evaluated by solving Lagrange equation of motion for
DBI Action. Since the background given in [2] has been chosen to give non-conformal
gauge theories, it might be the case that warp factors hi appearing in the metric vary
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while RG flow from IR scale to UV scale. Therefore, as similar to [165], the analysis
given below is based on the assumption that hi is constant at a fixed energy scale.
Assuming µ( 6= 0) ∈ R in Ouyang’s embedding ( [166]):
r
3
2 e
i
2
(ψ−φ1−φ2) sin θ1
2
sin θ2
2
= µ, implies that r
3
2 sin
(
ψ−φ1−φ2
2
)
sin θ1
2
sin θ2
2
= 0 which
could be satisfied for ψ = φ1 + φ2 and r
3
2 sin θ1
2
sin θ2
2
= µ. Using the same, one
obtains the following metric for a space-time-filling wrapped D7-brane embedded in
the warped deformed conifold:
ds2 =
1√
h (r, θ2, θ1(r, θ2))
(−g1(r)dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2)+√h (r, θ2, θ1(r, θ2))[ dr2
g2(r)
+ r2dM23
]
,
where, dM23 = h1
dφ2(cos(θ2) + 1) + dφ1
2− 2µ2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
r3
2+
h2

1−
1− 2µ2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
r3
2
 dφ12 + µ2
(
3dr
r + dθ2 cot
(
θ2
2
))2
r3
(
sin2
(
θ2
2
)
− µ2
r3
)
+ h5 cos(φ1 + φ2)
−dθ2µ
(
3dr
r + dθ2 cot
(
θ2
2
))
r3/2
√
sin2
(
θ2
2
)
− µ2
r3
− dφ1dφ2
√√√√√1−
1− 2µ2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
r3
2 sin(θ2)
+ h5
sin(φ1 + φ2)
−µ
(
3dr
r + dθ2 cot
(
θ2
2
))
sin(θ2)dφ2
r3/2
√
sin2
(
θ2
2
)
− µ2
r3
+ dφ1dφ2
√√√√√1−
1− 2µ2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
r3
2

+ h4
(
h3dθ2
2 + dφ2
2 sin2(θ2)
)
. (5.22)
To start with, we will neglect B2 of (5.16) in the DBI action and include a U(1) field
strength F = ∂rAtdr ∧ dt which would give the following:
√
det (i∗g + F ) =
√G
2
√
2π3/4
, (5.23)
where, G ≡ 1
gsN
√
gsN
r4
[
r4
{
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
 µ2 cot2 ( θ22 )
6r3
(
sin2
(
θ2
2
)− µ2r3 ) −
h5µ cos(φ1 + φ2) cot
(
θ2
2
)
r3/2
√
sin2
(
θ2
2
)− µ2r3 +
1
6

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×
{
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
r2
(
−2µ
4 csc4
(
θ2
2
)
9r6
− 2µ
2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
9r3
+
4
9
)
×
(
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
r2
(
Frt
2 +
(
rh
4
r4 − 1
)(
3µ2
2r3
(
sin2( θ22 )−µ
2
r3
) + 2
√
pi
√
gsN
r4
1− rh4
r4
)
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
)
×
(
cos2(θ2)
9
+
2 cos(θ2)
9
+
sin2(θ2)
6
+
1
9
)
−
18h5
2µ2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
(
rh
4
r4 − 1
)
sin2(φ1 + φ2) sin
2(θ2)
r
(
sin2
(
θ2
2
)− µ2r3 )
)
− 4gsNπ
(
Frt
2 +
(
rh
4
r4 − 1
)(
3µ2
2r3
(
sin2( θ22 )−µ
2
r3
) + 2
√
pi
√
gsN
r4
1− rh4
r4
)
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
)
×
[
2
9
(cos(θ2) + 1)
(
2− 2µ
2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
r3
)
+ h5
√√√√1−(1− 2µ2 csc2 ( θ22 )
r3
)2
sin(φ1 + φ2)
− h5 cos(φ1 + φ2)
√√√√1−(1− 2µ2 csc2 ( θ22 )
r3
)2
sin(θ2)
]2}
r2
+
1√
sin2
(
θ2
2
)− µ2r3
{
2h5µ
√
π
√
gsN
r4
cot
(
θ2
2
)
sin(φ1 + φ2) sin(θ2)×
{
4gsh5µN
r3/2
√
sin2
(
θ2
2
)− µ2r3
{
π cot
(
θ2
2
)
sin(φ1 + φ2)
(
Frt
2 +
(
rh
4
r4 − 1
)(
3µ2
2r3
(
sin2( θ22 )−µ
2
r3
) + 2
√
pi
√
gsN
r4
1− rh4
r4
)
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
)
× sin(θ2)
(
2
9
(cos(θ2) + 1)
(
2− 2µ
2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
r3
)
+ h5
√√√√1−(1− 2µ2 csc2 ( θ22 )
r3
)2
sin(φ1 + φ2)
− h5 cos(φ1 + φ2)
√√√√1−(1− 2µ2 csc2 ( θ22 )
r3
)2
sin(θ2)
)}
− 1
r3/2
√
sin2
(
θ2
2
)− µ2r3
{
4gsh5µNπ cot
(
θ2
2
)(
−2µ
4 csc4
(
θ2
2
)
9r6
− 2µ
2 csc2
(
θ2
2
)
9r3
+
4
9
)
× sin(φ1 + φ2)
(
Frt
2 +
(
rh
4
r4 − 1
)(
3µ2
2r3
(
sin2( θ22 )−µ
2
r3
) + 2
√
pi
√
gsN
r4
1− rh4
r4
)
2
√
π
√
gsN
r4
)
sin(θ2)
}}
√
r
}}]
. (5.24)
One sees that:
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
dφ1dφ2
∫ π
0
dθ2
(√
det(i∗(g) + F )
)µ0
∼ r3
√
1− F 2rt, (5.25)
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and
(√
det(i∗(g) + F )
)µ
=
1
3
√
2
√(
1− F 2rt
)
r6 cos2
(
θ2
2
)
(3 cos(θ2) + 1)
[(
F 2rt − 1
)
h5r
9/2
(√
2 cot3
(
θ2
2
)
cos(φ1 + φ2)
×
(
2r3/2 cos(2θ2)
√
− 1
r3(cos(θ2)− 1) + 6r
3/2
√
− 1
r3(cos(θ2)− 1)
+ cos(θ2)
(
3
√
1− cos(θ2)− 8r3/2
√
− 1
r3(cos(θ2)− 1)
)
+
√
1− cos(θ2)
)
− 8r3/2 cos2
(
θ2
2
)
sin(φ1 + φ2)
√√√√csc2 (θ22 )
r3
)]
;∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
dφ1dφ2
(√
det(i∗(g) + F )
)µ
= 0. (5.26)
The finite part of the DBI action for D7 for the Ouyang embedding is hence:
∫
dre−φ(r)r3
√
1− F 2rt, (5.27)
where e−φ(r) = 1
gs
− Nf
8π
ln (r6 + a2r4) − Nf
2π
ln
(
µr−
3
2
)
r>>a−→ 1
gs
− Nf
2π
lnµ. We will be
assuming that the embedding parameter is (real and) less than unity; if µ ∼ 0 then
one assumes that µ ∼ ǫα, α > 0 so that using (5.14) gsNf lnµ → 0. The Euler-
Lagrange eom corresponding to (5.27) is:
∂r

[
1
gs
− Nf
2π
lnµ
]
r3∂rAt√
1− (∂rAt)2
 = 0. (5.28)
We therefore obtain:
∂rAt(r) =
Ceφ(r)√
C2e2φ(r) + r6
, (5.29)
for large r implying
µC =
∫ ∞
rh
Ceφ(r)√
C2e2φ(r) + r6
=
Cgsπ
2π − gsNf lnµ
2F1
(
1
3
, 1
2
; 4
3
;− C2(
1
gs
−Nf
2π
lnµ
)2
r6h
)
r2h
, (5.30)
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where rh = π
√
4πgsNT . From (5.30) one sees that:
∂µC
∂T
∣∣∣∣∣
Nf ;C=
(
1
gs
−Nf
2π
lnµ
)
π3(4πgsN)
3
2
∼ − 1√
1 + T 6
< 0. (5.31)
In order to study the thermodynamical stability of the type IIB solution, we need to
consider:
e−φ(r) ≈ 1
gs
− Nf lnµ
2π
− Nfa
2
8πr2
, (5.32)
along the Ouyang embedding. This implies that:
µC = C
∫ ∞
rh
dr
1(
1
gs
− Nf lnµ
2π
− Nfa2
8πr2
)√
r6 + C
2(
1
gs
−Nf lnµ
2π
−Nfa
2
8πr2
)2
≈ C
∫ ∞
rh
dr
gs√
C2g2s + r
6
+ gsNf
∫ ∞
rh
dr
r4 (a2Cgs + 4Cgsr
2lnµ)
8π (C2g2s + r
6)
3
2
= Cgs
 2F1
(
1
3
, 1
2
; 4
3
;−C2g2s
rh6
)
2rh2
+
gsNf
Cgs
(
2F1
(
2
3
, 3
2
; 5
3
;−C2g2s
rh6
)
a2 + 8rh
2
2F1
(
1
3
, 3
2
; 4
3
;−C2g2s
r6h
)
ln(µ)
)
32πr4h
 . (5.33)
From (5.33), one sees:
∂µC
∂T
∣∣∣∣∣
Nf ,a=frh:f<<<1;C=
π3(4πgsN)
3
2
gs
∼ − 1
8π
T 6(f 2 + 4lnµ)
(1 + T 6)
3
2
+f 2gsNf
2F1
(
2
3
, 3
2
; 5
3
;− 1
T 6
)
16πT 3
< 0.
(5.34)
So, from (5.31) and (5.34) it is clear that ∂µC
∂T
∣∣∣∣∣
Nf
= − ∂S
∂Nf
∣∣∣∣∣
T
< 0. Apart from Cv > 0,
thermodynamic stability requires: ∂µC
∂Nf
|T > 0, which using (5.33) for C > 0, µ =
limǫ→0+ 1− ǫ is satisfied!
Let us now analyse the inclusion of the NS-NSB2 of (5.16) in the DBI action. From
(5.16), using the Ouyang embedding (implying for a real µ: dψ = dφ1 + dφ2, dθ1 =
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− tan ( θ1
2
) (
3dr
r
+ cot
(
θ2
2
)
dθ2
)
):
B2 = −3
r
tan
θ1
2
(Bθ1φ1 +Bθ1ψ) dr ∧ dφ1 +
[
Bθ2φ1 − tan
θ1
2
cot
θ2
2
(Bθ1φ1 +Bθ1ψ)
]
dθ2 ∧ dφ1 − 3
r
tan
θ1
2
(Bθ1φ2 +Bθ1ψ) dr ∧ dφ2 +
[
Bθ2φ2 − tan
θ1
2
cot
θ2
2
(Bθ1φ2 +Bθ1ψ)
]
dθ2 ∧ dφ2. (5.35)
Working in the gsM →∞, gsM →∞, gs → 0, gsM2N → 0 limit of [2], one obtains:
(√
det (i∗(g +B) + F )
)µ0
=√
(Frt2−1)r2(sin2(θ2)(81(gsM)2(r2−3a2)2ln2(r)+πr4gsN)−2πr4gsN cos2(θ2)−4πr4gsN cos(θ2)−2πr4gsN)
gsN
9
√
π
;
and
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
dφ1dφ2
∫ π
0
dθ2
(√
det (i∗(g +B) + F )
)µ0 ∼ r3√1− F 2rt +O
(√
gsM2
N
)
;
(5.36)(√
det (i∗(g +B) + F )
)µ
=(
F 2rt − 1
)
h5
√
r
12
√
gsN
r4
(9
√
π(
√
det(i∗(g +B) + F ))µ0)
×
{√πgsN√sin2 ( θ22 )(10 cos (θ22 )+ 3(cos(3θ22 )+ cos(5θ22 ))) csc3 ( θ22 ) cos(φ1 + φ2)√
gsN
r4
− 2
[
2
√
2 cos
(
θ2
2
)
cot
(
θ2
2
)
sin(φ1 + φ2)
(
9gsM
(
3a2 − r2) ln(r)√1− cos(θ2) cos(3θ2
2
)
(
9a4gs − 3a2gsr2 − 1
)
+ 27gsM
(
3a2 − r2) ln(r) cos(θ2
2
)√
1− cos(θ2)
+ 8
√
πr11/2
√
gsN
r4
sin
(
θ2
2
)√
− 1
r3(cos(θ2)− 1)
)
−
√
πgsN sin(2(φ1 + φ2)) csc(φ1 + φ2)
(
2 sin3(θ2) csc
2
(
θ2
3
)
+ sin(2θ2) csc
3
(
θ2
2
))
√
gsN
r4
]}
;
and
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
dφ1dφ2
(√
det (i∗(g +B) + F )
)µ
= 0. (5.37)
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Hence,
∫ π
0
dθ2
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
dφ1dφ2
(√
det (i∗(g +B) + F )
)
∼
(
r3
√
1− F 2rt +O
(√
gsM2
N
))
+O(µ2). (5.38)
such that in the gsM → ∞, gsN → ∞ limit, the O(µ0) results and consequences
thereafter, for B = 0 and B 6= 0, match.
For 5.1 and 5.2 one would need to have a very small µC , which we see from (5.30)
and (5.33), can be arranged by tuning the C to an appropriately small value, e.g., for
C = 0.001, µC = 0.05, 0.0006 respectively for the two scalings of gs,M,N referred to
in the abstract and use in and after Sec. 4. The choice of C in (5.31) and (5.34) was
only for convenience.
5.5 The Local type IIA SYZ Dual and Local M-
Theory Uplift
The starting metric in the type IIB theory has the following components
ds2 = gµνdx
µ dxν + gxµdx dx
µ + gyµdy dx
µ + gzµdz dx
µ + gxydx dy + gxzdx dz
+ gzydz dy + gxxdx
2 + gyydy
2 + gzz dz
2, (5.39)
where µ, ν 6= x, y, z. As shown in [1], the form of the metric of the mirror manifold
after performing three T-dualities, first along x, then along y and finally along z:
ds2 =
(
Gµν − GzµGzν − BzµBzν
Gzz
)
dxµ dxν + 2
(
Gxν − GzxGzν − BzxBzν
Gzz
)
dx dxµ
+ 2
(
Gyν − GzyGzν − BzyBzν
Gzz
)
dy dxν + 2
(
Gxy − GzxGzy − BzxBzy
Gzz
)
dx dy
+
dz2
Gzz
+ 2
Bµz
Gzz
dxµ dz + 2
Bxz
Gzz
dx dz + 2
Byz
Gzz
dy dz
+
(
Gxx − G
2
zx − B2zx
Gzz
)
dx2 +
(
Gyy −
G2zy − B2zy
Gzz
)
dy2. (5.40)
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To implement mirror symmetry a al SYZ prescription, one needs to ensure that the
base of the local T 3- fibration is large. Near θ1 = θ2 = 0 we will show that it is
possible to obtain a large base for which f1,2(θ1,2) >> a (small resolution factor,
i.e. a << 1). The guiding principle is that one requires that the metric obtained
after SYZ-mirror transformation applied to the resolved warped deformed conifold is
like a warped resolved conifold at least locally, then GIIAθ1θ2 needs to vanish. We will
first implement g
2
sM
Nf
→ 0 (common to both limits (5.1) and (5.2)) for simplifying
the type IIA metric components which means that we will set h(r, θ1, θ2) =
4πgsN
r4
;
this yields the type IIA metric components enumerated in (A11). Interestingly, if one
assumes that the local uplift is also valid globally, then we show that the same guiding
principle is also applicable at θ1 = θ2 =
π
2
, in fact more readily. Assuming one has
found appropriate fi(θi), after T-dualizing along x, y, z, equation (5.40) yields (A1) -
(A7), which yields the components of the type IIA mirror metric as given in (A11).
Along r = a
√
3, θ1 → 0, θ2 → mθ; θ → 0 where m ∼ O(1), (A11) yields:
GIIAθ1θ1 , G
IIA
θ2θ2 ∼
√
gsN,
GIIAθ1θ2 ∼ limgsN→∞,θ→0h5
√
gsNθ
2
[
f1(0)f2(0)− 2
mθ2
]
,
which vanishes for f1(0) ∼ f2(0) ∼ lim
θ→0
√
2√
mθ
>> a for small unconstrained h5;
GIIAφ1θ1 ∼ limθ→0
g2sMNf lna
h25(gsN)
1
4 θ4
∼ 0, GIIAφ1θ2 = 0, GIIAψθ1 ∼ limθ→0
g2sMNf lna
h25(gsN)
1
4 θ3
∼ 0, GIIAψθ2 = 0,
GIIAφ2θ1 ∼ limθ→0
g2sMNf lna
(gsN)
1
4 θ2
∼ 0, GIIAφ2θ2 ∼ (gsN)
1
4 θf2(0) ∼ (gsN)
1
4 >> 1;GIIAφ1φ1 ∼ GIIAφ2φ2 ∼ θ2;
GIIAψψ ∼ O(1);GIIAφ2ψ ∼ O(1);
GIIAφ1ψ ∼
−243√6h25m2θ5 + 162h25m2θ4 + 18
√
6m(9h5 +m)θ
3 − 72h5mθ2 − 12
√
6θ + 8
1458h25m
2θ3
,
GIIAφ1φ2 ∼
1
27
(
9h25 − 1
)
m2θ2 (3θ2 + 2)
(−27h25θ2m2 + (3θ2 + 2)m2 + 12h5m+ 2)
×
[
−243h35m3
(
−27θ3 + 3
√
6θ2 − 36θ + 2
√
6
)
θ4 − 27h25m2
(
9
√
6θ4 + 54θ3 − 6
√
6θ2
+ 144θ − 8
√
6
)
θ2 − 12
√
6θ2 + 72θ − 3h5m
(
243m2θ7 + 162
(
2m2 + 1
)
θ5 − 36
√
6θ4
+ 108
(
m2 + 3
)
θ3 − 12
√
6θ2 − 72θ + 8
√
6
)
− 8
√
6
]
. (5.41)
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If θ → 0, h5 → 0, m ∼ O(1) such that −72h5mθ2 − 12
√
6θ + 8 = 0, then θ →
−√6+√2√3+8h5m
12h5m
= 1
3
√
2
3
− 2
9
√
2
3
h5m + O ((h5m)2). So, if h5m << 1 then θ ∼ 0.3 < 1. The under-
standing now is that θ → 0 by dividing out the same by a large number. So, the
numerator of GIIAφ1ψ will go as O(θ3) implying that GIIAφ1ψ will be finite as θ1,2 → 0.
The terms up to O(θ = −
√
6+
√
2
√
3+8h5m
12h5m
) in the numerator of GIIAφ1φ2 will be given by
16
√
2
3
h5m + O ((h5m)2), which for h5m << 1 is negligible. So, GIIAφ1φ2 is finite as
θ1 → 0, θ2 → 0. Near r = a
√
3, θ1 = θ2 =
π
2
, using (A11):
GIIAθ1θ1 , G
IIA
θ2θ2 ∼
√
gsN,G
IIA
φ1φ1/φ2φ2
=
1
1− 9h25
GIIAθ1θ2 ∼ h5
√
gsN
(
f1
(π
2
)
f2
(π
2
)
− 2
)
= 0 for f1
(π
2
)
= f2
(π
2
)
=
√
2 >> a,
GIIAφ1θ1 ∼
h25g
2
sMNf
(gsN)
1
4
∼ 0, GIIAφ1θ2 = 0, GIIAψθ1 ∼
g2sMNf
(gsN)
1
4
∼ 0, GIIAψθ2 = 0, GIIAφ2θ1 = 0,
GIIAφ2θ2 = 0, G
IIA
ψψ =
1
9
, GIIAφ1ψ ∼ h25, GIIAφ2ψ = 0, GIIAφ1φ2 ∼ h5 ∼ 0, GIIAφ1φ2 ∼ h5 ∼ 0. (5.42)
We see from (5.42) that the metric locally will look like a resolved conifold metric
along θ1 = θ2 =
π
2
and r = a
√
3.
We will now discuss how one obtains, locally, a one-form type IIA potential from
the triple T-dual (along x, y, z) of the type IIB F1,3,5. From (5.16), one sees that
the following are the non-zero components with respect to the T-duality coordinates
(x, y, z) of F3: Fzθix, Fzθiy, Fxθiy, Frzy, Frzx, Frxy, Fθixy.
Using the T-duality rules for RR field strengths of [156], one sees that:
˜˜˜
Fyθi/r =
[
−3Fzθi/rx − 6
({
Fz − 2g−1xx (gxzFz − gxxFz)
}
bxθi/r
)
− 2g−1yy
{
g˜yz
[
Fyθi/rx − 2
[
Fy − 2g−1xx (gxyFx − gxxFy)
]
bxθi/r
]}
− 2
(
− ˜˜Bzy
[
Fyθi/rx + 2
(
Fy − 2g−1xx (gxyFx − gxxFy)
)
bxθi/r
])]
, (5.43)
where ˜˜Bzy = g˜
−1
yy g˜yz =
(
gyy − g−1xx g2xy
)−1 (
gyz − g−1xx gxygxz
)
. The components of (5.43)
are explicitly given in an appendix of [93].Now,
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˜˜˜
Fzθi/r = −
[
Fyθi/rx + 2
(
Fy − 2g−1xx (gxyFx − gxxFy) bxθi/r
)]
, (5.44)
Similarly,
˜˜˜
Fxθi/r = −
(
Fyzθi/r − 3g−1xx
{
gxyFxzθi/r + gxxFzyθi/r + gxzFyxθi/r
})
− 3
[
−B˜yx
{
−Fzθi/rx − 2
(
Fz − 2g−1xx (gxzFx − gxxFz)
)
bxθi/r − 2g˜−1yy
(
g˜yz
{
Fxyθi/r + 2bxθi/r
[
Fy − g−1xx gyyFx
]}
+ g˜yy
{
Fzθi/rx − 2
[
Fz − 2g−1xx (gxzFx − gxxFz)
]
bxθi/r
})}]
(5.45)
Using the above, the exact expressions are given in [93]. We therefore can construct
the following gauge field one-form in the local limit:
AF3 =
[
˜˜˜
Fxrxdr +
˜˜˜
Fxθ1xdθ1 +
˜˜˜
Fxθ2xdθ2 +
˜˜˜
Fyθ1ydθ1 +
˜˜˜
Fyθ2ydθ2 +
˜˜˜
Fzθ2zdθ2
+
˜˜˜
Fzθ1zdθ1 +
˜˜˜
Fzrzdr +
˜˜˜
Fyrydr
]
(θ1,2 → 〈θ1,2〉, φ1,2 → 〈φ1,2〉, ψ →〈ψ〉, r → 〈r〉).(5 46)
The two-form field strength obtained from three T-dualities to F1 can be obtained
via application of T-duality rules of [156]:
˜˜˜
Fzx = −2
[
Fy − g−1xx {gxyFx − gxxFy}
]
;
˜˜˜
Fyx = −3
[
Fz − g−1xx (gxzFx − gxxFz)
]− 2g˜−1yy [−g˜yz {Fy − g−1xx (gxyFx − gxxFy)}]
− 4˜˜bzy
[
Fy − g−1xx (gxyFx − gxxFy)
]
;
˜˜˜
Fyz = 0. (5.47)
where ˜˜byz = − gyz
gyy− g
2
xy
gxx
. The exact expressions of the same are given in [93]. One
therefore obtains the following two-form field strength in the mirror type IIA:
˜˜˜
F2 =
˜˜˜
Fxrdx ∧ dr +
˜˜˜
Fxθ1dx ∧ dθ1 +
˜˜˜
Fxθ2dx ∧ dθ2 +
˜˜˜
Fyθ1dy ∧ dθ1 +
˜˜˜
Fyθ2dy ∧ dθ2
+
˜˜˜
Fzθ2dz ∧ dθ2 +
˜˜˜
Fzθ1dz ∧ dθ1 +
˜˜˜
Fzrdz ∧ dr +
˜˜˜
Fyrdy ∧ dr. (5.48)
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Hence,
AF1 =
(
˜˜˜
F1yxydx+
˜˜˜
F1zxzdx
)
(θ1,2 → 〈θ1,2〉, φ1,2 → 〈φ1,2〉, ψ →〈ψ〉, r → 〈r〉). (5.49)
The two-form field strength components obtained from three T-dualities applied to
the self-dual five-form field strength are, using [156], given via:
˜
(˜∗F5)β1β2 = −
[
−(∗F5)xyzβ1β2 − 4
(
−bxβ1
{
Fyzβ2 − 2g−1xx [gxyFxzβ2 − gxxFzβ2y + gxzFβ2yx]
}
− bxβ2
{
Fyzβ1 − 2g−1xx
[
gxyFxzβ1 − gxxFzβ1y + gxzFβ1yx
]})
− 3
(
b˜yβ1
[−3Fxβ2z + 6bxβ2 {Fz − g−1xx (gxzFx − gxxFz)}− 2g˜−1yy (g˜yzg−1xx gxβ2Fx)]
− b˜yβ2
[
−3Fxβ1z + 6bxβ1
{
Fz − g−1xx (gxzFx − gxxFz)
}− 2g˜−1yy (g˜yzg−1xx gxβ2Fx)
])]
− 2
(
−˜˜bzβ1
[−2g−1xx gxβ2Fx]− bzβ2 [−2g−1xx gxβ1Fx]) , (5.50)
where ∗F5 = F5, β1/2 ≡ r, θ1/2, and b˜yβi = byβi −
gxybxβi
gxx
.
Therefore using (5.50), we obtain the form of triple T-dual of self-dual five-form
field in [93]. So,
AF5 =
(
˜˜˜
F5rθ1rdθ1 +
˜˜˜
F5θ1θ2θ1dθ2 +
˜˜˜
F5rθ2rdθ2
)
(θ1,2 → 〈θ1,2〉, φ1,2 → 〈φ1,2〉, ψ → 〈ψ〉, r → 〈r〉) ;
˜˜˜
φ =
1
2
2φ− ln
gxx
{
gyy −
g2xy
gxx
}gzz − g
2
xz
gxx
−
(
gyz − gxygxzgxx
)2
gyy − g
2
xy
gxx


 . (5.51)
Therefore, the uplifted M−theory metric is given by:
ds211 = e
− 2
˜˜˜
φ
3
[
1√
h (r, θ1, θ2)
(
−g1dt2 + dx21 + dx22 + dx23
)
+
√
h (r, θ1, θ2)
(
g−12 dr
2
)
+ ds2equation (5.40)
]
+ e
4
˜˜˜
φ
3
(
dx11 + A
F1 + AF3 + AF5
)2
. (5.52)
The horizon area, using (5.9) or the black M3-brane metric (5.52), assuming as
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in [167] that the world-volume coordinates x1,2,3 are wrapped around a T
3 of a very
large radius, will be proportional to:
Horizon area ∼
(
1
h
1
4 (rh)
)3 (
h
1
4 (rh)
)5
r5h
h∼ 4πgsN
r4−→ r3h. (5.53)
In order to check for the supersymmetry of theM3-brane solution of (5.52) and to get
the the explicit dependence of 11-dimensional action on parameters gs,M/Meff , N/Neff ,
we have first simplified metric components in the (i) weak(gs) coupling - large t’Hooft
couplings limit: (5.1) as well as the (ii) ‘MQGP limit’: (5.2) . The simplified expres-
sions for all non-zero 11-dimensional metric components in either limit using (A11)
(which too is valid in either limit) ∀θ1,2 ∈ [ǫθ1,2 , π − ǫθ1,2 ], assuming that globally one
can replace x, y, z respectively by√
h2 (4πgsN)
1
4 sinθ1sinφ1,
√
h4 (4πgsN)
1
4 sinθ2sinφ2, 2
√
h1 (4πgsN)
1
4 sinψ
2
, are as fol-
lows2:
(i) GM00 ∼ −
32/3r2
(
1− r4hr4
)
2gs7/6
√
N
√
π
, (ii) GM11 ∼
32/3r2
2gs7/6
√
N
√
π
, (iii) GM22 ∼
32/3r2
2gs7/6
√
N
√
π
,
(iv) GM33 ∼
32/3r2
2gs7/6
√
N
√
π
, (v) GMrr ∼
2 32/3
(
1− r4hr4
)−1√
N
√
π
6
√
gsr2
,
(vi) GMxr ∼
1
3
√
3π2(cos(2θ1)− 5)2
×
(
4gs
4/3Nf
2sin(φ1) sin(
ψ
2
) sin(θ1)
(
9 sin2(θ1) + 6 cos
2(θ1) + 4 cos(θ1)
) (
9h5 sin(θ1)
+ 4 cos2(θ1) csc(θ2)− 2 cos(θ1) cot(θ2) + 6 sin2(θ1) csc(θ2)
))
(vii) GMrθ1 ∼
3 32/3gs
4/3N2f sin
2(φ1) sin
2(θ1)(8 cos(θ1)− 3 cos(2θ1) + 15)2
2π2(cos(2θ1)− 5)2
(viii) GMrθ2 ∼
3 32/3gs
4/3N2f sin
2(φ1) sin
2(θ1)(8 cos(θ1)− 3 cos(2θ1) + 15)2
2π2(cos(2θ1)− 5)2
(ix) GM10r ∼ −
6
√
3gs
4/3Nf sin(φ1) sin(θ1)(8 cos(θ1)− 3 cos(2θ1) + 15)√
2π(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(x) GMθ1θ1 ∼
10−4
(
1− r4hr4
)−2
gs
23/6Meff
4Nf
2 cot2
(
θ2
2
)
ln2(r)(
9gs2Nf ln2(r)M2eff + 6gsπln(r)Meff
2 + 4Nπ2
)3/2 ((
sin2(θ1)− sin2(θ2)
)
f2(θ2)2 + 1
)
2Remark: For a chosen scaling, rΛ → ǫ−a, M/Meff ∼ ǫ− 32 d, N/Neff ∼ ǫ−19d, gs ∼ ǫd, we observe
that metric components GM00 , G
M
11 , G
M
22 , G
M
33 asymptotically approach the flat metric on R
1,3 as
rΛ →∞ for a = 256 .
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+
1
2 3
√
3 6
√
gs
√
Nπ
(
2Nπ
(
f1(θ1)
2 sin2(θ1) + 1
)−
324gsM
2
(
r2 − 3a2)2 ln2(r) sin2(θ1)(2 cos(θ1) cos(θ2))2
r4(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3
(
sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)))
(xi) GMθ1θ2 ∼
gs
13/3
r4
(32/3gs (1− r4hr4 )−2Meff4Nf2 cot ( θ12 ) cot ( θ22 ) ln2(r)
204800π7/2
(
gsN
r4
)3/2
r2
+
1
2
√
πgs9/2N1/2
(h5Nπr4(4(cos(2θ1)− 5) + f1(θ1)f2(θ2)(13 sin(θ1) + sin(3θ1)) sin(θ2))
cos(2θ1)− 5 +
54gsM
2
(
r2 − 3a2)2 ln2(r) sin(θ1) sin(θ2)(9h5 sin(θ1) sin(θ2)− 2 cos(θ1) cos(θ2))
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 3 sin
2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
))
(xii) GMxθ1 ∼ −
gs
4/3
π2(cos(2θ1)− 5)2
(
3 sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 2 sin
2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)×(
32/3N2f sinφ1 sinφ2 sin(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
(
9 sin2(θ1) + 6 cos
2(θ1) + 4 cos(θ1)
) (−4 cos4(θ1)(4 cot(θ2)
− 9 sin(θ2)) + 2 cos3(θ1)(9 sin(θ2) + 4 cos(θ2) cot(θ2))− 6 sin(θ1) cos2(θ1)(8 sin(θ1) cot(θ2)
− 6 sin(θ1) cos(θ2) cot(θ2)) + 3 sin2(θ1) cos(θ1)(9 sin(θ2) + 10 cos(θ2) cot(θ2)) + 9
(
3
(
3 sin4(θ1)
+ sin2(2θ1)
)
sin(θ2)− 4 sin4(θ1) cot(θ2) + 6 sin4(θ1) cos(θ2) cot(θ2)
)))
+
1
16π5/4 4
√
Nr
(
gs
13/12MNf cot
(
θ1
2
)(
9h5 +
(
3
√
6− 2 cot(θ1)
)
cot(θ2)
)
csc(θ1) csc(θ2)ln(r)(
108ln(r)a2 + r
)
(2 cos(θ1) cos(θ2)− 9h5 sin(θ1) sin(θ2))
)
(xiii) GMyθ1 ∼
(
11gs
1/12M csc(θ1)ln(r)
(
− 3gsh5Nfr cot
(
θ1
2
)(
108ln(r)a2 + r
)
cos3(θ1) + 8πr
2
cot(θ2) sin
2(θ1) cos(θ1)−
(1
2
gsNfr(4 − 2 cos(2θ2)) cot
(
θ1
2
)
cot(θ2) csc
2(θ2)
(
108ln(r)a2 + r
))
sin3(θ1)
)
sin2(θ2)
)
/
(
4π5/4
4
√
Nr2
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)+
3
(
sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
)))
(xiv) GMzθ1 ∼
1
8
√
2π5/4 4
√
Nr
(
32/3gs
13/12MNf cot
(
θ1
2
)
csc2(θ1)ln(r)
(
108ln(r)a2 + r
)
(
2 cos2(θ1) +
(
2 cot2(θ2) + 3
)
sin2(θ1) + 6h5 cot(θ2) sin(2θ1)
))
(xv) GM10θ1 ∼
gs
11/6Nfrln(r)
652
√
Nπ7/4
( (1− r4hr4 )−1 gs3/4Meff2 cot ( θ22 )
4
√
Nr
√(
sin2(θ1)− sin2(θ2)
)
f2(θ2)2 + 1
−
17280M 4
√
gsN
√
π
(
r2 − 3a2) cos(θ2)f1(θ1) sin3(θ1)(2 cos(θ1) cos(θ2))
r2(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3 sin
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
))
−
6
√
3gs
4/3Nfsin(φ1) sin(θ1)(8 cos(θ1)− 3 cos(2θ1) + 15)√
2π(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(xvi) GMθ2θ2 ∼ −
32/3
(
1− r4hr4
)−2
gs
23/6M4effN
2
f cot
2
(
θ1
2
) (
(cos(2θ1)− cos(2θ2))f22 (θ2)− 2
)
ln2(r)
51200g2
√
π
(
9gs2Nf ln2(r)Meff
2 + 6gsπln(r)Meff
2 + 4Nπ2
)3/2
+
1
32 3
√
3π5/2
√
gsNr4(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
− 64 3√gsNπ3r4f2(θ2)2 sin3(θ1)(2 cos(θ1) cot(θ2)))−
1296gs
4/3M2π2
(
r2 − 3a2)2 (−9gsa4 + 3gsr2a2 + 1)2 (cos(2θ1)− 5)2ln2(r) sin2(θ2)
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3
(
sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
))
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(xvii) GMxθ2 ∼ −
gs
4/3
π2(cos(2θ1)− 5)2
(
3 sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 2 sin
2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)×(
32/3N2f sinφ1 sinφ2 sin(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
(
9 sin2(θ1) + 6 cos
2(θ1) + 4 cos(θ1)
) (−4 cos4(θ1)(4 cot(θ2)
− 9 sin(θ2)) + 2 cos3(θ1)(9 sin(θ2) + 4 cos(θ2) cot(θ2))
− 6 sin(θ1) cos2(θ1)(8 sin(θ1) cot(θ2)− 6 sin(θ1) cos(θ2) cot(θ2)) + 3 sin2(θ1) cos(θ1)(9 sin(θ2)
+ 10 cos(θ2) cot(θ2))− 9
(
3
(−3 sin4(θ1)− sin2(2θ1)) sin(θ2)
+ 4 sin4(θ1) cot(θ2)− 6 sin4(θ1) cos(θ2) cot(θ2)
)))
+
72 6
√
3Mgs
1/12
(
3a2 − r2) (9gsa4 − 3gsr2a2 − 1) cos2(θ1) cot(θ1) cot(θ2)ln(r)
r2 4
√
π 4
√
N(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
2 cot2(θ1) + 2 cot
2(θ2) + 3
)
(xviii)GMyθ2 ∼
4
√
Ngs
−5/12π1/4(cos(2θ1)− 5) cos(θ2)f2(θ2) sin2(θ2)
3
√
2 3
√
3
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3 sin
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
(xix) GMzθ2 ∼
32/3gs
13/12MNf
256
√
2π5/4 4
√
Nr(cos(2θ1)− 5)
×(
(6 cos(2θ1) + (cos(2(θ1 − θ2)) + 6 cos(2θ2) + 12h5 cos(2(θ1 + θ2)) + cos(2(θ1 + θ2))− 14)
csc2(θ1) csc
3
(
θ2
2
)
ln(r)
(
36ln(r)a2 + r
)
sec
(
θ2
2
)(
cos2(θ1) + 4 cos(θ2) cos(θ1)− sin2(θ1)− 5
))
(xx) GM10θ2 ∼
gs
11/6Nfrln(r)
640
√
2 3
√
3
√
Nπ7/4
×
(2(1− r4hr4 )−1 gs3/4Meff2 cot ( θ12 )√(sin2(θ1)− sin2(θ2)) f2(θ2)2 + 1
4
√
Nr
−
51840h5M
4
√
gsN
√
π
(
r2 − 3a2) (−9gsa4 + 3gsr2a2 + 1) cos(θ2)f2(θ2) sin(θ1) sin2(θ2)
r2
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3
(
sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
)))
−
6
√
3gs
4/3Nf sin(φ1) sin(θ1)(8 cos(θ1)− 3 cos(2θ1) + 15)√
2π(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(xxi) GMxx ∼ −
32/3 (cos(2θ2)− 5) sin2(θ1)
2gs2/3
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
(xxii) GMxy ∼ −
cos2(θ1)(cos(2θ1)− 5) cos3(θ2) sin(θ2)
3
√
235/6gs2/3
(
cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
(xxiii)GMxz ∼
2 csc(θ1) csc(θ2)
27 3
√
3gs2/3(cos(2θ1)− 5)
×[
2
(
cos(θ2)
(
6
√
6 cot(θ2)− 4 cot(θ1) cot(θ2)
)
− 9
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1) + 12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) sin(θ1)
cos2(θ1)− 27 sin2(θ1)
(
4h5 cos(θ2)−
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 81)
√
6h5 sin
3(θ1 cos(θ2)
]
(xxiv)GMyy ∼
32/3
gs2/3
, (xxv) GMyz ∼ −
√
2 csc(θ1)(3h5 cos(θ1) + cot(θ2) sin(θ1))
35/6gs2/3
, (xxvi) GM10 10 ∼
gs
4/3
3 3
√
3
(xxvii)GMzz ∼ −
csc2(θ1)
(−2 cos2(θ1) + (−2 cot2(θ2)− 3) sin2(θ1)− 6h5 cot(θ2) sin(2θ1))
9 3
√
3gs2/3
(5.54)
This is similar in spirit to the M-theory uplift of the warped resolved conifold in [164].
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For (5.2), we also need to keep in mind the following. For finite gs, Nf , one sees that
−ln
[
1
gs
− Nf
8π
ln(9a2r2 + r6) −Nf
2π
ln
(
sin θ1
2
sin θ2
2
)] ∈ ˜˜˜φ is expected to receive the most
dominant contribution near θ1,2 = 0, π, r = rΛ → ∞. We will assume that θ1,2 → 0
as ǫγ and rΛ ∼ ǫ−β, ǫ→ 0, γ, β > 0 such that: γ ∼ 34β implying thereby that in both
limits (5.1) as well as (5.2), the aforementioned log is lngs. One hence obtains
ds211 =
−
(
1− r4hr4
)
r2
g
7
6
s
√
N
dt2 +
r2
g
2
3
s
√
gsN
(
ds2
R3
)
+
√
N
g
1
3
s
dr2(
1− r4hr4
)
+ g
4
3
s (gsN)
1
4 sinφ1sin
ψ
2
Υ1(θ1, θ2)dφ1dr + g
4
3
s sin
2φ1Υ2(θ1)drdθ1 + g
4
3
s sin
2φ1Υ3(θ1)drdθ2
+
g 236s M4N2fΓ1(θ1,2) (lnr)2
N
3
2
(
1− r4hr4
)2 +
√
NΓ′1(θ1,2)
g
1
6
s
+
gsM
2
(
r2 − 3a2)2 (lnr)2 Γ′′1 (θ1,2)
r4g
1
6
s
√
N
 dθ21
+
g
13
3
s
r4
M4N2f gsr4 (lnr)2 Γ2(θ1,2)(
1− r4hr4
)2
(gsN)
3
2
+
1
√
Ng
9
2
s
{
h5Nr
4Γ3(θ1,2) + gsM
2 (lnr)
2
(r2 − 3a2)Γ4(θ1,2)
} dθ1dθ2
+
−g 236s M4N2f (lnr)2 Γ5(θ1,2)
N
3
2
(
1− r4hr4
)2 + 1√gsNr4
{
−g 13s Nr4Γ2(θ1,2)− g
4
3
s M
2(r2 − 3a2)2Γ7(θ1,2) (lnr)2
} dθ22
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1
4
{
g
13
12
s MNf lnrΓ8(θ1,2)(108a
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N
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4 r
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4
3
s N
2
f sinφ1 sinφ2Γ
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4
3
s N
2
f sinφ1 sinφ2Γ
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12
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+
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12
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12
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√
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s dx
2
10 +−g
4
3
s sinφ1Υ4(θ1)drdx10
+
g
11
6
s Nfrlnr√
N
g
3
4
s M2Γ18(θ1,2)
N
1
4
(
1− r4hr4
) − (gsN) 14 (r2 − 3a2)Γ19(θ1,2)
r2
− g 43s sinφ1Υ5(θ1)
 dx10dθ1
+
g
11
6
s Nfrlnr√
N
g
3
4
s M2Γ20(θ1,2)
N
1
4 r
(
1− r4hr4
) − h5M(gsN) 14 (r2 − 3a2)Γ21(θ1,2)
r2
− g 43s sinφ1Υ5(θ1)
 dx10dθ2,
[the angular parts Γi(θ1,2),Υj(θ1,2), etc. can be read off from (5.54)] which, similar
to [168], is an M3-brane solution.
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Let us look at the near horizon limit of the GMtt and G
M
rr of (5.55). Before doing
so, these components in the limits (5.1) takes the form:
−ǫ 25d3
(
1− r
4
h
r4
)
r2dt2 +
dr2
ǫ
29d
3
(
1− r4h
r4
) . (5.55)
In the near-horizon limit r = rh + ǫ
′χ, implying 1− r4h
r4
= 4ǫ
′χ
rh
+O (ǫ′ 2),
dr2
ǫ
29d
3
(
1− r4h
r4
) ∼ ξ (dχ)2
χ
, where ξ ≡ ǫ
′rh
ǫ
29d
3
. (5.56)
Writing ξ (dχ)
2
χ
= du2 or χ = u
2
4ξ
, one obtains: −4π2u2T 2dt2 + du2, where T 2(rh ≈
1 [See 5]) ∼ 1
(
√
gsN)
2 , in conformity with [2] as well as (5.72). Similarly, in the
MQGP limit (5.2), we obtains: GM00 ∼ ǫ
55d
3 r2
(
1− r4h
r4
)
, GMrr ∼ ǫ
− 59d3
r2
(
1− r
4
h
r4
) , one can
rewrite Grrdr
2 = ξ′ dω
2
ω
where ξ′ ∼ rhǫ′
ǫ
59d
3
. Once again writing ξ′ dω
2
ω
= dv2 or ω = v
2
4ξ′ ,
one sees that near r = rh ∼ 1, GMtt dt2 ∼ ǫ38du2dt2 implying again T 2 ∼ 1(√gsN)2 in
conformity with [2] and (5.72).
As we will see in 5.3, the action using (5.54) is singular at θ1,2 = 0, π; we regulate
these pole-singularities by introducing a small angle cut-off ǫθ: θ1,2 ∈ [ǫθ, π − ǫθ]. We
then show that the finite part of the action turns out to be independent of this ǫθ if
one identifies ǫθ = ǫ
γ , for an appropriate γ. We will henceforth follow this.
We discuss the supersymmetry of the M-theory uplift in the two limits. We give
detailed arguments for (5.1) and sketch out the arguments for (5.2).
In the limit (5.1), the near-horizon (with rh ∼ 1) limit of (5.55) near θ1,2 =
0, π, after appropriate rescaling of R3-variables and using GM•r = ǫ
29d
3 uGM•u, Gφ1,2• ∼
(gsN)
1
4 sin θ1,2Gx/y•, Gψ• ∼ (gsN)
1
4 Gz•, reduces to:
ds211 = −4π2u2T 2dt2 + du2 + ds2R3 + ǫ12dusin2φ1du(dθ1 + dθ2) +
dθ21
ǫ
29d
3
+
(
h5
ǫ
29d
3
)
dθ1dθ2
+
dθ22
ǫ
29d
3
+
dφ21
ǫ
26d
3
+
dφ22
ǫ
26
3
+
dψ2
ǫ
32d
3
+
dφ1dφ2
ǫ
61d
6
+
dφ1dψ
ǫ
43d
6
+
dφ2dψ
ǫ
29d
3
+ ǫ
23d
2 usinφ1dudx10
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+ ǫ7dusinφ1sin
ψ
2
dudφ1 + ǫ
− 8d
3 sinφ1 sinφ2dφ1(dθ1 + dθ2) + ǫ
4d
3 dx210 + dθ1dx10ǫ
11d
6 sinφ1
+ ǫ
11d
6 sinφ1dθ2dx10. (5.57)
The terms relevant to GMφ1•, G
M
u• , G
M
θ1,2• in (5.57) are:
dφ1
ǫ
61d
6
(
ǫ
3d
2 dφ1 + dφ2 + ǫ
9d
3 dψ + uǫ
103
6 sinφ1 sin
ψ
2
dψ + ǫ
45d
6 sinφ1 sinφ2[dθ1 + dθ2]
)
+ du
(
du+ uǫ12d sin2 φ1[dθ1 + dθ2] + uǫ
23d
2 sin φ1dx10
)
+
dθ21
ǫ
29d
3
+
(
h5
ǫ
29d
3
)
dθ1dθ2 +
dθ22
ǫ
29d
3
+ dθ1dx10ǫ
11d
6 sinφ1 + ǫ
11d
6 sinφ1dθ2dx10, (5.58)
which for h5 << 1 will be approximated by:
dφ1
ǫ
61d
6
(
ǫ
3d
2 dφ1 + dφ2 + ǫ
9d
3 dψ
)
+ du2 +
dθ21
ǫ
29d
3
+
dθ22
ǫ
29d
3
. (5.59)
The metric for d = 1 restricted to the fiber T 3(φ1, φ2, ψ) :
dφ1
ǫ
61
6
(
ǫ
3
2dφ1 + dφ2 + ǫ
3dψ
)
+
dφ2
ǫ
26
3
(
dφ2 +
dψ
ǫ
)
+ dψ
2
ǫ
32
3
can be diagonalised and the metric of (5.57) implies the following
elfbeins for theD = 11 space-time which locally isR4(t, x1,2,3)×M7(u, θ1,2, φ1,2, ψ, x10):
e0 = 2πTudt, e1,2,3 = dx1,2,3, e4 = du, e5,6 =
dθ1,2
ǫ
29
6
, e7 =
ǫ−
61
12
2
1
4
(dφ1 − dφ2) ,
e8 =
ǫ−
61
12
2
1
4
(−dφ1 − dφ2) , e9 = ǫ− 163 dψ, e10 = ǫ 23dx10. (5.60)
From (A10), the non-zero components of the four-form field strength G4 in the limit
(5.1) or (5.2), are:
Gθ1θ2φ1φ2 , Grθ1θ2φ2, Grθ1θ2φ1, Grθ2φ1ψ, Grθ1φ1ψ, Grθ2φ1φ2 , Grθ1θ2ψ, Grθ1φ2ψ, Grθ2φ2ψ, Gθ1θ2φ2ψ,
Gθ1φ1φ2ψ, Gθ1θ2φ1ψ, (from H3 ∧ A1);
Grθ1φ110, Grθ2φ110, Grθ1φ210, Grθ2φ210, Grθ2ψ10, Grθ1ψ10, Grφ1ψ10, Grφ2ψ10, Grθ1θ2 , Gθ1φ2ψ10,
Gθ2ψ2ψ10, Gθ1φ1ψ10, Gθ2φ1ψ10, Gθ1θ2ψ10, Gθ1θ2φ110, Gθ1θ2φ210, (from H3 ∧ dx10). (5.61)
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The dominant contribution appear from following components:
Gθ1θ2φ1φ2 =
(
Nff2(θ2) sin(θ1) cos(θ1) sin(2θ2) cos(θ2)
(
4 cos3(θ1) sin
2(θ2) cos(θ2)(6φ2 cos(θ1)− ψ)
+ cos2(θ2)
(−12φ2 cos3(θ1) sin2(θ2) + 2ψ sin4(θ1)− ψ sin2(θ1)(cos(2θ1)− 9))
− 4ψ sin2(θ1) cos(θ1) cos3(θ2)− 2ψ(cos(2θ1)− 5) cos2(θ1) sin2(θ2)
))
/
(√
6π(cos(2θ1)− 5)(
sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)3) ∼ ǫ− 32(5.1)/ǫ− 92(5.2)
Grθ1θ2φ2 =
1
160
√
2π7/4
((
4
√
gsMeff
2θ1f1(θ1) csc(θ2)(3h5 cot(θ1) + cot(θ2))
(
12gsNf log(r)
+ gsNf log
(
sin
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
θ2
2
) )
+ 3gsNf + 4π
))
/
(
N3/4r
(
2 cot2(θ1) + 2 cot
2(θ2) + 3
))
+
30
√
πNff2(θ2) sin(2θ1) sin
2(2θ2)
(
27gsMφ2 cot
(
θ1
2
)
sin(θ2) + 4
√
3 4
√
πφ1r
4
√
gsN sin(θ1)
)
4
√
gsNr
(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
)
∼ ǫ− 12(5.1)/(5.2)
Grθ1θ2φ1 =
(
32
√
6gsMNfφ2f1(θ1) cos
4(θ1) sin
2(θ2) cos
2(θ2)(2 cos(θ1)− cos(θ2))
)
/
(
2πr(cos(2θ2)
cos(2θ1) + cos(2(θ1 + θ2)) + 6 cos(2θ1) + 6 cos(2θ2)− 14)
(
sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
))−
4
√
gsM
2
effθ1f1(θ1)
(
12gsNf log(r) + gsNf log
(
sin
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
θ2
2
))
+ 3gsNf + 4π
)
320
√
2π7/4N3/4r
∼ 1
ǫr (5.1)
/
1
ǫ2r (5.2)
Gθ1θ2φ2 10 =
f2(θ2) sin(θ1) cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(2θ2) cos(θ2)(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2 ∼ ǫ−1(5.1)/ǫ−3(5.2)
Gθ1θ2φ1 10 = −
1((
2 cot2(θ1) + 3
)
sin2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ2)
)2
×
(
2f2(θ2) csc(θ1) sin
2(θ2) cos(θ2)
(
−24h5 cot3(θ1) sin(θ2) cos(θ2) + 2 cot2(θ1) cos2(θ2)
+
(−2 cot4(θ1) + cot2(θ1) + 3) sin2(θ2))) ∼ ǫ−1(5.1)/ǫ−3(5.2)
Grθ1θ2 10 =
8gsMf1(θ1)(9 cos(θ1)− cos(3θ1)) sin(θ2) cos(θ2)
r(cos(2(θ1 − θ2)) + cos(2(θ1 + θ2)) + 6 cos(2θ1) + 6 cos(2θ2)− 14) ∼
1
r
√
ǫ (5.1)/(5.2)
(5.62)
The amount of near-horizon supersymmetry will be determined by solving for the
killing spinor ǫ by the vanishing superysmmetric variation of the gravitino in D = 11
supergravity, which is given by:
δψM = DMε− 1
288
ΓMG
M1M2M3M4ΓM1M2M3M4ε+
1
36
G M1M2M3M ΓM1M2M3ε = 0, (5.63)
where DMε = ∂Mε +
1
4
ωABM ΓABε where M,M. and A,B are respectively the curved
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space and tangent space indices. Also,
Γt = e
0
tΓ0; Γxi = e
i
xi
Γi, i = 1, 2, 3; Γr = e
4
rΓ4; Γθ1,2 = e
5,6
θ1,2
Γ5,6;
Γφ1,2,ψ = e
7
φ1,2,ψ
Γ7 + e
8
φ1,2,ψ
Γ8 + e
9
φ1,2,ψ
Γ9. (5.64)
Similarly, G M1M2M3u = G
M
uuG
uM1M2M3(M1,2,3 6= u) and G M1M2M3θ1 = GMθ1θ1Gθ1M1M2M3
(M1,2,3 6= θ1). The elfbeins near r = rh and θ1,2 = 0, π are, in the limit (5.1) and
(5.2), constants implying the vanishing of the spin connection.
In the limit (5.2), from (5.16), we see that that from H3∧A,H3∧dx10, we end up
with two types of fluxes: GuM1M2M3(M1,2,3 ≡ θ1,2, φ1,2, x10) and Gθ1m1m2m3(m1,2,3 ≡
θ2, φ1,2, x10). The former, using Gu••• = uǫ
59d
3 Gr•••, is sub-dominant as compared
to the latter and therefore will be dropped in the subsequent analysis. Hence only
Gθ1θ2φ1φ2 , Gθ1θ2φ1 10, Gθ1θ2φ2 10 survive.
Now, δψu,t,x1,2,3 ∼ GM1M2M3M4Γt,u,x1,2,3ΓM1M2M3M4ε (because G M1M2M3u,t,x1,2,3 = 0),
which given that in (5.1) or (5.2) and near θ1,2 = 0, π is approximately diagonal in
u, θ1,2, x10, is proportional to G
θ1θ2M1M2(ǫ)Γt,u,x1,2,3Γθ1θ2M1M2ε ∼ Gθ1θ2M1M2(ǫ)Γt,u,x1,2,3
Γθ1θ2ΓM1M2ε, (M1,M2,M3) = (φ1,2, x10). So, these variations will vanish upon impos-
ing: ∑
(M1,M2)=(φ1,2,x10)
Gθ1θ2M1M2(ǫ)ΓM1M2ε = 0. (5.65)
From (5.65), we see that that δψθ1,2 = 0 is automatically satisfied.
Finally, δψφ1,2,ψ,x10 = 0 will be considered. We will work in the basis (u, θ1,2, φ1,2 ≡
±φ1−φ2, ψ, x10) with corresponding tangent space indices given by (4; 5, 6; 7, 8; 9; 10).
So, we end up with the following set of equations:
∂ε
∂Φ1
+ β ′G abcΦ1 Γabcε = 0,
∂ε
∂Φ2
+ β ′G abcΦ2 Γabcε = 0,
∂ε
∂ψ
+ β ′G abcψ Γabcε = 0,
∂ε
∂x10
+ β ′G abcx10 Γabcε = 0, (5.66)
which utilizing the facts that the most dominant contributions of the G4 flux com-
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ponents of the type Gψ••• are GψΦ1,2θ1θ2 and of the type Gx10••• are Gx10θ1θ2Φ1,2 , are
respectively equivalent to the following set of equations:
∂ε
∂Φ1
+ βgΦ1Φ1E
Φ1
7 G
7568Γ568ε =
∂ε
∂Φ1
+ βe−
61
12G7568Γ568ε = 0
∂ε
∂Φ2
+ βgΦ2Φ2E
Φ2
8 G
8567Γ567ε =
∂ε
∂Φ1
+ βe−
61
12G8567Γ567ε = 0
∂ε
∂ψ
+ βgψψ1E
ψ
9
(
G9567Γ567 +G
9568Γ568
)
ε =
∂ε
∂Φ1
+ βe−
16
3
(
G9567Γ567 +G
9568Γ568
)
ε = 0,
∂ε
∂x10
+ βgx10x10E
x10
10
(
G10567Γ567 +G
10568Γ568
)
ε =
∂ε
∂x10
+ βǫ
2
3
(
G10567Γ567 +G
10568Γ568
)
ε
= 0. (5.67)
In addition to (5.65), one imposes: Γ7ε = ±ε; Γ8ε = ±ε. This implies that (5.65)
becomes: (
G5678(ǫ)±G56710(ǫ)Γ10 ±G56810Γ10
)
ε = 0, (5.68)
and the following solution of the killing spinor equation is obtained:
ε(θ1,2,Φ1,2, ψ, x10) = e
MpβΦ1ǫ
−6112G5678Γ56 .eMpβΦ2ǫ
−6112G5678Γ56 .e−βψǫ
− 163 (MpG5679Γ56MpG5689Γ56)
.ex10ǫ
2
3 (G56710Γ56±G56810Γ56)ε0. (5.69)
So, we obtain, once again, a near-horizon 1
8
-supersymmetric M3-brane solution near
θ1,2 = 0, π.
For values of θ1,2 away from 0, π and r > rh, we expect a reduced amount of super-
symmetry. In other words we expect a near-horizon enhancement of supersymmetry
(See [169]). We hope to get back to this issue in a subsequent work.
5.6 Hydrodynamics and Thermodynamics of M-
Theory Uplift
In this section, we calculate hydrodynamical as well as thermodynamical quantities of
local M-theory uplift obtained in Section 4 in the limits (5.1) and (5.2) of M-theory.
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From [157], for black-brane solutions of the type:
ds2 = G00(r)dt
2 +Grrdr
2 +Gxx(r)
p∑
i=1
(
dxi
)2
+ Z(r)Kmn(y)dy
idyj, (5.70)
where in the vicinity of the horizon r = r0, G00 vanishes, Grr diverges and Gxx(r)
and Z(r) remain finite. Then demanding the absence of a conical singularity at the
origin, the Hawking temperature associated with (5.70) is given by ( [170]):
T =
∂rG00
4π
√
G00Grr
. (5.71)
Now, in both limits (5.1) and (5.2), GM00 , G
M
rr have no angular dependence and hence
the temperature (5.71) of the black M3-brane (5.52) then turns out to be given by:
T =
√
2
rh
√
π
√
gs(18gs2Nf ln2(rh)Meff2+3gs(4π−gsNf (−3+ln(2)))ln(rh)Meff2+8Nπ2)
rh4
(5.14)−→ rh
πL2
.
(5.72)
To get a numerical estimate for rh, we see that equating T to
rh
πL2
, (5.72) is solved,
in both limits (5.1) and the MQGP limit (5.2) by rh = 1 + ǫ, where 0 < ǫ < 1.
5.6.1 Shear-Viscosity-to-Entropy-Density Ratio
Now, the shear-viscosity-to-entropy-density ratio in the hydrodynamical gravity dual
of [157] is given by:
η
s
= T
√|G|√|G00Grr|
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rh
∫ ∞
rh
dr
|G00Grr|
GRp
√|G| . (5.73)
We first check the estimate evaluate η/s for type IIA mirror metric of (A11). The
simplified expressions of relevant metric components and its determinant in the lim-
its (5.1) as well as (5.2), freezing the angular dependence on θ1,2 (there being no
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dependence on φ1,2, ψ, x10 in (5.1) or (5.2)), are:
GIIA00 ∼
r2
(
rh
4
r4 − 1
)
2
√
π
√
gsN
,GIIAR3 ∼
r2
2
√
π
√
gsN
,GIIArr ∼
2
√
π
√
gsN
r2
(
1− rh4r4
) ,
√
|GIIA| ∼{
r3f2(θ2)(cos(2θ1)− 5)3
(
3
√
6− 2 cot(θ1)
)
cot(θ1) sin
2(θ2) cos(θ2)
√
f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 1
11664
√
3 4
√
π 4
√
gs
4
√
N
(
3 sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 2 sin
2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
}
.
(5.74)
Again we note that in (5.1) or (5.2), GIIA00,rr,R3 are independent of the angular coordi-
nates; additionally it was possible to tune the chemical potential µC to a small value
- as shown in Sec. 4. This permits use of (5.73). Utilizing above,
∫ ∞
rh
dr
|GIIA00 GIIArr |
GIIA
R3
√
|GIIA| ∼
23328
√
3π3/4gs
3/4N3/4
4 rh4
×{
sin2(θ1) tan(θ1) csc
3(θ2)
(
3 sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 2 sin
2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
f2(θ2)(cos(2θ1)− 5)3
(
3
√
6− 2 cot(θ1)
)√
f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 1
}
.
and
lim
r→rh+ǫ
√
|GIIA|√
|GIIAtt GIIArr |
∼ rh
3
11664
√
3 4
√
π 4
√
gs
4
√
N
×{
f2(θ2)(cos(2θ1)− 5)3
(
3
√
6− 2 cot(θ1)
)
cos(θ1) sin
4(θ2) cos(θ2)
√
f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 1
sin3(θ1)
(
3 sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 2 sin
2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
}
.
(5.75)
Multiplying above expressions as according to equation (5.73) and putting value of
T ∼ 1
π
√
4πgsN
for rh ∼ 1, we get
η
s
=
rh
π
√
4πgsN
× 1
2
√
gsN
√
π =
1
4π
. (5.76)
The simplified expressions of relevant metric components as well as determinant of
11D metric corresponding to most dominant contribution in the limits (5.1) or (5.2):
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GM00 ∼ −
32/3r2
(
1− r4h
r4
)
2
√
πgs2/3
√
gsN
,GMR3 ∼
32/3r2
2
√
πgs2/3
√
gsN
,GMrr ∼
2 32/3
√
π
√
gsN
gs2/3r2
(
1− r4h
r4
) ,
√
|GM| ∼ 4r
3f2(θ2) cos
2(θ1) cot
2(θ1) cos
3(θ2)
27 35/6 4
√
πgs8/3
4
√
gsN
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
) . (5.77)
Utilizing above,
∫ ∞
rh
dr
|GM00GMrr |
GM
R3
√
|GM| ∼∫ ∞
1+ǫ
81
√
3π3/4gs
2 4
√
gsN sin
2(θ1) sec
3(θ2)
√
gsN
(
sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
2r5f2(θ2) cos4(θ1)
dr,
∼ 81
√
3π3/4gs
2 4
√
gsN sin
2(θ1) sec
3(θ2)
√
gsN
(
sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
4f2(θ2) cos4(θ1)
.
and
lim
r→rh+ǫ
√
|GM|√
|GM00GMrr |
∼ 4f2(θ2) cos
2(θ2) cot
2(θ2) cos
3(θ2)
81
√
3 4
√
π 4
√
gsN
(
2 sin2(θ2) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ2)
) . (5.78)
Multiplying above expressions as according to equation (5.73) and putting value of
T ∼ 1√
4πgsN
for rh ∼ 1, we get
η
s
=
rh
π
√
4πgsN
× 1
2
√
gsN
√
π =
1
4π
. (5.79)
Needless to say, as mentioned earlier, given that GIIA,M00,rr,R3 in both limits (5.1) and
(5.2) are independent of the angular coordinates and that one integrates only w.r.t.
r in (5.73), the angular portions of the metric’s determinants is bound to (and is
explicitly verified above) to cancel out.
5.6.2 Diffusion Coefficient
The general expression of Diffusion coefficient in the hydrodynamical gravity dual
of [157] is given by:
D =
√|G|Z(r)
G
√|G00Grr|
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rh
∫ ∞
rh
dr
|G00Grr|√|G|Z(r) . (5.80)
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where Z(r) =
√
hr2 and
√
h is warp factor in type IIB/IIA background. Justifications
similar to the ones given in 5.1 also permit the use of (5.80).
Here, we first check the estimate of diffusion coefficient in type IIB background
using type IIB metric given in (5.9). The simplified expressions of relevant metric
components and determinant of using the limits of (5.14) are:
gIIB00 ∼
r2
(
−1 + rh4
r4
)
2
√
π
√
gsN
, gIIBrr ∼
2
√
π
√
gsN
r2
(
1− rh4
r4
) ,√|gIIB | ∼ r6 (1− f2(θ2)2 (sin2(θ2)− sin2(θ1)))
8
√
π
√
gsN
.
(5.81)
Incorporating above-mentioned results in equation (5.80) and further simplifying,
D =
√
2π3/4rh(gsN)
3/4
A(θ1, θ2)
∫ ∞
rh
A(θ1, θ2)
√
2
4
√
πr3 4
√
gsN
dr; (5.82)
A(θ1, θ2) ∼
√
1− f2(θ2)2
(
sin2(θ2)− sin2(θ1)
)
. On solving equation (5.82), we get:
D =
√
gsN
√
π
rh
=
1
2πT
. (5.83)
Similarly, for type IIA background formed by applying transformation rules on
(5.9), the simplified expressions of relevant metric components in the limits of (5.14)
are already given in (5.74). Incorporating the same in eq. (5.80) and further simpli-
fying,
D =
5832π3/4rh(gsN)
3/4
A′(θ1, θ2)
∫ ∞
rh
A′(θ1, θ2) 1
2916 4
√
πr3 4
√
gsN
dr; (5.84)
A′(θ1, θ2) ∼
{
sin3(θ1) csc
4(θ2)
(
3 sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 2 sin
2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
f2(θ2) cos(θ1) cos(θ2)(cos(2θ1)− 5)3
(
3
√
6− 2 cot(θ1)
)√
f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 1
}
.
After solving equation (5.84), one gets:
D =
√
gsN
√
π
rh
=
1
2πT
. (5.85)
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5.6.3 Partition Function
To study, further, the thermodynamic properties of the solution (5.52), we need to
evaluate the partition function Z = e−SE , where keeping in mind ls ∼ rh, higher order
α′ corrections become important, the action we will consider will include O(R4)-terms
(See [171]):
SE = 1
16π
∫
M
d11x
√
GMRM +
1
8π
∫
∂M
d10xKM
√
hˆ− 1
4
∫
M
(
|G4|2 − C3 ∧G4 ∧G4
)
T2
2π4.32.213
∫
M
d11x
√
GM(J − 1
2
E8) + T2
∫
C3 ∧X8 − Sct, (5.86)
where (J, E8, X8) are quartic polynomials in 11-dimensional space and defined as:
J = 3.28
(
RmijnRpijqR
rsp
m R
q
rsn +
1
2
RmnijRpqijR
rsp
m R
q
rsn
)
, (5.87)
E8 = ǫ
abcm1n1...m4n4ǫabcm′1n′1...m′4n′4R
m′1n
′
1
m1n1
...Rm
′
4n
′
4
m4n4
, (5.88)
X8 ∼ 1
192 · (2π2)4
[
tr(R4)− (trR2)2
]
, (5.89)
for Euclideanised space-time where M is a volume of spacetime defined by r < rΛ,
where the counter-term Sct is added such that the Euclidean action SE is finite [172],
[173]. The action (5.86), apart from being divergent (as r →∞) also possesses pole-
singularities near θ1,2 = 0, π. We will regulate the second divergence by taking a
small θ1,2-cutoff ǫθ, θ1,2 ∈ [ǫθ, π − ǫθ], and demanding ǫθ ∼ ǫγ, for an appropriate γ.
We will then explicitly check that the finite part of (5.86) turns out to be independent
of this cut-off ǫ/ǫθ.
For M-theory thermodynamical calculations, we provide a slightly more detailed
explanation of the limits (5.1) and (5.2):
In weak coupling - large t’Hooft coupling(s) limit of M-theory, we consider the
limits:
gs << 1, gsM >> 1, gsN >>,
gsM
2
N
<< 1, gs
2MNf << 1
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similar to [2]. Based on that, we assume that these parameters scale with ǫ as gs ∼ ǫd,
N/Neff ∼ ǫ−a, M/Meff ∼ ǫ−b such that 2b− a− d < 0, 2d− b < 0, b− d > 0, a− d >
0, ∀ ǫ → 0, a, b, d > 0. Further, for (5.1), we choose a = 19d, b = 3
2
d, γ = 1
2
d. For
the purpose of obtaining the simplified type IIA mirror components (A11) and its M-
theory uplift simplified metric components of (5.54), we had set ǫ ≤ 0.01. However,
it is understood that in the identification ǫθ = ǫ
γ , one will eventually have to take ǫθ
and thus ǫ to be very small.
In MQGP limit:
gs, gsM, gs
2MNf ≡ finite, gsN >> 1, gsM
2
N
<< 1.
Now we assume the scaling of these parameters with ǫ as gs ∼ α1ǫd, N/Neff ∼ α2ǫ−a,
M/Meff ∼ α3ǫ−b, such that 2b− a− d < 0, 2d− b < 0, b− d > 0, a− d > 0, a, b, d >
0. To obey these constraints, we define a = 39d, b = 3
2
d, γ = 3
2
d. For the purpose of
obtaining the simplified type IIA mirror components (A11) and its M-theory uplift
simplified metric components of (5.54), we had taken α1,2,3 ∼ O(1), ǫ . 1. However, it
is understood that in the identification ǫθ1,2 ∼ ǫγ given that one will eventually have to
take ǫθ and thus ǫ to be very small, this would numerically imply taking large α1 and
small α3 such that gs,M are individually finite in the MQGP limit. Further, writing
ǫθ1 = α4ǫ
γ , ǫθ2 = α5ǫ
γ , one will see in 6.3.1 - 6.3.4 that the Gibbons-Hawking-York
surface term will be the only term containing an finite contribution which would be
proportional to 1
α
9
4
1 α
1
4
2 α
4
4α5
. In the ǫθ1,2 → 0-limit one will take α1,3,4,5 : α
9
4
1 α
4
4α5 ≡finite;
α2 ∼ O(1) always and the simplified (A11) and (5.54) continue to be valid.
5.6.3.1 Einstein-Hilbert Action
We now evaluate the contribution of Einstein-Hilbert action in both limits (5.1) and
(5.2) of M-theory. In either limit, the simplified expression of determinant of 11
dimensional M-theory uplift is given as:
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GM ∼
(
r6 cos2(θ2) csc
2(θ1)f2(θ2)
2
(
f1(θ1)
2 sin2(θ1) + 1
)
sin2(θ2)
((
4 cos(θ2)
(
2 cot(θ1)− 3
√
6
)
cot(θ2) + 18
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1) + 12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) sin(θ1) cos
2(θ1) + 27 sin
2(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)
− 4h5 cos(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 81h5 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 cos(θ2) + 3h5 sin(θ2)
))2)
/
(
gs
16/3
√
gsN
√
π(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 3 sin
2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
)2)
. (5.90)
Ricci scalar is given as: R = GMNGPQRMPNQ where M,N, P,Q = 0, ..10. For
particular choice’s of scaling parameters, we see that the contribution of Ricci scalar
is dominated by GM θ1θ1GM xzRMxθ1zθ1 component. On simplifying the same using
equation (5.54), we have:
GM xz ∼
(
27
3
√
3gs
2/3(cos(2θ1)− 5) sin(θ1) sin(θ2)
)
/
(
2
((
4 cos(θ2)
(
2 cot(θ1)− 3
√
6
)
cot(θ2)
+ 18
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1) + 12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) sin(θ1) cos
2(θ1) + 27 sin
2(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)
− 4h5 cos(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 81h5 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 cos(θ2) + 3h5 sin(θ2)
)))
, (5.91)
GM θ1θ1 ∼
3
√
3 6
√
gs√
N
√
π
(
f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 1
) , (5.92)
and
RMxθ1zθ1 ∼ −
(
2 csc(θ1) csc(θ2)
(
12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) cos
3(θ1)− 36 cot(θ2) sin(θ1)
(√
6 cos(θ2)
− 6h5 sin(θ2)
)
cos2(θ1) +
(
cos(θ2)
(
8 cot(θ2) cot
2(θ1) + 3
(
8 cot(θ2)− 81
√
6h5
)
sin2(θ1)
)
− 729h52 sin2(θ1) sin(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 27 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)− 4h5 cos(θ2)
))2)
/
(
27
3
√
3gs
2/3
(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
2
(
2 cos(θ2)
(
3
√
6− 2 cot(θ1)
)
cot(θ2)− 9
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1)− 12 cos(θ2)
cot(θ2) sin(θ1) cos
2(θ1)− 27 sin2(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)− 4h5 cos(θ2)
)
cos(θ1)− 81h5 sin3(θ1)(√
6 cos(θ2) + 3h5 sin(θ2)
)))
. (5.93)
Using set of equations (5.90)- (5.93), the most dominant contribution of 11-Dimensional
Bulk term is given by analytical expression given as:
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√
GMRM ∼
(
r3 cos(θ2) csc(θ1)f2(θ2) sin(θ2)
(
12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) cos
3(θ1)− 36 cot(θ2) sin(θ1)(√
6 cos(θ2)− 6h5 sin(θ2)
)
cos2(θ1) +
(
cos(θ2)
(
8 cot(θ2) cot
2(θ1) + 3
(
8 cot(θ2)− 81
√
6h5
)
sin2(θ1)
)
− 729h52 sin2(θ1) sin(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 27 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)− 4h5 cos(θ2)
))2)
/(
54gs
11/4N3/4π3/4
√
3f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 3
((
4 cos(θ2)
(
2 cot(θ1)− 3
√
6
)
cot(θ2)
+ 18
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1) + 12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) sin(θ1) cos
2(θ1) + 27 sin
2(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)
− 4h5 cos(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 81h5 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 cos(θ2) + 3h5 sin(θ2)
))(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1)
+ 3 sin2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
))
. (5.94)
The Einstein-Hilbert action receiving the most dominant contribution near θ1,2 =
0, π, we simplify the above near the same and obtain:
√
GMRM ∼ 125r
3 cos(θ2) cot
2(θ2) csc
4(θ1)f2(θ2)
864
√
3gs11/4N3/4π3/4
. (5.95)
We assume that result of integration with respect to θ1,2 variables, is simply given
by summing up the contribution of integrand near θ1,2 = ǫθ1,2 and θ1,2 = π − ǫθ1,2 .
Integrating other angular as well as radial variables, we have
1
16π
∫
x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
GMRM
∼ 125π
9
4 r4Λ cos(θ2) cot
2(θ2) csc
4(θ1)f2(θ2)
1728
√
3gs11/4N3/4
∣∣∣∣∣
θ1,2=ǫθ1,2+θ1,2=π−ǫθ1,2
. (5.96)
Limit (5.1): Incorporating gs ∼ ǫ, N/Neff ∼ ǫ−19, M/Meff ∼ ǫ− 32 θ1,2 ∼ ǫ 12 ,
f2(θ1,2) ∼ 1θ1,2 , we see that
SEH ∼ 1
16π
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
GMRM
= aEH
r4Λ
ǫrh
. (5.97)
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MQGP limit (5.2): Incorporating gs = α1ǫ, N/Neff = α2ǫ
−39, M/Meff = α3ǫ−
3
2 ,
θ1,2 = α4,5ǫ
3
2 , f2(ǫθ1,2) ∼ 1ǫθ1,2 ,
SEH ∼ 1
16π
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
GMRM
= aEH(α1,3,4,5)
r4Λ
ǫ3rh
. (5.98)
Therefore, the contribution corresponding to SEH is divergent as rΛ becomes large
and ǫ becomes small.
5.6.3.2 Gibbons-Hawking-York Surface Action
Similarly, using equations (5.52) and (5.54), simplified form of the Gibbons-Hawking-
York surface action will be given as under:
KM
√
hˆ ∼
(
4r4
(
1− r
4
h
r4
)
cos(θ2) csc(θ1)f2(θ2)
√
f1(θ1)2 sin
2(θ1) + 1 sin(θ2)
((
4 cos(θ2)(
2 cot(θ1)− 3
√
6
)
cot(θ2) + 18
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1) + 12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) sin(θ1) cos
2(θ1)
+ 27 sin2(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)− 4h5 cos(θ2)
)
cos(θ1) + 81h5 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 cos(θ2) + 3h5 sin(θ2)
)))
/(
324
√
3gs
11/4N3/4π3/4
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 3 sin
2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
+ 3h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
))
, (5.99)
where KM ≡ 1
2
√
GM rr ∂rdethab
dethab
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rΛ
, hab is the pull-back of G
M
MN on to r = rΛ where
M = (r, a). Further simplifying above near θ1,2 = 0, π, the analytical expression
reduces to
KM
√
hˆ ∼
4
(
1− r4h
r4Λ
)
r4 cos2(θ1) cos
3(θ2) cot
2(θ1)f2(θ2)
81
√
3gs11/4N3/4π3/4
(
cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
) . (5.100)
Utilizing the same approach as used in equation (5.96) and integrating, we have,
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1
8π
∫
x10∈[0,2π],θ1,2∈[0,π],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
KM
√
hˆ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rΛ
∼
16π9/4
(
1− r4h
r4Λ
)
r4Λ cos
2(θ1) cos
3(θ2) cot
2(θ1)f2(θ2)
81
√
3gs11/4N3/4
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)∣∣∣∣∣
θ1,2=ǫθ1,2+θ1,2=π−ǫθ1,2
.(5.101)
Limit (5.1): Incorporating gs ∼ ǫ1, N/Neff ∼ ǫ−19,M/Meff ∼ ǫ− 32 θ1,2 ∼ ǫ 12 , f2(θ1,2) ∼
1
θ1,2
, we see that:
SGHY−boundary ∼ 1
8π
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],,θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
KM
√
hˆ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rΛ
∼ (+ive)(r4Λ − rh4
rh
)
. (5.102)
So, SfiniteGHY−boundary ∼ −rh3 and SInfiniteGHY−boundary = aGHY−boundary r
4
Λ
rh
.
MQGP limit (5.2): Incorporating gs ∼ ǫ, N/Neff ∼ ǫ−39, M/Meff ∼ ǫ− 32 , ǫθ1,2 ∼
ǫ
3
2 , f2(θ1,2) ∼ 1θ1,2 ,
SGHY−boundary ∼ 1
8π
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],,θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
KM
√
hˆ
∣∣∣∣∣
r=rΛ
∼ (+ive)
(
r4Λ − rh4
rh
)
. (5.103)
Further, for ǫθ << 1, writing gs = α1ǫ, N = α2ǫ
−39,M = α3ǫ−
3
2 , ǫθ1 = α4ǫ
γ , ǫθ2 =
α5ǫ
γ , one can show that (5.103) will be proportional to 1
α
9
4
1 α
1
4
2 α
4
4α5
. We will take
the large α1 and the small α4,5 : α
9
4
1 α
4
4α5 ≡finite; α2 is always finite. Therefore,
SInfiniteGHY−boundary ∼ aGHY−boundary(α1,2,4,5) r
4
Λ
rh
, and SfiniteGHY−boundary ∼ −r3h, i.e., independent
of the cut-off ǫθ1,2/ǫ.
5.6.3.3 Flux Action
Now, G4 = dC3 + A1 ∧ dB2 + dx10 ∧ dB2, and CMµν10 = BIIAµν , CMµνρ = CIIAµνρ . Now,
F IIA4 will be obtained via a triple T-dual of type IIB F1,3,5 where F1 ∼ Fx/y/z, F3 ∼
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Fxyr/θ1/θ2 , Fxzr/θ1/θ2 , Fyzr/θ1/θ2 and F5 ∼ Fxyzβ1β2 where βi = r/θi.
Consider Tx followed by Ty followed by Tz where Ti means T-dualizing along i-
th direction. As an example, TxF
IIB
x → non− dynamical 0− form field strengthIIA
[174], TyTxF
IIB
x → F IIBy , TzF IIBy → F IIAyz implying one can never generate F IIA4 from
F IIB1 . As also an example consider TxF
IIB
xyβi
→ F IIAyβi , TyF IIAyβi → F IIBβi , TzF IIBβi → F IIAβiz
again not generating F IIA4 ; TxF
IIB
xyzβ1β2
→ F IIAyzβ1β2, TyF IIAyzβ1β2 → F IIBzβ1β2 , TzF IIBzβ1β2 →
F IIBβ1β2 ; thus one can not generate F
IIA
4 . Thus, the four-form fluxG4 = d (Cµν10dx
µ ∧ dxν
∧dx10)+
(
AF11 + A
F3
1 + A
F5
1
)∧H3 = H3∧dx10+A∧H3, where Cµν10 ≡ Bµν implying
that the flux-dependent D=11 action is given by the following two terms:
∫
C3 ∧G4 ∧G4 =
∫
B ∧ dx10 ∧ (H ∧ dx10 +A ∧H) ∧ (H ∧ dx10 +A ∧H) = 0,(5.104)
and
∫
G4 ∧ ∗11G4 =
∫
(H3 ∧ dx10 +A ∧H3) ∧ ∗11 (H3 ∧ dx10 +A ∧H3) . (5.105)
Now, H3∧dx10∧∗11 (H3 ∧ A) = 0 as neither H3 nor A has support along x10. Hence:
H3 ∧ dx10 ∧ ∗11 (H3 ∧ dx10) =
√
GHµνρ10G
µµ1Gνν1Gρρ1G10λ1Hµ1ν1ρ1λ1dt ∧ ...dx10
=
√
GHµνρ10
(
−Gµ10Gνν1Gρρ1G10λ1Hν1ρ1λ1 +Gµµ1Gν10Gρρ1G10λ1Hµ1ρ1λ1
−Gµµ1Gνν1Gρ10G10λ1Hµ1ν1λ1 +Gµµ1Gνν1Gρρ1G10 10Hµ1ν1ρ1
)
dt ∧ ...dx10, (5.106)
where Hµνρ10 = Hµνρ, and
(H ∧ A) ∧ ∗11 (H ∧A) =
√
GH[µνρAλ]G
µµ1Gνν1Gλλ1H[µ1ν1ρ1Aλ1], (5.107)
where H[µ1µ2µ3Aµ4] ≡ Hµ1µ2µ3Aµ4 − (Hµ2µ3µ4Aµ1 −Hµ3µ4µ1Aµ2 +Hµ4µ1µ2Aµ3).
Considering the same scaling behavior as used to calculate the contribution of
Einstein-Hilbert Action as well as Gibbons-Hawking-York surface action terms, we
see that for both limits (5.1) and (5.2), in equation (5.106), contribution of H3 ∧
dx11∧∗11(H3∧dx11) is always dominated by
√
GH2θ1θ2yG
M θ1θ1GM θ2θ2GM yyGM 10 10
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term and in equation (5.107), contribution of (H ∧A) ∧ ∗11(H ∧A) is dominated by√
GH2θ1θ2yA
2
yG
M θ1θ1GM θ1θ1GM θ2θ2Gyy term. Therefore, for simplicity in calcula-
tions, we assume that leading contribution in equations (5.106) and (5.107) are gov-
erned by aforementioned terms. The relevant inverses of the 11-dimensional metric
components of (A11), in the limit (5.14), simplify to the following expressions:
•GM θ2θ2 ∼
(
216
3
√
3 6
√
gs cos
6(θ1) cot
4(θ2)
(
2 cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 3 sin
2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos
2(θ1)
sin2(θ2) + 3h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
)2)
/
(√
N
√
πf2(θ2)
2
(
f1(θ1)
2 sin2(θ1) + 1
) (
cos2(θ2) sin
2(θ1)
+ cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2((
4 cos(θ2)
(
2 cot(θ1)− 3
√
6
)
cot(θ2) + 18
√
6 sin(θ2)
)
cos3(θ1)
+ 12 cos(θ2) cot(θ2) sin(θ1) cos
2(θ1) + 27 sin
2(θ1)
(√
6 sin(θ2)− 4h5 cos(θ2)
)
cos(θ1)
+ 81h5 sin
3(θ1)
(√
6 cos(θ2) + 3h5 sin(θ2)
))2)
•GM yy ∼
(
36
3
√
3gs
2/3 csc4(θ2) sec
2(θ2) sin
3(θ1)(9h5 sin(θ1)− 2 cos(θ1) cot(θ2))
(
2 cos2(θ2)
sin2(θ1) + 3 sin
2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) + 3h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2)
)2)
/
(
cos(2θ1)− 5)3
)
•GM rr ∼
r2 6
√
gs
(
1− r4h
r4
)
2 32/3
√
π
√
N
,GM 10 10 ∼ 3 3
√
3
(
1
gs
)4/3
•Hrθ1y ∼
f2(θ2) sin(θ1) cos(θ1) sin(θ2) sin(2θ2) cos(θ2)(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
•Aθ2 ∼
√
3
2Nfφ2 sin
2(θ2)
(
8 cos3(θ1) cos(θ2) cot(θ2)− 16 cos4(θ1) cot(θ2)
)
π(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
) −√
2
3Nfψ csc(θ2)
(−2 cos(θ1) cos(θ2) + sin2(θ1)− cos2(θ1) + 5)
π(cos(2θ1)− 5) . (5.108)
On simplifying equations (5.106) and (5.107) with the help of equations (5.108), the
most dominant contribution near θ1,2 = 0, π will be given by the following analytical
expression:
H3 ∧ dx11 ∧ ∗11
(
H3 ∧ dx11
) ∼ 1134√3r3f2(θ2)(sin5(θ1) cos5(θ1) cos3(θ2) cot3(θ2)
π5/4gs13/4N5/4
(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)3 dx1 ∧ ...dx11
∼ 1134
√
3r3f2(θ2) cos
4(θ1) cot(θ1) csc
3(θ2)
π5/4gs13/4N5/4
dx1 ∧ ...dx11. (5.109)
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(H ∧A) ∧ ∗11 (H ∧A) ∼ 243
√
3Nf
2r3f2(θ2) sin
7(θ1) cos
3(θ1) sin
4(2θ2) csc(θ2)(ψ − 6φ2 cos(θ1))2
2π13/4(gsN)5/4(cos(2θ1)− 5)2
(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)5 dx1 ∧ ...dx11
∼ 243
√
3Nf
2r3f2(θ2) cot
3(θ1) tan
3(θ2) sec
3(θ2)(ψ − 6φ2 cos(θ1))2
2π13/4(gsN)5/4
dx1 ∧ ...dx11. (5.110)
Integrating above:
∫
x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
G4 ∧ ∗11G4 ∼
r3f2(θ2) cos
4(θ1) cot(θ1) csc
3(θ2)
gs13/4N5/4
+
N2f r
3f2(θ2) cos
5(θ1) sin
3(θ2)
sin3(θ1) cos6(θ2)(gsN)5/4
∣∣∣∣∣
θ1,2=ǫθ1,2+θ1,2=π−ǫθ1,2
.(5.111)
Limit (5.1) : Incorporating gs ∼ ǫ, N/Neff ∼ ǫ−19, M/Meff ∼ ǫ− 32 θ1ǫ 12 , θ2 ∼ ǫ 12 ,
f2(θ1,2) ∼ 1θ1,2 , we see that:∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
G4 ∧ ∗11G4
∼ −ǫ9
(r4Λ
rh
)
. (5.112)
Therefore, SInfiniteflux ∼ −ǫ9 r
4
Λ
rh
.
MQGP limit (5.2): Incorporating gs ∼ α1 ǫ, N/Neff ∼ α2ǫ−39, M/Meff ∼ α3ǫ− 32 ,
θ1,2 ∼ α4,5ǫ 32 , f2(θ1,2) ∼ 1θ1,2 , we see that∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[0,π],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
G4 ∧ ∗11G4
∼ −aG4(α1,2,3,4,5)ǫ19
(r4Λ
rh
+
rh
3
ln(rΛ)
)
. (5.113)
Therefore, SInfiniteflux ∼ ǫ19aG4(α1,2,3,4,5) r
4
Λ
rh
.
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5.6.3.4 O(R4) Action Terms
In either limits (5.1) and (5.2), the dominant contribution to J is given by
J ∼ (GM θ1θ1)3GM θ1θ2GM θ2θ2GM θ1yGM θ2yGM yy(Rθ2θ1yθ1)4+12(Rθ2θ1θ1y)2(Rθ2θ1yθ1)2,
(5.114)
and the dominant contribution to E8 is given by:
E8 ∼ GM 00GM 11GM 22GM 33
(
GM rrGM θ1θ1GM θ2θ2GM xxGM yyGM zzGM 1010
)2
R3r3rRθ1θ2θ1θ2RxyxyRz10z10. (5.115)
The simplified form of analytic expressions of GM θ1θ1 , GM θ2θ2 and GM rr are
given in equation no (5.92) and (5.108). The simplified expressions of other inverse
components as well as covariant 4-rank tensor relevant to get the estimate of J and
E8 are as follows:
•GM θ1θ2 = − 1
64
√
π
√
Nf2(θ2)2
(
81
3
√
3 6
√
gsh5 csc
4(θ2) sec
2(θ2)
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2)
+ 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
(f1(θ1)f2(θ2)(13 sin(θ1) + sin(3θ1)) sin(θ2)− 16)
)
•GM θ1y = − 1
4
√
π 4
√
Nf2(θ2)
(
h5(gsN)
5/12 csc2(θ2) sec(θ2)
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2)
+ 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
(f1(θ1)f2(θ2)(13 sin(θ1) + sin(3θ1)) sin(θ2)− 16)
)
•GM θ2y = −gs
5/12 csc2(θ2) sec(θ2)
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
4
√
π 4
√
Nf2(θ2)
•GM yy = gs2/3 sin3(θ1) cos(θ1) csc5(θ2) sec(θ2)
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
•GM xx = −81
2
3
√
3gs
2/3 tan2(θ1) sec
6(θ1) tan
4(θ2)
•GM zz = −243
3
√
3gs
2/3 sin4(θ1) tan
3(θ1) sin(θ2) cos(θ2)
2
(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)2
•GM 00 ∼ − 2gs
7/6
√
N
√
π
32/3r2
(
1− r4h
r4
) , GM 11 ∼ 2gs7/6√N√π
32/3r2
, GM 22 ∼ 2gs
7/6
√
N
√
π
32/3r2
•GM 33 ∼ 2gs
7/6
√
N
√
π
32/3r2
•Rθ2θ1yθ1 ∼
40
√
2 4
√
πf2(θ2) sin
2(θ1) cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2) cos
5(θ2)
3 3
√
3gs5/12
4
√
N
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)3
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•R3r3r ∼
Nf sin(2θ1) cot
(
θ1
2
)
2 3
√
3π3/2 6
√
gs
√
N
(
1− rh4
r4
)
•Rθ1θ2θ1θ2 ∼
2 32/3
√
π
√
N − 23f2(θ2)2 sin3(θ1) cos3(θ1) cos2(θ2) cot(θ2)
2 6
√
gs sin
2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
•Rxyxxy ∼ − 128 sin
2(θ1) cos
6(θ1) sin
2(θ2) cos
10(θ2)
27 3
√
3
√
πgs7/6
√
N
(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)6
•Rz10z10 ∼
4gs
11/6Nf cot
(
θ1
2
)
cot3(θ1)
81 3
√
3π3/2
√
N
. (5.116)
Utilizing above and simplified form of GM as given in equation (5.90), we have
T2
2π4.32.213
∫
M
d11x
√
GM(J − 1
2
E8) ∼
(2π2)1/3
2π4.32.213
(
105h5
3r4Λ sin
9(θ1) cos
13(θ1) cos
15(θ2)(f1(θ1)f2(θ2) sin(θ1) sin(θ2)− 1)3
gs2N2f2(θ2)2 sin
11(θ2)
(
2 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)4 +
108gs
67/12Nf
2 sin20(θ1) sin(2θ1) tan
8(θ1) cot
2
(
θ1
2
)
cos5(θ2) cot
3(θ2)
N7/4r2Λf2(θ2)
(
sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)8
)∣∣∣∣∣
θ1,2=ǫθ1,2+θ1,2=π−ǫθ1,2
.(5.117)
Limit (5.1): Incorporating gs ∼ ǫ, N/Neff ∼ ǫ−19,M/Meff ∼ ǫ− 32 , θ1,2 ∼ ǫ 12 , f2(θ1,2) ∼
1
θ1,2
,
we see that
T2
2π4.32.213
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
GM(J − 1
2
E8)
∼ O(10
−14)
ǫ−23
r4Λ
rh
+
O(10)
ǫ−26
( 1
r2Λrh
)
. (5.118)
Thus, SfiniteO(R4) ∼ O(10)ǫ26
(
1
r2Λrh
)
→ 0, rΛ →∞ and ǫ→ 0; SInfiniteO(R4) ∼ O(10−14)ǫ23 r
4
Λ
rh
.
MQGP limit (5.2): Incorporating gs ∼ α1 ǫ, N/Neff ∼ α2ǫ−39, M/Meff ∼ α3ǫ− 32 ,
θ1,2 ∼ α4,5ǫ 32 , f1,2(θ1,2) ∼ 1θ1,2 ,
T2
2π4.32.213
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
GM(J − 1
2
E8)
∼ aR4(α1,2,4,5)O(10−15)ǫ45
r4Λ
rh
+ bR4(α1,2,4,5)O(106)ǫ68
( 1
r2Λrh
)
. (5.119)
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Therefore, SfiniteO(R4) ∼ bR4(α1,2,4,5)O(106)ǫ68
(
1
r2Λrh
)
→ 0, rΛ →∞; SInfiniteO(R4) ∼ aR4(α1,2,4,5)ǫ45 r
4
Λ
rh
.
The other quartic term in D=11 Supergravity Action is
T2
∫
C3 ∧X8,
where C3 is 3-form flux in D=11 Supergravity defined as C3 = Bµνdx
µ ∧ dxν ∧ dx10.
Now, R abµν = R
ρλ
µν e
a
ρ e
b
λ where e
a
µ are frames in components. Now: tr(R
2) =
R abµ1ν1 Rµ2ν2badx
µ1 ∧ dxν1 ∧ dxµ2 ∧ dxν2 = e aρ1e bλ1E ρ2b E λ2a Rρ1λ1µ1ν1Rµ2ν2ρ2λ2dxµ1 ∧ dxν1 ∧
dxµ2 ∧ dxν2, where E µa are the inverse frames in components. Using: e aρ1E λ2a = δλ2ρ1 ,
etc. the above gives:
tr(R2) = R ρ1λ1µ1ν1 Rµ2ν2λ1ρ1dx
µ1 ∧ dxν1 ∧ dxµ2 ∧ dxν2 .
Writing tr(R4) and (tr(R2))2 in terms of purely covariant curvature tensor, one sim-
ilarly has:
tr(R4) = GM λ1λ
′
1GM ρ1ρ
′
1GM ρ2ρ
′
2GM λ2λ
′
2Rρ′1λ′1µ1ν1Rµ2ν2λ1ρ2Rρ′2λ′2µ3ν3Rµ4ν4λ2ρ1dx
µ1 ∧ dxν1
∧ dxµ2 ∧ dxν2 ∧ dxµ3 ∧ dxν3 ∧ dxµ4 ∧ dxν4 , (5.120)
and (tr(R2))2 = GM ρ1ρ
′
1GM λ1λ
′
1GM ρ2ρ
′
2GM λ2λ
′
2Rρ′1λ′1µ1ν1
Rλ1ρ1µ2ν2Rρ′2λ′2µ3ν3Rλ2ρ2µ4ν4dx
µ1 ∧ dxν1 ∧ dxµ2 ∧ dxν2 ∧ dxµ3 ∧ dxν3 ∧ dxµ4 ∧ dxν4 . (5.121)
From equation (5.16), the non-zero components of 2-form flux B2 include: Bθ1x, Bθ2y,
Bθ1z, Bθ2z and therefore, the non-zero components of C3 are Cθ1x10, Cθ2y10, Cθ1z10 and
Cθ2z10. Since non-zero three form flux components do not include space-time indices,
the same must be included in X8 to have non vanishing
∫
C3 ∧ X8. Effectively,
one needs to calculate X8 for a Euclideanized eight-fold M8 that is locally S
1(x0)×
R3conf ×M4(r, βi, xa1 , xa2) where βi ≡ θ1 or θ2, xa1,2 ≡ (y, z) or (x, z) or (x, y) and
R3conf implies conformally Euclidean. Now, in Dasgupta et al’s limit (5.14), one makes
the following observations:
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(i) Let a, etc. index the S1(x0)×R3conf(x1,2,3) coordinates, m theM4(r, βi, xa1 , xa2)
coordinates and let α = (a,m). From Rabαβ = g
bb(∂[αΓ
a
b|β] + Γ
γ
b[βΓ
a
γ|α]), one sees that
only Rabab = −g
bbgrrgaa
4
(∂rgbb)(∂rgaa) 6= 0, a 6= b.
(ii) Rab mc = 0.
(iii) Using Γα
′
β′a =
gaa
2
∂rgaaδ
α′
a δ
r
β′−g
rr
2
∂rgaaδ
a
β′δ
α′
r , one obtains: R
αβ
ma = g
rr∂mΓ
a
raδ
α
a δ
β
r−
gaa∂mΓ
r
aaδ
α
r δ
β
a + g
rrΓaraΓ
a
amδ
α
a δ
β
r − gaaΓraaΓnrmδαnδβa − gββ′Γrβ′mΓaraδαa + gaaΓaamΓraaδβa δαr .
Therefore, e.g., Rabab 6= 0, Rarar 6= 0.
Using these, and noting that tr(R4) will involve terms of the following three types:
Rρ1λ1an1Rλ1ρ2a2n2R
ρ2λ3
a3n3Rλ3ρ1a4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni
Rρ1λ1a1a2Rλ1ρ2m2n2R
ρ2λ3
a3n3Rλ3ρ1a4n4dx
a1 ∧ dxa2 ∧ dxm2 ∧ dxn2 ∧ dxa3 ∧ dxn3 ∧ dxa4 ∧ dxn4
Rρ1λ1a1a2Rλ1ρ2a3a4R
ρ2λ3
m3n3Rλ3ρ1m4n4
∏
dxai ∧
2∏
i=1
dxmi ∧ dxni , (5.122)
let us look at the three types of terms in (5.122) individually below. The first
possibility will hence consist of the following set of terms:
Ra1ra1n1Rrρ2a2n2R
ρ2λ3
a3n3Rλ3a1a4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni ,
Ra1ra1n1Ra1ρ2a2n2R
ρ2λ3
a3n3Rλ3ra4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni ,
Rna1a1n1Ra1ρ2a2n2R
ρ2λ3
a3n3Rλ3na4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni ,
Ra1λ1a1n1Rλ1ρ2a2n2R
ρ2λ3
a3n3Rλ3a1a4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni . (5.123)
Based on the three observations made above, each of the four terms in (5.123)vanishes
for reasons similar to:
Rλ3a1a4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni ∼ δa4λ3δa1n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni = 0 or δrλ3δrn4δa1a4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni = 0.
(5.124)
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The second possibility vanishes because:
Ra2ρ2a3a4
∏
dxai ∧
2∏
i=1
dxmi ∧ dxni ∼ (δa2a3δa4ρ2 or δa2a4δa3ρ2 )∏ dxai ∧ 2∏
i=1
dxmi ∧ dxni = 0.
(5.125)
The third possibility vanishes because:
Rλ3a1a4n4dx
a1 ∧ dxa2 ∧ dxm2 ∧ dxn2 ∧ dxa3 ∧ dxn3 ∧ dxa4 ∧ dxn4 ∼(
δa4λ3δ
a1
n4
or δrλ3δ
r
n4δ
a1a4
)
dxa1 ∧ dxa2 ∧ dxm2 ∧ dxn2 ∧ dxa3 ∧ dxn3 ∧ dxa4 ∧ dxn4 = 0. (5.126)
Similarly, for tr(R2)2 = Rρ1λ1µ1ν1Rλ1ρ1µ2ν2R
ρ2λ2
µ3ν3
Rλ2ρ2µ4ν4
∏4
i=1 dx
µi ∧dxνi there are
the following types of terms:
Rρ1λ1a1n1Rλ1ρ1a2n2R
ρ2λ2
a3n3Rλ2ρ2a4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni , (5.127)
which vanishes because of reasons similar to:
Ra1ra1n1Rra1a2n2
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni ∼ δrn2δa1a2
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧ dxni = 0. (5.128)
Rρ1λ1a1a2R λ1ρ1m2n2R
ρ2λ2
a3n3Rλ2ρ2a4n4dx
a1 ∧ dxa2 ∧ dxm2 ∧ dxn2 ∧ dxa3 ∧ dxn3 ∧ dxa4 ∧ dxn4
∼ Ra1a2a1a2Ra2a1a3n3dxa1 ∧ dxa2 ∧ dxm2 ∧ dxn2 ∧ dxa3 ∧ dxn3 ∧ dxa4 ∧ dxn4 = 0. (5.129)
Rρ1λ1a1a2Rλ1ρ1a3a4R
ρ2λ2
m3n3Rλ2ρ2m4n4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧
4∏
j=3
dxmj ∧ dxnj
∼ Ra1a2a1a2Ra2a1a3a4
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧
4∏
j=3
dxmj ∧ dxnj
(δa2a3δa1a4 or δa2a4δa1a3)
4∏
i=1
dxai ∧
4∏
j=3
dxmj ∧ dxnj = 0. (5.130)
One sees, therefore, the first and second Pontryagin classes of TM8 satisfy: p
2
1(TM8) =
p2(TM8) = 0 implying X8(TM8) = 4p2 − p21 = 0, and hence
C3 ∧X8 = 0.
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Counter-term evaluation : To summarize, in the limit (5.1), from (5.97),
(5.102), (5.112), (5.118), one sees that the divergent part of the action is given by:
r4Λ
rh
(aEH
ǫ
+ aGHY−boundary + ǫ9aG4 + aR4ǫ
23
)
. (5.131)
The divergent part of action can be compensated by adding an appropriate counter-
term corresponding to intrinsic boundary geometry so that the overall 11-dimensional
Action renders finite contribution. Using (5.1) and equation (5.54) and further sim-
plifying near θ1,2 = 0, π, we have
√
hM ∼

√
2
√
1− r4h
r4λ
r4f2(θ2) cot
4(θ1) cos(θ2)
81 6
√
3
√
πgs7/3
√
gsN
 , (5.132)
and
√
hMRM ∼
125r4f2(θ2)
√
1− r4hr4 cot2(θ1) csc4(θ1) cos(θ2)
864
√
235/6πgs8/3N
 . (5.133)
resulting in
1
8π
∫
x10∈[0,2π],r∈[rh,rΛ],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
hMRM|r=rΛ
∼
125r4Λπ
2f2(θ2)
√
1− r4h
r4Λ
cot2(θ1) csc
4(θ1) cos(θ2)
216
√
235/6gs8/3N
∣∣∣∣∣
θ1,2=ǫθ1,2+θ1,2=π−ǫθ1,2
. (5.134)
We hence see that
1
8π
∫
x0∈
[
0,π
√
4πgsN
rh
]
,x10∈[0,2π],θ1,2∈[ǫθ1,2 ,π−ǫθ1,2 ],φ1,2∈[0,2π],ψ∈[0,4π]
√
hMRM|r=rΛ
∼ ǫ 776 r
4
Λ
rh
√
1− r
4
h
r4Λ
rΛ→∞−→ ǫ 776 r
4
Λ
rh
. (5.135)
So, from (5.131) and (5.135), one sees that an appropriate counter term will be:
−ǫ− 776
(aEH
ǫ
+ aGHY−boundary + ǫ9aG4 + aR4ǫ
23
)∫
r=rΛ
√
hRM. (5.136)
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One can show that:
∫
r=rΛ
√
h ∼ ǫκ(i)cosmo r
4
Λ
rh
,
∫
r=rΛ
√
h|G4|2 ∼ ǫκ
(i)
flux
r4Λ
rh
, (5.137)
for appropriate κ
(i)
cosmo/flux using which one sees that one can also construct the fol-
lowing as the appropriate counter-terms:
− ǫ−κ(i)cosmo
(aEH
ǫ
+ aGHY−boundary + ǫ9aG4 + aR4ǫ
23
)∫
r=rΛ
√
h,
− ǫ−κ(i)flux
(aEH
ǫ
+ aGHY−boundary + ǫ9aG4 + aR4ǫ
23
)∫
r=rΛ
√
h|G4|2. (5.138)
Interestingly in the limit (5.1), we argue below that one can give an asymptotically-
linear-dilaton counter-term interpration to (5.136) and (5.138). The behavior of sur-
face counter-terms in the asymptotic linear dilaton background, is discussed in [173]
by defining a set of linear dilaton(ADL) boundary conditions. According to the ADL
boundary conditions given in [173], the metric is expanded as :
ds2 = dr2 + r2(h(0)mn + r
2−d(h(1)mn + r
1−d(h(0)mn + ...)dy
mdyn. (5.139)
The scalar field can be expanded as:
φ = φ¯lnr + φ0 + r2−dφ1 + r1−dφ2 + .... (5.140)
where φ¯ and φ0 are constants, and remaining φi are smooth functions. Similarly, the
p-form field strength is expanded as follows:
Fa1....ap = F
(0)
a1....ap + r
2−dF (1)a1....ap + r
1−dF (2)a1....ap + ... (5.141)
Again as explained in [173], incorporating the boundary conditions (5.139)- (5.141)
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in EOM corresponding to bulk integral gives a condition
φ0 + φ¯lnr =
p− 1
α
ln(βr), (5.142)
where β = 8(p−1)
α2Q2
(Q being related to p-form fluxes’ components’ magnitute - See [173]
for more details). The counter-terms consistent with δS = 0, are given to be:
Sct =
∫
ddx
√
h
(
c0e
− α
p−1φ + c1e
α
p−1φR + c2e
2p−1
p−1 φF 2p
)
(5.143)
where for the special case wherein α = ± (p−1
d−1
)
, c0 = 2β−(d−1)2β2c1 and c2 = − 12p!c1
for ALD boundary data and c1 is arbitrary.
Now, the scalar field corresponds to geometric x10 size modulus (when one takes
the weak-coupling limit ofM theory compactifying it on a circle of very small radius)
which is given by the applying triple T-duality on type IIB dilaton to yield the
type IIA dilaton, i.e., φIIA =
˜˜˜
φ. At least in the small gs and gsNf limit (weakly
coupled M-theory description mentioned in (5.1)), one sees that for r = rΛ >> 1:
φIIA ∼ lngs − ln[1− (3gsNf/4π)lnr] and therefore, can be expressed as
φIIA = φ0 + φ¯ lnrΛ +O((gsNf)2) (5.144)
From (5.142) and (5.144), we get φIIA = p−1
α
ln(βrΛ). Substituting the same in (5.143)
will include the following set of terms (p = 4):
c1
(
−(d− 1)
2β2
βrΛ
∫
r=rΛ
√
h+ βrΛ
∫
r=rΛ
√
hR− (βrΛ)
7
48
∫
r=rΛ
√
h|G4|2
)
. (5.145)
The three terms in (5.145) are divergent and using an obvious notation, (5.145) is
given by:
c1
r4Λ
rh
(
−ǫκ(i)cosmoa(i)cosmo
(d− 1)2β2
βrΛ
+ ǫκ
(i)
EH−boundarya
(i)
EH−boundaryβrΛ − ǫκ
(i)
fluxa
(i)
flux
(βrΛ)
7
48
)
.
(5.146)
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Since the choice of c1 is arbitrary, considering
c1 = −
 aEHǫ + aGHY−boundary + ǫ9aG4 + aR4ǫ23
−ǫκ(i)cosmoa(i)cosmo (d−1)2β2βrΛ + ǫ
κ
(i)
EH−boundarya
(i)
EH−boundaryβrΛ − ǫκ
(i)
fluxa
(i)
flux
(βrΛ)7
48

(5.147)
which cancels off the divergences coming from Einstein- Hilbert Action, Gibbons-
Hawking-York surface term, flux term as well as higher order O(R4) as given in set
of equations ((5.97), (5.102), (5.112), (5.118)) in the weakly coupled description of
M-theory.
In limit (5.2), to summarize, from (5.98), (5.103), (5.113) and (5.119), we see that
the divergent contribution is given by:
r4Λ
rh
(
aEH(α1,3,4,5)
ǫ3
+ aGHY−boundary(α1,2,4,5) + ǫ19αG4(α1,2,3,4,5) + aR4(α1,2,4,5)ǫ
45
)
.
(5.148)
So, by arguments similar to the ones given to yield (5.136) as the counter term in
limit (5.1), the required counter term in limit (5.2) is:
− ǫ 1556
(
aEH(α1,3,4,5)
ǫ3
+ aGHY−boundary(α1,2,4,5)+
ǫ19αG4(α1,2,3,4,5) + aR4(α1,2,4,5)ǫ
45
) ∫
r=rΛ
√
hRM. (5.149)
Similar to (5.138), one can also have the following counter terms:
−
(
ǫ−κ
(ii)
cosmo
∫
r=rΛ
√
h, ǫ−κ
(ii)
flux
∫
r=rΛ
√
h|G4|2
)(
aEH(α1,3,4,5)
ǫ3
+ aGHY−boundary(α1,2,4,5)+
ǫ19αG4(α1,2,3,4,5) + aR4(α1,2,4,5)ǫ
45
)
. (5.150)
To investigate the thermodynamic stability of the uplift, let us calculate the specific
heat corresponding to the classical partition function/action calculated above wherein
the finite part of the action is coming entirely from Gibbons-Hawking-York surface
term, and SfiniteE ∼ −r3h in the limits of (5.1) and (5.2). Based on the argument
given in [172], the negative sign in the action does not represent physical instability
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of the solution. Now, the average energy which is 〈E〉 = −T 2 ∂SfiniteE
∂T
= −T 2(rh)∂T
∂rh
∂SfiniteE
∂rh
.
In both limits, one sees from (exact or approximate form of) (5.72) that ∂T
∂rh
> 0
implying 〈E〉 > 0. Now, the entropy S = − 1
T (rh)
T 2(rh)
∂T
∂rh
∂SfiniteE
∂rh
− SfiniteE . Therefore the
specific heat is given by: C = T (rh)∂T
∂rh
∂S
∂rh
. Again the aforementioned limit, one can
show: T (rh)∂T
∂rh
∼ rh, which implies that entropy is positive and one can approximate the
same as S ∼ r3h. A quick check on this result arises from the fact that the entropy is
expected to be proportional to the horizon area - from (5.53) we see that as expected
the entropy should scale like r3h. Using the same, therefore, C ∼ T (rh)∂T
∂rh
∂(r3h)
∂rh
∼ rh3 > 0
- implying a stable uplift!
5.7 Results and Discussion
We have constructed a local M-theory uplift of a (resolved) warped deformed conifold
using modified OKS-BH background given in [2] in the context of type IIB string back-
ground relevant to study of thermal QCD with fundamental flavor thermal quarks.
Following [1], we defined T-duality coordinates to have a local isometry along third
direction ψ in addtition to the global isometries along φ1, φ2) and then applied suit-
able coordinate transformations on some of the angular coordinates to ensure the
base of the local T 3-fibration is large so that mirror symmetry a la SYZ, could be
applied (locally). Having done so, we first obtained type IIA metric formed by using
analytic expressions given in [1] to mirror transform the type IIB metric components
in the presence of a black hole in a warped deformed conifold and then obtained type
IIA RR one-form gauge fields by applying T-duality rules on type IIB RR odd-form
field strengths. Using T-dualized metric components, we calculated the contribution
of the type IIA metric along r =
√
3a and θi → π/2 as well as θ1 → 0 and θ2 → mθ1
where m ∼ O(1), and showed that GIIAθ1θ2 will vanish if complex structure base/fi(θi)
along chosen values of θi will be very large - one will get a warped resolved coni-
fold. In other words, the argument that mirror of warped deformed conifold should
be warped resolved conifold at least locally, automatically satisfied the condition of
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having large base required to implement mirror symmetry conditions proposed by
Strominger-Yau-Zaslow. All of the above eventually lead to a local 11-dimensional
M-theory uplift.
The hydrodynamical as well as thermodynamical properties of strongly coupled
(i.e. large t’Hooft coupling) gauge theories at finite temperature are governed by the
presence of a black hole in the dual description, and therefore depends on horizon
radius. We basically set up an approach to study the behavior of hydrodynami-
cal as well as thermodynamical quantities in both weak coupling but large t’Hooft
coupling regime of M-theory accomplished by (gs, gsNf ,
gsM2
N
<< 1, gsM, gsN >> 1
(c.f. [2])) as well as MQGP limit accomplished by letting gs
<∼ 1 and gsM2
N
<<
1, gsN >> 1, finite gs,M,Nf . The idea of discussing thermodynamical properties
was two fold: the first was to check whether the solution possesses the thermody-
namical stability both in type IIB as well as local M-theory uplift and the other was
to explicitly verify whether gravity dual so obtained is able to show certain aspects
of strongly coupled Plasma i.e QGP. The thermodynamical stability conditions are
basically governed by inequalities imposed on certain thermodynamic quantities such
as ∆S < 0,∆E > 0 and ∆H > 0 (deviations from equilibrium values implied). In
particular, considering the condition that ∆E(S, V,N) as well ∂2E(S, V,N) > 0 and
expanding ∂2E(S, V,N) around equilibrium values of (S0, V0, N0) lead to satisfy three
conditions Cv > 0, κ > 0 and
∂µ
∂Nf
|T > 0 for the system to be in stable thermodynamic
equilibrium at constant value of S, V and N [175]. Keeping this in mind, we calculated
the chemical potential arising from U(1) gauge field living on Nf D7-branes wrapping
a four-cycle of the warped deformed conifold as a function of temperature by consid-
ering Ouyang embedding in type IIB background and then studied the behavior of
the same as a function of Nf (number of bi-fundamental quark flavors) and showed
that ∂µC
∂Nf
|T > 0 upto linear order in embedding parameter µ, thus obeying one of the
conditions to achieve thermodynamic stability in type IIB background. Going ahead,
by obtaining the local M-theory uplift, we gave a way to implement both limits of
M-theory in thermodynamical calculations by choosing the scaling of relevant param-
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eters (gs,M,N) scale ǫ as (gs ∼ ǫd, M ∼ ǫ− 3d2 , N ∼ ǫ−19d for ǫ ≤ 0.01, d > 0) and
(gs ∼ ǫd, M ∼ ǫ− 3d2 , N ∼ ǫ−39d for ǫ . 1, d > 0) consistent with weak-string-coupling
- large-t’Hooft-coupling limit of M-theory and the ‘MQGP limit’ corresponding to
finite-string-coupling - large-t’Hooft-coupling limit of M-theory, respectively. Inter-
estingly, we realized that in both limits, the uplift produced a black M3-brane whose
near-horizon geometry near the θ1,2 = 0, π branches, preserved
1
8
supersymmetry.
The other very important hydrodynamical quantities that one can obtain using dual
description of 11-D supergravity background to verify the aspects of strongly coupled
Q(uark) G(luon) P(lasma) is the shear viscosity-to-entropy ratio (η/s) and diffusion
coefficient D in type IIA and local M-theory uplift. Considering the limits (5.1) and
(5.2), by first calculating the horizon radius and thereafter using the standard ex-
pressions given in [176] (the absence of angular dependence in GIIA,Mtt,rr,R3 and a tunably
small chemical potential permitting the use of same), we showed that shear viscosity-
to-entropy ratio naturally come out to be 1
4π
in type IIA and the limits (5.1) and
(5.2) of M-theory and Diffusion coefficient D turned out to be 1
T
in both type IIB
and type IIA background. The results are consistent with the values that theorists
expect for any quantum field theory description which has a gravity dual in (non)-
extremal case [177] - the O(R4)-terms do not modify the value of η
s
because in both
limits (5.1) and (5.2), (the finite part of) the same vanishes. We next evaluated the
D = 11 Euclideanized supergravity action (Einstein-Hilbert + Hawking surface +
Flux terms+O(R4)terms) in the two limits. This action was expected to receive the
maximum contribution near θ = 0, π as it possessed pole singularities near the same
which could be regularized by considering a small θ1,2 cut-off i.e θ1,2 ∈ [ǫθ, π − ǫθ]
with θ1,2 ∼ ǫγ(i),(ii) for γ(i),(ii) appropriate to the limits (5.1) and (5.2) in such a way
that the finite contribution (coming solely from the Gibbons-Hawking-York surface
term) is independent of the cut-off ǫθ. We showed that the IR divergence could be
removed by adding appropriate surface counter terms:
∫
r=rΛ
√
h (1, R, |G4|2); these
counter terms in the weak-string-coupling - large-t’Hooft-coupling limit (5.14) could
be understood in terms of asymptotically- linear-dilaton-gravity type surface counter
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terms. The finite piece of the Gibbons-Hawking surface term turned out to be pro-
portional to −r3h. We also verified entropy as well as specific heat obtained using
the partition function turns out to be positive, thus obeying one of the conditions
for thermodynamical stability of 11-dimensional M-theory solution. Thus, in this
chapter, we conclude that local 11-Dimensional M-theory uplift so-obtained is able
to provide some theoretical insight into the physics of strongly coupled Quark Gluon
Plasma.
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
“... things are the way they are in our universe because if they
Weren’t, we would not be here to notice.”
- Brian Greene.
In this review article, we have investigated two distinct approaches to super-
gravity phenomenology inspired by compactifications of Type IIB string theory and
M-theory. The first part of review article has been concerned with the investigation
of important issues related to particle phenomenology as well as cosmology by us-
ing a phenomenological model locally realizable as large volume limit of a Type IIB
Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau orientifold involving a mobile space-time filling D3-brane
restricted to a nearly special Lagrangian three-cycle embedded in the “big” divisor
and multiple fluxed stacks of space-time filling D7-branes wrapping the same “big”
divisor, as discussed in detail in chapter 2. The second (smaller) part has dealt with
some important hydro/thermodynamical aspects related to strongly-coupled/thermal
gauge theories by constructing local eleven-dimensional uplifts of non-compact (re-
solved) warped deformed conifold of Type IIB string theory involving space time
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filling D3-branes placed at the conifold’s apex, D5-branes wrapping a two-cycle and
D7-branes wrapped around non-compact four-cycle, as discussed in chapter 5. In
the following paragraphs we will outline the key results of this work and discuss
interesting prospects for future work.
After reviewing the motivation of (split) supersymmetry and the use of string
theory as an important framework for BSM physics in chapter 1, we provided details
of a phenomenological model and its possible local string-theory based realization, in
chapter 2. In this context, we have described the framework of Type IIB compactified
on the orientifold of a “Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau” in the large volume limit includ-
ing (non-)perturbative α′ corrections in the Ka¨hler potential and non-perturbative
instanton-corrections in the superpotential, in the presence of D3/D7-branes as men-
tioned above. In a self-consistent manner, we show the possibility of the existence of
a metastable dS-minimum for non-zero vevs of the mobile D3-brane position mod-
uli, D7-branes valued Wilson line moduli (apart from bulk moduli) in a region of
the moduli space where the potential is positive definite. Next, by turning on dif-
ferent but small two-form fluxes on the different two-cycles homologously non-trivial
from the point of view of the big divisor’s, we provide explicit representations for
SU(3)c×SU(2)L bifundamental first-generation quarks, their SU(3)c×U(1)R bifun-
damental cousins, SU(2)L×U(1)L bifundamental first-generation leptons and Higgs,
as well as the U(1)L×U(1)R bifundamental leptonic cousins. To evaluate the Wilson
line moduli contrbution in one of the N = 1 chiral coordinates TB, due to inclusion of
four Wilson line moduli on the world volume of space-time filling D7-branes wrapped
around the “big divisor” restricted to (nearly) a special Lagrangian sub-manifold,
we have constructed the distribution harmonic one-forms localized along the mobile
space-time filling D3-brane (restricted to the 3-cycle) which, interestingly, supports
the possibility of generating O(1)gYM at string scale by wrapping D7-branes around
the big divisor due to partial cancellation between geometric big divisor volume mod-
ulus and quadratic wilson line moduli term with substantial fine-tuning. Using the
modified N = 1 chiral coordinates, we constructed the form of Ka¨hler potential and
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superpotential which has been used throughout to evaluate the moduli-space depen-
dent factors in theN = 1 gauged supergravity action and hence the phenomenological
results. Foremost, by calculating effective Yukawa couplings in the context of N = 1
gauged supergravity, we showed that Dirac masses corresponding to particular effec-
tive Yukawa coupling YZIA1A3 matched with the mass of electron, and YZIA1A3 with
Dirac mass of first generation quarks. Therefore, we were able to make the identifica-
tion of right-set of four Wilson line moduli(’s super-partners) with SM-like particles,
and position moduli with Higgs-doublets. Followed by this, we evaluated soft SUSY
parameters which turned out to be very high, thus indicating one of the signatures of
split SUSY kind of scenario. To realize it more explicitly, within chapter 2, we have
discussed the evaluation of Higgs mass matrix which at EW scale provided one light
Higgs of order 125 GeV with some fine-tuning, one heavy Higgs, and a very heavy
higgsino mass parameter- hence “µ-split-like SUSY” scenario. As another concrete
signature of µ-split-like SUSY, we estimated life time of gluino using N = 1 gauged
supergravity action, to be reasonably high. In chapter 3, we turned our attention to-
ward addressing particle-cosmology-related issues and demonstrated gravitino - the
LSP in our model - as a viable CDM candidate respecting BBN constraints as well as
reproducing a relic abundance of around 0.1 in the context of N = 1 gauged super-
gravity limit of D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY model. To justify the above, we explicitly
showed that the life time in case of all (co)-NLSP decay channels was smaller than
102 sec (onset of BBN era) and life time of LSP decay to ordinary SM particles was
more than age of universe. As another phenomenological consequence of split SUSY
scenario’s, finally, in chapter 4, we evaluated electric dipole moment (EDM) of elec-
tron/neutron up to two loops, again in the context of using N = 1 gauged SUGRA.
The sizable contribution of (e/n) EDM from one-loop diagram in our model is rea-
soned out in detail in chapter 4. By assuming distinct O(1) CP violating phases
corresponding to four Wilson line moduli as well as position moduli, we have ob-
tained dominant contribution of the electron around O(10−32) esu-cm from one-loop
diagram involving heavy chargino and a light Higgs as propagators in the loop. The
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neutron EDM got a dominant contribution of the order de/e ∼ O(10−33)cm from
one-loop diagram involving SM-like quarks and Higgs. At two-loop level, we have
obtained dominant contribution of around O(10−29) esu-cm from diagram involving
heavy sfermions and a light Higgs, By conjecturing that the CP-violating phase could
appear from the Higgs mass matrix obtained in the context of µ-split-like SUSY, we
have shown the possibility of getting EDM of e/n around O(10−27) esu-cm in case of
two-loop diagram involving W± bosons.
Further, we sketch-out some arguments about the dimension-five neutrino mass
and the stability of proton in our model. Using the RG-flow arguments of [94], one
can show that the Weinberg-type dimension-five Majorana-mass generating opera-
tor: O(〈zi〉2) coefficient in
e
K
2 ∂
2W
∂A2
1√
K2ZiZ¯i
K2A1A¯1
(
χ¯A1L Zi
)2
or in fact
e
K
2 DA¯1DA1W¯√
K2ZiZ¯i
K2A1A¯1
(
χ¯A1L Zi
)2
produces the correct first-generation neutrino mass scale of slightly less than 1eV for
〈zi〉 ∼ O(1)V 136 . Secondly, for trilinear R-parity violating couplings λ′ijk ∼ V−
5
3 (see
equation (3.26)-(3.28)) and λ′′ijk ∼ V−
43
30 (see equation (3.32)-(3.33)), using the ana-
lytic expression given in [8], the rough estimate of proton decay width turns out to
be
Γp→e+π0 ∼ m5proton
∣∣λ′ijkλ′′ijk∣∣2
m4q˜I
∼ V
−6.1
m4q˜I
∼ 10−73GeV, (6.1)
thus giving life time of about 1042 years, which explicitly governs the stability of
proton in µ-split-like SUSY scenario.
We would mention that results obtained in chapters 2-4 were simply dependent on
dilute f˜ -fluxes and Calabi-Yau volume V which we fixed to be around 105. The lower
bound on f˜ ∼ 10−4 appeared by imposing that the flux-dependent D-term potential
is sub-dominant as compared to the F -term potential in the dilute flux approximation
(see chapter 2). Though one could have chosen a viable range of f˜s satisfying the
lower bound of f˜ ∼ 10−4, the justification behind choosing a particular value of
f˜ ∼ 10−4 was because of getting the right amount of relic abundance of Gravitino.
The justification behind constraining a value of Calabi-Yau V to be of the order 105
was based on the right identification of Wilson line moduli and position moduli with
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SM particle spectrum. More importantly, all of the results have been obtained in
the context of the model which can be constructed locally near a particular nearly
special Lagrangian three-cycle of a Swiss-Cheese Calabi-Yau 3-fold. It would be
interesting to determine the global embedding of our model. Further, in the D3/D7
set-up described above, we have shown the possibility of identification of Wilson line
moduli only with first or second generation quarks and leptons. By extending the
set-up to include Wilson line moduli identifiable with second and third generation
quarks, one could hope to obtain other Wilson line moduli existing as effective NLSP,
contributing significantly to gravitino abundance and the value of electron/neutron
EDM very close to experimental bound for a given choice of the internal complex
three-fold volume. The highlights of future goals in this direction are:
(i) The cosmologically inspired moduli of maases typically greater than that of super-
massive WIMP DM candidates, can directly decay into DM particles with branch-
ing ratio O(0.01 − 1). The yield of DM particles can be quite large, since moduli
tend to couple to the matter sector universally with gravitational strength couplings
(1/Mp). The large yield might overclose the universe known as ‘cosmological grav-
itino problem’. In [91], we have estimated relic density of gravitino in the context
of N = 1 gauged supergravity action by considering annihilation channels involving
supersymmetric particles (identified with Wilson line moduli and position moduli)
and showed that relic density does not overclose the universe. The gravitino can also
be produced directly from decay of bulk/geometric moduli (“big” as well as “small”
divisor modulus and closed string moduli) and may have branching ratio O(0.01−1).
Therefore, we plan to evaluate decay modes of bulk moduli to kinematically allowed
SM/supersymmetric particles as well as gravitino using N = 1 gauged supergravity
limit of large volume D3/D7 model given in [91] and calculate the branching ratio of
gravitino.
(ii) By calculating reheating temperature corresponding to aforementioned decay
modes, we plan to calculate number density of gravitino produced via bulk moduli
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decays and show that cosmological gravitino problem does not exist.
(iii) We intend to study the possibility to produce baryon asymmetry by direct
decay of moduli through CP violating as well as baryon number violating cou-
plings to baryons. The high moduli masses produce very low reheating tempera-
ture and it is very difficult to produce appreciable number of baryon asymmetry via
standard baryogenesis mechanism such as Affleck-Dine mechanism, EW baryogen-
esis/leptogenesis mechanism. In [115], the possibility of baryogenesis at very low
reheating temperature is discussed by considering extra TeV-scale coloured fields in
addition to MSSM fields and showing that moduli decay to coloured fields produce
right amount of baryon asymmetry. In this work, the asymmetry parameter is calcu-
lated by considering various tree level as well as one-loop decay diagrams involving
moduli fields as well as coloured scalar fields. In [91], the colored fields have been
identified as the Wilson line moduli. The non-zero interaction terms involving ‘bulk
moduli fields’ as well as ‘coloured fields’ (identified with Wilson-line moduli) can be
obtained in N = 1 gauged supergravity action. The non-zero CP violating phases can
be made to appear because of distinct phases associated with each moduli field (as
discussed in [92]) and baryon number violation can be justified by allowing R-parity
violating couplings into consideration (see [91]). By considering same tree level as
well as one-loop diagrams as discussed in [115] and evaluating relevant vertices, we
plan to calculate the order of magnitude of baryon asymmetry in our “local large
volume D3/D7 µ-split-like SUSY” model.
As a second part of the review article, in chapter 5, we have constructed lo-
cal M-theory uplift of (resolved) warped deformed conifold using modified OKS-BH
background given in [2] in the context of Type IIB string theory with Nf D7-branes
wrapped around a 4-cycle in the resolved warped deformed conifold with (M)N
(fractional) D3-branes. The same is relevant to the study of aspects of strongly
coupled QCD at finite temperature. By satisfying the requirements of implement-
ing SYZ mirror symmetry locally (as the resolved warped deformed conifold does
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not possess a ‘third’ global killing isometry along the ‘original’ angular variable
ψ ∈ [0, 4π] for implementing SYZ mirror symmetry) to obtain Type IIA back-
ground (near (θ1,2, ψ) = (〈θ1,2〉, {0, 2π, 4π})), we oxidized the so-obtained Type IIA
background to M theory and then argued that there exists a new ‘MQGP limit’
( gsM
2
N
<< 1, gsN >> 1 for finite (M, )gs more relevant to strongly-coupled QGP) not
considered in [2]. After obtaining so, we set up an approach to study the behaviour
of hydrodynamical as well as thermodynamical quantities in both weak coupling but
large t’Hooft coupling regime of M-theory (gs << 1) as well as MQGP limit accom-
plished by letting (gs
<∼ 1). For both limits:
(i) We obtained a black M3-brane solution whose near-horizon geometry near the
θ1,2 = 0, branches, preserved
1
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supersymmetry;
(ii) Investigated thermodynamical stability of solution in Type IIB background as
well as its M-theory uplift. The thermodynamical stability with Ouyang embedded
D7-branes in Type IIB background of [2] was verified by studying the behaviour of the
chemical potential as a function of Nf(number of bi-fundamental quark flavors) and
showing that ∂µC
∂Nf
|T > 0. The thermodynamical stability of the M-theory uplift was
discussed by first evaluating finite 11D supergravity action and thereafter showing
positivity of specific heat;
(iii) Shear viscosity-to-entropy density ratio naturally turned out to be 1
4π
in Type IIA
and its local M-theory uplift. Diffusion constant for both, Types IIB/IIA backgrounds
also come out to be the reciprocal of the temperature;
(iv) It was verified that the black M3-brane entropy went like the cube of the hori-
zon radius from M-theoretic thermodynamical methods as well as the horizon area
calculated from the starting Type IIB, mirrory Type IIA and the black M3-brane
solutions.
The potentially interesting extensions to this model have been outlined as future
goals below:
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(i) We plan to calculate number density of baryons in the context of modified OKS-BH
background. We have already investigated the form of finite part of DBI action (ID7)
using modified OKS-BH background given in [2] in the context of Type IIB string
background. Now we will extend the line of investigation by studying the asymptotic
form of temporal component of gauge field and calculate the number density of quarks
in the above-mentioned background using the technique given in [178, 179].
(ii) We propose to obtain the analytic form of number density (nB) as well as chemical
potential µf as a function of temperature in T → 0 limit by studying complete phase
diagram of U(1) gauge field/chemical potential as a function of temperature using
modified OKS-BH background of [2, 93] in the context of Type IIB string theory.
Doing so, we can directly incorporate the results of (nB) as well as µf to obtain
pressure, energy density as well as charge density of neutron star by using analytic
expressions given in [180]. The numerical values of baryon density can be calculated
by choosing specific values of parameters, gs as well as number of D3-branes (N/Neff)
so that limits of [2] could be satisfied. In this way, stringy background can be used
to study astrophysical applications also.
(iii) By introducing D7-brane probes into the black D3-brane background, the re-
sulting theory also contains spectrum of quark-antiquark bound states or mesons. As
these mesons are dual to strings with both ends on D7-branes, spectrum of the same
can be studied computing the spectrum of fluctuations of the worldvolume fields on
the D7-branes. The transition between Minkowski and black hole embedding can
also be characterized by studying the meson spectrum formed by combining quark-
aniquark pair. At zero temperature, the spectrum of mesons has a mass gap and is
discrete while at finite temperature, the mesonic excitations are unstable and are char-
acterized by a discrete spectrum of quasinormal modes. The meson spectrum as well
as mass gap has been studied in zero temperature limit using O(uyang) K(lebanov)
S(trassler) background in [181]. We plan to study expected continuos meson spectra
obtained by introducing black hole in the OKS background background in ‘(resolved)
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warped deformed conifold’ by considering fluctuations of scalar fields on the world
volume of D7-branes.

APPENDIX A
APPENDIX
A.1 Details of Local type IIA SYZ Mirror
In this appendix, after applying T-duality, locally, along x, y, z and in this order, we
give explicitly (i) the type IIA components obtained, and (ii) the components of type
IIA two-form fluxes obtained from type IIB one-form,
A.1.1 Type IIA Metric Components
The various components of the metric after three successive T-dualities along x, y
and z respectively, can be written as [1]:
Gµν =
gµνgxx − gxµgxν + bxµbxν
gxx
− (gyµgxx − gxygxµ + bxybxµ)(gyνgxx − gxygxν + bxybxν)
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
+
(byµgxx − gxybxµ + bxygxµ)(byνgxx − gxybxν + bxygxν)
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
, (A1)
Gµz =
gµzgxx − gxµgxz + bxµbxz
gxx
− (gyµgxx − gxygxµ + bxybxµ)(gyzgxx − gxygxz + bxybxz)
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
+
(byµgxx − gxybxµ + bxygxµ)(byzgxx − gxybxz + bxygxz)
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
, (A2)
Gzz =
gzzgxx − j2xz + b2xz
gxx
− (gyzgxx − gxygxz + bxybxz)
2
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
+
(byzgxx − gxybxz + bxygxz)2
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
,(A3)
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Gyµ = −byµgxx − bxµgxy + bxygµx
gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy
, Gyz = −byzgxx − bxzgxy + bxygzx
gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy
, (A4)
Gyy =
gxx
gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy
, Gxx =
gyy
gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy
, Gxy =
−gxy
gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy
, (A5)
Gµx =
bµx
gxx
+
(gµygxx − gxygxµ + bxybxµ)bxy
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
+
(byµgxx − gxybxµ + bxygxµ)gxy
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
, (A6)
Gzx =
bzx
gxx
+
(gzygxx − gxygxz + bxybxz)bxy
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
+
(byzgxx − gxybxz + bxygxz)gxy
gxx(gyygxx − g2xy + b2xy)
. (A7)
In the above formulae we have denoted the type IIB B fields as bmn. For the generic
case we will switch on all the components of the B field
b = bµν dx
µ ∧ dxν + bxµdx ∧ dxµ + byµ dy ∧ dxµ + bzµ dz ∧ dxµ
+ bxy dx ∧ dy + bxz dx ∧ dz + bzy dz ∧ dy. (A8)
After applying again the T-dualities, the NS component of the B field in the mirror
set-up will take the form
B˜ =
(
Bµν +
2Bz[µGν]z
Gzz
)
dxµ ∧ dxν +
(
Bµx +
2Bz[µGx]z
Gzz
)
dxµ ∧ dx(
Bµy +
2Bz[µGy]z
Gzz
)
dxµ ∧ dy +
(
Bxy +
2Bz[xGy]z
Gzz
)
dx ∧ dy
+
Gzµ
Gzz
dxµ ∧ dz + Gzx
Gzz
dx ∧ dz + Gzy
Gzz
dy ∧ dz. (A9)
Here the Gmn components have been given above, and the generic expressions of B
components are provided in [93]. Using the same, the analytic expressions of non-zero
type IIA B components are:
(i) BIIAxz :=
(
−54 sin3(θ1) cos(θ1)
(√
6
(
9h25 − 1
)
+ 4h5 cot(θ2)
)
+ 81h5
(
2 sin4(θ1)
(
3h5 +
√
6 cot(θ2)
)
+ h5 sin
2(2θ1)
)− 12 sin(θ1) cos3(θ1)(12h5 cot(θ2) + 2√6 cot2(θ2)− 3√6)+ 12 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ1)
cot(θ2)
(
27
√
6h5 + 2 cot(θ2)
)
+ 16 cos4(θ1) cot
2(θ2)
)
/
(
3(cos(2θ1)− 5)
(
sin2(θ1)
(−27h25 + 2 cot2(θ2)
+ 3
)
+ 6h5 sin(2θ1) cot(θ2) + 2 cos
2(θ1)
))
,
(ii) BIIAyz := −
3
√
6(3h5 cot(θ1) + cot(θ2))
−27h25 + 12h5 cot(θ1) cot(θ2) + 2 cot2(θ1) + 2 cot2(θ2) + 3
(iii)BIIAθ1x :=
(
f1(θ1) sin
2(θ1)
(
sin(θ1)
(
27h25 − 2 cot2(θ2)− 3
)− 6h5 cos(θ1) cot(θ2))
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(
gs
(
18gs
2Meff
2Nf log
2(r) + 3gsMeff
2 log(r)
(
gsNf log
(
sin
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
θ2
2
))
+ 3gsNf + 4π
)
+ 8π2N
)) 1
4
)
/
(
23/4
√
3 4
√
π
(
sin2(θ1)
(−27h25 + 2 cot2(θ2) + 3)+ 6h5 sin(2θ1) cot(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1)))
(iv)BIIAθ2x :=
(
4
√
2
π
rf2(θ2) sin(θ1) sin(θ2) cos(θ2)(3h5 sin(θ1) cos(θ2) + cos(θ1) sin(θ2))(
gs
(
18gs
2Meff
2Nf log
2(r) + 3gsMeff
2 log(r)
(
gsNf log
(
sin
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
θ2
2
))
+ 3gsNf + 4π
)
+ 8π2N
)) 1
4
)
/
(√
3
(
3
(−9h25 sin2(θ1) sin2(θ2) + h5 sin(2θ1) sin(2θ2) + sin2(θ1) sin2(θ2))
+ 2 sin2(θ1) cos
2(θ2) + 2 cos
2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
))
(v) BIIAθ1y :=
(
4
√
2
π
f1(θ1) cos(θ1)(3h5 cot(θ1) + cot(θ2))
(
gs
(
18gs
2Meff
2Nf log
2(r)+
3gsMeff
2 log(r)
(
gsNf log
(
sin
(
θ1
2
)
sin
(
θ2
2
))
+ 3gsNf + 4π
)
+ 8π2N
)) 1
4
)
/
(√
3
(
−27h25
+ 12h5 cot(θ1) cot(θ2) + 2 cot
2(θ1) + 2 cot
2(θ2) + 3
))
(vi)BIIAθ2y :=
(
4
√
2
π
f1(θ1) cos(θ1)(3h5 cot(θ1) + cot(θ2))
(
gs
(
18gs
2Meff
2Nf log
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(vii)BIIAθ1θ2 :=
1
4πr2
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gsM
(
−
(
9 sin(θ1)
(1
2
gsNfrf1(θ1) log(r) sin(θ1) cos
(
3θ2
2
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θ2
2
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(
36a2 log(r) + r
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sin2(θ2)(−27h25 + 2 cot2(θ1) + 3)+ 6h5 cot(θ1) sin(2θ2) + 2 cos2(θ2))− (2f1(θ1) cos(θ1) sin(θ2)
(3h5 cot(θ1) + cot(θ2))
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(
θ2
2
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36a2 log(r) + r
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/
(
−27h25 + 12h5 cot(θ1) cot(θ2)
+ 2 cot2(θ1) + 2 cot
2(θ2) + 3
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. (A10)
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The T-dualized NS-NS components and metric components after the aforementioned
triple T-dualities can be easily evaluated, using which, one obtains the following type
IIA metric components. The simplified expressions of the same in the (i) weak(gs)
coupling - large t’Hooft couplings limit: gs ∼ ǫd,M ∼ ǫ− 3d2 , N ∼ ǫ−19d, ǫ ≤ 0.01, as
well as the (ii) ‘MQGP limit’:gs ∼ ǫd,M ∼ ǫ− 3d2 , N ∼ ǫ−39d, ǫ . 1,
(i) GIIAθ1θ1 ∼
2π
√
gsN
(
f1(θ1)
2 sin2(θ1) + 1
)
3
√
3
, (ii) GIIAθ2θ2 ∼
2π
√
gsN cos(θ1) cos(θ2)
(
f2(θ2)
2 sin2(θ1) + 1
)
9 3
√
3
(
sin2(θ1)
6 +
cos2(θ1)
9
)
(iii) GIIAθ1θ2 ∼ −
2π
√
gsNf1(θ1)f2(θ2) sin
2(θ1)(cos(2θ1)− 5)−1(cos(3θ1)− 9 cos(θ1)) sin2(θ2) cos(θ2)
3
√
3
(
3
(
sin2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
+ 2 sin2(θ1) cos2(θ2) + 2 cos2(θ1) sin
2(θ2)
)
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4
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3
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